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the natural order in the hook of Psalms. The investigation is made in the

wider context of the ancient Near Eastern world and the O.T. Modern

approaches to the interpretation of the Psalms also have been taken into

account.

The nature-religions of ancient Mesopotamia,Egypt and Canaan throw

light to illuminate the distinctive elements of the O.T faith in God and

His relation to the natural world. The nature-religions hardly maintained

any distinction® between gods and nature-powers. For the order of the unive
A-

rse and for the saf.ty of man, the adhrents of these religions desired to
I K

maintain the status quo by keeping the harmony between manj^ and the powers

of nature.

It was in this context that the O.T emerge as a great break through
in the concept of God and the natural order. Nature has been liberated

from the powers of capricious deities and brought under the purposive rule
of a creator who reveals His moral purposes to His devotees. The creator-

God is above and beyond the world of matter. He is independent and free in

His decisions. This concept of the absolute transcendence and freedom of

God was another volte-face in the ancient world of nature-religions.
In the Psalms we find a cross section of the faith of Israel. The

poets represent the faith and aspirations of the rank and file who led

largely an agricultural and pastoral life. The Psalmists make no apologies
for sharing the literary patterns and thcught-forms of the ancient N.East.

It was in this cultural matrix that the religion of Israel was born and

brought up. Since the people of Israel was part and parcel of this ancient

culture, the question of borrowing patterns and ideas does not arise in thi

context. The common Semitic culture does not obliterate the distinctive

features of the faith of Israel.

Among the psalms, the Hymns of Praise should be mentioned first as

the eloquent witness to the concept of God and Nature. They are followed

by the Royal psalms,the Psalms of lament,the Wisdom psalms and the Psalms
of mixed type. A large number of these psalms have either been originated
or used in the cult of Israel. Their language springs from the agricultural

or pastoral needs of the individual or the community.
The main interest of these psalms is the praise and glory of God

under whose shelter one can confidently take refuge in times of crisis.

Use other side if necessary.



The Psalmists saw the reality of God through the tangible events of the

physical world,in the gift of rain and the fertility of the land. The

unexpected events in Nature have been seen as the signs and wonders of th
divine goverrtfepit. Nature,in a sense,revealed the power and authority of
the living God. It declared the majesty and glory of its creator.

Nature has been interpreted in personal terms and thus the Psalms

develop a love for the phenomena of Nature which according to these poefcs
were fellow workers in creation. Man and the natural order participate in
the continuous process of creation which is always on the move at the
behest of its creator. Creation is not just an event 'once upon a time',
but a process constantly continuing at the command of the Lord.

These psalms, perhaps for the first x± time in the O.T,declare nature
as an orderly cosmos governed and guided by a personal God who has moral
purposes. A secular understanding of nature devoid of God's relation to i
is foreign to the thinking of the Psalmists. A scientific explanation of
the origin of the physical universe or its working is not found in the
Psalms. The concern of the Psalms is pragmativ and theological. They try
to answer how in the order of the physical universe man can work for the
glory and purposes 5f God. They answer where man can find shelter in time
of crisis and catastrophe. They do not speculate about the origin or the
end of the universe. But they declare the present working of the physical
world from a theological stand point. Since God is the creator and
sustainer of Nature,the Psalmists show no diffidence or fear about the
present or the future. No chaotic powers have any final sway over the
order of the universe because God is at the helm of its affairs. This

optimistic outlook of the Hebrew poets imparts confidence to the people c

Israel to work creatively for the glory of God.
Man is no unique creature by birth. He stands along with the world

of phenomena. They are called to be His obedient servants and work for
the continuity of creation. Here,the Psalmists note a point of discord
and disharmony between man and His creator. Man is prone to disobey whil<
the natural phenomena show implicit obedience to the inviolable laws of
God. The Psalmists wish for the extinction of this malicious cancer from

the order of the universe. Only through obedience and loyalty to the Kin;
and Creator of the universe that man achieves the full end of his positi<

as the vicegerent of God. His chief responsibility is to acknowledge
gratefully the talents and privileges from the Suzerain and in dependanc<
on Him,co-operate with the phenomena of nature and work for the greater
glory of his Maker.
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P K E F A C E.

There have been men and women in the world whose names are

not known, but whose words have enlightened their generation and the

generations which they have not seen. Such are the men behind the
Book of Psalms. Occasionally they transcend clime and culture and
echo the heart-beat of man as he encounters the reality of God in the

beauty of nature. Then they sing in a language universally known
before their creator. But what do they sing? To discover the

meaning of their song and especially their concept of God and nature,
is the purpose of the present work.
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the author to undertake the present task. Where so many have been so
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thanks to Prof. N.W.Porteous, the former Principal of New College, who
has some time been my supervisor and gave me valuable advice. Here I
should also mention tho names of Dr J.C.L.Gibson, Dr A.F.Dayman, both
of the O.T. department of New College, Edinburgh and Prof. K.Koch and
Prof. G.H.Steck of the University of Hambxxrg, whose lectures ana sug¬

gestions helped me considerably in the preparation of the present work.
I acknowledge with gratitude the study leave which has been

granted by the Principal of Serampore College, India and also the
financial aid generously granted from the Theological Education Fund.
Without these it would have been impossible for me to continue my

research project.
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in the beautiful city of Edinburgh. The facilities thus made available
enabled me to pursue my research work.

Above all I thank God by whose consistent grace I have
been able to work and to whose glory I submit this humble gift.



C II A V T E It 0 N E.

i. The Fnguiru.

The subject of the present enquiry is 'God and the Natural
Order in the Book of Psalms'. What we aim at in this thesis, is to

discover the Psalmists' understanding of God and of how Ilis authority
and power are exercised in relation to the order of nature, and how that

understanding is related to the teaching of the rest of the Old Testament
and its ancient Near Pastern background.
ii. Its Score.

The scone of our investigation is limited to the Psalter.
In the Psalms of the O.T. we see a cross-section of the faith of Israel.

The Psalms reflect not merely the religion ox an anonymous elite but that
of the rank and file of the community for a period of several centuries.
The faith of Israel was maintained and expressed in the cultic worship
of Israel in which the Psalms had a xuiique place. The Psalms contain the

hymns of praise, the petitions and prayers which the community brought be¬
fore the presence of the Lord. The Psalter is a collection of collections.

Luther calls it 'a miniature Bible'. According to Mowinckel, the piety
3of the Psalmist is the key to the understanding of the prophets.

For our particular theme of enquiry the Psalms have great rele¬
vance and significance. 'The Psalmist has a profound sense of nature, and
the grand sjxectacles of the cosmos are often described in all their mag¬

nificent and awe-inspiring splendour. In admiring Nature and describing
its phenomena the Psalmist admired the greatness of God who had made re¬

gions so contiguous and yet so different in character. There are also
scenes of quiet, tranquil and pastoral happiness on the banks of cool

rivers, on verdent fields and among shady trees and by the side of plea-
4

sant fountains and peaceful water,' writes Rappoport. Therefox^e, al¬

though our enquii'y is limited to the Psalms, that does not in any way

reduce the scope of our investigation. Gn the other hand, our study of
the Psalms which is a representative document of the faith of Israel, will
reveal to us the most significant elements of the concept of God and
Nature in the Old Testament.

1. Terrien.S. The Psalms and Their Meaning for Today, pp.31-32.
2. Anderson.G.W. 'The Psalms' in Peake's Commentary on the Bible,

para.357a. Henceforth cited as PCS.

3. Mowinckel.S. 'Psalm Criticism between 1900 and 1935') VT,V 1955, p.20.
Henceforth cited as 'Ps. Criticism'.

4. llappoport.A.S. The Psalms. pp.37ff«



iii. The Method.

We propose to deal with our subject of enquiry in five chapters.

First of all, the following points may be noted so far as the use of the

terminologies are concerned.
For the sake of convenience, the terms Psalmist and poet are

used interchangeably to refer to the author of any given psalm. The
term 'psalm' with a small 'p' has been used to designate the individual

psalms. The Book of Psalms in general is denoted by either the term
'Psalms' or 'Psalter'. The names of the deities and festivals of the

ancient Near East, have been given, 011 the whole, in the forms found in
the Ancient Near Eastern Texts, edited by J.B.Pritchard. Any exception
to this is particularly noted in the foot-notes.

The impoi-tance of ancient Near Eastern studies for a better

understanding of the O.T. has for so long been realised that it may now

be taken as axiomatic. Therefore, the second chapter has been set aj^art
for a survey of the concepts of God and nature in ancient Sumer, Babylon,

Egypt and Canaan. The purpose of the chapter is to introduce the ancient
Near Eastern concejrts of God and nature before we begin the study of the
O.T. view. This will help us to see the C.T. faith in its contemporary

setting and to decern the distinctive aspects of the understanding of
God and nature which .we find in the O.T. generally and in the Psalms.

In chapter three, we will discuss in a comprehensive manner,

the O.T. understanding of God's power and authority over the physical

phenomena. What is the earl}' evidence for such an understanding in the
Old Testament? What are its salient features of the concept of God and
nature? These are some of the questions which we will pursue as we ex¬

amine the O.T. witness to the concept under discussion.
Without an understanding of the modern approaches to the study

and interpretation of the Psalms we cannot really make an attempt to know
what the Psalter says about the concept of God and nature. Therefore,
in the fourth chapter we will study and evaluate some of the most signi¬
ficant methods of interpretation of the Psalms including that of Hermann

Gunkel, Sigmund Kowinckel and the 'Myth and Ritual School'. At the end
of the chapter, we will indicate the method of interpretation which we

are going to follow in the detailed examination of the Psalms.

An exegetical study of the relevant psalms will be -undertaken
in the fifth chapter. For the convenience of detailed examination, we

will divide them according to their particular literary forms (Gattungen)



and interpret them from the specific sctting-in-life of the individual

psalms. But the particular examination of the psalms will not include
a discussion on the date and title of the psalms, except where it is
relevant for our study. In our exegetical study we will follow the
verse order of the Massoretic text.

In our final chapter we will endeavour to present the con¬

clusions which may legitimately be drawn from the investigations which
we have undertaken in this thesis.



CHAPTER TWO.

1
A Brief Survey of the Concept of God and Nature in the Ancient Near East.

Introduction.

In this study, it is hardly possible to exclude an examin¬
ation of the A.N.E concept of God and nature. Scholars assume that

perhaps, the entire A.N.E shared a common culture and basic religious
2

concepts. In this connection Albright says, 'It is now certain that
the religion of Canaan was of the same general type as that of Mesopotamia,

3Asia Minor and the Aegean in the 2nd millennium B.C.' Israel is
moulded in this A.N.E cultural matrix. Therefore, a short introduction
to the concept of God and nature of the A.N.E is not out of place. How¬

ever, the preliminary character of the survey and the lack of adequate
materials compel us to be brief in this introduction.
1. The Religions of Mesopotamia,

a) The Sumerians.
The archaeological findings confirm that the Sumerians who

settled in Mesopotamia towards the end of the 4th millennium B.C.
4

constitute the earliest cultural layer. Their society was organised
under the king whose office, they believed, was descended from heaven.

Since the Sumerians do not distinguish the realms of gods and
nature it is difficult to separate the concept of gods from the concept
of nature. However, we will try to present their various concepts under
the following headings:

i) The Concept of gods, (ii) The Concept of Cosmogony and

iii) The Concept of Nature.

1. Henceforth the Ancient Near -Gast is cited as A.N.E

2. cf. Kapelrud.A.S. 'Research in the Psalms after Mowinckel', ASTI,
vol.iv, 1955, p.81. Henceforth cited as 'Research in the Pss.'

3. Albright.W.F. History, Archaeology and Christian Humanism, p.149,
now on cited as uACH.

4. Brandon.S.G.F. Creation Legends of the Ancient Near East, p.67.
now on cited as CLAMS.



i) The Concent of .gods.
The following seven gods constitute the Ammnaki, the divine

assembly.

Anu, Enlil and Enki form a system of triads in the divine realm. The

gods are known by the term Dingir. They guide and govern

the phenomena of nature to which they are associated with established
rules and regulations called Ke. The gods may be regarded as the prin¬

ciples of vital power behind the natural phenomena. The 'Wills' behind
the natural phenomena are known to the ancient Sumerians as 'Zi'. It
is possible that the 'Z_i' which may be called the 'numen' and the con¬

cept of the divine coalesce in the thought of the Sumerians. Thus,
the gods manifest themselves through the natural phenomena to which

2
they are associated.

Since the world of nature has been redundant with life, in

addition to the divine assembly, the 'Anunnnki', the Sumerians accepted
the existence of other gods. But the cosmic realm was governed by the
unanimous decisions of the Anunnaki. The gods originated through the

3
conjugal relationship of different gods. Nammu is described as 'the

4
mother, the ancestress, who gave birth to all the gods'. She repre-

3
sents the primeval ocean. Although Anu has been the supreme god

1. Frankfort and Others. The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Kan,
p.137. Henceforth cited as IAAA. Saggs.JI.W.F. The Greatness that was
Babylon. p.331»

2. cf. Jacobsen. The Bible and the Ancient Near East. F.268.

3. Kramer.S.N. Sumerian Kytholo:-y. -p.39
4. Kramer.S.N. op.cit.p.114 and note 41.
5. Kramer.S.N. op.cit.p.39.

Anu - the heaven

- the atmosphere
- the earth and the nether-world

- the moon

- the sun

- the love and fertility
1

- the feminine aspect of the earth.

Enlil

Enki

Nanna

Utu

Inanna

Ninhursag or Ninmah



for a period, we see him retiring and giving way to Enlil.* Enlil's

sphere of activity embraces both cosmic and historical realm. He is,
2

to the Sumerians, a god who acted in history. The executive duties,
that is the task of carrying out the decisions of the divine assembly,

3
seem to have rested with Enlil. As far as the evidence goes the char¬

acter of these deities are not dependable and it always creates a state
of suspense and fear in the realm of religion.

ii) The Concept of Cosmogony.
'The most significant myths of a given culture are usually

the cosmogonic, or creation myths'.* In the Sumerian creation myth it
is hardly possible to separate gods from the nature-phenomena. This
is very evident in the creation poem which runs as follows:-

'After heaven had been moved away from earth,
After earth had been separated from heaven,
After the name of man had been fixed;
After An had carried off heaven,

After Enlil had carried off earth,
5'After Ereshkigal had been carried off into Kur as its prize;

According to this poem, the heaven and the earth were once united and

they were separated later. Man was created after they were separated .

But we do not know who did the act of separation. In the myth of
'the creation of the Pickax' Enlil is described as the one who separated

0
and removed heaven from earth. We have no explanation in this poem

of how the heaven and other phenomena originated. But in the list of
the Sumerian gods, Namirru, is described as 'the mother, who gave birth

7to heaven and earth'. Thus, Ann and heaven are identified, so also
the other gods with their respective natural phenomena.

1. Kramer.S.N. op.cit.p.83. Falkenstein.A/von Soden. Sumerische und
Akkadische Ilymnen nnd Gebete. pp.33.

2. Kramer.S.N. The Sumerians. p.121. Notscher.F. Enlil in Sumer und
Akkad. pp45f.

3. Frankfort and Others. IAAH. p.137.
4. Kramer.S.N. Sumerian Mythology, p.30.

5. Kramer.S.N. op.cit.p.37.
6. Kramer.S.N. op.cit.p.40.
7. Kramer.S.N. op.cit.p.39.



We may be able to summerise the cosmogonic concepts of the
Sumerians in the following way.

a) At the beginning of creation was the sea, perhaps conceived as eter¬
nal and uncreated.

b) The primeaval sea brought forth a united heaven and earth.

c) The heaven and earth were separated by an expanding atmosphere which
in Sumerian language was known as 'Lil'."^

d) The air or atmosphere brought forth the moon and the latter conse¬

quently made the sun.

e) After the separation of the heaven and the earth, plant, animal and
human life became possible on earth. The life on earth was made

possible by the combined effort of air, earth, and water. The sun,
2

too, probably participated.

According to Kramer, the Sumerians believed in creation by the
'word' of the deity. 'All that the creating deity had to do, according
to this doctrine, was to lay his plans, utter the word and pronounce

the name.The evidence is found in one of the hymns to the moon-god.1
'Thoul When thy word settles down on the earth green vegetation
is produced.
ThouJ Thy word makes fat the sheepfold and the stall;

it makes living creatures widespread.' etc. etc.

Although the text belongs to the 7th century B.C., scholars
believe that it is based on an earlier text. Here, the word is em¬

ployed not for the first act of creation but for the ordering of the

physical phenomena. We have no evidence of the use of the 'word' in
the creation epic. The Sumerians have witnessed the power of the word
of their king. Therefore, it is no wonder if they apply the same to
the words of their deities.

1. Kramer.S.N. The Sumerians. pp.ll2f.
2. Kramer.S.N. Sumerian Mythology. pp73f.

3. Kramer.S.N. The Sumerians. p.115
4. Pritcliard.J.B. ANKT. p.386.
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iii) The Concept of Nature.
The ancient Sumerians did not know of an inanimate world.

To them the entire nature was throbbing with life. Natural phenomenon
1

was not 'it' but 'thou'. They understood them in a 'personal' way.
'To understand nature, the many and varied phenomena around man, was

thus to understand the personalities in these phenomena, to know their

characters, the direction of their wills, and also the range of their
. 2

powers'.

To get a fair knowledge of the Sumerian concept of nature we

have to demytkologise their understanding. If we do that we cannot do

justice to their ideas of nature. The material world was clothed in

mythical language. An-ki was the 'universe'. To them the earth was
3flat. The universe consisted of 'the great above', the sky, the

4
atmosphere, the earth and the 'great below'. In the atmosphere they
observed the moon, the sun, the stars, 'the little ones' and the planets,
'the big ones'. Under the exalted rule of Enlil, the Surcerian poet

brings the mountains, the rivers, the sea, the fish, the birds, the

clouds, the plants^herbs, 'meadowsf^'trees and ever}' other natural and
historical phenomena.^ This is evidence of the Sumerian interest in
the material world.

b) The Babylonians.^
There was a transitional period in between the Sumerian and

Babylonian civilizations. The Babylonians inherited the cultural legacy
of the Sumerians. V/e will say 'in all probability, therefore, the re¬

ligion of historic Mesopotamia was in its essentials an original Sumerian
7

contribution'.

Here again we face the problem of clearly distinguishing the

1. Frankfort and Others. IAAM. p.130.
2. Frankfort and Others. IAAH. p.134.
3. Kramer.S.N. The Sumerians. p.112.
4.Kramer.S.N. Sumerian Kytholo-'-y. p.41.
5. Kramer.S.N. The Sumerians. p.121.
6. For geographical terminologies of Mesopotamia see Saggs.U.W.F. op.cit.
7. Speiser.E.A. The I/orId History of Jewish People. Vol.1, p.234.

Henceforth cited as WHJ1.



religious concepts from the concepts of nature. However, we will try
to make out the concepts of religion, cosmogony and nature respectively.

i) The Concept of Religion.
All the major civilizations confront two important issues

namely, the relation of the individual to the society and the allignment
1

of society with nature. The one is the essence of political system
and the other is the foundation of religion. The Babylonians were no

exception in this regard.
The gods of the Eabj'lonians were powers which they recognised

in and behind the various phenomena of nature. Therefore, the centre
and meaning of existence always lay beyond man and his achievements:,

2
beyond tangible things in intangible powers ruling the xuiiverse'.~
Man had to maintain the harmony with these powers of nature. I'erhaps
this concept of harmony was a powerful support to his endeavour and

3acted as the very condition of success.

The Sumero-Akkadian mythology is not consistent as to the

precise relationship of the various gods. The various religious texts
4

have preserved the names of an enormous number of gods. The impor¬
tance of these gods depends upon the prominence of the cosmic elements
to which they are associated. In Babylon, the Sxxmerian hierarchy of

gods was basically follox^ed. The difference is foxrnd mainly in the
Semitic names given to the Sxxmerian gods. Some of the gods were re¬

placed by regional deities. We may divide the gods into three groups:-

a) The gods of Chaos.
5

Apsu - Mummu - Tiaiaat represented the sweet water, mist and
salt water respectively.

Lahmu - Lahamu represented the silt.
Anshar - Kishar represented the horizon.

1. Speiser.E.A. WHJP. Vol.1, p.233.

2. Jacobsen. The Bible and the Ancient Near East. p,137«

3.Frankfort. Kingship ana the Gods, p.103.

4. lIooke.S.H. Babylonian and Assyrian Religion, p.12.

5. According to Speiser ';rn~mn' is an epithet for 'mother', in ANET,
p.6l and note 2.
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b) The Great Triad.
Ann - Ea or Hudimmud or Enki - Enlil or llarduk or Ashur

represented the heaven or sky, the earth and the atmosphere or the storm.
Ninmah or Arum was the feminine coxmterpart of the great triad.

c) The Lesser Triad.
Utu or Shamash represented the sun.

Nanna or Sin represented the moon.

Adad or Hadad represented the weather associated with Shamash.
1

Innin or Ishtar the feminine aspect of the lesser triad.

Among these deities the most significant ones were the great
triad. 'In the later period, probably beginning in the second half of
the second millennium, the national gods, Harduk in Babylonia and Ashnr

2
in Assyria, achieved a position of supremacy in the pantheon.' Anu
and Mardnk together wielded, on a cosmic level, authority and legiti¬
mate force. The life on earth was perpetuated by the joint effort of

3
Ea and Ki.

ii) The Concent of Cosmogony.
To understand the cosmogonic thoughts of Babylon our main

4
source material is the creation epic, Enuma elish. Scholars attribute

cosmogonic, theogonic and political motives to the formulation of this
5

epic. It falls roughly into two sections, one dealing with the evol¬
ution of the universe and the other narrating how the present world
order was established. Marduk is the hero in the second section.

The primary triad of chaos existed as the first of everything.
This is evident from the Bnuma elish which begins as follows:-

When on high the heaven had not been named,
Firm ground below had not been called by name,

Naught hut primordial Apsu, their begetter;

(And.) Kummu-Tiamat, she who bore them all,
Their waters commingling as a single bocly;^

1. For the pantheon of Babylon see ILooke.S.li. op.cit.pp.12ff, Saggs.H.W.F.
op.cit.pp328ff, Frankfort and Others. IAAM. pp,137ff,1701'f.

2. Saggs.H.W.F. op.cit.p.338.
3. Frankfort and Others. IAAM. pp.138,140,145.
4. Jacobsen. gives the approximate date as the middle of second millen¬

nium B.C., IAAM. p.169, Heidel.A.dates Enuma elish to circa. 1894-
1595 B.C., The Babylonian Genesis, p.12.

5. Voegelin.F. Order and History. Vol.1., Israel and Eevelation. p.42.
6. ANET. pp.60ff.
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The primary form of the universe was water which consisted of
sweet water, salt water and mist. The Neo-Platonic philosopher,

Damascious, interpreted Fummu as the 'mental world' corresponding to
the 'word'.^ This seems to he a far-fetched interpretation. Mummu

might better he regarded as corresponding to 'The Spirit of God' in
2

Gen.1.2. The primary stuff or the gods are self-created and eternal.
The other gods including the creator of the present world take their

origin from the first watery substance.
The creation of the present world seems to he purely acci¬

dental and is a test of the authority of Marduk which has been conferred

upon him by the heavenly assembly. After the fight with Tiamat and
his victory,

Then the lord paused to view her dead body,
That he might divide the monster and do artful works.
lie split her like a shell fish into two parts:

3Ilalf of her he set up and ceiled it as sky,
This poem clearly shows that the struggle with chaos was no integral

part or purpose of creation. 'The motif of a fight between a god
and a serpentine monster, as found in ancient Babylonian and Assyrian

art, does not necessarily connect with the Enuma elish myth. Fox"

example, the seal, showing Kinurta slaying a seven-headed dragon

(reproduced in Biblical Archaeology by Wright.G.E. p.102) is a heroic
motif which stands by itself and has nothing to do with Karduk's combat'.
In Enuma elish the struggle with Tiamat is no precondition for the cre¬

ation of the phenomenal world.

However, behind this mythical fight there must be a kernel of
some realities of life. Jacobsen attributes it to the annual flood

that takes place in the Spring season. The flood recedes only when
"J

the wind blows and brings back the dry land." Although we cannot be
certain about the true basis of this myth we can assume that the myth
has its origin from some of the most perplexing realities of life.

1. Heidel.A. op.cit.p.76.
2..Heidel.A. op.cit.p.3.

3. AllET' P.67, Tablet.iv.l35f.
4. Anderson.B.W. Creation Versus Chaos, p.20 and note 12.
5. Frankfort and Others. IAAH. p. 180.



The Babylonian community continued to re-enact the struggle against
the chaotic forces and the establishment of the vorld order through the

1
annual New Year festival called the Akitu festival. The triumph of
Marduk and the fixing of the destinies for the New Year gave the com¬

munity an assurance of victory over the powers of chaos in the realm of
nature.

iii) The Concept of Nature.
It is hardly possible to assume that the Babylonians has a true

concept of natxxre as we xuiderstand it today. The xmiverse, according
to them, did not show a fxindamental bipartition into animate and inani-

2
mate, living and dead, matter.' Everything in natxire was living and

animate.

Man x^as an integral part of this living xxniverse. His main
motive was to maintain the harmony betxveen the realm of gods and the realm
of nature. It was through the Akitu festival that he realised the har¬

mony between the realms. The physical realm of nature embraces the
realm of Gods through the cultic representative, the king. Through
the sacred marriage the pox^ers of nature assure rxexv life and fertility
to the inhabitants.

The Babylonian concept of nature taxxght the people to deal
xvith the objects of nature with reverence. This religioxxs outlook on

natxxre continuoxxsly reminds them of the spiritual heritage of their
lives and helped them to have a 'comprehensive' view of life.

1. Some of the high lights of the Akitxx festival are the follox/ing:-
Hxxmiliation and exaltation of the king,
The Struggle and Victory or the death and resurrection of Karduk,
Acclamation by the Pantheon,
Sacred marriage,
Fixing of the destinies for the New Year. cf. IIooke.S.H. op.cit.pp.
51f,105f. Frankfort. Kingship and the Gods. pp.518f; Saggs. op.cit.
pp.3S5ff.

2. Frankfort and Others. LlAh.p.lT'j.
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2. The Egyptians.

According to Speiser, the word Egypt is a derivative from

Aiguptos or Ili-ku-ptah which probably means the 'house of the spirit
1 2

of i'tah'. It occurs in the Amarna Tablets as Hkpt. The word

Mi§raim refers to the dual physical nature of the lower and upper Egypt.

Although Egypt has a long recorded history we will consider only from
the period of the Protodynasty to the end of the New Kingdom, that is,

3
from circa 31st to 12th century B.C. The religious concept of the
land was never the same during this long span of time. The cultural
centres shifted from place to place such as Heliopolis, Hermopolis,

Thebes, Memphis and Elephentine. To give a brief account of the con¬

cept of God and nature of the Egyptians is really difficult in this

backgroxmd. Realising the limitations we venture to present a short
introduction to the concept of religion, cosmogony and nature.

i) The Concept of Religion.
Two major factors affected the l'eligious thinking of Egyp¬

tians namely, the life-preserving Nile and the powerful Sun. The
fertile Nile delta and the arid desert of Egypt bore witness to these

contrasting phenomena. According to them, religion did not rise as

'a purposive functioning of an inherent type of thought and emotion;
4

but as the result of the human speculation of the physical world'.
5

Examples of such religious thinking are not rare in the ancient Orient.
The people shared the 'Ka' of the divine beings who manifest

themselves through the different phenomena of nature.^ They saw

1. Speiser.E.A. WHJP. Vol.1, p.268.
2. Albright. Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, p.120 and note 69.

Now cited as YGC.

3. Voeglin. op.cit.p.53.
4. Schmidt. Ursprung des Gottesidee. p.492.
5. cf. Farquhar.J.N. Primer of Hinduism, p.23.
6. Wilson.J.A. 'Egypt' in IMAM. pp.53fj97f>10?f•
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everything as ultimately belonging to one whole thing. Therefore,
their religion might be called 'Monism' which in the realm of lower
nature revealed as 'Monophysitism'In this sense their religion
showed polytheistic characteristics. It is interesting to note that

Egypt, Greece and India showed similar characteristics in the concept
of religion. A poem from Thebes runs as follows

Mysterious of form, glistening of appearance,
2

The marvellous god of many forms.
3Frankfort quotes a Greek saying

TTcX oreH*
4

Radhakrishaan quotes from the Veda:-
'Ekam Sat vipra Bahudha vadanti', that is, Being is One, but

the wise men speak of it in different ways.

The many forms were restricted to a system of divine triad.
One text from Thebes reads

All gods are three: Amon, Re and Ftah,
And there is no second to them

Hidden is his name as Amon

He is Re in face, and his body is Ptah,
Their cities are on north, abiding for ever;

5
Thebes, Heliopolis and Memphis unto eternity.

We see a tendency in Egypt to acknowledge the local deity as the all-

embracing god and to him is given all powers and authority, for example
Amon at Thebes, Re-Atum at Heliopolis, Ptah at Memphis and KImum at

Elephentine. This preference to a deity can be called the concept of
'Ishta Devatha' - favourite deity - as in Hinduism.

In the 14th century B.C. Akli-en-Aton declared the worship of
the Sun-god as the only valid religion of the land. The adherents of
this new religion wanted to establish a 'one god, one world, one Egypt'
faith in the whole of the land.^

1. Wilson.J.A. op.cit.p.66.
2. Wilson.J.A. in Before Philosophy, by Frankfort and Others, Penguin

Books, Ilarmondworth, 1949, p.75«

3. Frankfort Kingship and the Gods. p.40.
4. Radhakrishaan.S. Indian Philosophy, p.94.
5. Voegelin. op.cit.p.86.
6. Voegelin. op.cit.p.95.
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Yet the champions of the new religion could, not think of a God who is

heyond and behind the mighty natural phenomenon, the Gun. In the light
of true monotheistic concept we cannot acknowledge this new religion as

monotheistic. For, true monotheism, according to Vriezen, 'is not a

matter of acknowledging a particular phenomenon in nature as having

prior place over and above all others, but of a wholly peculiar and
underived spiritual being or essence of Godhead, qualitatively of a

different character from anything in nature.^"
The gods of Egypt may be divided into three groups in accord¬

ance with the place of origin, place of worship and function.
Natural gods. lie, the sun-god; Nut, the sky goddess;

Orion, the star-god.

Regional gods. Neith worshipped at Sais, itah at Memphis.
Functional gods. Ma'at of justice; ITat-Hor of love; Anubis

2
of death. There is no rigid system in the Egyptian Pantheon. Free¬
dom and flexibility are the conspicuous characteristics of their religion.

ii) The Concept of Cosmogony.
• The creation myths of Egypt take their origin from different

religious centres. It seems that the basic Egyptian concept of the
dualism of opposites - the chaos against cosmos, the north against the
south and Horus against Seth - affected the cosmogonic speculations.
For instance, an Cgdoad of chaotic forces was developed by the Hermo-

politan theologians while an Ennead, a community of cosmic forces was

formulated by the Ileliopolitan thinkers. The first group Ogdoad, the

'Eight' comprised elements of cosmic disorder, whereas the Ennead, the
'Nine' contained progressive steps of cosmic order. The two groups are

3
the following:-
The Cgdoad.

Nun - - Naunet represented the primordial waters
Iluli - Hauhet " the formlessness

Kuk - Kauket " the darkness,
Anion - Amonet " the hidden power.

1. Vriszen.T.H.C. The Religion of Ancient Israel, pp.35-36
2. Wilson.J.A. in WHJi . Vol.1, ed. by Speiser. p.285.
3. Wilson.J.A. in IAAN. pp.51ff. Schmidt.W.II. Die Schonfungs«eschichte

dor Priesterschrift. p.25. Frankfort Kingship and the Gods, p.182.



The Bnnead.

Atum represented the supercharged vacuum

Shu — Tei'nut " air and moisture

Geb - Nut " the earth and the sky
Osiris - Isis and

Seth - Nephthys represented the beings of the cosmic realm.

The first principle is waters, Nun 'The great god who came in¬
to being by himself."'" Formlessness, Darkness and Hidaenness - perhaps
the unseen wind - were conditions simultaneously existing with the waters.
Kilian finds a close similarity between the Genesis narrative and the

2
Ilermopolitan Cgdoad. The affinity, however, is interesting but not
so convincing as Kilian maintains because the Genesis account diverges

considerably from the Egyptian text in the episode of creation.
In the emergence of the cosmos from chaos we do not find any

evidence of a struggle between the opposing forces. Brandon discovers
a vague reference to the struggle in the 'Instruction for king lieri-ka-Ile'

Well directed are men, the cattle of the god,
Lie made heaven and earth according to their desire
And he repelled the water monster.

Here the monster could very well be Apophis, the serpent who
4

attacks the Sun daily in the best. Nun has not been pictured as a

violent deity in the Egyptian text.
There is no absolute beginning in the creation myths of Egypt.

According to Morenz, sp tpi, 'at the beginning' indicated the beginning
5of an event. The event seems to be the sexual union between Nun and

Natuiet by whom the process of evolution began. The principle of sex¬

uality was accepted for the process of evolution. According to Koch,
the Memphite theology opposed this concept of sexuality for the process

1. ANET. p.4,col.1.
2. Kilian.R. 'Gen.1.2 und die Urgotter von Hermopolis' VT.16,1966,pp.434ff
3. ANET. p.417,col.2.
4. cf. ANET. pp.6ff,llff.
5. Horenz.S. Agyptische Religion. pp.l75ff> Wurthwein.E. Zeit und

Geschichte - Chaos und Schopfung im Kythischen Denken und in der
Biblischen Urgeschichte. p.320.
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of creation."'" The Memphite theology introduced the idea of creation

by the word of Ftah. 'Sia, the ''perception", the cognitive reception
of a situation, an object, or an idea' and Hu, "authoritative utterance"

together function along with Ptah in the act of creation. They come

as the 'heart and tongue' of Ptah.
'
Ptah the Great, that is, the heart and tongue of the Ennead;

(Ptah) who gave birth to the gods;

There came into being as the heart and there came into being as the

tongue (something) in the form of Atum'.'> This idea of creation by the
word need not be regarded as a unique concept because the Sumerians too
shared a similar concept. This doctrine of creation by word is not
found in the earlier documents of Egypt. It is not improbable that
the concept of creation is introduced into the religion of Egypt by

7th century B.C. from either Babylon or Greece. The document in ques¬

tion belongs to this period. Logos, according to the Egyptian concept

permeated the objects of the world of phenomena as 'the heart and tongue
of Ptah'. In fact the realm of nature was the manifestation of Ptah.

Therefore, we cannot take the Logos of Egypt as 'the incipient germ of
4

the later logos-doctrine', of the New Testament. According to John,

'Logos is really the creator (along with God) of all things'.J
Johannine Logos is not immanent in nature as the 'heart and tongue of
Ptah.'

iii) The Concept of Nature.
Here again we face theproblem of separating the sacred from

the secular. According to the Egyptian concept, society was a part
of the cosmic order. The divine permeated the natural and human realms
Existence for the people was not contained in sealed compartments.
One's own environment manifested the divine reality. 'So the gods en¬

tered into their bodies of every (kind of wood), of every (kind of)
stone, of every (kind of) clay, or anything which might grow upon him,
in which they had taken form'.^ In the realm of nature the people
could not escape the presence of gods.

1. Koch.It. 'V/ort und Einheit des Schopfergottes in Memphis und Jerusalem
ZTK, 62,1965,pp.259f.

2. IAAM. p.57.

3. ANET. p.5,col,1.
4. contra. Breasted. A History of Egypt, p.358

5. Schnakenburg. The Gospel according to St.John.Vol.1. pp.487f,236ff.
6. ANET. p.5,col.2.



The king had a unique place in the social structure of the

community. He was god-incarnate, Ilorus in life and Osiris, the god of

vegetation, in death. Through the annual Sed festival the king brought

guarantee for the prosperity and security of the land. 'The powers of
nature flowed into the body politic through the channel of kingship'.

Through the new growth of vegetation which comes at the change of season

the king continued his immortality.
Man shared with nature and gods the 'Ka', the essential sub¬

stance of all. Thus a sense of 'consubstantiality' with the realm of
nature and gods elevated the position of mankind.

The life in the realm of nature began from sun and earth, sky
2

and air, and water. But they were all divine. 'The immanence of

gods in nature, far from diminishing their significance for the Egyptians,
enabled a correlation uf human and natural life which was an inexhaustible

source of strength. The life of man, as an individual and even more
3

as a member of the society, was integrated with the life of nature.'
The laws of nature, the laws of society and the laws of gods,

all belonged to the Ma'at. The king, the son of god, furthered the

integration of nature and society through the Ma'at.
The observation of natural phenomena led the ancient Egyptians

to have an all-embracing view of gods, society and politics.

3. The Canaanites.

The word 'Canaan' is believed to have derived from Kinahna,
4

possibly means the purple dye. Canaan, according to Albright, was

exposed to the cultural influence from Mesopotamia, Egypt and perhaps
from the Indo-Aryans. When the Hebrews came, the Amorites were already
a settled community in the hill country. (Num.13.29, Josh.5.1>10.6)
They must have entered Palestine towards the end of the 3rd millennium B.C.

1. Frankfort Kingshin and the Gods, p.79.
2. The Upanishads recognize these five elements as earth, water, fire,
air and ether. Hiriyanna.M. Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p.64.

3. Frankfort Ancient Egyptian Religion, p.29.
4. Kenyon.II.M. Amorites and Canaanites. p.52. Gray.J. 'Israel's

Neighbours-Ill' in PCS, para,88a.

5. Albright. YGC. pp.96ff.
6. Eenyon op.cit.p.76. Albright 'The Role of the Canaanites in the

History of Civilisation' in The Bible and the Ancient Near East, ed.
by Wright.G.3. p.556 and note 50, henceforth cited as BANE, cf. Kenyon
Archaeology in the Holy Land. pp,159f.



The Canaanites or the Phoenicians might be a mixed race of the early
Amorites and the later Philistines who cane to the land.

Here we are concerned about the Phoenicians and the people of

Ugarit. The source materials which throw light on the life and culture
of these peoples are not very many, a few Phoenician ones and the Has
Shamra Tablets. First of all let us examine the Phoenician concept of

gods, and nature.

a) The Phoenicians.
The Phoenician culture had been diffused in many centres of

2
Canaan especially in the north." Our main source of information about
this people is the writings of Sanehuniaton who may have lived in the

•z

6th century B.C. He has collected his materials from several sources
/' 4

including one Hierambelos, a priest of /£ <AJ . Sanchuniaton1s work,
5

originally, may go back to the end of the 2nd millennium B.C.

i) The Concent of Religion.

According to Sanchuniaton, the Phoenicians were worshippers
of natural objects. Commenting on this Phoenician practice Jirku says,

'they saw the whole of nature as alive with gods of varying rank.
Each tree, each stone, each spring was inhabited by a deity of whom one

had to pay occasional tribute'.^ The important deities were worshipped
in different centres. The names of some of the deities and the places
of their worship may be given below.

Eshroun, Ba'al and Ashtnrtu - Sidon

Ba'alat and Kha'v-taw -Byblos

1. Scholars generally agree that the Phoenicians and the Canaanites are
virtually the same people. Albright in BANE, p.337; Kenyon Amorites
and Canaanites. p.52; Gray.J. in PCB. para 88a.

2. Albright From Stone Age to Christianity. p.39? henceforth cited as FSAC.
3. Albright YGC. pp.194,195 and note 44.
4. Albright YGC. p.228 and note 155.

5. Eissfeldt.O. Sanchuniaton von Berut und I1urnilieu von Ugarit. pp.9>l6.
6. Jirku.A. The '.vorld of the Bible. p.ll6.
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1
Ba'al Melcarth and Anat - Tyre
Ba'al Hammun, Melcarth and Tennit - at Carthage.
- ■ ■■1 ■ - ■ ■ ■

rr

Ba'al seems to he the high god, the lord of the sky (Ba'al Sha-me-me).
The deities were addressed with titles of kinship such as 'Ammu',

4
paternal uncle; Halu, maternal uncle; Ahu, father; Ahu, Brother etc.
These titles reveal the affection with which the deities were acknow¬

ledged By the household. According to Albright, the Phoenician pan¬

theon seems to Be a conglomeration of gods from Egypt, Mesopotamia and
Canaan.'' The gods representing the sun(Elioun, j:>erhaps yAtcj orM'iv),^
the time (Xfoy:)0, The sky (CY/Vyc1^ ), the earth (V^), and other nat-

7ural phenomena and abstract concepts such as love, desire, death, fate

etc, were Brought into the pantheon. Through these names we get a typi¬
cal oriental view of gods and natural order. The Greek names do not

imply that the Phoenicians were influenced by the Hellenists, perhaps
the Greeks were influenced By the Phoenicians. In the Phoenician re¬

ligion the distinction Between matter and spirit was hardly maintained.
An adequate assessment of the religious concept of the Phoenicians is
not possible due to the lack of reliable source materials. Now we shall

turn to their concept' of cosmogony.

ii) The Concept of Cosmogony.
The concept of cosmogony is derived mainly from the account

of Sanchuniaton, Damascius' account of Eudemos and from the Kochos

fragment.^ Albright gives us some information about the Taauth cosmogony

1. Albright Archaeolo.yv and the Religion of Israel. pp.l56ff,219,226f.
Henceforth cited as Alii. Aha' v-taw is the i>atron of the forest of
Lebanon, vid. Albright YGC. pp.2l6ff.

2. Albright ibid., also Encyclopaedia of -Religion and Ethics. Vol.111.
pp.l77ff. Henceforth cited as EliE.

3. Eissfeldt.O. Eleine Schriften, Bd.ii. pp.178-198. Albright YGC. P.199.
4. Gray.J. Canaanite Religion. p.119. ERE. ibid.

5. Albright History, Archaeology and Christian Humanism. pp.149,151.
6. Baudissin.W.W. op.cit.p.299.
7. Eusebfus Frenaratio Evangelica. ed. by Heinichen 1.10.16,29,44,9.

Eissfeldt.O. Banchuniaton etc. p.19 and note 3j Albright YGC. p.203.
Varuna is the counterpart of cl/avcc in Rig Veda, vid. Max Muller.
India, khat Can it Teach xis? p. 156.

8. Albright YGC. pp,193ff.
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of Sanchuniaton. According to this, two elements existed at the be-
2

ginning, dark breath-like air and muddy pitch black chaos. From this
substance Wind and Lesire (ViLz-'/H. and rrc ) come out as a result of
sexual union. They bring forth a slimy, putrid water containing all

*7

germs of life, At this stage some cataclysm occurred.

/V'<07 » the world-egg bursts and the light and the celestial phenomena came
into existence. Waters were separated and clouds were formed. A
thunder occurred and the senseless beings in the world-egg 'woke up and

4
began to move on land and sea, male and female'.

According to Albright, Taauth cosmogony is impersonal and
. —

atheistic. There is no theogony associated with it. This seems to
be the earliest human attempt to explain the origin of the universe
from a secular point of view.

The Damascius' account of Hudemos gives three first principles,

namely, Time, Creative Will and Infinite Misty Space ( X ('0 /c^ , rrc 9c r
. Since the account is short and vague we cannot draw valid

conclusions from it. It seems that the account is a condensed form of

the cosmogony presented by Sanchuniaton.
The third source is the Kockos fragment which begins with a

A"
. , "

pair of first principles, ,Hl t-yp and ,-fnf . The Highest Intelligence,
">

t ^ / \ —

Gv\cp?c^ o Ycrj7c>2 G>.cr came out of it. By masturbation Ulomos brought
forth the first Opener^ (/cuS"W[;c^ ) and the Egg (we/). The Opener
might be the one who brought order into the universe.' He separated

f

the indistinguishable nature ( and created the heaven and the
earth from the top and bottom half of the world-egg respectively.

1. Albright YGC, pp.212ff
2. Albright 'Chaos and the Origin of Light in Gen. 1'JBL.45.1924, p.365«

Eusebius. op.cit.1.10.

i>. Graf Baudissin.W.W. Studien zur Semitischen .Relirrion-geschichte. Heft I.p. 11
Eusebius. op.cit.1.10.1-2 ERE.Vol.ii. p.178.

4. ERE.Vol.ii. p.178.

5. Albright YGC. p.225.
6. Albright YC-C. pp,193f.
7. Eissfeldt.O. Sanchun.jaton etc. p.22. and note 2. The fem. ){Gos~x f (-'< c

might mean 'order'. So (Xc c.-k / r< also might have the function of
ordering the universe.
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The Mochos fragment shows definite signs of Egyptian^ and
2

Mesopotamian cosmogonic ideas.

iii) The Concept of Nature.
So far as the origin of the world of nature is concerned the

Phoenicians hold a higher view than the Mesopotamians and the Egyptians.

They do not mix cosmogony and theogony in their myths of creation.

Cosmogony is viewed from a secular stand point. Water is not regarded
as the first principle of evolution. Concepts of !Tct:c< and rrvt

are introduced to create the life-containing water. The physical
3world and its various phenomena owe their existence to this water.

In the physical world, the heavenly phenomena attracted the
attention of the ihoenicians. According to Massey the Phoenicians

might he the first group of people who observed the universe by means

of astronomy.^ Perhaps the Watchers of heaven (Zophe Shemin)^ who
came out from the Water (/W') were human beings who showed interest in

astronomy. Since we know that the Phoenicians were worshippers of

sxrn, moon and other heavenly objects, Zophe Shernin might mean men in
their worshipful attitude looking towards heaven.

In the daily life of,the Ihoenicians no distinction between
the natural realm and divine realm was shown. Natural phenomena and
abstract concepts were raised to the realm of the divine. Here we

see the typical oriental tendency towards monism.
The concept of world egg shows the Phoenicians' understanding

of the physical origin of the universe. The concept might have been
a reflection of their observation of how life begins in the realm of
nature.

^ /

The introduction of rrV^u and TTcfic- r strongly suggest
the profound desire of Phoenicians to associate a spiritual will-power
as the source of life-containing water. In this regard they distinguish
themselves from their neighbours about whom we have dicussed earlier in

K
this chapter.

1. Albright ibid.
2. AHET. p.67,Tab,135f.
3. Rust.S.C. Nature and Man in Biblical Thon-ht. p.22.

4. Massey.G. The Book of the Beginnings. Vol.11, p.126.
5. Eusebius op.cit.1.10.2; ERE. Vol II. p.178.
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b) Ugarit.
The Strategic position as 'a Syrian port with Mediterranean

trade, a Semitic region* under Egyptian and 'Uittite overlordsliip and
1

Canaanite population* within the range of the cuneiform script enabled

Ugarit to become one of the most important cosmopolitan cities of the
ancient Near East. The religion and culture of the Fertile Crescent
met at this commercial haven. They shared and reflected the culture
of the Phoenicians.

The source materials of our study mainly consist of the Has
Sharara Tablets and the Amarna Letters of the 14th Century B.C.

i) The Concept of Religion.
The Has Shamra Tablets show us that the religious concept of

the people was mostly based upon their view of the natural phenomena.
The general pattern of their myth and ritual resembles the myths and
rituals of Mesopotamia, Egypt and other A.N.E. regions. The religion
reflects the faith and needs of an agricultural community. Fertility
rites existed from an early period. Magic was practised to ensure the

fertility of the land. A poem runs as follows
Set mandrake (?) in the ground, pour a peace offering
In the heart of the earth, honey from a pot in the heart of
the fields.^

Stone phalli and signs of the practice of circumcision were unearthed

during the excavation. These bear witness to the practice of fertility
3rite on the land.

There were a number of deities in the land. The most sig¬
nificant were:-

E1 - the supreme god
Asherah of the Sea, possibly the consort of El
Ba'al, the most popular and powerful deity,

Anath, the consort of Ba'al.

El. He was the father of the gods and the creator of the creatures
/ \ 4 5(bny bnwt). lie was the king and the eternal Father, mlk ab snm.

1. cf.Gordon.Ugaritic Literature. ppl22ff.
2. Schaeffer.C.F.A. The Cuneiform Text of the Has Shamra-Ugarit. p.46.
3. Schaeffer.C.F.A. ibid.

4. ANET. p.150,col.1. Patton.J.II. Canaanite Parallels in the Hook of
Psalms. p.10.

5. Eissfeldt.C. 01 irn Ugaritischen Pantheon, p.55; Driver. Canaanite
Myths and Legends, p.76. illc line 5> also cf. ANET. p,157»col.2,E.



He abode at 'the course of the two rivers, (at the midst of the streams)
of the two deeps'. This might mean that El was regarded as the giver
of water to the land. He was mild, kindly, never in a rage inter¬

fering the activities of nature, •'•his retiring character of El gave

prominence to Ba'al. According to Eissfeldt, El was venerated as the
ci

3

2
god, at least by some people, in the 14tli century B.C. The Phoenician

writings too support the importance of El in the Canaanite pantheon.
Ashera of the Sea. She was the chief consort of El and the 'mother

4 3
goddess of the earth.' She was the supreme goddess. However, she
did not take active part in the same way as Anath has done in the

Ugaritic religion. With El, she shared the title 'the Creatress of the

gods' qnyt.ilm.^ Her name 'Lady Ashera of the sea' reminds us of the
possible connection with the Tiamat of Enuma elish. According to

7
Albright she was the Lady who traversed the Sea. The name 'Ashera'
most probably refer to the same person. Ashera is more frequent, about

8
sixty times it occxirs in the Ugaritic texts. Although she was not
active like Anath she maintained her position in the pantheon. We
find Ba'al, the most popular deity fighting against the powers of the
Sea, probably the supporters of Ashera of the Sea to establish his

kingship.
Ba'al. He was known as Lagon's son. (bn.dgn). Bagon was an Amorite
god who found a place in the Ugaritic pantheon, (jg.16.23; i Sam.5.2-7;

\ 91 Chr.10.10) He was the lord of the land, Zubulu ba'alu 'ar§i' .

1. ANET. p.152,col.1.
2. Eissfeldt.0. ibid.

3. In the Amarna Letters we get compound names like 'Kilkilu', 'Ilinxilku'
'Hut-ba'iu' implying the prominence of El and Ba'al in the pantheon.
El-Amarna, No.256,270,286 in ANET. pp.486ff.

4. Scliaeffer. op.cit.plate XVT.

5. Kapelrud.A.S. The Violent Goddess, p.112.
6. Kapelrud.A.S. op.cit.p.41.
7. Albright. YGC. p.105.
8. Kapelrud.A.S. The Has Shamra Discoveries and the O.T. p.63.
9. Albright YGC. p.109; Lriver CML. p,106,Bl* VI.10.



His eptitliets and insignia suggest that he was the god of fertility andI
weather. The relevant text reads

And thoxi take thy clouds,

Thy wind, thy storm, thy rains.*
As the weather god, he was 'the Rider of the clouds', a title commonly

2
found with the names of other weather gods of Mesopotamia and Egypt.
The same title is applied to Yahweh too. (Pss.18.10; 68.5;34;104.3.)
Ba'al's active participation in the world of phenomena is quite evident
from the following text.

He gives forth his voice in the clouds
He flashes lightning in the earth (51.--v.70)
I am alone am he who will rule over the gods,

Yea, command gods and men,
rz

Even dominate the multitude of the earth. (51.vii. 5or
His other title 'Bull' which he shared with El also emphasises his
function as the fertility deity. He lived in the heights of Zaphon in

... 4
the north. Scholars identify it with the mount Casius or Jebel-el-Aqra.
His abode is the source of rivers, snow and clouds. He defeated the

powers of the Sea and established his kingship. His fight against the

deity of drought, Mot, is also found in the Ugaritic text. Probably
it signifies the change of seasons in the land.
Anath. She was the consort of Ba'al and was very active with him.
She was the virgin principle of the land and its fertility. Nominally
Ashera was ahead of Anath. Nevertheless, she was the most dominating

goddess in the pantheon. She was a violent, fighting deity. She and
Ba'al worked together, perhaps representing the male and female principles

q
of fecundity.

Among the minor deities Mot has a significant place. He

represented death, waste, drought and barrenness. In the text we read
about his fight against Ba'al. He was able to kill Ba'al who was

1. Gordon.II. Ugaritic Literature, p.41
2. Jacobsen in BANE, p.140; Massey.G. op.cit.Vol.il. p.100.
3. Gordon.II. op.cit. pp.32,36; cf.ANET. pp,133»col.2;135»col.l.
4. Albright.YGC. P.102.

5. cf .Kaj>elrud. The Violent Goddess. pp,133>H5ff.
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later revived with the help of Anath. Anath took vengeance against Mot
and killed him.

With sword she doth cleave him.

With fan she doth winnow him -

With fire she doth "burn him.

With hand-mill she doth grind him -
1

In the field she doth sow him.

This description reminds us of some harvest rite delineated in mythical

language. In the text, the evidence for the fight between Ba'al and
Mot is found only once. In the light of the evidence in the other

regions of the A.N.E., it is reasonable to conclude that in Ugarit too,
the ritual fight between the god of fertility and drought took place

annually."
Along with Yamm we may include Nahar and Lotan the powers of

destruction representing the Sea, the Kiver and the writhing Serpent.

They challenged the authority of Ba'al, the lord of the land. We find
3

in the text Ba'al fighting these forces and establishing his authority.

Besides the deities mentioned above there are a number of gods
4

and semigods found in the Ugaritic text. They represented the natural

phenomena and sometimes the nobles of the land.

ii) The Concept of Nature.
We have no explanation in detail about the origin of the

natural world. The people of Ugarit believed that El and Askera brought
forth the divine beings and the natural phenomena. El was the creator
God. There is no creation myth in Ugarit.. If Lady Ashera of the
Sea corresponds to Tiamat of Enuma elish, Ba'al corresponds to Marduk.
We have a struggle between the Sea and Ba'al. Bxit there is no creation
account following the fight. Since we do not find the creation connected

1. MET. p.14-0,col.2; DGTT. pp.130-131.
2. Gordon.il. op.cit.pp.4-5; Driver. Canaanite Myths and Legends, p.20.

argue for a 'seven year cycle' of the fight between Ba'al and Mot.
Kapelrud.Ba'al in the Has Shamra Texts, pp.128-30; The Has Sharara
Discoveries and the 0.1. pp.43ff; Albright YG-C. pp.110-111 and note 39»
argue for the annual cycle of Ba'al's death and resurrection. The
Ugaritic text is not very clear and helpful in this regard. cf.Gray.J.
'Kingship of God in Prophets and iss. ' VT,XI,1961,p.28.

3. DGTT. pp,129ff; MET. pp.l30f and 138,col.2.
4. For detailed list of gods see MET. pp,129ff. Some deities are mentioned

in Albright YGC. pp.1201; Gray.J. Canaanites. pp.ll6f.
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with the struggle, we cannot associate the concept of creation whenever
1

we find reference to the mythical struggle. Fisher argues that
2

'creation' in a wider sense includes 'preservation'. But this does
not mean that Ba'al, the preserver of the life in the natural realm, is
the originator of the world of phenomena. We have no evidence in the

3
Ugaritic text to prove the creatorship of Ba'al.

A concept of nature detached from the realm of the gods is

hardly found in the Ugaritic text. The religion based on the agricult¬
ural needs of the people led them to have a nature-bound theology.

The people of Ugarit noticed the change of seasons. However,
it is depicted in the language of myth as the struggle between Bei'al and
Mot. When Ba'al descended into the womb of the earth, 'the Olive pro¬

duce of the earth and the fruit of the trees are subjected to the heat
4

of the sun.' The life in nature languishes and hot summer prevails.
But when Ba'al is revived:

The heavens rain oil,
3

The wadys rim with honey,
Life in the realm of nature becomes alive. The cattle wealth increases

and the people are happy.
The poets of Ugarit have occasionally transcended the realm

of myth and viewed the life in nature as an objective reality. The

poet sings:-
I've a word I fain I would tell thee,

A speech I would utter to thee:

Speech of tree and whisper of stone;
Converse of heaven with earth,

E'en of the deeps with the stars;

Yea, a thunderbolt unknown to heaven,
A word not known to man,

1. Schmidt.W.H. Konirrtum Gottes in Ugnrit und Israel.

2. cf.Fisher.L.II. 'Creation at Ugarit and in the C.T. ' yp. 15,1965, pp.315ff.

3. cf.Anderson.B.W. op.cit.p.25.
4. Seliaeffer. op.cit.p.70.

5. POTT, p.131.

.6. ANET. p.136,col.2.
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In this poem the poet hears the language of the natural phenomena. lie
takes them to the world of personal imagination. They are freed from
the grip of divine beings.

In another context, the poet writes

She draws some water and bathes

Sky-dew, fatness of the earth;
Dew that the heavens do(sn)ed,
Spray that is shed by the stars."*"

This style and beauty of the language is superb. The natural phenomenon,
the dew from the sky, is splendidly delineated in poetical language.
These are examples which show that the poets of Ugarit could think of
the phenomena of nature as a separate entity from the realm of the
divine beings.

4. The Significance of the Concent of God and Nature in the Ancient Near Bast

first of all, we should take into account the particular mode
of Oriental thinking. The people of the ancient Near East accepted an

2
essential correlation between nature and man." Their thinking was,

therefore, based upon their understanding of nature. Albright calls
3this outlook 'physiocentric'. What we may call 'a philosophy of life'

was built by the ancient people of this region on the foundation of this

'physiocentric' outlook. Their poets express profound views of gods and
Nature through the medium of a particular language which we may call

'myth'. Although the modern thinkers may not appreciate the 'myth' of
the A.N.E., they themselves use it in a different form. The complex
character of this particular mode of thinking may be summarised in the

following definition. 'Myth is a form of poetry which transcends poetry
in that it proclaims a truth; a form of reasoning which trancends

reasoning in that it wants to bring about the truth it proclaims; a form
of action, a ritual behaviour, which does not find its fulfilment in
the act but must proclaim and elaborate a poetic form of truth'. The
main concern of the people of the A.N.E. was to integrate reality and

1. ANET. p.137,col.2.
2. Frankfort in IAAH. p.363.
3. Albright. EACH, pp.86,2c5•
4. Barr.J. 'The Meaning of Mythology in Delation to the G.T.' VT,IX,1959.

pp.5ff.

5. Frankfort in IAMI. p. 8



appearance, symbol and what it signifies. According to them, 'the
individual is a part of society, and society is imbedded in nature, and

O

nature is but the manifestation of the divine'." This doctrine has

been 'universally accepted by the peoples of the ancient world with the
3

single exception of the Hebrews'.
There is no doubt, that the wealth of human experience in the

socio-political field is made use of in the process of integrating reality
and experience. But we cannot think that the political order has been
the main stay of their outlook on life. According to Voegelin, although
cosmic analogies are used, the symbolisation is made on the basis of a

4
political order. Since the people of the A.N.E. did not make the dis¬
tinction between the symbol and what it signified, we cannot accept the

position of Voegelin. Moreover, their cities and political life were

not completely cut off from the land and its natural environment.
Even 'in the great metropolis of Babylon the outstanding annual event
was the New Year's Festival celebrating the renewal of the generative

5
force of nature'.

The phenomenal world appeared to man throbbing with life.
Nature had been to man a 'thou' rather than 'it'. The 'thou' in nature

represents various 'wills' or divine beings. The people of the A.N.E.
wanted to foster a harmony with these variotis wills in nature, in other

words, with the gods that manifested themselves through the different

phenomena of nature.6
The unified vision of gods and nature was the heart of the

Nature-religions of the A.N.E. According to Lehnann, 'In all its phases

religion stands in a relationship to nature and is especially determined,

among other factors, by the conception of nature. It can truthfully
be said that the religion of the primitives consists entirely of a con¬

ception of nature, a certain manner of considering the nrocesses of
7

reality and of adjusting oneself to them.'

1. Frankfort, op.cit.pp.ilff.
2. Frankfort. op.cit.pp.366ff
3. Frankfort. op.cit.p.367«
4. Voegelin.Order and History. Vol.1, p.26.
5. Frankfort. op;cit. p.364.
6. Wright.G.E. God Who Acts, pp.14,39.
7« Quoted by KcKenzie.Ain Myths and Realities, p.254 and note 3/of ch.6.,

from Edvard Lehnann, in Chantepie de la Saussaye, Lehrbuch der
Ileligionsgeschichte (Tubingen, 1925), 1, p.29.
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We should remember that it is in this background that the poets
and writers of the G.T. formulated the concepts of God and nature.

Now we shall take up one by one the specific concents of the
A.N.E. which have direct relevance to our study,

a) The Concept of the Deity.

When we say 'deity', in the particular context of the A.N.E.,
we cannot conceive of an all-embracing one god. The concept of deity is

expressed through what we may call 'pantheism', 'monism' and 'polytheism'.
These three modes of thinking do not, in any way, exhaust the means of

expressing the concept of gods in the A.N.E. The concept of deity is

very closely associated with the concept of nature. The nature-religions
of the Fertile Crescent maintain the unity between gods and phenomena
of nature. These nature-religions interpret the visible world as the
manifestation of the divine, beity has never been detached from the
world of phenomena. The concept of a spiritual deity completely free
from the phenomenal world is inconceivable to these religions.

Gods and the natural world originate from the same source, the

primeval waters. Gods come first followed by the world of nature. The
deities that appear first from the primeval waters may be called, for
the sake of convenience, the cosmic deities. They bring forth the gods
of creation. In this regard we cannot make generalisations. In
Phoenicia and Ugarit, we have no evidence for such cosmic deities.
Sanchuniaton's account of creation cannot be brought under theogony.
Water is not the primeval stuff, according to his account. El and
Ashera of the Sea might be regarded.as cosmic deities. They bring
forth other gods.

We may call the second group of deities, again for the sake
of convenience, nature-deities. They are brought into existence by the

creator-gods. They manifest themselves through the phenomena of
nature. They are the minor gods. They share the essential substance
of the cosmic deities. In Mesopotamia they appear as '2i' or 'wills'
of natural phenomena and in Egypt they appear through 'Ka' of the

creator-god. All the deities, whether cosmic or natural, exist in
relation to some phenomena of human experience. This leads us to the
next point about the actual reality of these gods.
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None of these religions claim any revelation from a supernat¬

ural power. The concept of the deity does notgo beyond the order of
nature. The reality and character of these gods are limited hy the

understanding of the men who worship thein. The gods are 'anthropopathic',

subject to human emotions. About the gods of Ugarit, Gordon says 'if

you have a lofty concept of divinity, you will not find these gods be-
•

i
having as gods should.'

Occasionally 'theriomorphic1 gods also appear in the religions
of the A.N.E. The character of these deities reflects the milieu in

which they are worshipped. In fact, gods and goddesses are projections
^-\ 2

of human aspirations, men and women in cognito. Since the poets and

writers of these religions do not claim any supernatural authority we

cannot expect them to delineate their gods in a language other than
their own world of experience.

We do not have evidence that these deities demanded moral

response from the worshippers. In the A.N.E., society, ethics and mor¬

ality depend on one's own relation to his neighbours. The absence of
a collective moral conscience is conductive to maintain the status cuo

in the social order. 'Eevolution of any sort was abhorrent to the in¬
most nature of such religions says Wright.'5

The forces of nature are not altogether friendly. The myth¬
ical struggle between the opposing forces in the cosmic and natural
realms confirm this belief. This also indicates that the people of
the ancient Orient did accept the fact of dualism. The annual New
Year's festival witnesses the drama of the fight between these forces.
In the cultic drama we get a note of optimism which affirms the victory
of the force of goodness over the forces of evil. Both gods and man¬

kind rejoice over the triumph and their destiny is safe for another

year. Thus, the concept of deity plays a very prominent role in the
total life of the ancient people.

b) The Prig in of Becoming.

The Becoming commences with a primeval being, the waters.

1. Gordon.The Living last, p.136.
2. In India, on festival occasions, gods and goddesses are made in large

numbers. Some of them are cut in the image of modern film stars and
apparalled with costly costumes and ornaments. In fact they are the
products of the Artists, gods in the image of man. This is a modern
example of what may have taken place in the ancient N.E.

3. Wright.G.E. The O.T. Against Its Environment, p.45



Water is the beginning of both gods and natural order. In the Canaanite

myths we have no clear evidence confirming water as the primeval substance
of origin. In the process of evolution, however, water does play a

significant role in the Canaanite myths. We find two stages in the pro¬

cess of Becoming.

i) A Process of Evolution.
In this stage gods come out from the Waters. The principle

of sexuality is acknowledged in this process of evolution. Although
Atum in Egypt is described as above sexual polarity, he acts as if in

1
him both sexes unite. Ulomos in the Kochos fragment also acts as if

2
both sexes unite in hira. The first principle is regarded as a 'being'.

Therefore, the process of evolution may also be called a process of
emanation. Eventually in this process one god becomes supreme in power.

Marduk or Enlil in Mesopotamia, Ptah or Atum or Khnum in Egypt are
such gods who have received excessive power from the divine assembly or

have made prominent by their worshippers. In Ugarit El is the creator
but Ba'al becomes prominent in the pantheon. The most powerful god
becomes the creator-god.

ii) A Process of Orderin;-.
This second stage is the act of creation. In this second stage

the world of natural phenomena is brought into existence, the heaven
and its host, the earth and all in it come into order. This is the
work of a god who has already been emerged as the supreme one of the

pantheon. Under his direction the process of ordering takes place.
The lesser gods also participate. In Egypt and Ugarit the creator god
acts independently through the process of ordering. For, the people of
the A.N.E. believe that everything in nature manifest the reality of
the divine. That is, the visible natural phenomena are gods made visible
for mankind. Man himself is a part of the divine manifestation.

The idea of creation by the word is found in Burner and Egypt.
This concept is most probably a projection of the authoritative word of
the king who brings order in the society. Ilis command has power to bring
order in a state of confusion and chaos. But this doctrine cannot be

active and effective in the context of the theological concept of the
A.N.E. The creator who is divine is co-existent with the creation.

1. cf.ANET. p.3, col.l.
2. Albright YGC. pp,193f«



In Egypt,Ptah exists in everything as its 'heart and tongue'. Neither

distance nob distinction is maintained between the creator and the
, j——i

ordered world. In this situation how the word can "be effectively
active in the process of ordering ?. The creator,the word, and the
creation are all the same. Thus in a world of immanentism and monism

the word has no significant role to play as in the O.T. The concept
of the 'word' in creation is introduced, not for the purpose of

explaining the ultimate relation between the creator and the creation,
but to affirm the authority of the creator who has invariably been

acknowledged as ruler and king,

c) The Struggle with Chaos.
We have already mentioned above the concept of 'dualism' which

the people of the A.N.E cherished. This is the dualism of the forces

of evil and good. We see them active from the early beginnings of

evolution. There are two realms of struggle with the powers of chaos,

namely,the realm of cosmic beginning and the realm of natural world.
We shall discuss them in order.

i) The Struggle against Chaos in the Primeval Beginnings.
As far as the nature and purpose of the primeval struggle are

concerned there is no unanimity in the ancient texts. Bnuma elish

associates the fight between Marduk and Tiamat with the creation of
the phenomenal world. In both Babylon and Ugarit,the struggle is
described as one to establish the authority of the deity to whom

kingship has been conferred upon by the divine assembly. The struggle
takes place not on the question of creation hut on the question of

authority and sovereignity. In Ermma elish Marduk is the creator
but in Ugaritic text Ba'al is not the creator. Before Marduk has been

appointed to meet the threat of Tiamat, Ea and Anu have been sent to
confront Tiamat. They use 'magic' and 'authority' against her and they
were not able to prevail over her. As a last resort,the Anunnaki
confer kingship and supreme authority on Marduk and appoint him as the

2
avenger of the gods. Marduk fights and wins the battle. After the

fight Karduk 'returns to the fallen body of Tiamat,he conceives the
idea of giving concrete form to the new law by first creating a

new heaven' says Kinnier Wilson. ^ Marduk does

1. Gaster.T.H. Thegpia.p.1^1

2. 'The Epic of Creation',IV.13-14 in XCTT.p.9
3. Wilson.K. in POTT,ed.by D.W.Thomas,p.10



not fight that he might create the heaven and the earth from the carcass

of the vanquished Tiamat. lie fights to establish his sovereignity.

Therefore, we cannot say that the conflict was a necessary prelude to

the act of creation. Moreover, whenever we see the conflict motif we

cannot assume that creation is necessarily associated with it.* Neither
in Egypt nor in Canaan nor in Sumer have we evidence of a struggle with
chaos just before the order came into existence. In Sumer and in Egypt
the primary substance, the water, is not reported as violent or unsub¬
missive. The 'Opener' in Phoenicia creates the heaven and earth from
the top and bottom half of the shell of the world-egg. But we have no

record of a struggle prior to that event. 'The idea that a conflict

precedes creation can be criticised in detail as concerns the Babylonian
2

stories' says Gadd. So far as the account in the Enuina elish is con¬

cerned, the main purpose of the struggle has been to establish the auth¬

ority of Mardulc. Creation takes place soon after his victory over the
rival as a test to prove the newly confercd authority and power.

ii) The Struggle against Chaos in the Natural World.
The primeval .struggle has its continuation in the realm of nat¬

ure. The struggle between the powers of life and death, of drought and

fertility has been recognised by the agricultural community of the
A.N.E. The agricultural and pastoral communities face a number of

friendlj' and unfriendly forces in nature. The sea, the tidal rivers,
the flood, the drought, the waste, the death etc. have been regarded as

menace to the life of the community. These are the remnants of the
chaotic force that challenged the rule of the creator god. They should
be defeated in the realm of natiire.

Many nations of the A.N.E. and the Orient in general accept
the fight between these two forces.' But there is no uniform account
about the nature of the struggle or the end of it in these various myths.
The struggle is not universally reenacted on the New Year festival either.

1. Anderson.B.W. Creation Versus Chaos, p.25.
2. Gadd.C.J. Ideas of Divine Poile in the Ancient Near East, p.l. and note 3

3. Gaster.T.H. Thespis. pp.141,152.



We have no clear evidence in the Ras Shamra text for such an annual rite.

According to De Vaux, in the ancient Assyrian and Hittite texts on New
Year festivals dating from the 2nd millennium B.C.. there is no proof

of a mythological drama on the pattern of the Babylonian ritual. He
continues 'if this mythical and cultic scheme is to be extended to the

2
entire N.E. including Israel, further arguments are needed.'"

In the Babylonian Akitu festival, there is one element in
which Mardulc is regarded as a dying and rising again deity. We do
not know how this is originated. There is no reference in the Bnuma
elish to support this custom. In the 'Sagmuk' festival of Sumeria
Dummuzi is the hero. According to Gurney, 'there is no trace in the

3
Sumerian mythology of a poem about Dummuzi's resurrection'. Although

4
Inanna does go down to the under world, she does not revive Dumnuzi.

Albright quoting a Sumerian tradition says, 'now we know that both
Tamniuz and his sister consort Inanna (ishtar) were to spend half of

every year in the underworld'P The Sumerian tradition does not prove
the resurrection of Bui'muzi. Nevertheless, in the light of this analogy

and other A.N.E. parallels of the struggle between the chaotic forces
on the realm of nature, we can reasonably assume the existence of the
annual fertility rite in Ugarit and other A.N.E. regions. The essential
purpose of the fertility rite is the renewal and conservation of life
of both man and nature.^ Through the annual cult the nature-religions
affirm the concept of dualism which prevails in the realm of nature.

Victory of good over evil has been the emphasis of the cult. It is
this message that upheld the peoples of the Ancient Near East before
the unpredictable chaotic powers of nature.

1. Gray.J. Ugarit' in Archaeology and C.T, Study, ed.by Thomas.W. pp,148f,l~8f
Canaanites. p.128.

2. De Vaux. Ancient Israel - Its Life and Institutions. p.505»

3. Gurney.O.R. 'Tamniuz Reconsidered: Some Recent Developments' JSS, Vol.vii,
No.2,1962, p.153.

4. Jacobsen and Kramer.S.N. 'The Myth of Inanna and Bilulu', JNES,xii,1953
pp.l60f. Petersen.J. Israel, iii-iv, 1959» p.794.

5. Albright.YGC. pp.110-111 and note 39.
6. Hoscati. The Face of the Ancient Orient, p.300.
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<0 The Concept of Nature. ^

The people of the A.N.E., although cherished a different con¬

cept of nature, have been perhaps more serious about the phenomena of

j nature thanpas. Nature has been thought in terms of personal beings
and has been treated with reverence and respect.

They accept a three-decked world of heaven, earth and under¬
world. Before these phenomena and their hosts men look helpless and
remain as mere spectators as in Mesopotamia or occasionally participate
in the mythical cosmic rites as in Egypt or in Canaan. The heavenly

phenomenon, sky, sun, moon, stars, clouds, wind, rain and the earthly

phenomenon sea, rivers, mountains, trees, plants, animals, birds, fishes
and every other conceivable object come under their observation. Their
observation of nature first takes them to the distant celestial objects
and then they come down to the phenomena on earth. The Egyptian
Wisdom literature bears witness to this fact."'" Among the cosmic elements

sky, air or wind, water, fire and earth dominate their observation.
Here for the sake of brevity we examine only the concept of the heaven,
the earth and the waters,

i) The Concent of Heaven.
The distant spacious sky has always been the object of man's

admiration and wonder. The people of the A.N.E. are no exception.

Speiser says, 'as we reckon our years by tJie sun, our weeks by the moon,

and identify our days after the planets', in fact we are walking in the
2

footsteps of the ancient Ilesopotamians. Their astral theology and the

attempt to observe the rhythm of nature lead our way to the concept of
time. We might say that the Taauth cosmogony of the early Phoenicians
followed by the Greek thinkers, provides us with the first concept of
an impersonal and almost atheistic idea of the universe.Although
the views on celestial phenomena have been presented in mythological

language the idea they held still remains valid,
The Orientals have realised the complexity of space. The

plural word for heaven suggests the incorrpprehensible character of the
vast and spacious heavens. The deities who represent the heavens also
show the character of distance and incomprehensibility. For example,
the El of Ugarit and Anu of Mesopotamia have been regarded as unapproach-

1. von Had. 'Job xxxviii and Ancient Egyptian Wisdom' in I1ICE. pp.281f,232-283.
Schmidt.W.H. Die SchopfuaBS'reschichte der Priestersclirift. po.3?f.

— —j

2. Speiser. in Wild P. Vol.1, p.266

3. Albright YGC p.225.
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able and retiring by nature. The Anurmaki of Mesopotamia and Ugarit,
the Ogdoad and Erniead of Egypt,imply the multiplicity and complexity
of the heavenly phenomena. Dayus and the Sad, the divine assembly

1
constitute the celestial deities in the early Aryan religion. The
heaven is not, thus, regarded as a single being. It represents an

assembly of beings intimately active with the life of the earth.

According to the liesopotamian view, the heaven was once a part of the
earth and later separated by the god who represented the atmosphere.
The celestial beings are so real to the entire Faithful. Htnte. naturally

they develop a religious sentiment in their attitude to these beings,

although the beings manifest themselves through natural phenomenon.
The wonders of the world above, give the people a feeling of simple de-

2
pendence. The heaven appears to man as a community of powerful beings
before whom man becomes helpless. The heaven always appears to man

as a place of mystery and wonder. Man is unable to penetrate the

depth of the celestial mystery. So he addresses the heavens as the
Most High, Father and Creator.

The celestial hosts include the sun, the moon, the stars and
the planets. Thunder, rain, wind, lightning, hail, mist, dew are all

gods' manifestations. They are associated with the sky-god. Since
man is completely dependent on these powers, it is no wonder that they
are regarded as worthy of adoration and reverence.

ii) The Earth and its Phenomena.
The earth is the home of man. It provides everything neces¬

sary for the sustenance of his life. It receives him back when he
finishes his course, into its bosom. Therefore, man in the ancient
world regarded the earth as the Mother-goddess.'' This view is true
even today in India. In ancient Egypt the people regarded the earth

4
not as a Mother but as a Kale deity.

1.Griswold. The Religion of the Veda, p. 14.
f!

2.Wissowa Georg rauly& Real-Dncycolnadie. Vol.16, p.1813.a.30.
3.Frankfort. IAAM. p.365.
4. Frankfort, ibid.



At the dawn of civilisation when people were nomads and were

beginning to settle down, there was a great craving for land useful for

pastoral and agricultural life. This was particularly true where waste
and desert dominated the surface of the earth. So in man's early life
the earth got a prominent place. If the heaven was the object of
wonder and reverence, the earth enjoyed man's affection and regard.
The heavens suggested mj'stery and transcendence while the earth re¬

vealed knowledge and nearness.

However, the jihenoinena of nature were not so simple as they
seem to appear before the ancient man. Some of the nature-x>henomena
were too profound and mysterious to him. The high mountains soaring
above the plains and steppes, the vast unbound desert, the huge winding

rivers, the changing seasons and the umpredictable calamities posed

problems and caused anxiety and terror. Before them men realised his
limitations and lack of power to face them. He was forced to fall

upon his knees acknowledging their powers and paying homage to them.
He began to worship the high mountains, the great rivers, and the
weather phenomena. The mountain-peaks, the hillocks and artificial
mounds were chosen to worship the celestial and terrestrial deities.^
The heights provided him an opportunity to speak closer to the mountain
and celestial deities.

Man, birds and animals were also regarded as the manifestations
of gods. The deities appeared in the forms of bull, cow, hyena, falcon
as in Egypt and Ugarit, or monkey, snake, kite, buffalo as in India.
The animate and inanimate things in nature conveyed to man the reality
of divine beings. The people of the A.N.E. could not see and realise
a God who is above and beyond, and is absolutely free from the powers

of nature. The whole natural realm was deified and revered. Rever¬

ence for life and nature was the very essence of the religions of the
A.N.E.

1. eg. Zaphon of Ugarit, Ziggurat of Babylon and primeval Hillock at
Heliopolis.



iii) The Concept of Waters.
The phenomenon of water plays a significant role in the

thought of the A.N.E. Water has been regarded as the primary substance
1

which gave life to the gods and the world of nature. None of the myths
in the A.N.E. explains the origin of waters. Water has certain par¬

ticular characteristics. It has the characteristics of change and nut¬

ation. It is flexible. These are the essential conditions for be¬

coming. Water shows a ubiquitous nature by manifesting itself in
various forms, as clouds, mist, frost, snow, rain, springs, rivers, ocean

etc. It acts as the life blood of animals and plants. Life on earth
becomes impossible in its absence. Chaos, confusion and waste prevail
where there is no water. Water is not static, it flows. It can fly
as the clouds. The vapour rising above the clouds, the rain rolling
down through the forest and upon the mountains, the fountains gushing
forth from the plains, the torrents flowing fast through the valleys,
the fast flowing current of the rivers, and the roaring waves of the

ocean, all these confirm the living nature of the waters. Perhaps,
these qualities of water persuaded the early thinkers of the Orient to

regard it as the primary substance, the 'great mother goddess of the
. 2universe 1.

The people of the Fertile Crescent show different reactions
to this natural phenomenon. Chiefly two attitudes have been devel¬

oped in the A.N.E.
The people of the arid and dry regions of the A.N.E. regarded

water as a great boon. In Egypt the river Nile has always been a sign
of blessing. The nearness to the sea was a great advantage for them
for trade and commerce. In Phoenicia the water contained the germ of
life. The progress and prosperity of the land depended upon the avail¬

ability of water. The Phoenicians were famous sea-farers.
On the other hand the people of Mesopotamia had a different

attitude to water. The unexpected floods in Tigris and Euphrates

1. eg. Nammu in Sumer, Aosu-Tiamat in Babylon, Nun in Egypt, Not in
Phoenicia, El-Ashera of the Sea in Ugarit, Okeanos in Greece, Pralava
in India and Tehom in the O.T.

2. Noth.M. Die Welt des A.T. p.221;E.Trans. The O.T.World. pp.280f.
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1
brought innumerable sufferings upon the people and the land. The myths
of the land contain fierce memories of the deluge and its havoc which

came upon the land. In their texts 'we hear overtones of anxiety
which seem to express a haunting fear that the unaccountable and turb-

2
ulent powers may at any time bring disaster to human society!. The

ferocity of the flood was in the subconscious mind of the Mesopotamians.
Wherever their culture spread, the story of the flood also accompanied.
Thus, in Mesopotamia and the places where their influence spread, water

3meant sufferings and death for the people. Wre should remember that

against this background the poets of Mesopotamia composed the Marduk-
Tiamat fight. The struggle against Chaos, the primeval watery monster,

reflected, thus, the actual experience of the people in the realm of
nature.

The concept of God and the concept of Nature in the A.N.E. are

the same. Both have the same source. The speculations of the nature-

religions do not separately conceive the ideas of God and Nature. In
the next chapter we shall turn to the O.T. to examine its concept of
nature and God.

1. Jacobsen in IAAM. p.126.
2. Frankfort in IAAM. p.366.

"
r

3. Wachter.L. her Tod ira A.T. pp.46ff; May.II.G. 'Some Cosmic Connotations
of Mayim Babbim', JBL,74,1955» pp.9ff.
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CHAP T E R T H R E E.

The Concept of God and Nature in the Old. Testament.

Introduction.

In the previous chapter we saw the concept of God and nature
in the A.N.E. Here our task is to examine the O.T. evidence for the

concept of God and nature and thus prepare the ground for our investiga¬
tion of the concept in the Psalter.

Before we begin the investigation we have to clarify certain

problems. The idea of 'nature' as an ordered realm of cosmos is not
1

found in the O.T. This is a concept introduced by the Greeks. The
Hebrew vocabulary does not contain a word to correspond to our concept

2
of 'nature'. If by 'nature', we mean, 'the creative and regulative

physical power which is conceived of as operating in the physical world
3

and as the immediate cause of all its phenomena', then the only way to
translate the definition into the Hebrew way of thinking is to introduce

4
the concept of God. The Hebrews bring God into association with the

5natural realm and believe that lie directly guides its course. They
hear the 'voice of God in thunder' (Ps.29.3>5,7»9) 'the hand of God in
the pestilence' (l Sam.5.6) and,the presence of the Lord in the pillar
of fire and the clouds (Ex.13.21). It was God, not nature, who per¬

suaded the writers of the G.T. and inspired tliem when they observed the
natural phenomena.

In describing the natural phenomena the G.T. writers use a

theological language sometimes couched in myths, whereas we would have
used a secular mode of expression. As far as the intrinsic consti¬
tution of nature is concerned, the modern Christian view of nature is
similar to the secular view.^ But the O.T. does not follow this way

of separating the natural from the divine, or secular from the sacred.

1. McKenzie.J.L. Myths and Healities, pp.85-86
2. Robinson.II.W. Inspiration and Revelation in the O.'T. p.l.

3. The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary. Henceforth cited as SPED.

4. Robinson.H.W.R. ibid.

5. Welch.A.C. The Psalter-Four Essays, p.9.
6. McKenzie.J.L. op.cit.p.85.



According to Robinson, 'there is a realistic extension of anthropomor¬

phism to Nature as well as to God, and both types, the lower as well as

the higher, are much more than arbitrary figures of speech or mere

poetic licences'.^
However, the particular extension of anthropomorphism to the

realm of nature does not transform any of the natural phenomena as a

personal being. The language of personification is found in the O.T.
9

but that does not mean personalisation. The understanding of nature
is always guided by the understanding of God. According to the Hebrews,
Nature has no separate entity apart from God and it is governed by the
word of God.

The interpretation of events in nature and history also is

dependent on the particular Hebrew view of nature and God. The events
are interpreted as the acts of God.'' But this is different from the

understanding of the nature-religions which saw deities as manifestations
of natural phenomena. The God of the Hebrews is above nature and con¬

trols the events as a personal being. (Gen.IT.19,22; Ex.14.21;

Amos.4.13,5.8,9.Is.40.12,26,44.24 etc)

1. The Evidence for the Hebrew Concent of God and Nature.

The source materials are scattered throughout the O.T. They
are found in various literary categories; in myths, sagas, cult-legends,

early poems and poetic fragments, historic documents and prophetic and
wisdom literature of the Old Testament. V,re will examine the evidence

under the following headings:- The Exodus, the Sinai Pericope, the

Settlement, the Evidence in the Prophets and the Evidence in the Wisdom
literature.

i) The Exodus.
The Exodus is the most significant event in the religious his¬

tory of Israel. It is 'for the O.T. and Judaism what the life, death
and resurrection of Christ are for the N.T. and Christianitj'', says

4
Stalker. The narrative of the Exodus cannot be regarded as strictly

1. Robinson.II.V/.. . o]>cit.p.l6.
2. Moore Judaism. Vol.1, p.415; Schnakenburg.R. The Gospel According to

St.John. Vol.1. p.4Sp.
3. cf.Collingwood. R,G. The Idea of History, p.11.
4. Stalker.D.H.G. 'Exouus', in PCB. para. 17:3a.
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historical in accordance with modern historical method."' The event

is so important that its echo is frequently hear in the G.T. (Dt.26.3,5-9;
1 Kings.8,16,21,53, Is.11.16; Jer.2.6ff and in several Psalms etc)

The actual crossing of the lied Sea occurs in Ex.14.19-31.
The Song of Hoses and Miriam Ex.15.1-18, and v.21 also contain refer¬
ences to the triumphant crossing. As we examine Ex.14.19-31, the fol¬

lowing facts revealing God's relation to nature, emerge.

a) The natural phenomena have been used to protect the Israelites from
2

the pursuing Egyptians. (Ex.14.20)
b) The Lord does a timely act in nature. He 'drove the sea back by

a strong east wind all night, and made the sea dry land, and the
waters were divided'. (v.2l) The Yahwist, in this verse, undoubt¬

edly bears witness to the mighty hand of God at work in the realm
of nature. Marsh says, 'the Bible gives us no clue to any judge¬
ment upon history that does not have God's activity as its condition¬

ing ground'."3 This is true with regard to the realm of nature too.
No event in the Bible is left out as if it is outside the power and

authority of God.

c) The sea, the mythical enemy in Babylon and Ugarit, is here a more

natural phenomenon. God uses it to destroy the enemies of Israel.
(w.27ff) In this context, according to I's.77.17-19, God uses rain,

thunder, lightning, and earth-quake to confound the enemies.

d) 'The first result of the deliverance was,the Israelites gained a
k

conviction of Yahweh's power and of Moses' authority', says Stalker.
But we should remember that Moses had no authority except the auth¬

ority of God executed through him as the obedient and faithful
5

servant of God.

The Song of Moses and Miriam. Ex.15.1—18 and 21 have been regarded as

the earliest cultic response to the Exodus event. Scholars differ

1. Anderson.G.W. 'The Religion of Israel, in PG3. para.175a.
2. Ex.14.20b is uncertain, ESV follows the LXx, cf.Josh.24.7, the Syriac

rendering attempt to include the idea of the pillar of fire,
cf.Btl footnote.

3. Marsh.J. The Fullness of Time, p.45.
4. Stalker, oincit.para.187e.
5. cf.Hooke.S.H. 'Introduction to the Pentateuch', in PCB. para.l41e.



widely on the question of the date of these poems. From 13th century
to 5th century B.C. dates have been suggested."'" However, there is gen¬

eral agreement that the Song of Miriam is contemporary with the Exodus
event.

All the elements of the traditions of the Exodus and of the
2

occupation of the land have been included in this poem. Therefore,
we might take it as the earliest evidence to the event. It is signifi¬
cant to note that this poeia too emphasises the power of Yahweh. The

expressions, 'triumphed gloriously' (w.l,2l), 'my strength' (v.2), 'Lord
is a man of war' (v.3), 'right hand, 0 Lord, glorious in power' (v.6),
'greatness of thy majesty' (v.7"), and 'majestic in holiness, terrible
in glorious deeds, doing wonders' (v.ll) are the key phrases which bear
witness to the mighty power of Yahweh.

W.4,5,7>S,10 confirm Yahweh's commanding authority over the
realms of nature and history.

It is this power and authority which have been revealed in the
realm of nature and history that persup.ded the cultic community to acclaim
the eternal kingship of Yahweh. (v.18)

In this connection we have to examine some of the cultic

creeds found in the Hexateuch. First of all we shall take Dt.26.5b-10
which von Had holds as an old cultic credo."3 'The materials in

4
Deuteronomy may be dated from the days of Moses to Manasseh.'

In the creed, the worshipper says, 'And the Lord brought us
a.n

out of Egypt with a mighty hand and ..outstretched arm, with great terror,
with signs and wonders; and He brought us into this place and gave us

this land, a land flowing with milk and honey'. (Dt.26.8-9>cf.6.22-23)
Here, the worshipper acknowledges that the Lord saved Israel from Egypt;
the saving act is done with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm, with
terror, with signs and wonders; and the Lord is the owner of the Land.

Although no explicit reference to the creation-faith is given in the
cultic credo Yahweh's power and lordship over the land is acknowledged.

1. Albright assigns a date soon after the 13th century B.C. Archae'I^0 "Y
Palestine p.233; Driver.S.II. supports an early date. The Book of .hcodus
pp.130-13'i ; Pfeiffer.R.H. Introduction to the O.T. p.281.

2. von Had. 'The Form-critical Problem of the Ilexateuch', in PIIC-E. p.10

3. von Had. op.cit.p.4.
4. Davies.H.G. 'Deuteronomy', in FCB. para.231d.

5. von Had. CTT. Vol.1, p.136.



Obviously this is the result of the Landnalnne. (cf.Lev.25.23; Eos.9.3;
Dt.32.43) The 's igns and wonders' in the cultic context meant the plagues

1
in Egypt. They declare Yahweh's power to do the extraordinary in the
realm of nature as a sign of his marvellous power. According to Titius,
the account of miracles originated from a faith in a creator God and His

2
power. Von Had's approach, emphasising the historical aspect of sal¬

vation, failed to emphasise Israelites' faith in a Creator and His power

and authority over nature in connection with the Exodus event."' The

ownership of the land implies that the Lord is the creator of the land.
The Creator is the possessor.

The creed summarises Israel's sacred history and it is signifi¬
cant to note that the formulation of the creed has taken into account

the faith in Yahweh's power over nature along with the salvation faith.
God's power and authority in the creation and over the natural phenomena,,
have been again emphasised in the speech of Hoses in Dt.4.32-40.

Here, the speaker acknowledges his faith in l'ahweh as the cre¬

ator of man upon the earth. (4.32) He recollects God's manifestation
in fire upon Sinai, (v.33) He refers to the Exodus event in which God
has revealed his mighty hand and an outstretched arm, and delivered the

people with signs and wonders, by war and by great terrors, (v.34)
The speaker affirms that there is no other God except the Lord who is
God in heaven above and on earth beneath, (v.59) This passage is a

great witness to the fundamental faith of Israel in God and Ilis mighty

power in the realm of creation, 'This theocentric art underlies many
4

parts of the O.T. and comes to clear expression in several places'.

(Dt.6.23) Joshua repeats the same faith of Israel in his siJeech at
Shechem. (24.5ff)

The Exodus event has no significance in itself. The event
has been interpreted in the light of Hebrew faith. It is this theo¬

logical interpretation of the event that makes it meaningful. In the
Israelite view of the Exodus, the event has been regarded as a miracle

1. Noth.M, Exodus-O.T. Library, p.69.
2. Titius.I).A. Natur una Gott. p. 125.

3. cf.Barr.J. Old and New in Interpretation. pp.75ff.
4. Davies.H.G. op.uit.para.233g.



done on behalf of the people of Israel. The frequent mention of the

'signs and wonders' emphasises this aspect. Therefore, let ns now see

the significance of miracles in the concept of God and nature in the O.T.

The Miracles. Implicit faith in the power of God affirms the faith in
miracles. The Hebrews never doubt its possibility. 'The fundamental

principle in the world-outlook of the primitive man is that everything
±

is possible'. The Hebrews also accept this, especially because they
affirm the power of God. According to Baudissin, the Semites generally

>1 « °
believed in a being that is 'ubermachtig'." The belief in a living

3
and powerful God help the Hebrews to accept the possibility of miracles.

By miracle, they do not mean, 'a marvellous event exceeding the known

powers of nature, and therefore supposed to be due to the special inter-
4

vention of the Deity or of some supernatural agency'. There is no

separation between the natural and the supernatural as the definition

implies, in the concent of nature. 'Nature is already supernatural,
5

though it can be raised to new meaning'. For example, the rain

(Job.5.9-10), the balancing of the clouds (job.37.l6), the child-birth

(Ps.139.1T) etc. are w.onders.
There are three important words which convey the meaning of

signs and wonders; thej' are 'Cth which means a material sign,("Ex.12.13,
31.13) Honhet meaning a portent, an event with extraordinary signifi¬
cance (l Ki.13.3,5, Ps.71.7) and Niphla'oth, meaning 'wonder', an out¬

standing event to be distinguished from ordinary occurrences.1 (Ps.107.2T,
Dt.11.10-11) The plagues in Egypt and the ^xodus have always reminded
the people of Israel about Yahweh's power to do the extraordinary, the

signs and wonders. These wonders illuminate the Hebrew concept of nat¬
ure and are an important feature in the method of divine revelation.

1. Mowinckel.S. Ps.St♦ii. p.22T.
2. Graffen Baudissin.V/.E. Studien Zur Semitischen Reli'ions-"escfaielite.
Heft.l. p.292. " "

3. cf. Vriezen.Th.C. 'The Study of the O.T. and the History of Religion'
in Congress Volmr.e, VTS, xvii p.4.

T. SPED.

5. Robinson.II.V/. op.cit. p.37.
6. Robinson.II.W. op.cit. pp.3Tff.
7. Robinson.IT.W. op.cit. p.3T.



The Yalwist attributes the following as the chief purposes of the mir¬
acles in Egypt.

To show that the God of Israel is the true Lord, (Ex.7.17,
8.22,10.2)
To show the power of the Lord, that His name"'' may be declared

throughout all the earth, (9.1b)
To show that the earth belongs to the Lord, (9.29)"

This witness of the Yahwist is the earliest testimony to the Lordship
and power of the Lord.""' The belief that the earth belongs.to the Lord
is frequently mentioned in the O.T. (Ex.l9.5» Lev.2p.23, Dt.10.14,32.43,

Ps.24.1,50.10-12, IIos.9.3.)
Since the Hebrews believe that the earth and its fulness be¬

long to the Lord nothing that happens in the realm of nature or history

belongs to the realm of the supernatural. All belong to the realm of
God who has no separate compartments of action. The events that take

place in the realm of nature or history convey to the eyes of faith mean¬

ing and significance as some purposeful acts of God. Such events are

signs or portents or wonders to the believers. 'Nature and history
are simply different aspects of the continued activity of God, and mir¬
acles are the representative occasions on which that activity specially

4
impresses human consciousness'. The Exodus, in a sense, according to

V/estermann, is the basis and proof of Israel's faith in Yahveh as the
5

creator God. Without such a faith in God as the creator and ruler of

the entire realm of nature and history, neither Hoses nor the jieople of
Israel would have undertaken a perilous risk as the one which they have
taken at Exodus. In the revelation to Moses, God's creatorship of man

and His power to do the extraordinary had been revealed to Moses.

(Ex.4.1-9,11) The miracles in Egypt convinced the people of God's
power and lordship over the land.

1. 'Name' means 'the nature of God as revealed to man', Anderson.G.W.
-'Psalms' in PCB, para.pb'Pa.

2. Davies.G.lI. Exodus. pp.90ff
3. contra, von Had. 'The Theological Problem of the G.T. Loctrine of

Creation! in il-QE, p.132.

4. Robinson.II.W. op.cit. p.39.

5. Westernann.C. 'Das Reden von Schopfer und Schb'pfung im A.T', in Das
Feme und Naiie Wort, Festschrift fur L. Rost, 1967, uu.240ff.



We may summarise the main concept of God and nature emphasised
in the Exodus event as the following

i) God has absolute power over the natural phenomena.

ii) The natural phenomena have been used for the sake of His people.

iii) The early cultic creeds of Israel acknowledge Yahweh's power and

authority over the world of phenomena which He had revealed through

'signs and wonders'.

iv) The revelation of Yahweh's authority and power over the world of
nature and history enables the cultic community to acclaim His
eternal kingship.

ii) The Sinai 1 ericone.
The events connected with Sianai play a significant role in

the religion of Israel. The narrative, as we have it in the Hexateuch,
'is a tangle of strands from a variety of sources'"'', mainly from the

J,E,P, traditions. The account which is scattered in the Hexateuch is

difficult to rearrange. The important section is found in Ex.19-24,33-
Allusions are found to the event in Dt.5.'*»23; Judg.5.^-5; Hab.3.3;

Ps.68.7(8)ff and other passages. 'The constitutive element of the
Sinai tradition is the coming of God, not the wanderings of the people'.
The theophany at Sinai has made a significant impression in the cult of
Israel., Since 'the Sinai narrative in its canonical form, is itself

prior to the cultus and the normative for it','' we cannot accept the
view that the Sinai narrative is an account of the New Year festival

4
translated into the language of literary mythology.

gNow our task is to examine the theophany at Sinai in order
to find out the concept of God and His relation to the natural world.

According to the Yahwist, the purpose of the theophany is the following:-

Firstly, that the people may hear God speaking with Moses and
believe in him for ever. (Ex.19.9.)

Secondly, that God's glory and name may be revealed to Moses
and to the people. (33.1Sff,3^.6ff)

1. von Bad. 'The Form-Critical Problem of the Hexateuch', in HIOE. p,l6
2. Von Bad. op.cit. p.20.

3. von Had. op.cit. p.21
h. von Bad makes a reference to Mowinckel's Le Dc'calouc. p.129,

on op.cit. p21, Mowinckel's work is not accessible to me.

5. See on 'fheophany' - Additional notes.



According to the Elohist, the purpose is to see whether the people will
he true and loyal to God and continue without sin. (20.20)

The actual theophany is described in Ex.19.16-20,20.IS,24.15-18
33.18-23>34.5-8. The transcendent God descends upon mount Sinai with
the accompaniments of natural phenomena and reveals His glory. The

theophanic description is not very much different from the language and
1

concept of the contemporary nature-religions. However, the Hebrew acc¬

ount of theophany shows some distinctive theological ideas.
In the Sinaitic theophany we find the weather and volcanic

2
phenomena, such as clouds, thunder, lighting and mountain-quake, smoke,
darkness, and fire. But these two groups of phenomena need not be re¬

garded as totally opposed to each other. They can be included in one

narrative. The presence of these two groups led some scholars to
assume that the weather phenomenon represents the agricultural and the

»•/

volcanic phenomenon represents the nomadic background of the people.

According to them, the two traditions are Tused into the C.T. theo¬

phanic narratives. But we have no reliable means to verify the val¬

idity of this view. The Sinaitic account does not present these two

backgrounds. The presence of the natural phenomena in theophany led
4

some other scholars to associate Yahweh originally with a storm-deity.
Since we have no evidence in the O.T. to support this view, we cannot

uphold its validity. Moreover, the O.T. never identifies Yahweh with
a nature-power.

In a strict sense God does not reveal himself in the nature-

phenomena which accompany a nature-theophany. God is invisible. He
is not identified with any of the nature-phenomena. No one can see

Ilim and live. (Ex.33.20; Dt.4.33> also cf.Ex.24.9ff) God speaks from
the fire (Ex.3.2; Dt.4.33) with a thundering voice. (Ex.19.19) The
word kol means both 'thunder' and 'voice'. God is identified with none.

The 'pillar of fire' (Ex.13.21-22) in its tradition suggests the glor¬
ious presence of God. (Ex.24.16,17; 1 Ki.18.38) In 1 Ki.19.11-13 God

speaks to Elijah in a 'still small voice'. Here is a clear evidence
which shows the reluctance of the O.T. to identify Yahweh with any of
the nature-powers. Welch says, 'the very variety of events with

1. Schmidt.V.IT. AGSIJ. p. 170.
2. LXX reads meaning the people quake as in v,l6, differing from MT.
3. Schmidt.V/.H. op.cit. p.41.
4. Stade Biblische Theologie des Alten Testaments. pp.l7,94ff.

Anderson.B.W. Creation Versus Chaos, p.97*

5. Eichrodt. TOT. Vol.11, p.19.



which He can he brought into connection is the sufficient proof that
He is identified with none1."'' What is seen and experienced in the nat-

ure-theophany is the reality of Yahweh's presence and power. The most
effective way to affirm the reality of God is to show His control and

authority over the powerful natural phenomena. What the Exodus has

proved by way of revealing God's power and authority over nature-powers
is confirmed and ratified before the presence of looses and the people
of Israel. In a sense, the theophany brings 'to a focus the general

2
miracle of all Nabure as the handiwork of God'.

The theophany is not mearely an exhibition of nature-powers.

They may provide the material coincidence, not a theophany. The re¬

ligious faith of the observer and his theological interpretation make
the material coincidence a theophany. Here, we have to distinguish

theophany from the continuous revelation of God in nature. The theo¬

phany occurs at a particular time for a particular purpose. Its aim
is not to awaken one's amazement but to evoke and confirm faith.

The theophany affirms that the power behind nature is not a blind
force but a righteous God who wants to communicate with man. The
Sinai theophany ends with a revelation of God who enters into a cov¬

enant relationship with Israel.
The other theophanic accounts in the OvT. either look back to

Sinai as a pattern (Jg.5.4ff; Hab.3-3J Ps.68.7(8)ff) or follow the pat¬
tern from Sinai. (Pss.18.6(7)ff,50.2f; Is.6.1-6) In all these accounts
Yahweh's supreme transcendence is maintained. His absolute freedom
and power over the natural phenomena to reveal Ilis glory and to repulse
His enemies and the enemies of His servants, are affirmed, (jg.5.4-5,20;
Pss^68.7(8)ff,29.3f; Hab.3.3ff; cf.Pss.l44.5-7,77.l6ff)

The prophets describe theojjhany in the realm of history em¬

phasising God's power and righteous anger against the rebellious people.

(Mic.1.3—4; Nah.1.3-5; Is.30.27-28,66.15-16 etc.) The thought is car¬

ried on to the realm of eschatology. (<J1.2.10ff; Amos.8.8f,9.5) The
strongest and the mightiest in nature cannot stand before the day of
the Lord. (is.2.13-14,13.lOf)

1. Welch.A.C. The Religion of Israel under the Kingdom, pp.11-12.
2. Robinson.II.W. op.cit. p.39.

3. Robinson.H.W. ibid.

4. Rust.E.C. Nature and Kan in Biblical Thought. p.94.



Now we may sum up the important concept of God and nature
found in the Sinai narrative.

a) God is transcendent, lie makes His manifestations through the natural

phenomena.

b) God is not visible in nature, but the nature-theophany in which the
material coincidence are provided enables the believer to see God's

glory and hear Iiis voice.

c) The Sinai events are the confirmation and ratification of the power
rh<

and authority of uod over nature which have been revealed in nxodus

event.

d) We may assume on reliable grounds, that the revelation of God's power

and authority over tiie natural phenomena has been carried on in the
cultic life of Israel and they continuously acclaimed God's lordship
over the realm of nature and history through the cultic realisation
of His kingship.

iii. The Settlement and the Confrontation with the Nature-Religions.

The third stage of the historical traditions of Israel begins
with the settlement in Canaan. Certain new factors confront the re¬

ligion of Israel at this stage. The most significant of them is the
confrontation with the Canaanite religion. As a result the traditions
of Israel have been collected and Israel's religious beliefs have been

given a kind of formal clarification in literary forms. (The various
traditions have been collected by the J,E,D,F and other sources.)
First of all, we shall examine the traditions found in the historical

books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings,

a) Historical Copies.

In these books Yahweh has been acknowledged as a war God.

(Josh.5.14) He fights for Israel. (Josh.10.42,3.10; 2 K.7.6,19.35)
The powers of nature have been sent to support the army of Israel.
God sends hornets (Josh.24.12; Ex.23.28; Dt.7.10) and tumors

(l Sain.5.6.), He thunders (l Sam.7.10) and confounds the enemies of His

people. Even the sun and the moon cooperate in the holy war. (Josh.10.
12-13) We cannot be certain about what happened on the day of Israel¬
ites' fight against the Amorites. (l0.6ff) However, we can be sure



In the same battle Yahweh sends the hailstones to destroy the enemies.

(10.11) The traditions of the holy wars, thus, depict. Yahweh's power

over nature which He uses for the benefit of His people.
The victory over the various nations convince the people of

Yahweh's stipremacy over other peoples and their gods. He has been
addressed as the 'Lord of all the earth' (josh.3»ll)> 'God in heaven
above and on earth beneath'. (2.11; 1 K.8.23) The living nature of God
is established by His acts. (3.10; Dt.5.26; 1 Sam.17.26; IIos.l.lO)
He has laid the foundation of the world, (l Sam.2.8)

The power of Yahweh over the natural phenomena lias been
further established through the miracles, the crossing of Jordan through
the dry land (Josh.3.l4ff; 2 Ki.2.8,14), bringing fire from heaven,

(2 K.l.lOf) purifying the water at Jericho (2K.2.19f) and withholding
rain from the land, (l K.17.1) The event described in 1 K.18 has been
a decisive test whether Yahweh as the lord of the land could bring rain

upon the land. Here, Elijah does establish the superiority of Yahweh
over Ba'al and proved before the cultic community that Yahweh Himself
is the giver of rain. (cf. IK.18.1,36-39,41-45) In these miracles,
God acts through His servants, the prophets and the priests. These
reveal the mighty hand of God at work in the realm of nature. (Josh.4.24)

In the historical books of Samuel and Kings Yahweh's bond
with Israel has been failly recognised. To the community, llis spirit
has been the source of eneigyand inspiration. (l Sam.10.6,11.6) He
condescends with the poAsrers of nature for the rescue of His servants.

*7

(2 Sam.22.8-16) Earthquake and storm are regarded as the visible
manifestation of divine power. But Yahweh has not been identified
with any of these powers, (l K.19.11ff)

In the prayer of Solomon we get a wider belief in the power

of God and His authority. He has been declared as the only God

(l K.8.23) in the whole universe (l K.8.60) who is the giver of rain

(l K.8.35ff) and who removes the famine, pestilence, mildew or blight
from the land at the request of His servants (l K.8.37ff)» He knows

1. cf.Mauchline.J. '1 and 11 Kings' in PCB. para.298c.
2. Kirkpatrick.A.F. Samuel. p.lxii.
3. Since 2 Sam.22 occurs in Ps.18 we will have a detailed examination

in the Psalms.
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the thought of man's heart, (l K.8.40) The universal monotheistic con¬

cept expressed in these passages need not he regarded as a later inter¬

polation.' 'If monotheism connotes the existence of one God only, the
creator of everything, the source of justice and mercy, who can travel
at will to any part of his universe, who is without sexual relations
and consequentl}^ without mythology, who is human in form hut cannot he
seen hy human eye or represented in any form - then official religion

2
of early Israel was certainl}* monotheistic' says Albright.

One of the immediate results of the confrontation with the

nature-religion of Canaan was the clarification of the authorit}' of
Yahweh and Ilis jurisdiction. The El of the Canaanite pantheon was

rr

the 'Most High, maker of heaven and earth'. (Gen.14.19,22) Accord¬

ing to J tradition, Abraham acknowledges the El God of Salem, that is,
Jerusalem of the Jehusites. By taking over some of the Canaanite

4
epithets Yahweh has been declared as the sole deitj' of the land.
Yahweh has been acknowledged as the creator of the earth and heaven.
The earl}' Jerusalem tradition has made its impact on the Yahwistic cult.
'Jerusalem cult in particular, with its own distinctive heritage, placed
a quite exceptional emphasis upon the cosmic and suppynatural power of

5
Yahweh, as the king of the universe' saj's Clements. In the Palmyra

inscription of the Karatepe text we read '1 qn 'rs -El, the creator of
the earth, the good god'.^ In this background, it is unreasonable to

imagine that Israel alone had no early creation-faith. The oral trad¬
itions of Exodus and Sinai experience Cau be< a taken as a proof and con¬

firmation of God's power and authority over nature,

b) The Yahwistic Traditions.
The Yahwist is the earliest collector and compiler of the oral

traditions of Israel. Perhaps b}' ca.lOth century B.C. the Yahwist began
7

to collect and codify the traditions. His witness is found mainly
in the Pentateuch. Now we will enquire his main understanding of God

1. contra. Mauchline.J. '1 and 11 Kings' in PCB. para.294m.
2. Albright Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, p.180.

3. ANET. p.l40,h.l AB,iii-iv.1-11, Gray.J. 'Legacy of Canaan', VT,V,1957>
p. 194, Irwin.J3L, lxxx,196l, p.138; Tiinggren. Israelitische Religion, p.92.

4. cf.Ostborn Yahweh and Ba'aI. pp.llff

5. Clements.11.E. Prophecy and Covenant, p.20.
6. Schmidt. 'Yahweh und die Kulttraditionen von Jerusalem'. ZAW/67,1955 p.180.

7. von Had. Genesis, p.23; Schmidt.W.II. AGSU. p.15.
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and His relation to the natural order from the Yahwist's accoxint of

the primeval history and the patriarchal sagas.

The Yahwist believes in the \miversal sovereign power of

Yahweh.^ His jurisdiction was not limited to the land of Canaan.

Obviously the Yahwist's span of the universe was much more limited them
that of ours. However, he believes that Yahweh is in control of
nations and peoples other than the patriarchs. The guidance of God
to Abraham during his sojourn, from Ur to Egypt through Canaan and back
to the promised land, is a proof for Yahweh's presence in countries
other than Canaan. The Eloliist also supports this view of J.

God has been addressed as 'the God of heaven and the earth',

(Gen.24.3) 'the everlasting God' (21,33) and 'the Lord God Most High,
maker of heaven and earth' (14.22). The title 'God Almighty',

(49.25(E)17.1(P)) also affi rms the faith of the Patriarchs. Since the
Lord is acknowledged as the almighty, the Yahwist affirmed His power

too. This is especially revealed in Yahweh's might to do the imposs¬
ible. Nothing is too wonderful for Ilim. (cf.Gen.18.14) He gives
children to Sarah, Hebekah and Rachel.

The Lord has power over the natural phenomena, such as dew of

heaven, fatness of the earth, grain and wine. (Gen.27.28,39»49.25(E))
He brings fire and brimstone upon Sodom. (Gen.l9.24(j)) lie gives the
land. (Gen.l3.15»26.3) ne manifests himself in fire and flaming torch.

(Gen.15.17) In the Flood-saga, according to the Yahwist, God exer¬

cises His authority over the rain and flood. (Gen.7.4,12, also cf.2.5)
God makes a promise that 'while the earth remains, seed time and harvest,
cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night, shall not cease'.

(Gen.8.22)
We cannot say that the traditions collected and compiled by

J reflect the faith of the Yahwist who lived long after the events
narrated in the patriarchal stories. Archaeological evidence comes

to oux sivpport to affirm that the patriarchs were really men who re¬

flected the culture and beliefs of their own period. When the trad¬
itions were collected and compiled they were not written from actual

memory of definite historical events. According to Vawter, t. c

1. Gemser.B. 'God in Genesis' OTS. Deel,xii,1958, pp.6,21.



the primeval history is written with 'conviction based on Israel's en¬

counter with Yahweh in the time of Moses and the Exodus rather than

remembrance'.^ The Yahwist is not the inventor of these traditions

but only a collector and compiler. His saga of creation is very

significant for our purpose. So we may examine it.

According to Speiser, the creation saga must have entered the
stream of biblical tradition sometime in the latter half of the second

millennium B.C. It remained without talcing a final shape until a
2

number of centuries later. When the people settled in Canaan they
must have felt the need of defining their understanding of the origin
of the natural world. The reticence of the doctrine of creation can¬

not be attributed to the Hebrew reaction of the mythical view associated
with creation beliefs in the nature-religions or the Hebrew intention
to shift the creation-centre to the historical redemption in the cultic
life of the nation.'' In fact, the concept of creation is not a late
belief in Israel. The creation-faith may not have come to the lime

light along with the historical events of the O.T. because it is not
based on 3TV actual verifiable historical event. The accounts of

creation, 'like all basic presuppositions, are beyond proof and ex¬

planation and rational explication: they describe the ground of all

understanding and action. Implicit in faith, they point to and parti¬

cipate in the mystery of faith's ground, which can be stated only in
4

story and song' says llartshorne. We have already seen how the O.T.
from time immemorial 'stress the complete dependence of the earthly
order on God'''. (cf.Ex. 15.8,11,14.20-21,23.28; Gen.49.25; Num. 16.30;
Dt.7.20,33.14f; Jg.5.20; Josh.10.12 etc)

In the Yahwist's account of creation the main points relevant
to our theme are the following:-

Yahweh is the creator of the heavens and the eartl/'.(Gen.2.4b)

1. Vawter.B. 'Studies in Salvation-history' ed.by C.Luke Salm, F.S.C.
Englewood Cliffs,1964. pp.57-67» quoted by Anderson.B.W. in Creation
versus Chaos, p.40 and note 42.

2. Speiser Genesis.l. pp.lOff
3. contra. Anderson.B.W. op.cit.pp.52ff.
4. Ilartshorne.H.n. The I-romise of Science and the lower of Faith. p.S5»

cited by Anderson.B.W. op.cit. p.34 and note 53.

5. Eichrodt Theology of the O.T. Vol.1, pp.228f, Vol.11, pp.97ff> hence¬
forth cited as TOT.

6. 'heavens and the earth' is an expression for 'the universe', Frankfort
Kingship and the Gods, p.19.
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The creation of the earth, according to J, is the act of transforming
the waste into habitable land. (2.5-7,8-9a) God is the giver of water,
He makes the rivers, plants, trees, animals, birds and man (2.6-7,8-9,
10-14,19, and 21ff). The living beings are created out of the ground.

(2.7,19)
The literary chai'acteristics of J in Gen.2.4b-7 is very sim-

\
ilar to the opening verse of P in Gen.l and of Enuma elish. Therefore,
we may assume that they share a common source. However, each develops
its own distinctive features. The J saga is mainly concerned about

2
man and his earth. The emphasis on earth is very dominant." There¬

fore, we might legitimately assume that there is a strong relation be¬
tween the covenant promise of the land and the creation-faith. Yah-
weh is the creator and therefore, He alone is able to promise the land
to His people, (cf.Gen.12.7,13.14f,15.18,24.7,26.2ff,28.13 etc)

The Yahwist is not speaking of a creation out of nothing.

According to him, creation takes place from the waste. God makes
it a land, Adama, habitable for man. He controls the mist"' and the

it
rivers and makes the land cultivable. Here, the water is not a fear¬
ful monster but a source of blessing.

As far as their origin is concerned the animals keep an equal
5

position with man. Man is given a place above the living beings not

by right but by grace, by giving him an opportunity to exercise the

privilege of a sovereign, viz. the naming of the creatures.^ To the

Yahwist, the Lord is supreme. Man, the living beings and the natural

world,are the result of His sovereign will.

c) The Prophetic understanding of God and the natural order.
In this section we shall have a rapid survey of the Prophetic

view of God and nature. We shall divide the section into three, treat¬

ing the prophetic witness to the concept of God and nature in the 8th,

7th centuries B.C. and the latter prophets respectively.

1. Speiser op.cit. p.13, ANET. pp.60f.
2. von Had Genesis, p.74; Kowinclcel.S. J5 in Gen.1-11. pp.17-18.

3. Mist, cf.Job.36.27, the LXX,S,V use a word which might mean 'spring'
while T renders it to mean 'a cloud'. In the li .lit of the Babylonian
flood-god 'id', Albright assumes 'ed' as 'the subterranean fresh water
stream', JBL,58,193?. pp.l02f. According to Speiser 'ed' might haveA'used
verbatim from an Akkadian lexical work', Oriental and Biblical Studies,
pp.19,22, henceforth cited as CBS. 'ed' is a 'river' according to J.M.P.
Smith. 'The Indebtedness of Israel to Its Neighbours', AJSL,xlix,1933,P«108

4. The river of God is followed up as a sign of spiritual and physical bless¬
ing. (Fss.46.fr,65.10, cf.Ezek.47; Zech.14.8)

5. Herner.S. Die Natrr im A.T. p.29; Kempel.J. 'Gott,Mensch und Tier im A.T.'
in Apoxvsmata, pp.213,219.

6. von Had. Genesis. pp.51,85.



1. The Eighth Century Prophets.

Ilosea, Amos, Isaiah of Jerusalem, and Hicah are included in
this group. We shall sximmarise their ideas concerning our theme under
the following titles.
Yahweh is the Lord of the Earth.

Yahveh is the owner of the land. (Ros. 9.3) He is the_ Icing
whose glory fills the whole earth. (is.6.3, cf.2.4) Nothing that
occurs in the world happens without His will. (cf.Amos. 3.6,4.6ff) He
lenows the thoughts of man. (Amos.4.13) He is the creator of the heavens
and the earth, the mountains, the wind, the planets, the day and the

night. (Amos.4.13,5.8,9.5-6; Is.37«l6)" Therefore, He gives the fruit
of the land to the jxeople. (llos.2.8,21-23(10.23-25)) He instructs the
farmer in the method of cultivation. (ls.2S.23ff) The Lord is the
'Husband' of the land and not 3a'al. (lios.2.l6(l8)) Therefore,it is
the Lord who preserves the land and its blessings. He makes a coven¬

ant with the beasts of the field, the birds of the air and the creep¬

ing things of the ground (llos .2.18(20)) and continues to give the

blessings of nature to his people. By His command the heavens, the
earth and their produce will satisfy His people. (lIos.2.21ff(23ff))
God has full power over the phenomena of nature and He is able to use

them either for blessing or for punishment. (ls.7.18ff,15.6ff; Mic.3.6,
6.15 etc) The faitlifulness to the covenant relationship is the crit¬
eria for blessing or for judgement, (ios.2.9(ll),4.3,S.7>9.2,14.15 etc)
The Lord is everywhere, in heaven, on earth and in the underworld.

(Amos.9.2ff) No one can escape from His presence. When He manifests
His presence,the natural phenomena, tremble before Him. (Amos.9.5»
Hie.1.4; Is.5.25,13.13) Thus, to the Prophets of the 8th century B.C.,
Yahweh is the lord, governor, creator, and preserver of the universe.
He is powerful and His presence is every where and nothing falls out
from His jurisdiction.

1. vid. Additional note on 'Glory'.
2. These creation hymns are particiixial hymns which probably existed in

Israel through oral traditions. Similar participial hymns are found in
Ancient Mesopotamian literature. Falkenstein/von Soden. Sumerisclxe and
Ajkkadische Hymnen und Gebete. pp.60,83,87.



The Natural Phenomena - A means of Revelation.

Some of the 8th century prophets received their call and
further message through the objects of nature. Amos must have heard
his call through the Soaring of a lion. (3.8,1.2) His further vis¬
ions come through the summer fruit (8.If) and the lociists in the begin¬

ning of the shooting up of the latter growth. (7.If) He sees the vision
of fire and great deep (7.4ff)» According to Ilosea, the languishing of
the land, the beasts, the birds, and the fishes are due to man's failure
to be faithful to Yahweh's covenant. (4.3) He interprets the change
in the natural order as due to a break in God-man relation. (8.7f,9.2f)
According to Isaiah, thunder, earth-quake, whirlwind, tempest, fire,
smoke - all reveal the might and majesty of His God. (29.6,30.27ff)
He sees the visible world as the glory of God. (6.3)
The Natural Phenomena - A means of Judgement in the Present.

In the realm of history God uses the phenomena of nature to

punish His rebellious people. Nature is obedient and implicitly carries
out the plans, of God. (llos.8.7,9.2,1.9) Since He is the one who com¬

mands the nature-powers to give their fruits to His people (lIos.2.2l(23f)),
He has right to withhold it too. (Amos.4.7; Hie.6.15; Is.5.9) He sends
fire (Amos.1.4,7,10,12,2.2,5), famine (4.6), drought (4.7), blight and
mildew (4.9) upon the land, (hos.2.9(11))

For the eschatological judgement too, the Lord uses the nat¬
ural phenomena. (Amos.8.9; Is.24.3f,18f^) In the wrath of God the nat¬
ural ptrttt-s themselves will be destroyed. (ls.34.4,9»13-15»13.10,21f)
Nature in 5schatolo?;y.

The eschatological restoration of the jjeople include the re¬

newal of nature. Transformation and renewal of nature is part of the
salvation experience of the redeemed community. Nature shall bring
forth its produce. (Amos.9.13-155 Hos.14.15f; Kic.4.3-4) The desert
shall be turned into an oasis, (is.30.23-26,32.15-20; Ch.25) The

primary harmony which existed between man and animals shall be restored,

(is.11.6-9) Here, we have the picture of a new creation. Yaliweh shall
be the sovereign king, judge, and ruler in the midst of the redeemed

community, (is.33.21-22)

1. The 'Isaiah Apocalypse', (is.24-27) are not too late as people used
to think. Bright.J. 'Isaiah' in i'CB. para.438a.
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Nature - An Impartial Witness,

According to Isaiah one can call to nature for an impartial
witness. Nature does not seem to involve in the rebellion of man.

Therefore the prophet calls the heaven and the earth to be his witness

to the message. (l.2) Nature is trustworthy because they bear wit¬
ness to the glory of God.

2. The Seventh Century Prophets.

The Prophets who were active in this period were Jeremiah,

Nahum, Zephaniah and llabaJdcuk. Their main understanding of God and
His relation to nature may be summarised as follows.
God Reveals His majesty and Glory through Nature.

blien God manifests His power to execute judgment, according
to Nahum and Jeremiah, He reveals himself in nature-powers. (Jer.23.19;
Nah.l.pf) The manifestation of the Lord's way in nature is particu-

J
larly emphasised by Nahum and Habakkuk. (Nah.l.3ffj IIab.3.3f) The
natural phenomena tremble before His mighty presence. In the theophany,
the Lord is not seen in the natural phenomena but the natural phenomena
bear witness to the majesty and glory of God.

Jeremiah, by watching simple phenomenon in nature, receives
the word of God. (l.ll) 'To a mind attuned to the divine it was not

2
difficult to see God in common place of things'. Nature is a parable
of God's working. Similar to the vision of Amos, Jeremiah also sees

the vision of the baskets of figs. (24.1-3) As a poet Jeremiah loves
the objects of nature and they are very close to his heart. (8.7,12.9,
17.11,22.23,48.28)
God is the Lord and Creator of the earth.

Jeremiah sees Yahweh as the creator of the earth, the animals
and the men. (27.5) The natural order is fixed and stable. He com¬

pares the permenancy of the covenant love with the fixed created order.

(jer.31.55-37. cf.33.2) He is the God of all flesh. (32.27) There
is nothing beyond Yahweh's authority and power. He controls the pow¬

ers of the sea. (5.22) Everything belongs to Him and He is the lord
of all. (cf.Pss.65.2(3),136.25,145.21) Since the Lord is the creator,
He has absolute freedom to act in His own way. Jeremiah brings 'creat-

3
ion and history' together. The creation is attributed to the mighty

1. See additional notes on 'Theophany'.
2. Patterson.J. 'Jeremiah' in PCD, para.469c.
3. Weiser.A. Das Bucli der Pronheten Jeremia. p.248.



power of Yahweh. Jeremiah says, 'It is thou who hast made the heavens
and the earth by thy great power and by they outstretched arm., Noth¬

ing is too hard for thee.' (32.17) The same idea is continued in

32.27. lie is great in counsel, and mighty, His name is the Lord of
llosts. (32.18-19; cf.Amos.4.13,5.8,9.6) These hymnic predications
seem to be the expression of the cultic faith of Israel."'' Some pas-

sages which are obviously not Jeremianie,10.12-13,91.15-16 also ex¬

press the creation faith of Israel. As a corollary to the creation-

faith, both Jeremiah and Zephaniah declare Yahweh's universal authority
on the nations. (Zeph.2; Jer.25.9,29.1-32 etc)

As the lord of the earth He gives the fertility and the prod¬
uce of the land. Jeremiah laments that the people do not know that the
Lord is the giver of rain and harvest. (5.24; Dt.ll.10ff)
Nature suffers with man.

The land suffers on account of man's wickedness. (Jer.12.4,
14.1-6) He sees the earth as a TohtCwabohu, heavens without light,
mountains and hills unstable. There is no man in the land, no birds
in the air. (4.23f) The wrath of Hod comes upon the whole land, animals,
trees and birds. (7.20,8.13,9.10; also Zeph.l.3ff; IIab.3.9ff)

Natural phenomena are used against His people in His anger,

the storm and the whirlwind. (23.19; Hab.3«4ff) The lion, the wolf,
famine and pestilence are some of His weapons. (Jer.5.6,27.8,32.36)
Nature in the day of Restoration.

In the day of restoration nature shall also be restored.

Prosperity, healing and security shall return to the land of waste.

(Jer.32.42f,33.6,12)
The conflict between the nature religions of Canaan and

•5Yahwism is quite apparant in Deuteronomy and Hosea. The concept
of Heuteronomist about God and natural order has taken its literary

shape in the 7th century B.C. Against the nature-religions of

Canaan, D affirms Yahweh's ownership of the land. (Dt.10.14,32.43)
Yahweh is the giver of the fertility. (Dt. 26.10,15) The people
should look to Him for blessing and not to Ba'al. He gives all the
natural produce of the land. (ll.14-15,28.4,12) The Lord cares for
His land, from the beginning to the end of the year. (Dt.11.12)

1. Weiser. op.cit. p.305.
2. Patterson.J. op.cit. para.468e.
3. von Had in PIIOE. p. 132.



The failure of the people to be faithful to the covenant brings upon

them natural calamity. (])t.28.21-24; cf.iIos.4.1-3)
The Deuteronoraist reflects the concept of the prophets of the

8th and 7"th centuries B.C. with regard to God and Jlis authority over the
realm of nature. Now, we shall examine the contributions of the lat¬
ter prophets.

3. The Latter Prophets.

Among these prophets tiie most outstanding representative is
the prophet of the exile, Second Isaiah. lie has made significant con¬

tribution to the concept of God and His relation to the natural order.
Therefore, a separate treatment is required.
God is the incomparable Creator of the Universe.

The incomparable power of the sovereign creator is the ground
of faith in Isaiah, according to Jones.* God's power revealed in cre¬

ation is described in Is.40.12-31>42.5>44.24,45.12,18f,48.12-13»51.13-16.
2

The prophet is not declaring a new faith. He asks, 'Have you not
known? Have you not heard? Has it not been told you from the begin¬
ning? Have you not understood from the foundations of the earth?'
(40.21,28) The creator is everlasting God, with unsearchable wisdom
and power. (40.28) The visible order is the sign of God's omnix>otence.
Skinner says 'The creator's omnipotence, the idea of the order, adjust¬
ment and proportion in nature as deriving from an infinite intelligence
which does not overlook a single star, is expressed with a boldness of

3
conception that has nothing equal to it in earlier literature'. The

concept of creation and God's power revealed in it which Dt. Isaiah

emphasises 'become the great confirmation of the sufficiency of Yahweh
to carry through His purposes'.4
The Creation-faith and the idea of Salvation.

The prophet brings the concept of creation and salvation to
the realm of history. (51.9-16) The Lord is the creator of the world
and Israel. (43.1,15) At the beginning of creation He overcame the

powers of chaos, and brought the world into existence. At Exodus,

again God reveals His power over the sea, the remnant of the primeval

chaos, and brings Israel into existence. The act of creation extends
5

in curbing the powers of all dangerous chaos, Rahab, dragon, sea and

1. Jones.D.R. 'Isaiah II and III', in LCB. para.448c.
2. Knudson.A.C. The Religious Teaching of the O.T. £Tth ed. pp,126f.
3. Skinner. Isaiah, Cambridge Bible, p.6.
4. Robinson.H.W. The Religious Ideas of the O.T. p.71.

5. cf. Barth.C. Eini'uhrung in die Psaimen. p.68.



river. (50.2,51.9-10)
These chaotic forces do not 'possess any intrinsic reality

but rather preclude the reference to the conquest of all historical
1

forces which could challenge the salvation of Israel'. In the realm
of history God continues the act of creation through the act of redemp¬
tion. God's act of creation has significance in the present and in the
future. The act of creation has been taken 'from its indefinite past

2
to the historical present'." A sense of actualisation of creation
is taking place in the act of God's redemption. The prophet, in
his message, tries to convince the audience that the mighty power of
Yahweh which has been revealed in the creation of the world, is still
available to redeem His people from Babylon. The new creation which
is redemption is going to be a reality to His people. (4S.7ff,43.19ff
etc)

In the act of salvation which is a new creation, the natural
order also participates. When God leads His people to the promised
land He will renew the face of the waste and transform it into a hab¬

itable land. (43.19-21,44.3-4,4S.20-21,49.8-12) The thought here re¬

minds us of the first exodus and the wandering in the desert and also
the creation of the world out of the land of waste in the J tradition.

(Gen.2.4b ff) In the act of new creation, the natural order is called

upon to rejoice. (44.23,45.8,49.13) The transformation of nature shall
be an everlasting sign of the Lord. (55.13)

God is One, lie is universal in Power.

The Prophet's concept of God and creation leads him to the

legitimate conclusion that the Lord alone is the true God. Monotheism
reaches its 'most absolute expression in Israel while the concept of

4
the unity of the beings were just starting in Greece' says G.A.Smith.
Here again, Second Isaiah is not introducing a new faith, on the con¬

trary, he is affirming a belief already existed in Israel. According

1. Eichrodt. 'In the Beginning' in Israel's Prophetic Heritage, ed. by
Anderson and ilanclson.

2. Anderson.B.W. Creation Versus Chaos, p.131.

3. cf.Hendtorff. 'Die Theologische Stellung des Schopfungsglaubens by
Deuterojosaja', Z'TK,51,1954. pp.3ff.

4. Smith.G.A. Isaiah, p.126.



to the prophet, no other gods exist besides Yahveh. (45.5,7,22,
43.10,11,46.9) The gods of other nations are no-gods. (40.18-21,41.7
29,44.9ff>45.14,46.6ff) Yahveh alone is the true God who is incom¬

parable. (40.18,25,46.5) His sovereignty extends on the lands other
than Israel. (45.Iff,14,47.Iff etc). The entire earth looks unto
Him for salvation. (45.22)

Now we shall turn to the other prophets. They rightly

emphasise the concepts of God and nature which their predecessors have
affirmed. However, we shall bring their main emphasis in the follow¬

ing paragraphs.

The Relation between the moral realm and the realm of nature.

The natural order, according to these prophets is full of
life and the prophets sometimes address it as if they listen to their
voice. (Ezek.6.3,35.3f,37.9,39«17f5 J1.2.21ff) Mien man fails to res

pond to God's will nature withholds its fruits to man. (Hag.1.10-11)
Nature cooperates with God in bringing judgment upon man. He sends
various kinds of natural phenomena to punish man. (Ezek.5.l6f,7.15,
14.13,21; llag.2.17) Sometimes nature also suffers the consequences

of man's rebellion, (jl.3.15(4.15) cf,Zeph.l.3ff) Nature is active
in God-man relationship. It is not merely a spectator.
Renewal of nature is the sin of God's presence.

God sends oil, wine and grain (Jl.2.19; Is.62.8-9; Zech.9.17

10.1; Mai.3.1l) He protects the land from the pestilence. The
restoration of the produce and the subsequent prosperity reveal, the

presence of the Lord in the midst of His people. (Jl.2.25t27) In
Ezekiel, all events in the realm of nature and history, whether good
or evil, are meant to affirm that the Lord is the true God. (13.14,
33.27,36.38,37.6 etc) The expression, 'that they may know that I am

the Lord' occurs about 54 times, always at the climax of an oracle.
This particular knowledge comes as a result of some divine activity,

1
either in the realm of nature or in history. Mien God is in the
midst of His people 'nature will be transformed by the presence of the

2
divine glory'.

God is active in nature. Whether the mighty wind or the

worm, the small plants or the tall trees, the heaven or the earth,

everything is created by God. (Jona.4.6ff; 'Zech.2.6,12.1; Neh.9.6)

1. Muilenburg.J. 'Ezelciel', in LCB. para.496a.
2. Muilenburg.J. op.cit. para.517e.



He brings blessings to His people. (ls.69.lO)
God is Transcendent and yet He reveals Himself tltrough natural order.

The vision of Ezekiel delineates God as a transcendent reality-

living in the midst of great clond, in brightness and in fire flashing
forth continuously, (ch.1,8.2,10.Iff) The lightning, the trumpet,
the whirlwind, the rending of the heavens, the mountain-quake - all
these reveal the manifestation of the transcendent reality. (Zech.9.14;
Is.64.If) God is God and nan is man. (Ezek.34.31) God is present
even among the stars. (Ob.v.4)
History and Nature belong to God, the Present and the Future are in His

hands.

God is sovereign lord over the history of the nations. (Ezek.25,
26.15f,28.20; ch.29) He is the lord of all the earth. (Zech.6.5; Mai.1.11
In the days to come He will establish His kingship over all the earth.

(Zech.14.9) He is the creator of man. (Mai.2.10)
In the day of the Lord, God uses nature for punishment and

for blessing, (is.66.15-16; Zech.8.12; Jl.2.30; Ezek.36.9-ll) Utter
destruction of the natural realm is also visualised. (Zech.14.6) A
creation of new heaven and new earth is predicted. (ls.65.1?ff,66.22)
In the realm .of nature, harmony and peace will reign, (is.65.25) The

blessings of nature in eschatology is the sign of Yahweh's presence

with the redeemed. (Zech.8.23) Healing, righteousness and glory of
God are equated in the day of restoration. The Lord shall be in the
midst of His people. The sun and the moon shall be required no more,

for the Lord Himself shall be the light of the redeemed. (ls.60.19ff)
These prophets affirm God's otherness and nearness. God's

nearness is revealed through His acts in nature and history. The

prophets also bring the future under the supreme power of God. The
order of natur* enjoys the blessings from God as if it is a part of
the salvation economy of God. The physical world owes its existence
to God. It is not eternal like Him.

d) The Priestly Traditions.

The literary work of P must have been completed by 5th

century B.C. However, the Priestly tradition goes back to an earlier

period. In this section we are mainly concerned about the P tradition
of creation foxind in Gen.l.

1
He begins, 'In the beginning God created the earth'.

1. vid.Lasor.V/.S. 'Notes on Gen.1.1-2', CBQ, Vol,18,1955, pp.294ff.
Arbez.E.P. and Wissengoff.J.P.'Notes on Gen.1.1-2',CBQ, Vol.10,1948.
pp.l40ff; Grunthaner.M.J. 'The Scriptural Doctrine of First Creation',
CBQ, Vol.9,1947. pp.488f.
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Among the many creation myths of the nature-religions of the A.N.E.,
a creation-faith opening without a theogony is something unique. The
statement declares the faith of the author. It cannot be regarded as

a statement of an historical event. The statement cannot be verifiable.

The relation between the first two verses is not yet a set¬
tled problem."'" On the ground of linguistic analysis and in the light
of literary parallel found in Enuma elish we should regard v.l as a i

2
dependent clause. Probably P must have made a literary synthesis of
elements from Babylon, Egypt and Canaan."5 However, we need not question
the originality of the creation-faith of Israel. Procksch believes

4
that this 'Glaube ist im Gottesvolke autochthon'.

The P account of creation takes place in eight acts. It is
not necessary to divide them 'words version or acts version' as some

5
do. The following are the acts:-

i) l. 3-5 Creation of light,

ii) 6-8 Creation of the firmament,

iii) 9-10 Creation of the sea and the land,

iv) 11-13 Creation of the planets,

v) 14-19 Creation of the heavenly bodies,

vi) 20-23 Creation of the living beings in the

water,

vii) 24-25 Creation of the land animals,

viii) 26-31 Creation of
6

man •

1. There are two views about it. a) v.l is an independent clause.
von had Genesis. pp.46f; b) v.l is a dependent clause and should be
rendered as 'When God began to create...,ItSV margin; Cassuto.Genesis.
p.20; Westermann Genesis. pp.!32ff.

2. Speiser Genesis. p.12; Lane.W.R.'The Initiation of Creation',¥T,13,
1963. p.60; Humbert.P.'Trois notes sur Genese 1' in Internretationes etc.
pj>.85ff. (not accessible to me.)

3. Albright YGC. p.80. Whitley argues for Greek influence in P.,'The
Pattern of Creation in Gen.l', JNES, Vol.xvii,193S. pp.33f» Ilvidberg
argues for Canaanite influence. 'The Canaanite Background of Gen.1-3',
VT,10,I960, pp.285f.

4. Procksch.0. Das Bekenntnis ira A.T. p. 19-

5. May.II.G.'The Creation of Light in Gen.1.3-5'»JBL,5S,1939. pp.203ff;
Lambart.M.'A Study of the Pirst Chapter of Genesis',IiUCA,1,1924.
pp.3ff; Morgenstern.J. calls Gen.1-2 'divine fiat version'.'The Source
of the Creation Story',AJSL, xxxvi,1920. pp.l69ff.

6. Westermann Genesis. pp.H9f.
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P begins with inanimate and unconscious beings followed by animate and
conscious beings which are endowed with sensibility and movement, and

beings endowed with speech and reasoning.^
In the light of w.1-2, it is hardly possible to affirm t" *:

that P has a creatio ex nihilo. On theological grounds von Pad and
2

Eichrodt argue for a creation out of nothing. The P writer, in the

light of the text, has no scientific or philosophical motif so that
he should begin with creatio ex nihilo. but his sole motif is to
declare the creation faith of Israel. According to him, creation is

ordering the material world from disorder.
3

Creatio ex nihilo evidently comes only from the Greek period.
( 2 Makk.7.28; Wisd.9.1»H.17j Sira.43.10f; Judith.l6.l4f; Kana.v.3)

When creation began, the condition of the earth was tohuwabohu
5

darkness and Tehom. We get a picture of confusion and chaos which
is very common in the Oriental creation myths.° The verb bara im¬

plies the newness of the things brought into existence and the
7effortlessness of the act of creation.

1. Abraham.L. The Early Syrian Fathers on Genesis. pp.l42f.
2. Eichrodt TGT.ll. p.104, 'In the Beginning' in Israel's Prophetic

Heritage. pp.Iff; von Pad Genesis. pp.46ff, OTT,1, pp.l42f.
3. Jewish Encyclopaedia, Vol.iv, p.338.

4. Skinner Genesis,ICC. p.l6 and note 2 Kaiser interprets tohuwabohu
a place of 'Schlechthinnigen hebensunmogliclikeit' , Die E'ythische
Bedeutung ues Heeres in Agypten, Ugarit und Israel, p.lip.

5. The word occurs about 36 times in the G.T., always without the art¬
icle except in Is.63.12; Ps.106.9. Seldom we find it personified.

6. The Vedic hymn 'anraketam salilan sarvam' - everything is water at
the beginning of creation - represents the Aryan concept of chaos.
Radhakrishnan East and West in Religion, p.76. (5th ed.,1967)

- ——- •• —' -

1,

7. For detailed meaning of bara, vid.Westermann Genesis. j).136; Bohl.F
'/sna als Terminus der V/eltschopfung im Alttestamentlichem Sprach-
gebrauch', Kittel Festschrift, A.T.Studien, 1913? pp.42ff; Jacob.B.
Par Erste fiuch der Tora Genesis, p.20; von Pad TOT,1, p.142;
Genesis. p.42; Cassuto Genesis, p.69.
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The Hi ~i introduced in v.2 belongs to God."'" It is the

life-giving agent and stands for the invisible reality of the trans¬
cendent God. The concept that God is self-existent, is a new idea

o
which we find in Gen.l, especially in the A.N.E., background." Since
there is no theogony or dragon fi^Kt in P, we should regard the acc¬
ount as free from mythical beliefs.-5 There is no place for myths

4
where God's absolute power is emphasised. Tehom, in this context,
is depersonalised.

The power of God is affirmed through the concept of creation

by the 'word'. 'The wind of God' and the utterance of God's word

occur very closely in the account. (cf.Ps.53-6) In Is.40.13,niFT fill 15
parallel with the 'counsellor' who imparts wisdom, (cf.Prov.8.22f)
Tlius we find nil nODHj as parallel terms. At the time
of creation, it is this power of God that acted as the agent of
creation. According to Johnson, the word and the wind are the
'extension of the Lord'. The creation by the word is the classical
witness to the idea of supernaturalism and it gives no occasion of
doubt about the divinity of the organic matter.^ The world of mat¬
ter is completely separated from the God of transcendental existence.

We may summarise the Priestly concept of creation in the

following words.

i) God brings order out of disorder. (This is creation

according to P.)
ii) Since the motif of F is confessional the creation

account in Gen.l does not begin with creation out of

nothing.

1. Wind of God, I1SV margin; 'Spirit of God', X:,H reads 'Mighty wind',
see also Jansma.T. 'The Early Syrian Fathers on Genesis',GTS, Peel,
xii,1958. pp,104ff; Moscati renders it 'the blowing or tempesteous
wind', see 'The Wind in Biblical and Phoenician Cosmogony',J13L,66,
1947. pp.305ff; Smith.J.M.P.'The Sjnitax and Meaning of Gen.1.1-3',
AJSL,XLIV, 1927-28. pu.lllf; 'The Use of Divine Names as Superlatives',
Review by Hempel.J. in ZAW,xlvii,1929. p.310; Speiser reads 'an
awesome wind' in Genesis.1 p.5; Jacob.B'divine might' op.cit. p.28,
Gunkel Genesis,6th ed. p.104

IT

2. Milos Bic. Biblische gtudien - vom Geheimnis una Wunder der Schopfung.
p.12.

3. von Rad Genesis, p.48; Hvidberg. op.cit. p.293-
It

4. Herman,S.'Die Naturlehre des Schopfungsberichtes',TLZ,No.6,86,1961.
pp.423ff.

5. Johnson.A.R. The One and the Many in the Israelite Conception of
God. pp.15.17.

I!

6. Schwalley.P.'Die Biblische: Scliopfungsberichte',ARW,9»1906. p.lo3.



iii) The basic divine concept behind the act of creation is
God's power and authority revealed through His [~n~l and word

iv) The material world is the result of God's establishing

authority over the powers of chaos,

v) Since chaos is not a personalised antagonistic force,
there is no concept of dualism in the creation account of P

The Priestly writer also shows his concept of God and His
authority over the physical world in P version of the flood saga.

The P writer must have known the Akkadian version of the flood saga

which according to Speiser can be dated to the turn of the 2nd mi11-
1

ennium B.C. or slightly earlier. The P version of the flood story
was carried on through centuries until it was written down in the 5th

o

century B.C."
The P writer brings the wind and Tehom under the powerful

authority of the Lord. (Gen.8.1-2,7.11, cf.Gen.1.2; Ex.14.21) Acc¬

ording to P, the chaotic forces again appear to engulf the order
which God brought into existence. The fountains of great deep were

broken up and the windows of heaven opened."5 (Gen.7.11, cf.Gen.1.7)
The creation was going to be destroyed. Then God remembered Noah.
He 'made a wind blow over the earth, and the waters subsided'. (8.1,
cf.Gen.1.2) The chaotic powers were subjugated by the mighty wind
of God. In this act of God a new creation takes place.

After the flood, God makes an eternal covenant with the nat¬
ural world. (9.8-17; cf.Hos.2.1Sf(20f); Gen.i#28ff) He gives the

promise that the chaotic powers, the flood will never destroy the realm
of creation. A natural phenomenon, the rain-bow, is set in the clouds
as a sign of the covenant with nature. 'When I bring clouds over

the earth and the bow is seen in the cloxids, I will remember the cov¬

enant which is between me and you and every living creature of all
flesh'. (9.14-15) The waters are the remnants of the primeval chaos,
but the bow, the symbol of God's power and victory ensures the world
of nature protection and security from the powers of chaos. The
clouds and the bow and even the visible physical realm remind us the

presence and power of God.'4

1. AKBT. p.73.

2. von Had 'Die Priestcrschrift im Hexatench, BV/ANT,No.65,1934. p.189.

3. Hooke.S.II. 'Genesis' in PC3. p.184. The P account comes very close
to the Sumerian account in this respect.

4. Ryle Genesis, p.xxxix.
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e) The ''isdom Literature.
'Wisdom represents a distinct category- in Israel's legacy,

comparable to Prophecy, Law, History, and Psalmody'."*" The beginning
of Hebrew wisdom may be traced to the period of Solomon, (l Kings.4.
29-34) The O.T. gives evidence that the ancient Israel was aware

of the 'wise men' of other nations. (Gen.41.8; Ex.7.11; Is.19.llf etc)
In Israel, there were men and women who had the practical wisdom and
whose counsels were sought by the king and the men of his court.

(2 Sam.14.20,20.16,22,ly.12f)
Job, Proverbs and Ecclesiates are the wisdom books in the O-T.

canon. 'The Wisdom Literature raay be called tlie documents of Israel's
2

humanism' says Eankin." Since Iits general characteristic is the re¬

cognition of man's moral responsibility, his religious individuality
and God's interest in the individual life',:> the term 'humanism' api>-

lied to the Israel's './isdom Literature, is unfortunate. Secular
humanism which denies all divine assistance for man's development,

emphasising the power and majesty of man, cannot be equated with the
thought of the Wisdom literature of Israel. Wisdom 'takes God and

the meaning of God for Iranian existence very seriously; but it does
so in the context of its concern to understand and deal with the

4
human problem'. Therefore, we may say that the Wisdom in the C.T.
is anthropocentric in contrast to the theocentric approach of the
other books of the O.T,

The main emphasis of 'Wisdom with regard to G0d and nature

raay be treated under the following headings.
'.visdor- and Creation.

The wise men of Israel do not show any interest in the re-

lifijious history of Israel. Their approach to understand the meaning
of nature and its relevance for man may be taken as the first secular

approach of the O.T. The classical example is found in Job.28.

According to von Had, the chapter 'presupposes in mankind a desire to
know and to dominate, a desire which functions in isolation from, and

rr

independently of his religious grasp'. Through the observation

1. Hylaarsdan.J.C, 'Hebrew Wisdom' in ICE. para.333a.
2. llankin.G.S. Israel's Wisclori literature. p.3.
3. liankin.O.S. ibid.

4. Hylaai-sdan.J.C. op.cit. para.336a.
5. von Had. 'Some Aspects of the O.T. World-View', in LIICE. p.158.
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of natural phenomenon man is trying to achieve true wisdom. But
the secret of the phenomenal world recedes from man. The wise man

realises that true wisdom is not within his reach nor confined to cre¬

ation.* He can only look at the work ox creation from afar. (job.
36.25-£6) Wisdom lies beyond creation with God. (Job.2S.23-27,
9.4,12.13)

The wise man discovers the secret ox creation as the wisdom

of God in Irov.8.22ff. Since this section of the Proverbs is late,

perhaps 4th century B.C., we cannot rule out the influence of the
!"•> *"7

Prophets.' Wisdom, makes its appearance as the first of God's work.

(8.22) The Syriac, Targum and Vulgate Versins read JJ 'V/JOD instead
wit . w ieh we may render v.22 'when God began to create he

4
created wisdom*. Here, wisdom is personified. But that does not
mean that it is personalised. Wisdom from the beginning has been a

'master workman' with God. It depends on llin. According to Goodwin,
the presence of wisdom with God, means 'God in his work of thinking
and planning and ordering of the world'.^ The wise man attributes

wisdom, that is, 'the teckical knowhow', to use the modern termin¬

ology, to God as the agent of creation. he is applying the secular

concept to explain the secret of creation.
It lends us to the concept of God by whose wisdom the vis¬

ible world is created. (irov.3.19-20) God's act of creation is des¬
cribed in mythical terns. (job.9.8ff,2o.l2ff,3S.4ff) The popular

mythology has been used as a medium of communication. The monsters
Behemoth and Leviathan (Job.40.15,41.1(40.2a)) belong to the creatures

1. cf.Torrien.S. Joh: net of existence. p,173> also Bhorme.E.
A Commentary on Job, p.li, translated by K.Knight.

2. Fokrer.S. inleitmw in das altetestament. p.348.

3. Albright reads 'His dominion', in VT3,3> p.7.
4. cf.Gen.1.1, '"num.a elish, Tab.l, in AHHT, p.60.
5. RSF margin reads 'little child', also Aq, Lam.4.5» this reading agrees

with the rest of the verse. HUB reads 'E-arlin', a better rendering;
see also Kliybray.B.N. Wisdom in Iroverbs, pp.lOlff, von Zlad.OTT.l' .
p.447* Scott.2.13.Y. suggests the root meaning of ItJb'as 'uniting or
binding', by 'which the creation is bound with the creator', I 1-0verbs
Anchor Bible, p.72, also see 'Wisdom in Creation: the Anon of Irov.
8.30*,VT.10,I960, pp.230ff.

6. Goodwin.J. Limine iscion, p.18.

7. hacKenzie.B.A.F. Faith and j.storv in the C.T. p.76;
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of God. According to Eissfeldt, the monsters are mere symbols of
the evil in the world.* But in the realm of nature they are com¬

pletely under the power and authority of God, the creator, All the
natural phenomena, on earth, in heaven and in the sea are created and

governed by God. (Job.38,9,36,37,28.26,5.9-10,37.9f,38.25-30) He
makes the lightning and thunder (37«2ff,38.25ff), brings snow, hail,

dew, ice, frost, and mist. (38.25-38,37.10-12) The sun, the stars,
the constellations are made by Ilim. (9.7-9,38.31-32) In 38.12-39.26
we get the list of about 40 natural phenomena. The Egyptian Wis¬
dom of Amen-em-opet contains in his Onomasticon No.12-23 about 45

phenomena of nature which come very close to Job.38.22-29. Since
we do not find any attempt on the part of Job to imitate the Egyptian
Wisdom literature, we can be confident of the genuineness of the book
of Job.2

God creates the world independent of any external resources.
'He stretches out the north over the void, and hangs the earth upon

nothing'. (26.7) He creates the sea with set-limits, and the rain
with a decree. (38.10-11,28.26) He controls the movements of the
celestial objects. (9.7) He is the preserver of all creatures.

(12.7-8,38.39-41,39.1-30)

God is Hidden and Incomprehensible.

The works of God are mysterious, unfathomable and even

paradoxical. The speakers of Job share this view. (dob.in 9.4-10,

12.9-25,26.5-14; Eliphas in 5.8-16; Zopliar in 11.7-10 and Bildad in

25.2-5) The Elihu speeches and the speech of Yahweh from the whirl¬
wind introduce the Lord with all His might and incomprehensibility.
The use of divine names in Job also is to be taken into account in

this context. The more personal name, Yahweh is not foiuid in the

poetical section of Job. On the other hand, Job extols the names

used by the Patriarchs. Yahweh is too sacred to be uttered. El

1. Eissfeldt.0. Kleine Schriften,Bd.Ill, pp.257, and 263; Pedersen.
Israel, p.473? cf.Snaith.N.Il. Studies in the Psalter, p.106;
Terrien.S. Job: i-oet of Existence. p237.

2. von Had. 'Job xxxviii and Ancient Egyptian Wisdom', in PIICE,
p.284.



is used about 55 times along with £1 Shaddai, Elohim and Eloh.
These names basically suggest the might and power of God.

The speech of Yahveh from the whirlwind does not reveal
Him. Ilis reality has become more clouded and invisible. Accord¬

ing to Terrien, the pout brings Job to God's reality via negative.^
As creator and preserver, God in Job, has been pictured as trans¬
cendent and imminent. Since He is the creator, He cannot be imm-

T!

iment in the creation. In Job 'Gott ist Verborgen in der Schopfung'
2

says Sekine. He is not directly revealed in creation.
The author of Scclesiates also affirms the idea of the hid-

denness of God. The earth moves, according to him, by natural law.

(l.5ff) God is a distant reality. Therefore, the life of man is
found miserable, (l.S) and depressing. 'The regularity of natural

phenomena becomes a monotonous mechanism, whose course yields no

answer to the question of meaning of man's life, but it is in the last
3resort aimless and leaves questioning man weary and disillusioned'.

God stands away and hidden behind the cosmic existence.
Nevertheless in 3.17 and 8.12 we see rays of hope. God's

intervention in history is implied.

Wisdom and Revelation.

In the Wisdom literature, the key to attain wisdom is the
fear of the Lord. (Prov.1.7; Job.28.28) But wisdom, the practical

knowledge, has also been regarded as a means to obtain the knowledge
of God. (lrov.2.5-8) Wisdom is with God. God teaches man the way

of practical knowledge. (is.23.26,29; cf.Prov.2.6,30.3(HXX)) The
man who is keen about wisdom come to its source. So the way to wis¬
dom is the way to the knowledge of God. The wise men of the G.T.
believe that man's quest after wisdom will eventually lead him to
the revelation of God. For example, in Job.28 the quest of man for
wisdom leads him through the phenomena of nature to the ultimate source

of wisdom which is beyond the realm of creation.

1. Terrien.S. op.cit. p.227.
11

—

2. Sekine.M. 'Schopfung und ^rlosung im Buche Hiob' in von Ugarit
nach • vmran. ed. by Lissfeldt. p.216.

3. Eichrout Man in the O.T. p.32.
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Wisdom is the nearest approach in the 0,T. to a philosophical imi-
fication of nature. 'It is subjective, in the sense that it is God's
and proceeds from Him, yet it is also objective, in the sense that he

employs it in tie creation and conservation of both nature and human
1

life. Therefore the knowledge of the visible world will lead to
the understanding of wisdom as well as to the knowledge of hod. The
wise men of Israel do not take satisfaction in mere knowledge of the

physical world. For them wisdom without Imowledge of God is folly.

Only fools will deny the reality of God.
The 'ways or works' (prov.8.22; Job.26.14,40.19) of God

which are manifested in the realm of nature reveals the reeility of God.
The author of Job says, 'Lo, these are but the outskirts of his ways;

and how small a whisper do we hear of him.' (26.14) Wisdom, thus
attained through the order of nature brings man to a 'directive intell¬

igence, which maintains order and harmony among so many conflicting and
o

divergent agents'." The revelation of God through the natural phen¬
omena makes Job humble before Him. Before the wonder of creation"''
which is the manifestation of divine wisdom, man becomes helpless and
weak. The more he goes nearer to creation the distant it becomes.
For God is the creator and man is merely the creature. The true
wisdom lies beyond his reach. However, there is a practical substi-

4
tute which may be epitomised, thus: 'Fear God and turn away from evil'.

(Prov.15.35)
To the wise man of the O.T., 'nature is integrated into the

moral and religious order'. His wisdom is the way to moral and re¬

ligious understanding. It brings to him to a true ethical conscious¬
ness and leads him to all good, (irov.8.6-2l)^ The awareness of the

1. Eobinson.II.W. Insniratloii and Revelation, pp. 10-11.
2. KcKenzie.J.L. 'God and Nature in the O.T.', CBQ,Vol.xiv,No.1.1952,

p.31 and now in Myths and Realities. pp.97f
3. cf.Frocksch.O. Theologie des A.T. p.455.
4. Snaith Book of Job, p.70.

5. McKenzie.J.L. op.cit.C2Q,xiv, No.2,1952; p.135; Myths and Realities,
p.118.

c "6. cf.Hinggren.il. and Zinjnerli.W. Das Alte Testament Deutsch, Spruche. pp.39f.
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source of wisdom, viz. God the creator, inspires man to he just in
his relation with the followmen. The oppression of the poor is re¬

garded as an insult to the God, the Maker, (irov.14.31) 'The rich
and the poor meet together; the Lord is the maker of them all'.

(22.2) 'The hearing ear and the seeing eye, the Lord has made them
both'. (20.12) Thus we see that the Wisdom literature develops the

1
idea of creation with ethical significance. The revelation of
God and nature in the Wisdom literature provides the impetus to
have a wholesome life with social, moral, ethical and religious
dimensions.

1. Rankin.G.S. op.cit. p.10.



2. Conclusions.

Now we nay sum up the Old Testament concept of God and
nature.

i. The various evidence from the G.T. confirm the view that faith

in God as the supreme ruler of the universe has "been an integral

part of the religion of Israel. We may trace its antiquity
to the oral traditions which emerge from the period of the
Patriarclxs.

ii. We may assume that the cosmic rulership of Yahweh has been a

constant theme of the early Jerusalem cult, (cf.1x15.18;
Gen.14.19,22)

iii. The Exodus event and the theophany at Sinai hear witness to
Yahweh's authority over the realm of nature. What happens in
the realm of nature and history as extraordinary has been re¬

garded as the work of God. However, the natural powers have
never been identified with Yahweh. In the realm of man, these

events in nature and history are 'signs and portents', reveal¬

ing the power and reality of the true God. The world of phen¬
omena has been understood as the sphere of divine action.
The divine character which the nature-religions attributed to
nature has been left aside in the thought of the C.T.

iv. However, nature is regarded as a medium of divine revelation.
And that revelation is communicated in God-man relationship
and not directly from the natural phenomenon,

v. The wisdom of man also leads to the knowledge of God.

vi. The O.T. affirms that God is transcendent and not bound by the
world of matter. lie is self-existent and has no theogony.

This is a unique concept amidst the nature-religions of the
ancient Near East where the deity has been a part of the phys¬
ical world or emerged from it.

vii. God is not imminent as in the nature-religions in the world of
matter. But he is imminent with the world and His reality has

been revealed in the act of preservation. lie is invisible,
but to the eyes of faith Iiis glory fills the whole earth.

viii. The natural phenomena are the means of redemption and judgement
in the realm of history and eschatology. They are living,
active and obedient to the divine cause. They suffer with
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man and rejoice with him. This does not mean that there is

an inherent harmony between man and nature. Both stand aloof
from God and under His judgement. They become meaningful only
in a positive God-man relationship.

ix. The material world is created by God. Creation is an act of
bringing order out of disorder, cosmos out of chaos. We have

no answer in the G.T. about the origin of the material world
as we find in the natural science. The interest of the C.T.

writers is not scientific but theological. So no attempt
is made to explain the nature of the universe before it was

brought forth or the nature of the elements out of which the
world of matter came into existence. The condition before

creation, according to the O.T., is chaos which expresses an

idea of confusion, darkness and disorder. The C.T. declares

that God by His supreme power revealed in Spirit (Rl""l),Vord
and Wisdom,makes it possible for the great wonder, the world
of matter, to come into reality.

x. The act of creation is not merely regarded as an act in the in¬
definite past. Whenever the powers of chaos is overcome in
the realm of history and nature, creation continues. In the
realm of nature through preservation,and in the realm of hist¬
ory through redemption,such as the Exodus and the exit from
the exile, the act of creation continues. Although cosmos is
a reality, chaos exists in the realm of matter as waters,

darkness, enemies of the land and the people.
The conflict between God, the upholder of cosmos and the powers

of chaos continues in the world. The preservation of the
world means keeping it from falling into the powers of chaos.

By the vigilence ani power of God, the realm of nature and

history, of inanimate and animate things, of unconscious and
conscioiis beings - all are maintained intact without being

disintegrated and fallen into chaos.

xi. The O.T. declares faith in One God whose authority extends C<=
the heavens, the earth and the underworld. Since He is the

creator, the earth belongs to Him. Heaven is His abode and

Ke condescends to man in nature and history. This has been
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recognised and declared in the cult, (l KL-S) The gods of the
nations are no-gods without power to create, redeem and sustain.

Yahweh, the God of Israel is incomparable and unique, whose

ways are even hidden to His own servants. The knowledge of
Him is imparted to mankind through His initiative. Man knows
Him when God reveals Himself and when God teaches him wisdom.

xii. The faithfulness of man to the covenant relationship ujiRv aod
is the basic factor that sustains the order of the universe.

Man's failure to be responsive to the claims of God affects the
cosmic order.

xiii. Under the supreme power and authority of God, the G.T. refuses
to accept dualism as a recognition of a force which exists sim¬
ultaneously' outside the jurisdiction of God. The existence
of chaos is admitted. But they are subject to the authority
of God. They are active when God turns Kis face from man and
his world, because of man's rebellion. Mien man reconciles
with God, the powers of chaos disappear. Order takes place
as new creation under the rule of God, the Sovereign of the

universe.
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CHAPTER FOUR.

The Modern Approaches to the Study of the Psalms.

Introduction.

In this chapter we will attempt to discuss the important
modern approaches to the interpretation of the Psalms.

Among those who contributed to the study of the Psalms the

name of Hermann Gunkel stands first. Ho serious study of the Psalms

can bypass his epoc-making study of Gattungsgecchchte.^ Therefore, we

will, at the outset make a rapid survey of form-criticism initiated by
Gunkel.

1. Form-Criticiam.

The method of form-criticism has laid the foundation b

for the modern approaches to the study of the Psalms. What we mean by
this method is to analyse and trace the history of various literary

2
genres.

Gunkel discovers that the basic fact for the study of these

psalms is to realise that they spring originally from worship."^ He

maintains that in ancient times, the influence of religious customs and

practice of the community on the individuals were much greater than it is

today. The poets of Israel were no exception. Their songs were

originally composed for certain particular cultic occasions. When that

occasion is determined, we have the Sitz im Leben of the song. To find
out the various literary 'types' or 'categories'(Gattungen) of psalms,
Gunkel adopts the following four basic principles. Each 'type' should
have their own particular -

a) setting-in-life;
b) mood and style of thought;

c) stock of literary forms,Formensprache;
. 4

d; and motif and expressions.
For the study of the psalms, he takes into account the A.N.E background

5
of the Hebrew literature. Many of the psalms have taken their origin

1. Gunkel's thesis is developed in Ausgewdhlte Psalmen,1904;his article

•Psalmen' in Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart,1913;his

his commentary Pie Psalmen,1926; and in the posthumous publication

Einleitung in die Psalman,1933»completed by Begrich.

2. Gunkel.H. 'The Poetry of the Psalms etc' in O.T .Essays, 1927 > PP« H8f, 124
3. Gunkel. Pie Psalmen.p.ix; Paterson.J. The Praises of Israel.p.30

4. James.F. Thirty Psalmists.pp.251ff•

5. Gunkel. Einleitung etc.pp.6ff.
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in private pietistic circles which have inherited the cultic legacy.
Such psalms express a more spiritual outlook.'*"

Gunkel classifies the Psalms into the following types.

The Major Tyoes. The Minor Types,

i. Hymn or Song of Praise. i. Blessing and Curse,

ii. Lament of the Community. ii. Song of Pilgrimage,
iii. Lament of the Individual. iii. Victory Songs,
iv. Thanksgiving of the Individual. iv. Thanksgiving of Israel,

v. Itoyal Psalms. v. Sacred Legend,
vi. Torah Psalms,

vii. Wisdom Psalms,

viii. Mixed Type.
2

The first of these major types, the Hymn is significant for
our study. They are very old so far as their literary history is con¬

cerned. We find similar hymns in the ancient Near East. The Baby¬
lonian hymns begin in the same fashion as the Hebrew hymns but end with

petitions. The Hymns in the Psalms are wholly theocentric and comp¬

osed of praise. They are sung on festive occasions of the community.
The hymns contain praises to God's greatness and other attributes.

They may tell what God has done in the realm of nature and in history.

They express the adoration of the individual poet as well as that of
the community.

The Hymns begin with a call to praise. The second part is
the main section of the hymn which recounts the power and acts of God.-3
In the conclusion the elements of the introduction are reiterated and/
or concluding prayers recited.

To these hymns, Guiikel adds the Songs of Zion and the Enthrone¬
ment Psalms. The Enthronement Psalms celebrate the xiniversal kingship
of Yahweh and His mighty deeds as the victor over the powers of chaos.
His eschatological judgement also is emphasised in these Psalms.

Host scholars value the basic contribution which Gunkel has

made to the study of the Psalms. The works published after Gunkel

1. Anderson.G.W.'The Psalms' in IC3, para.360a; Johnson.A.H. 'Psalms',
in Q.T. and Modern Study, ed. by II.II.Howley. p. 189.

2. Gunkel Einleitunc. pp.33f.

3. Eoch.II. introduces 'the thematic sentence' which is a transitional
passage that introduces the theme of the hymn. The Growth, of the
Biblical Tradition, pp.lolff.
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show the impact of his contribution.

However, a change of emphasis is found in the work of Claus
2

Westermann. According to him, the types are not primarily literary

categories but are based on two fundamental modes of human approach
*z

to God, namely, praise and petition. (Loben und Flehen) He holds

that the Lamentation are the most important category in the l-'salias.
The hymns, according to him, are the songs of praise for what God is
and what He has done for the community or the individual. lie does
not make nruch difference between the hymns and the thanksgiving.

k
And together he calls them 'the prise of God'. The hymn is a kind
of formal thanksgiving or prayer. The essential character of thanks-

giving is confessional praise, a testimony to what God has done and
a response to His intervention. He divides the hymns of praise into:-

a) Declarative or Confessional hymns of praise (berichtende ouer

bekennende)
b) Descriptive hymns of praise (beschriebende).

The imperative r»salms, the eschatological and the enthronement psalms
are included in the second type.

Westermann sees the types of the Psalms not merely from the

literary stand point nor from the point of view of an absolute, time¬
less great cult, but in the light of the worship of Israel which has
its inseparable connection with her history. Here, Westermann is
not saying something new which Gunkel has not emphasised./ However,
Westermann's plea for the essential modes of human approach to God,

1. For a list see, Stamm.J.J. 'Hin Vierteljalxrhundert Fsalmenforscliung'
in THR,NF,23,1955. pp.1-68; Johnson.A.R. op.cit. pp.l6lff;
Mowinckel.S.PIW, Vol'll.np.220f.

2. Westermann.C.Das Lohen Gottes in den 1'salmen. ( Eng.trans.by Crin.K.R
The Praise of God in the jsains.) His arguments are found in his art¬
icle 'Gtruktur und Geschichte der Klage ' in ZAW,66,1954. pp.44-80.

3. Westermann.C.The Praise of God in the Psalms, p.lpPff, henceforth
cited as PGP.

4. Gunkel also expresses similar views about the hymns. What Remains
of the 0.T? pp.71,95»111.

5. Westernann.C.PGF p.31; cf.Weiser.The Psalms, p.55; von Rad.TOT,Vol.1.
PP.357f; Grimme.H.'Der Eegriff von Hebpaischen Hodah und fodab' in ZAW
1940-41. pp.234ff; Hand.F.'Die Higenstandikeit der Danklieder aes
Psalters als Bekenntnislieder' in ZAW,70,1958. pp.l8pf.

6. Westermann.C.Das Loben Gottes in den Psalmen. p.17.

7. Gunlcel Die Psalmen. p.ix.
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viz. praise and petition should be talien into account in our study of
the Psalms.

About the method introduced by Gunkel, Johnson says, 'despite
a certain arbitrariness in the delineation of the subsidiary types

and the assignment of some of the psalms to the different classes, there
should be no question about the value of this approach.'^" Never¬
theless, form-criticism is not to be taken as the last word in the

study of the psalms. Gunkel himself realises the difficulty of ass¬

igning fixed type to each and every psalm. Some of the psalms refuse
2 "

to be grouped under any particular type." According to Szorenyi

'pure Gattun,Tcn' are theoretical reconstructions since practically no

instance of pure Gattung exists.'' Since the weight of Gunkel's ar¬

gument is on 'forms' it is doubtful whether he has given sufficient
4

thought to the content and character of the individual psalms.
It is highly inqjrobable that the psalmists wrote their religious
poetry with accuracy and systematic thinking so that one could easily

classify them in a systematic way. 'Accurate and systematic think¬

ing is no characteristic of the ancient Semites, and least of all the
Psalmists' says Cheyne. Although we have these fears, there is no

doubt that Gunkel has led the way to the modern approaches in the

study of the Psalms.

2. The Cultic Interpretation of the Psalms.^
Gunkel's discovery of the cultic Sitz in I.eben of the psalms

paves the way for Mowinckel to work out in great details the cultic

aspect of the Psalms. Mowinckel believes that a large number of the

1. JoIinson.A.Il.'The Psalms' in Q.T. and Modern Study, p.180.
tt * "" ~ ~

2. Earth.C.Einfvlirung in die Psalmen. p.21.
I! — — — ............. „ -

3. Szorenyi.A.Psalmen und Kult im A.T. zur Formgeschichte der Psalmen.
pp.110-145,50pf; Geview by Clines.J.J.A.'Psalm hesearch Since 1955-68'
Tyndale Jul letin. 20,1969. p.115.

4. cf.Clines.D.J.A. op.cit. p.118 and note 92.
5. Cheyne The ^rigin of the Psalter, p.285, cf.Penan.The Book of Job,

trans, by A.E.G. and W.M.T. p.xxx; Dhormc.E.A Commentary on Job. p.lxxxii.

6. Mowinckel Ps.St.i-vi in two vols.



psalms are composed for, and used in, the cult."'' This is the basic
thesis of the c ltic method.

Mowinckel modifies the position of Gunkel with regard to the

origin of the psalms. According to him, Gunkel has not given suffi¬
cient thought to relate the psalms of private origin to the psalms of
the cult. There is no incompatibility between the personal religious
note in the psalms and the impersonal character of the liturgical form¬

ula. Both belongs to the cult of Israel. The psalms which seem to
be cultus-free, according to him, are written by men of prayers, the

inspired 'Pneumatics' who may have been closely associated with the
2

cultic officials of the temple. " The earlier psalms have had tneir

setting-in-life in the cult of the amphictyonic shrines at Dan, Shilo
and Bethel.^ Mowinckel holds that it is almost inconceivable to sup¬

pose that any private lay poetry could find its way into the cult, for
the cult is a kind of closed world in which no nrofane influence

4
snould enter.

Nevertheless, Mowinckel admits the presence of non-cultic
psalms in the Psalter.5 (Pss.l,19A,34,37,49,78,105,106,111,112,127)
But he argues that the writers of these psalms, the 'Scribes' and the
'learned' men were originally connected with the temple staff, espec¬

ially with the singers and the temple prophets. Gradually they be¬
came the guardian of the spiritual and literary traditions of the

temple. 'There is every reason to think that they also became the
last collectors of the psalms transmitted to us and the redactors of
the canonical Psalter'.^

1. Mowinckel.lleligion und Kultus. p.117.
2. Mowinckel. 'Psalms and Wisdom' in Wisdom in Israel and in the N.E.

p.210; henceforeth cited as WINN.
ft

5* Bernhardt Das Problem der Altorientalischen Konigsideolopie im (\.Tl
VTS,viii,l96l. p.44.

4. Mowinckel. PI'W.Vol. 1. pp.29f.
5. Mowincke1.PI■ /,Vo1.11. p.Ill; Quell.G. Das Kultische Problem der Psalmen'

pp.143,146.
6. Mowinckel. 'WINE, p. 216.



The cultic interpretations of the ] salins has certain pre¬

suppositions taken from the cultic practice of the ancient Near
Eastern religions. This is particularly brought out in the inter¬

pretation of the Enthronement Psalms.

i) The'.Ritual Pattern'of the ancient N.E.
The supporters of the 'Pattern School' assume that in

Israel 'a New Year Festival was held in the autumn, at which Yahweh's

triumph over the powers of chaos was celebrated; in a ritual drama
He defeated His enemies, was acclaimed and enthroned as king, and re-

2
newed His covenant with the people'. Supporting evidence was brought
from Mesopotamia and Ugarit. They argue that the 'ritual drama' which
is connected with the dying and rising again of the fertility god,
associated with the Akitu festival of Babylon and other New Year fes-

3tivals of the A.N.E., must have influenced the rituals of the cult

in Jerusalem. The Enthronement psalms are connected with the New
Year festival and therefore, are to be interpreted in the light of the
A.N.E. 'ritual pattern'.

ii) The Kin ■-ideolo -.' of the Ancient Near East.
The second presupposition ox the 'pattern school' is that

the monarchy in Israel is influenced by the king-ideology of the
4

A.N.E. In the ancient N.E., politics and religion were intimately
connected and tiie king had a unique position in the cult of the land.

1. The following are some of the relevant literature on this theme.
Bernhardt op.cit. up.42f,51ffj Bentzen.A.'Skandinavische Literatur zum
A.T., 1939-1948', in Theologisc'ie undschan ,xvii ,19-48/49. pp.273ffj
Hooke.S.H.Nvth, Ritual and Kingshin, 1938. Johnson.A.A. 'Divine King-shin
and the 0.T.', in nxT.,lxii,1950. pp.l57ff.

2. Anderson.G.W.'The Religion of Israel', in ICB. paral32k.
3. The following are some of the significant New Year festivals in the N.

i.Akitu festival, Babylon; Engnell Studies in Divine Kin ship. pp.33ff
ii .Adonis festivals, Syria, Phoenicia and Canaan; llooke.S.II. Origins of

Early Semitic Rituals. Schweich Lectures,1935. pp.57f.
iii.Sed festival, Egypt. Frankfort kingship and the Gods. pp.79f•
iv.Purullins and Nutarias, Hittites, Engnell op.cit. pp.63f; Moscati.S.

The Face of Ancient Orient. p.l66.
v.Thesmophorien and Bacchus, Hellenes; Gaster.T.H.Thesris. pp.7ff«

4. Anderson.GAY. 'The Religion of Israel', in PCB. para.132 t.
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In Egypt the king was the incarnate son of god. In Mesopotamia he
was the leader, the man essentially had to represent his subjects and

2
their god at the annual New Year festival. In this festival the king
had to suffer vicariously and make atonement for the people whose fail¬
ures he carried and for whom he was responsible.'' The 'pattern
school' believes that for the interpretation of the royal and en¬

thronement psalms, we have to take into consideration the particular

king-ideology of the ancient Near East.
The 'Pattern School' has been severely criticised for their

extreme views. The 'Uppsala school' has made it clear that the 'pat¬
tern' itself does not exist, but is a presumption, like and 'ursemitisch'

4
language. 3;ost scholars now reject the existence of a 'common ori-

5
ginal pattern'. Similarities of customs need, not mean that they have
an original common pattern.^ It is a mistake to think that similar
rites and myths, imageries and representations will mean the same

7
everywhere and always. The different concepts of kingship in Egypt
and Mesopotamia themselves prove that in the ancient N.E. there were

more than one concept of kingship. 'The alleged universality of the

concept of divine kingship in the N.E. is itself a myth', says Speiser.<~

1. Frankfort-op.cit. p.54.
2. Frankfort.op.cit. p.230.

3. Engnell-op.cit. pp.35ff; Anderson.G.Y/. 'Some Aspects of the Uppsala
School of O.T. Study', HTH,xliii,1950. pp.251.

4. Bentzen.A.King and Messiah, p.83 and note 8.

5. Bernhardt*op.cit. pp.57f«
6. Frankfort.Problem of Similarity in Ancient N.E. Religions. pp.lQf.

7. Bernhardt, otj. cit. p. 63.
8. Speiser. The World history of Jewish People. Vol.1, p.264.



According to Mowinckel, the cult of Israel is a variation
of the cult pattern of the ancient N.E.* Individual practices, ideas
and phrases are taken over from the A.N.E. and adopted into the trad¬
ition of Israel. The cult of Israel does not follow a fixed pattern
that is supposed to have existed in the N.I5. According to Mowinckel,
the 'ritual pattern' school has only a 'provisional thesis' which has

2
to he demonstrated by further research.

On the analogy of the Babylonian New Year festival, Mowinckel
argues for the existence anu practice of a New Year festival in Israel

annually, in the autxuan.'5 One of the important features of the fes¬
tival is the 'enthronment of Yahweh as the king of the world, the

symbolic representation of His victory over His enemies, both the
4

forces of chaos and the historical enemies of Israel'. As a result

of His victory 'the renewal of creation, election and covenant' take.

place. To substantiate Mowinckel's argument he has cited about forty

psalrus including the Enthronment psalms, Songs of Zion and the Psalms
5of Ascent. In this connection he interprets the expression Yahweh

malak as 'Yahweh has become king'. He does not find any contradic-
7tion between 'Yahweh has become king' and 'Yahweh is icing for ever'.

His basic arguments rest on the N.E. cultic pattern. He also takes
into account the analogy of the earthly king, (l 1<,1.13,18) Yahweh
malak has a cultic significance. Yahweh becomes king not in a tem¬

poral sense but in a cultic-supra-historical sense. The events lose
8

their Einmaligkeit in the cult and acquire a kind of timelessness.

Therefore, the kingship of God should not be thought in terms of
time. With the entkronment of Yahweh, peace and prosperity prevail

1. Mowinckel.IIe That Cometh, trans, by Anderson, p.23.
2. Mowinckel. He That Cometh, p.24.

3. Mowinckel. PIW. Vol.1, p.15; Johnson. 'The Psalms' in G.T. and Mod¬
ern Study, p.190.

4. Mowinckel Hie That Cometh, p.26.
5. Johnson.A.B. ibid; Mowinckel Ps.St. ii. pp.3-6.
6. Pss.93.10,97.1,99.1, also cf.47.9.

7. Mowinckel. PIW. Vol.1, p.115.
8. Albrektson. History and the Gods. p,ll6.



in the land. Mowinckel sees eschatological significance in the environ¬
ment of Yah™eh.

Scholars are divided on the question of the observance of an
2

annual New Year festival in Israel on the pattern of the ancient N.E.
Mowinckel's interpretation of Yahweh malak also has become the target

3of attack. The arguments for and against are so many that we cannot
here attempt ot give a comprehensive resume'.

However, we may make few comments about the main thesis which
Mowinckel advocates.

According to him, the New Year festival is a 'great occasion
on which, annually, Yahweh makes everything new, repeating His original

4
triumph over the primeval chaos and wis work in creation!. This is

expressed in a ritual drama. To establish the practice of a ritual

drama, we have no evidence in the O.T. Mowinckel'5 conjecture of the
drama is based on the Babylonian Akitu festival. He does not take the

It
the Akitu. festival as a perfect pattern for the Jerusalem cult.^consists
variations of several cultic patterns. We cannot be certain as Mow¬

inckel, about the practice of the ritual drama in Israel, since we have
no criteria to determine the types of practices borrowed from the alien
cults.

Mowinckel's main thesis is based on the view that in Babylon
and other ancient Near Eastern civilistations, there was an annual New

Year festival in which kingship of god was acknowledged and acclaimed

by the c\iltic community. find there was a ritual fight between the
creator and the powers of chaos. But this is a questionable view.
The fight between the powers of Chaos and the creator at the time of

5
creation is not so wide as we used to think. Moreover, the mythical

1. Mowinckel. Bs.St. Vol.II. p„226.
2. vid.Johnson, op.cit. p.!92f. Also, Be Vaux Ancient Israel: Its Life

and Institutions. pp,106,505f. Kraus Worship in Israel. p.67. Auerbach.E.
'Neujahr und Versoehnungsfest in den bibiischen v^uellen' VT,viii,
1958. pp.T05ff.

3. Stamm.J.J. op.cit. pp.45f; Michel.D.'Studien zu den Sogenannten
Thronsbesteigungspsalmen', VT,6,1956. pp.40ff; Eerdmans 'The Hebrew
Book of Psalms', in CTS Beel, iv, 19k?, p.440; Frankfort, op.cit. x,P*343ff
Pedersen Israel Yd 1.111 -1V, p.618; M'aKenzie. J.L.'God and Nature in
the O.T.' CBQ. Vol.XIV, No.2, 1952. p.130; Kraus.H.J. 1salmen.1. p.xliii,
Worship in Israel, pp.2C0ff; Johnson . The Sacral Kingship in Ancient
Israel. pp.56f; Frocksch.O. Theologio des A.T, p.387; Veiser. The isalms.
p.62; Snaith.N.M. Studies in the Psalter, p.92; -^issfeldt.O. Kleine
Schriften,3d,iii,1963» p.2b3; iowinckel. PIW. Vol.11. pp.227ff.

4. Johnson.'The Psalms' in Q.T. and Modern Study, p.191.

5. see Ch.2,4.c.i and ii above.
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struggle is found both in the cosmic realm and in the realm of nature.
Since there is no agreed views on the cultic practices of

the New Year celebrations in the A.N.IS., it is not safe to build a theory
on the analogy of the Akitu festival alone. If we accept the Akitu

pattern, the problem remains as to which struggle between the powers of
chaos and god, do we adopt to the O.T. New Year festival, whether the
cosmic struggle at the time of creation or the struggle in the realm of
nature. Since Mowinckel does not accept the concept of a dying and

rising again fertility god in connection with the New Year festival in
the O.T., it seems that he maintains the concept of the cosmic struggle
at the time of creation as taking place in the festival. But this

assumption is not reliable because the idea of conflict need not nec¬

essarily presuppose the concept of creation. According to Johnson,
Mowinckel 'lays much too great a weight up.on the Babylonian counterpart

1
and its supposed influence upon the Israelite festival'. It is im¬

portant to remember that 'the characteristic pattern of Israel's faith
and ritual is derived not from the common myth and ritual pattern of
the ancient N.E., but from the events of the Exodus as recorded in

2
Israelite tradition'. We cannot interpret the festival of Israel in
the light of the mythical motifs of the nature-religions. The O.T.
actualisation of the traditions cannot be identified with a mythical

3
concept.

Yahweh rnalak should be understood in the lifit of the Hebrew

revelation of trod. In the midst of nature-religions, the cultic com¬

munity acclaims Yahweh as the only true king exercising the authority
4 5

of a universal ruler. The acclamation has a polemic motif. In Ps.24.7ff
He is acclaimed as king before He is enthroned. To Israel, Yahweh has

always been the eternal king and it was not necessary for Him to be rad¬

ically renewed as a nature-deity.^

1. Johnson, op.cit. p.195•
2. Anderson.G.W.'some Aspects of the Uppsala School of O.T. Study' ilTit
Vol.xliii, No.4, 1950. p.253.

3. Childs.B.S. Memory and Tradition in Israel, pp.81-82.
4. Michel.D. op.cit.VT,6, 1956. pp.40ff; Kohler.'Yahweh Malak',VT,3,1953.
5. Hempel.J. Gott und Mensch im A.T. p.53.
6. Pedersen. Israel. Vol.ili-iv. p.618.
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iii) The Contribution of Reiser to the Interpretation of the Psalms.

Weiser follows the cultic method, of interpretation. However,
he does not accept the celebration of an annual enthronement festival

as the setting-in-life of the enthronement psalms. According to him,
the 'Covenant festival' is the Sitz im Leben of mo3t of the psalms.*
The festival was fteld at the beginning in the amphictyonic centres and

later at Jerusalem simply as the 'fea3t of Yahweh'. The enthronement
2

is only a portion of the liturgy of the covenant festival. In the

light of Dt.3i.9ffjit *<"as Alt who first suggested the observance of
such s festival in Istael.^ Later,von Rad took up the suggestion and

4
confirmed it. The prominent elements of the festival are the

following. -\Ex. 19,32)
a) The hymnic celebration of Yahwhh's theophany on mount Sinai,

b) The proclamation of the divine name,

c) The recital of the saving deeds of Yahweh,

d) The proclamation of Yahweh's covenant demand of righteousness,

e) The allusions to Israel's communal self purification,

f) The solemn affirmation of Yahweh's supremacy over all nations.
The element of theophany is prominent in the cult. The

cultic theophany is implied in the expressions such as 'face of the Lord,
6 1

glory,name etc. The cult consists of actio dei and reactio hominum.
The praises and confessions ( r>5 nn and miii) are the cultic

response of the community before the manifestation of the Lord. The
cultic festival is a 'testimony' borne in the presence of God and a

g
'proclamation' made before the congregation.

1. Weiser. The Psalms, pp.35^; 'Theophanie in der Psalmen und im Fest-
kult' in Festschrift ftlr A.Bertholet. p.530

2. Weiser. The Psalms, p.62.
3. Alt.A. Kleine Schriften,!. p.328ff.
4. von Rad. 'The Form-Critical Problem of the Hexateuch' in FHOE.pp.33ff

5. Guthrie.H.H. Israel's Sacred Songs. pp.l7ff; Kraua.Worship in Israel,

p. 14.
6. Weiser, in Glaubc und Geschichte im A.T. pp.303ff.
7. Weiser. op. cit. Festschrift ftlr A.Bertholet.p.517, The Psalms.29»
8. Weiser. The Psalms.p«56.
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It is in the cult that 'we find the root of the eschatological

way of thinking peculiar to the G.T., which bridges the gap between

periods and localities, and concentrates the whole range of events in
the single moment of the cuitic act, so that the past, the present and
the future coincide and Israel together with the whole world and all the
nations are summoned to be witnesses of these events'. He continues

'this cosmic and universal perspective is strengthened by the adoption
of the idea of creation which has linked up with the range of ideas
associated with the kingship of Yahweh within the cultic tradition'.
In the cultic context, the myths are either 'demythologised or historicis-
ed' and are used in a metaphorical sense to represent the conquest of
the historical enemies of Israel.

According to Weiser the Covenant festival ha.d a unique place

during the monarchy. 'The cult had remained the real bearer of the
2

genuinely 'Isralite' tradition of Yahweh'. But von Had and Host main¬
tain that the election of the Davidic house and the Davidic covenant had

the unique place in Judaic cult of the election /exodus tradition.
But this emphasis does not contradict the view taken by Weiser. Von
Had admits that bj' the bringing of the Ark of the Covenant to Jerusalem
(2 Sam.6.12ff) the I srael-covenant and David-covenant began to fuse in

4
the Jerusalem, cult. This is in agreement with the point of view of

5Weiser. lie believes that the cult of the feast of Yahweh was the

native soil in which the tradition concerning the Axodus, the revelation
at Sinai and the conquest were formed and cultivated.

Weiser rightly points out the importance of the autumn festival
which lie calls a Covenant Renewal ceremony. But his emphasis of the
covenant renewal is one-sided and lacks adequate biblical evidence.

'Unfortunately the O.T. offers little direct evidence as to the ritual
and mythology of this great autumnal festival in any of its forms, and
even the little that is available is post-exilic in date'. ^ Although

1. Weiser. op.cit. p.44.
2. Weiser. The Psalms, p.26.
3. Rost.L. 'Sinaibund und Bavidsbund', TLZ,72, cols.l29'ff, 1947; also

Kraus. Worship in Israel. pp,188f.
4. von Had. OTT,1, pp.338ff.

5. cf.'Weiser. op.cit. pp.26ff.
6. Jshnson A.R.- Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel, p.58.
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Weiser stresses tjto aspect of actio dei and reactio hominum in the cult,but

that is not something unique with regard to the autumnal festival.
This can he applied to all cultic worship. Weiser does not give suf¬
ficient emphasis to the aspect of the universal kingship of Yahveh and
His blessing of nature which are acknowledged in this festival, (cf. Zeck.

14.17-19) Moreover, we do not find in Weiser's treatment of the sub¬

ject, any development of the subsequent result of the festival in the
realm of nature and history.

iv) The Contribution of Kraus to the Interpretation of the Psalms.
Kraus offers criticism of both Mowinckel and Weiser. Accord¬

ing to him, both of them have not taken into account the complexity of
the tradition of Israel and her cultic life. The all-embracing 'lump'

theory proposed by them does not make adequate differentation of the
historical elements. According to him, for the cultic tradition of

Israel, at least three formative elements should be considered:—

a) The Festival of Booths which reminds the people of the exodus and
1

the life in the wilderness.

b) The covenant renewal ante-dating the era of monarchy.

c) The tradition of Jei'usalem by which the Canaanite myths and the

conceptions of kingship emerged in the reigns of David aid Solomon.

Taking into account these formative elements, Kraus develops
his thesis about the cultic tradition of Israel. His study leads him
to the conclusion that in the seventh month, there was, in Israel 'a

4
royal festival on Zion'. That was celebrated on the first day of the
Feast of the Tabernacles. The taking-out of the Ark into the sanctuary
was one of the main acts of the festival. He rules out the celebration

of an annual enthronment festival at this time as suggested by Mowinckel.
He is also not happy with the undue emphasis on the 'covenant renewal'
ceremony.6 On the other hand, Kraus takes seriously the election of
Zion and the Davidic covenant. Their importance is associated with

1. Kraus. Worship in Israel. pp,128f.

Kraus. op.cit. pp,157ff«

3. Kraus. op.cit. pp.l79ff,201f.
4. Kraus. Worship in Israel, p.186, Die Konigsherrschaft Gottes iin A.T. up.

5. Kraus. op.cit. pp.205ff.
6. Kraus. op.cit. pp.23>209.



the Jerusalem cult. According to him, it is this background that
one has to remember when interpreting the Psalms, especially the ^ongs
of Zion, Kcyal Psalms, Hnthronment Psalms and the Hymns.

The significance of the king and the election of Zion in re¬

lation to the Jerusalem cult, are relevant for the interpretation of

the Psalms. But his assuirrption of the 'royal festival on Zion' on the
first day of the Feast of the Tabernacle, requires further evidence to
be convincing. lie criticises Weiser because, according to Kraus, he
takes 'the "covenant festival" and the "covenant ideology" as the heart
of all the religious institutions and traditions in the O.T.'."' This
seems to be a generalisation of what Weiser stands for. Kraus himself

upholds the importance of the covenant renewal in the cult at Jerusalem

particularly in connection with God's relation to the king and to the
2

people. His criticism of Mowinckel, the 'pattern school' and 1/eiser,
as if they all belong to one school of thought, is not justifiable.

Although Kraus claims that he has taken into account the complex nat¬
ure of the Israelite cultic traditions, he too falls into the same

pit in which others have already fallen, viz. the pit of over-emphasis¬
ing one particular aspect axxi in his case, the 'royal festival on Zion'.

However, we should take notice of his concern to safeguard
the cultic traditions of Israel from the onslaught of the nature-

religions of the A.N.E. He says, 'the only way in which this danger
of distorting the cultic traditions in the Psalter can be avoided is

4
by keeping consistently to what the passages really say'.

3. The Method of Interpretation.

Now we may present briefly the mode of approach which we are

going to adopt in the interpretation of the individual psalms.
First of all, we will follow the literary types which have

been found in Gunkel's classification of the Psalms. But the psalms
which c>nnot be brought under a special literary type will be separately
treated. The content and the literary character of such psalms will
be taken into accoxint as we interpret them.

1. Kraus. op.cit. p.23.
2. Kraus. op.cit. pp.l91ff.

3. Kraus. op.cit. pp.2G8ff.
4. Kraus. op.cit. p.209; Quell.G. Das Ivultische Problem der Psaliren. p. 11.



We accept the significance of the ctilt for the interpretation
of the psalms. At the same time we value the importance of historical
and eschatological allusions which are found in some of the psalms.
In tiie exegetical study of the individual psalms we do not propose to
adhere to any one method of interpretation. Since, the different meth¬
ods of interpretation emphasise vital and valuable aspects of the Psalms
which any serious student of the O.T. should take into account, we, in
our detailed study of the psalms, will try to adopt the best possible

interpretation in the light of the content and character of the partic¬
ular psalm.

However, we will always keep before us the cultic tradition
of the ancient Israel. A vast majority of these psalms have taken
their origin from the Israelite ciiltic set up and have been in use for
the cultic worship of the people. Therefore, the interpretation which
we are following in this thesis will largely be based on the cultic be¬
liefs and practices of Israel. The ancient iNear Eastern beliefs and
cultic practices will be taken into accoxuit when it is necessary.



CHAPTER FIVE.

A STULY OF THE HEIdlY'lCT 1SA1PIS.

Introduction,

The aim of this chapter is to make a detailed examination of
the psalms which are relevant to our particular study. For this pur¬

pose, wo will arrange the Psalms according to the literary classifi¬
cation suggested by Hermann Guirkel, A number of psalms which deal
with the concept of God and nature are found among the hymns. V/e will
discuss the hymns, the Enthronement psalms, the Songs of Zion and the

Thanksgiving psalms under a general title, the Hymns of Praise. The
Psalms of Thanksgiving are included in the hymns of praise because they
share their basic characteristics. Since the hymn is the important

type for our purpose, first of all, we will examine its structure, con¬

tent arid Sitz im Leben. An exegetical study of the hymns of praise
and other relevant psalms follows after.

The main outline of the chapter is given below.

1. The Structure of the Hymns of Praise.
2. The Exegetical Study of the Hymns of Praise.
a. The Hymns. (8,19,29,33,104,105,113,114,135,145,146,147,148.)
b. The Enthx-onement Psalms. (93,95,96,97,98,99)
c. The Songs of Zion. (48,76,84,121)
d. The Psalms of Thanksgiving. (65,103,136)

3. The Royal Psalms. (18,72,144)
4. The Psalms of Lament. (74,90)
5. The Wisdom Psalms, (l,37,49)
6. The Mixed Poems. (24,46,68,77,89,102,106,107,115)
7. Other Psalms. (50,78)

1. The Structure of the Hymns of Praise.

The Hymns are one of the most important literary types of
the Psalms. To understand the nature and content of the hymn we have
to study its structure. Klaus Koch makes a careful study of the hymn
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which is found in . . Gunkel's classification of the Psalms.^
According to Koch, there are four main divisions in a Hyinn.

i.a) A Ilymnic Introduction.
As a rule there is a series of imperatives at the begin¬

ning, directed to those to whom the invitation is extended. It inclu¬
des exhortations to praise God, to acknowledge Ilim as Lord and King and
to bow down before Him in worship. (33.1-3»96.1-2,98.1 etc) The co-

hortative form also is found in the invitation. (95.1-2,118.24)
These hymns imply the presence of a congregation. The congregation

may be the 'servants of the Lord, sons of Jacob, or Zion, Yahweh's

faithful, the righteous, they that wait upon the Lord', the natural

phenomena or the works of the Lord. (96.1,11,33.8,98.4,100.1 etc)
The hymnic invitation is addressed to these worshippers. The Akkadian

hymns also assume the presence of a congregation. For example,
As for us, by however many names we call him, he is our god]
Let us then; proclaim His fifty names:-

2
"He whose ways are glorious, whose deeds are likewise,

In this text, the assembly of gods is the assumed congregation. In
the Psalms also, we have evidence for the divine beings participating
in the worship. (29.1,103.20f,148.2 etc) Occasionally, the singer of
tlie psalm addresses himself. (146.1,104.1,103.1)

The name of Yahweh is frecpuently mentioned in the hjuanic invit¬
ation. His glorious attributes are prominent - the Most High, God of

Israel, King, Creator, Our Defender etc (94.1-2,92.2,1 50.1) The glory
of Yahweh, His power, deeds, great works, wonders, mercy, faitnfulness,
etc are also alluded to in the introduction. Ps.149.1-3 is a classic

example in which many of these characteristics are found,

b) A Thematic Sentence or Transitional Passage.
Koch points out that Gtmkel did not mention this element.

1. cf.Koch.K. The Growth of the Biblical Tradition - The Form Critical
Method, pp.lolff. n

The latest study of Crusemann in this connection is important. Accord¬
ing to him there are three main groups of Hymns.
i. The Imperative Hymns, (96,98,100,136 etc )
ii. The Participial Hymns, (104,146.6-7; Amos.4.13,5.8,9.6 etc)
iii* The Hymns addressed to Yahweh (ller YaSieh anredende Bericht),
(8,66,67,89, etc) cf.Crusemann.F. Studien zur Pormgeschichte von
Kymnus und Danklied in Israel. pp,19ff,81ff.

2. 'The Akkadian Creation Epic' in ANLT. p.69 and col.2.
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This is a new element which Koch has suggested. According to him, the
element is introduced hy 'for' and it gives the reasons for the praise
of hod. The almighty character of Yahweh (135• 5)» His kingship (47.3)»
His election of Israel etc. are the usual grounds for the praise of the
Lord. The thematic sentence is the joint at which the thought underly-

1
mg the hymn is concentrated.

c) The Body of the Hymn.
The thematic sentence is developed into an enumeration of the

various deeds of God. The deeds of the Lord consists of the activities

in the realm of nattire and history. (33»9>89.11ff,104.6ff,135>146)
The peirticular Israelite mode of speaking about God can be seen in the
central part of the hymn. Both the 'descriptive and declarative' forms
of praise are found in this section. An important place is given in
the hymns of praise for phrases that describe or declare the deeds of
Yahweh. The victory over the powers of chaos, the creation, the pres¬

ervation, the salvation-history of Israel etc. are some of the main themes
of the hymns. Quite often the language of the hymn is clothed in myth¬
ical terms. However, Yahweh is always the Victor and the object of

praise in the hymns.

d) The Conclusion.
This is the fourth part of the hymn. It varies considerably

in its form. Sometimes the hynnic introduction is repeated (8.10,135.19)>
occasionally by means of one brief phrase (146.10) or the hymn can just
as well be ended with a thematic sentence. (47.9b) A thematic sent-
ance before the conclusion is not uncommon. (46.10a) A new element also
can be introduced as the conclusion of the hymn. (135.15-18)

ii. The Sitz in Leben of the Hymns.

We have already seen that Gunkel and kowinckel conclusively
affirm the cult of Israel as the real Sitz in; Leben of the majority of
the Psalms. A right interpretation of the psalms largely depends on

the real understanding of their setting-in-life. According to Gunkel,
2

the hymns are associated with the great cultic festivals. But it is
rather difficult to connect the different individual hymns with definite

1. Koch.K. op.cit. p.162.
2. Gunkel. Ginleitum. .... pp.59ff.
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festivals. It is possible in certain cases and that can be discussed
when we come to the exegetical study of the particular hymns.

One of the most noteworthy features in recent O.T. studies
has been an emphasis on the vital part played by the cult in O.T. relig¬
ion and on its positive value. Scholars generally regard the cult as

the particular situation for which these hymns are written. Therefore,
we may take the cult as a guide line to determine the possible Sitz im
Leben of the hymns.

1
2. The dxegetical Study of the Hymns of iraise.

a) The Hymns.

Ps.S.

The psalm is one of the best examples of a hymn. The great¬
ness of Yahweh, the creator and His grace by which man has been made a

fellow-worker with God, is the main theme of the psalm.
The Enthronement festival has been suggested as the setting-

in-life of this psalm. But it is difficult to arrive at such a con¬

clusion in the absence of conclusive evidence. Since the content of

the psalm is appropriate for the annual covenant festival, it may have
been used for that occasion. But we cannot, therefore, affirm that the

psalm has its original Sitz im leben in the cult. In this psalm, we

do not find definite cultic expressions. The plural, 'our' in v.2 and
10 has been regarded as a reference to the congregation. But this is
not a decisive cultic element. A pious member of the cultic community
can use the plural, 'our' without necessarily being a member of the off-

2
icial cult. So a private origin of the psalm cannot be ruled out.
In course of time, the poem may have found its entry into the cult.

The psalm begins and ends with the thought of the glory and

praise of God. (w.2,10) An interesting arrangement of thought is found
in w.2-5. The glory, majesty and power of God in heaven and earth
are described in alternate verses.

v.2a. The majesty of God in all the earth,
v.2b. Kis glory above the heavens,

v.3. God's power against His adversaries,
v.4. The creation of the celestial bodies.

1. In the exegetical study of the Psalms we follow the verse order of
the Massoretic Text.

2. cf.Quell.G. has Kultische 1 roblom der isalmen. p.70.
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v.5. God's sj)ecial concern for man,

w.6-9 Man's lordship over the animate nature,
v.10 The majesty of God in all the earth.

In this psalm, the majesty of God has been revealed to the poet in nat¬
ure. 'The psalm combines a fine sense of feeling responsive to the
sublime beauty/ of Nature and a profound understanding of the revelation

1
of God expressed and yet hidden in mature', says Weiser. The truth
of this statement will be seen as we proceed further with the examina¬
tion of the psalm.
v.2a. First of all, the poet recognises the majesty of God in all
the earth. Before this revelation, he realises his oneness with his

fellowmen and addresses God '0 Lord, our Lord'. 'Cur Lord' is a char-
r>

acteristie mode of address to the king. (cf.l Ki.1.11,73,77) 'Name',

here, stands for the manifested reality"' of God in nature. 'All the
earth' and 'the heavens' (v.2b) together express the Hebrew concept of
the universe. (cf.Gen.l.l)
v.2b-5. These verses have created numerous problems for the exegetes.
Various proposals have been made for the reconstruction and interpret¬
ation of the verses. Here, we do not intend to line up with the schol¬
ars in their divergent views on these verses. However, we may state
the problem and try to offer a solution which we deem suitable in the
context.

First, the problem is whether one should read v.2b with 2a
or pa. There are supporters for both suggestions. Secondly, the prob¬
lem of the correct rendering of mil -IUHS'. The MT is obscure and am¬

biguous. The interpretation of this expression also affects the div¬
ision of the verses. We shall take the second problem first.

The LXX translates fn.n AVJ>>as orc {.TTtjpGj . It gives a better
meaning than the MT. The older rendering 'hast set' is not possible

4
without modifying the text. For a better meaning, the Punl perf.

1. Weiser. The Psalms, p.170.
2. Kraus. 1 -salmon.1. p.67.
3. Anderson.G.W.'The Psalms',1 CB, para.362a,d.
7. if it means 'hast set', is Qal perf. and not imperative of

'hast set' assumes another reading, possibly cf. KH margin. ~T
T — T



n 3 has teen suggested instead of the Qal imperative ^ 3 . In the
T \ "f

light of Hebrew and cognate languages, an array of words such as 'chant,

rehearse, praise, repeat, recount,' etc. have been suggested as the

possible meaning of the root 713/1.^
We have already mentioned the possibilities of dividing the

w.2-3. HSV reads v.2b with 3n.

Thou whose glory above the heavens is chanted

By the mouth of babes and infants,
This rendering has been regarded as conveying a good meaning. But
others have taken v.2b along with 2a.

0 Lord, our Lord, how majestic is thy name in all the earth!
2

Thou whose glory is chanted above the heavens.
Now we will mention a third rendering suggested by some scholars.

Let me sing thy majesty upon the heavens
With the mouth of the babes and sucklings.5

These are the various possibilities of translating w.2-3. However,
we prefer to maintain v.2 as one unit which conveys a perfect meaning.
Neither emendation nor regrouping of the verse is necessary. More¬

over, it agrees with the MT text. But we have to change the older
translation of run as 'set' and read it in the passive. n ui /S , in
this context is to be taken as a mere connecting link with the mean-

4 , r

ing 'that', approximating in usage to '2> . (cf.Ex.ll.7;Ez.20.2o;
Job.9.5;Lc.8.12 etc.) Thus we may translate,

0 Lord, our Lord, how majestic is thy name in all the earth!

(That) thy glory is recounted5 above the heavens.
The first verse may be taken as an exclamation which comes spontan¬

eously from the mouth of the poet as he observes the majesty of God
in the universe. (cf.Is.6.3) The poet sees the majesty of God in
the earth and the same majesty of God is repeated in the heavens too.

(cf.19.2) He is not visualising a bare heaven and an empty earth.
His vision includes the entire celestial and terrestrial hosts.

(cf.vv.4ff) Thus the visible world of nature brings before the i>oet
the majesty and glory of God.

1. cf. runS, in BBB; tnv, in Gordon's Ugaritic Textbook, Glossary
2705, also cf.KdTug. Lie isalmen, p.145, Cohen.A. The Psalms, p.18,
Eerdmans. 'The Hebrew Book of Psalms', 0TS,Deel iv,1947,p.114,
Weiser. op.cit.p.139.

2. cf.Weiser. op.cit.p,139jLXX,AV,RV.
3. Dulna. Die Psalmen.p.26 'Let me sing ...' implies a different reading
Wy fTUM/y* > cf.Dahood. Psalms.1 .p.48, Donner.II.'Ugaritismen in der
T PscilineTiforschung' , ZAW 79 > 19^7, pp. 324ff, The arbitrary method of
emending the text is precarious and has to be taken with caution.

4. cf .1>DB oinGkW.
s;. of.,To- n.11 .11 .4(1.
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v. 3« Since we have taken v.2a and 2b together, we have to regard

v.3 as separate unit."^ In this verse, the meaning of Q^i^li/and
'the enemy and the avenger' has aroused much discussion among the
scholars. 'Babes and sucklings' have been regarded as 'little
children or humble believers'. And the interpretation is that 'Yah-
weh has ordained that even the feeblest representatives of humanity

2
should be His champion to confound silence' His enemies. RSV
has taken the children to sing the glory of God above the heavens.
But when we regard the third verse as a unit, the 'babes and sucklings'
have a part to play in the context. They are to be regarded as rep¬

resentatives of mankind who have become dwarfed before the immensity
of the majesty of God in the universe. The poet himself is a member
of that weak human society. 'Before the majesty of God the Psalmist

3
can but babble like an infant', says Dahood. In this poem, man is
confronted with his creator and he realises his insignificance when

compared to the vast visible world and its unique creator.
Different views have been expressed with ike regard to the

question who the enemies are. Weiser regards them as 'sceptics and
4 3

atheists'. According to Bohin, they are cosmic powers. Accepting
the views of Dulim, DeBoer adds that the enemies in the realm of history
are the foes of the faithful.^ We see in this verse that God estab¬

lishes strength on account of His enemies. It has been suggested
that should be understood as the firmament which God has created to

—J
keep the destructive waters at bay. (cf.Gen.1.6-8) Two other words,
'a fortress, a stronghold' have also been suggested as possible meanings

g
of y\j . This term occurs frequently with qOD as a synonym. (cf.29.1
63.3,96.7; 1 Chr.l6.28) The other words which come regularly with

~TlH^are Till and IT71which according to Mowinckel, emphasise the mean¬

ing of strength and power.9 Since all these words occur in this psalm,
ve may assume that they jointly affirm the idea of power, strength,

majesty, and glory of the creator.

1. cf.HT,LXX,AV,RV, Weiser. ibid; Kraus. op.cit. p.65.
2. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.38.

3. Dahood. op.cit. p.49.
4. Weiser. op.cit. p.141.
5. Duhm. op.cit. p.27.
6. DeBoer.P.A.II.'Jahu's Ordination of Heaven and Earth - An Essay on Ps.

OTS Heel ii,1943, p.176.
7. cf.Anderson.G.W.'The Psalms', PCB. para.362d.
8. Dahood. op.cit. p.30. In v.3t, N;IB has read into the text, meaning

which is not in the MT.
9. Howinckel. Ps.St.ii. p.158 and note 2.
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For the interpretation of this verse, there is one more

expression which is to he explained, viz. 13 . Literally it means

'from the mouth of. Since the expression frequently occurs in
connection with a spoken word we should assume that the expression,

here, too, implies 'the utterance of the mouth'. (cf.Bt.S.3; Josh.6.10;
Num.30.3> Js*ll*36; 2 Chr.35-22; Jer.36.13 etc.) The meaning of

1 ' '
is also significant. It could mean 'because of' in this context.
It is not certain whether the utterance of the mouths of the 'babes

and infants' were praises or petitions. It has been interpreted as
2

praises of the little ones. But in this context, before the adver¬
saries 'praises' of the children seem unsuitable. So we may legiti¬

mately conclude that they were crying for help. Because of the cry

of the little ones God makes a 'bulwark', a fortress. The enemies

are the foes of God and His people. Their challenge is a menace to
His rule. It threatens the safety of man. So God musters strength
against the adversaries. He is the giver of strength to man. He
is their defence in time of crisis. (cf.29.11,68.34-36, etc.)
v. 4. Again the poetic observation of the heavenly sphere leads
him to the conclusion that God has set the celestial bodies in their

appointed places. (l9.2,33«6,96.5»102.26,136.5) According to Ginsberg,
the omission of the sun is due to a scribal error.^ Perhaps the poet

Ij.
has been watching a star-lit sky. Here, the pjoet no-t admiring
the natural phenomena for their own sake. They remind him of the

glory of the One who brought them into existence. The experience of
the poet is similar to that of tlie author of Ps.l9A.

v.3. After realising the majesty of God and the littleness of
man the poet sings,

What is W •)]# that thou art mindful of him,
And that thou dost care for him?

In this verse too, the poet continues the thought about man. \jj

represents the frail and weak man, (cf.9.2l) and QTX-p? the mortal
man who is made out of dust, a small molecule of the cosmic realm.

(cf.90.3ff) These terms represent mankind in a collective sense.^ Although
man

1. cf.BDB on

2. cf.LXX, Barnes. The Fsalr.s. Vol.1. p.35«

3. Ginsberg. 'Some Emendations in the Psalms', KUCA, Vol.xxiii/i,
1950-5.1 pp.97ff.

4. Wutz.F. Hie PsaPien. p. 135 Hirkpatrick. op.cit. p.39.
5. Kflhler. Ts.8.5', TZ.1,1945. pp.77ff.



is insignificant and frail, lie is the object of God's care and concern.

The verbs TD^and ~T p Q indicate the act of God that takes plane simul¬

taneously. When God remembers, He visits as well. 'God's "visit¬
ation" of man is His constant, loving, providential, regard'."^
(Job.10.12) Here, the poet; emphasises the grace of the Creator for
mankind.

The verb "T pQimplies the 'distance' and 'otherness' of God.
God is transcendent. He is not immanent in the order of nature.

• 2
But He is imminent in a personal way with mankind."
v.6. In this verse, the poet reveals the paradox of man. Man,
a mere toddler, frail and mortal, is created by God. He has been
created by God 'a little less than' o-nSX'. According to the myths
of Babylon, man has been created to relieve the lesser gods from their

daily chores. It is not certain whether the passage is being influ¬
enced by such mythical ideas. In the light of Pss.29.1,82.1,6,89.7;
Gen.6.2 and similar verses, we should regard that the poet had belief

3in divine beings. The reference to 'angels' in the context seems to
reflect theological considerations. It is doubtful whether the poet
knew about the angels when he composed these lines. 'God' in RSV im¬

plies a reference to Gen.1.26,27. Perhaps it is better to take it
fl

as a plural of abstract, meaning 'deity' or 'gottliche Natur'.
Kan has been created a 'little less than the divine nature'. But he

has been given the divine attributes, 'honour and glory', (v.6)
w.7-9. The regalia of royalty is conferred upon man andhe has been

given authority to have dominion over all the creatures of the world.

According to Engnell, the primary concept of Adam as the ruler of the
5

cosmos has been democratised to a high degree in v.7. This is a

kind of 'ethico-juridical power' given to man by God, 'perhaps in im¬
itation of God's power over the universe and nan'.^ Although man is
less than the divine, there is no belittling of his person. The div¬
ine function of ruling the created world is given to man. This is
the supreme grace of God. Rabbi Aqibah says, 'Beloved is the man that
he was created in the image, greater love was it that it was made known
to him that lie was created in the image of God, as it is said for in

1. Iiirkpatrick. op.cit.p.39.
2. cf.Snaith.N.H. 'God -Transcendent and Immanent',BT 68,1957- p.70.

3. cf.LXX,S,V,T,AV.

4. Hupfeld. Die Psalmen. xi.l62.
5. Engnell.'Knowledge and Life in the Creation Story', VTS iii,1955» p.110.
6. ef.Louis.C. The Theology of Ps.VIII.p.95.



1
the image of uo<! he made them'. Accordin to the psalm the greatness
of man is not derived from his own right, but it, essentially, is rooted
in the grace of God which is granted to him at the time of his creation.

The concept of God and nature which is dominant in this psalm
reflects the Yahwistic ideas. Man's failty and weakness have no place
in the P's account of creation. According to P, nan is the crown of
creation. 'Gott una Menscli zusanmen als Ilerren liber das Tier', is the

emphasis of P, while 'Pensch xmd Tier gohdren zusamcn, nicht Gott una
2

Mensch oder gar Gott und Tier', is what J affirms/' In this psalm, man

and the natural order stand together "before the majesty of God. lie is
weak and mortal. But by the grace of God man has been appointed to
rale and govern the order of nature. This is the picture of nan in J,
where we find that although man has "been created out of the ground like
other creatures, he has been given the special right to name the animals,
a right only exercised by a sovereign.'' (Gen.2. ' 9-20) By this specific
act God has been giving him a special position among the animal world.

Some scholars have regarded the central concern of this psalm
' 4

as the divine ordination of heaven and earth. But this is rather a

forced conclusion. 'The psalm illustrates the way in which ancient
mythological and cosmological ideas are used and transcended in G.T.

though'."1 To the Psalmist, tie Lord has always been the supreme power

who governed his creation as a king. His might and majesty has been
the bulwark against all those who challenged His authority. Not only
the power of God that is emphasised but also the love and concern of

God, for mankind. The insignificant man has been made the vicegerent
of God. All the works of God, -the birds of the air, the beasts of
the field and the fish of the sea- have been put under the feet of man.

Now man is not weak. —e is strong by the grace of God. The realm
of nature, the abode of deities, has been given to ran. man has been

given freedom from all adversaries. This unique picture of man, his

independance on God, gracious and benevolent, at the same time majestic

1. Pirkay Avot (Sayings of the Fathers) 111.21.
2. Hempel.J. 'Gott, I.'ensnh und Tier ir A.I.', in Ayoxysmta. pp.219»223.
3. von Had. Das Brste Buck hose. p.6l.
4. cf.BeBoer. op.cit. p.189.
5. Anderson.G.W. 'The Psalms', in ; CP. para.3^2d.
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estic and powerful, is the greatest contribution of the Psalmist.
But the poet does not boast in the greatness of man but in the praise
of God whose majesty fills all the earth.

2. Ps.19.

This psalra has two main divisions. The verses 1-7 is a hymn

describing the glory of God (El) in nature. But the second part
w.8-15 delineates the excellence of the law. These two divisions

1
differ considerably in content, mood, language and metre. Therefore

2
the unity of the psalm is very often questioned." However, we find
a unity in this psalm in the light of its theological content. A
clear progress of thought is seen here. The first part, 19A declares
the glory of God in nature while the second part, 19B, His will in
Torah. 19A bears witness to a secret knowledge, 'ein (Geheimes)
V/issen1,'5 while 193 reveals the secret of knowledge, 'the fear of
the Lord', (v.10) Commenting on 19A V/eiser writes, 'The grandeur of
Nature reveals to him, (poet) too, as it did to the jjoet of Is.8, the

majesty of its Creator, but he realises that the created world is at
the same time the vehicle of the revelation of the divine wisdom and

order ( 'his handiwork') which it passes on from day to day in an un-
/ \ 4bwkM tradition like a secret knowledge' (v.2). The poet may have

i-eceived this revelation through tiie observation of nature and con¬

templation. It is possible that a compiler, at a later date, may

have observed these aspects of meditation on Nature and on Torah (vl5)
in the two poems, as a connecting link. The transition from 19A to

19B, shows the attempt of the compiler to relate nat\ire- wisdom to the
5

source of true wisdom, 'the fear of the Lord'. God of nature is the
same God of revelation in Torah. The revelation of God in nature is

perfected through the revelation of God in Torah. The universal and
transcendent God of 19A has been realised as the imminent^ and personal

God, Yahweh in 193. Thus there is a theological unity in the psalm.
But we cannot accept the view that Ps.l9A and B originate from the

1. Briggs. Fsalns.Vol.I, (ICC) p.163.
2. Veiser. op.cit. p,197j Kraus. op.cit. p.153.

3. Gunkel. Isalmon. p. 74.
4. V/eiser. op.cit. p.198.

5. von Had. 0TT.1. p.447 and note 15.p.562; Tur-Sinai also affirms the
Wisdom motif of the ps. 'Th Literary Character of the Book of isalms',
GTS, Deel 8, 1950. pp.263ff.
Imminent.The concept of a personal God immanent with the creation is not
a biblical idea. God is imminent with His people in a personel way. Here,
the imminence of God is felt through the word an Torah, cf.Snaith.N.li.
'God, Transcendent and Immanent' Ex.T.6S, 1957. pp.Goff.



same hand since we have no adequate exridence.
There is no agreed view regarding the Sitz im Lehen of the

psalm, 19A. The sacred name, Yahweh, does not occur here. On the -

other hand, it occurs frequently in 19B. This is suprising if we

consider 19A as a cultic poem. It is hardly possible for such a poem
2

to have its origin from the cult or find its entry into the cult.
The object of adoration, here, is El who has been one of the Semitic

3
gods particularly worshipped in Canaan as the high god. The name

El has been taken into the religion of Israel through a process of

absorption and assimilation. When the term El is applied to Yahweh,

usually it occurs with either a definite article or an adjective.

(Gen.31.13,35.1,46.3; Ex.20.5,34.6) or with a suffix. (Ps.18.3,22.2)
El is a term chiefly found in the elevated style of poetry, (job.8.20,
16.11,22.13; Ps.78.19,77.10,10.12,83.2,104.21) Since the name El
occurs without reference to Yahweh, it is quite possible that this is
one of the earliest Psalms which hears witness to El. The Jebusite

city of Jerusalem has been a centre of El worship. The poet might
have belonged to this early Jerusalem tradition and has composed the

hymn in praise of El. According to Quell, the psalm does not take its

origin from the Hebrew cult. His view requires clarification. We

might say that in the light of the general xise of the term El, in this
context it represents the God of Israel. Therefore, the poet must
he regarded as a member of tiie Hebrew faith, but need not be a member
of the official cult of Jerusalem. Had he been a member of the cult

he would have used the name Yahweh in his poem. So the Sitz im Leben
of the psalm 19A need not be associated with the cult of Israel.

To this psalm, there are literary parallels in the ancient
N.E. Some scholars assume that the psalm is originally a hymn to the

5
sun-god. Later it has been taken into the Hebrew cult with necessary

modifications.^ The literary style alone is not enough to prove this

1. Cobb.W.F. The Hook of Psalms, p.51.
2. Mowinckel. PIW. 1. pp.29-30.
3. Vriezen. 'The Studv of the G.T. and the History of Religion' VTS,xvii/

1969. p.6 ; see the use of the term El in lloneyman.A. 'Spigraphic Dis¬
coveries at Karatepe' PEQ,31,1949; Delia Yida.'El Eljon in Gen.14.18-20'
JBL 63,1944, pp.Iff; Schmidt.II.'Yahwe nnd die Kulttraditionen von
Jerusalem' ZAW 67,1955. pp.l68ff.

4. Quell.G. op.cit. p.104.
5. ANET. pp.387ff.
6. Dahood. op.cit. p.121; Briggs. op.cit. p.l66.



hypothesis. After a careful examination of the Ugaritic parallel,
Jirku says, 'Dies zeigt aher auch, dass die Vorlage zu is.19.2-7 nicht
nur ein Sonnenhynnus war, sondern auch ein altorientalischer Lobgesang

ft II
N

auf die den henschen nnverstandiiche gottliche Sprache in der Natur'#
Such a literary style is not rare in the Psalms.

Deep calls to deep at the thunder of thy cataracts;
All thy waves and the thy billows have gone over me. (Ps.42.8)

Neither the use of El nor the poetic style conclusively prove the
Canaanite origin of the psalm. It is true to say that the psalm was

written from a Canaanite background with a style that was common to
the ancient Orient. The poet is definitely sharing a faith in which
God is acknowledged as the creator and controller of the powers of
nature. But his views do not tally with the religious notions of
the nature religions.

Now we shall examine the content of the psalm. Our concern

is mainly with Fs.l9A which speaks about God and nature. We may div¬
ide the psalm as follows:-

w.2-5b. Nature bears witness to the glory of God.

pc-7 The sun and its circuit.

8-10 The joy in the law.

11-15 Meditation of law leads to penitence and prayer.

v.2. The heavens are telling the glory of God;
And the firmament proclaims His handiwork.

Here, we find a descriptive praise. The heavens and the firmament
declare the glory of God. The poet, here, sees the glory of ^od in
His handiwork. The heavens and the firmament include the sun, the

moon, the stars and all the other celestial phenomena, (cf.Ps.8.4,104.1-4
148.2-4) These are the creation of God. They are in His service

2
praising the glory of their maker. The poet is not praising nature.
In his contemplation of the works of God's hands, the poet simply
bears witness to what the creation does in the service of the creator.

To affirm that the poem is a hymn of the day, is irrelevant.^ The
meditation of the poet on the work of creation is important. Seldom
we find in the G.T. such direct witness of creation to the glory of God.

1. Jirku.A. 'Die Sprache der Gottheit in der Watur' TLZ 76,10,1951. p.651
2. contra. Weiser. op.cit. p.l97«

3. cf.Briggs. op.cit. p.lo2.



Kabod is something visible and external. It is an addition to the maj

esty of God. (Ex.16.7,10,33*22) Kabod means possession, wealth (Gen.
31.1,45.13) and the splendour of a king.4 (is.24.7-10,102.17) In this

context, the creation which is the handiwork of God is Ilis own possess¬

ion and wealth. The order of creation is the splendour of the creator

king. In this verse we see the realm of creation confessing the royal

majesty and authority of the creator. (cf.Ps.145.11-12) Duhm writes,
!!

'Die Nature vergegenwartig ilm nicht abstrakte Eigenscliaften, scndern
ff

Thaten Gottes; Yahwes tIEhre" ist hegrundet durch die That seinem ilande'
The visible order of nature is itself the open record of the majesty of
God.

w.7-3D. 3. Day to day pours forth speech,
And night to night declares knowledge.

4. There is no speech, nor are there words;
Their voice is not heard;

5. Yet their voice goes out through all the earth,
And their words to the end of the world.

In the imagination of the poet, natural phenomena have been attributed
with quasi-consciousness. (cf.Job.12.7-8) They are not regarded as

personal beings as in the nature-religions. While contemplating on

the phenomena of nature the poet hears their language of communication
which is inaudible to the human ear."' The literary exirressions in
these verses present before us a scene of worship in which the natural

phenomena are participating. They sing antiphonal songs, praising
the glory and knowledge of God, the creator. Gf course, this is
audible only to the ear of the contemplative mind. A similar scene

is found in Ps.143.4-7 where the glory and majesty of God which are

revealed in His acts, are chanted in the realm of history. In this

context, the witness of nature is incessant, inaudible and universal.

The day and night are the units of time. Their testimony is to be

regarded as a mark of the eternal witness of nature to the glory of
God.4

Because the witness of nature is inaudible and silent, the

testimony which they make to the glory of God is not comprehensible

1. see the additional note on the Glory of God.

2. Dulim. Die i salmert. p.60.
3. Mowinckel. 1 s.St.Vol.Ill, p.26; Vol,V. p.49.
4. ©wald.K. Die Llchter des alten Bundes. Vol.1, p.31.
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by ordinary mind. It is given to those who search and take pleasure
in the knowledge of God. (cf.Ps.111.2) According to this psalm, the

way to receive that wisdomis the Av'ay ©i meditation (cf.Fs.104.34,145.5>
143.5; Job.12.8) The poet in Fs.l9B also continues the same method
with regard to the law of God. (v.15, also cfJs.l.2,119)

In v.5, the meaning of "Dip is obscure. The LXX,S and

Syxamaclnis read a word which means 'their sound or echo'. In this

context, most scholars prefer to read a word meaning 'sound or voice'
to give a parallel to 'their words'. (v.5b)^ However, there are

others who want to emphasise the meaning of the Arabic root cjwv, 'to
2

be strong'. Without emending the text, they understand the word in
3 > 3

a figurative sense. The words, 'range', kivu/ , 'line' have been
used. According to Dahood, this should be rendered as 'their call'.^
Obviously these suggestions are meant to improve the text and provide
the correct meaning of the wore. The context demands a word which wi11

convey a message without sound because in v.4 we read 'their voice is
not heard'. Therefore we prefer to use the word reverberation or

7
vibration'. The idea underlined in tiie word., takes the witness of
nature to the ends of the world. The witness or testimony of nature
to the glory of God is silent. But to the vigilent and responsive

mind, the witness can be felt like vibrations. They reverberate their

impact all over the realm of nature.
w, 5c-7. 5c. In them he lias set a tent lor the sun,

6. Villich comes forth like a bridegroom leaving his chamber,
And like a strong man runs its course with jov.

7. Its rising is from the end of the heavens,
And its circuit to the end of them;
And there is nothing hid from its heat.

Some scholars emend v.5c to get a better meaning. Duhm reads
8 . »9

OHl aslllT\i\Iiand DU/as DM/. The KT does provide a meaning which

1. Delitzsch. Pie Psalmen. p.192 reads 'melody'; Barnes suggests 'music'
(lit. strain)in The Psalms. p.93? Hitzig.'chain of praise' in Die Psalmen.
p. 114.

2. Driver.G.R.'Notes and Studies' JTS,xxxvi,1935♦ p.150.
3. Buttenlwieser. The Psalms. p.173.
4. Aquila uses the term in the sense of a measuring line.
5. AV.

6. Dahood. op.cit. p.121.
7. cf.Baton.J.K.The I s- lr . p. 66.
8. Dahood readsUflHwith v.6a and renders it 'then' in the light of Ugaritic.
9. Duhm. op.cit. p.60. , also see l/eiser. op.cit. p.197; LXX omit D il 2

and read *>i1,Swith 3rd masc. sing, suffix.



can lie understood without emending the text. (cf.Ps.89.3) The
LXX and Syriac rightly understand God as the hero in v.5c ff. The

i y "» ' i
LXa translate WOWias w 7<h uj . God is the one who set a

tent for the sun. (cf.IIah.3.11) Neither the 13! nor the early-
versions suggest that the hymn was originally a poem to the sun-

god. Moreover, we get similar ideas from the LXX version of
2

1 Ki.8.53a» Albright translates :-

'Yahweh has created the sun in heaven,
Does he desire to tent in the storm clouds?

Truly I have built him a majestic house,
A dais on which to he enthroned for ever.'

The Psalmist affirms his faith in God who provides a canopy for the
sun and who is greater than it. The sun is an object of worship
in the other poems which have been discovered as parallel to this

hymn. But here, it is merely an object in nature. The poet is

only describing its movement in the sky with his characteristic

literary style. The O.T. clearly affirms that the sun is created

by God and is in the service of His majesty. (?s.7;*.l6,136.S; Jer.

31.35; Josh.10.12-13; 1 Ki.8.12) Therefore, we cannot accept the
view that the hymn was originally a poem to the sun-god. The
temple cult would not have permitted the intrusion of such a profane

song mito the worship of Israel.
The poet describes the movement of the sun in picturesque

language. By introducing God as the maker of the tent for the sun,

the author discards the pagan character of the simile without dest¬

roying its poetic beauty. The poet likens the sun to a bridegroom
who comes out from his wedding chamber. Making bridegroom-chamber
is a common custom in the Orient. After the wedding, the bride and
the groonhretire to the specially set apart bridegroom-chamber.

According to the poet, the sun is like that bridegroom who cones out
after the night's rest, refreshed and with 'vigour and buoyant happi-

3
ness', The sun is also compared to a man of valour who runs his
race with joy. The poet sees the progress of the sun across

the sky. as a daily race course. The

1. Sentua inta, ed. by Ilahlfs.A.x, 1"salmi cur. Gdis, Gottingen, 1913•
2. Albright. Yahveh and t .e Gods of Ganaan. p.201.

3. cf. Kirk atrick. op.cit. p.104.
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sun runs the course like a young man who has confidence in his strength.
But it is God who provides him the place of rest so that he may be re¬

freshed and run his daily course.

'When we read in Ps.19 that "the heavens declares the glory
of God; and the firmament showeth his handiwork", we hear a voice which

mocks the beliefs of the Egyptians and the Babylonians', says Frankfort.
To the Psalmist, the natural phenomena were but a witness to the great¬
ness of God, while to the people of the ancient N.E., they were deities.
This is the distinctive faith of the O.T.

The revelation of God through nature is universal and avail¬
able to all mankind. The Psalmist strikes a universal note in this

psalm. Commenting on the psalm Belitzsch writes, 'Die Predigt des
Himmels und der Veste, des Tages (Taghimmels) und der Nacht (des Nacht-

himmels) ist kein waste verworrens Larmen, keine Winckelpredigt, es ist
ff

eine Predigt in allvernelimbarer Rede, allverstand^lichen V/orten, ein
/ 2 N

(Rom.1.19) However, the witness of nature is revealed
to those who first acknowledge the reality of God by faith. To such,
the nature is revealed as the work of its master."'

There are scholars who hold the view that the psalm alludes
4

to the celestial harmony of spheres well known from the time of Plato
and to the hymnic and didactic traditions of creation of the priestly

5circle in the Old Testament. Such assumptions are not applicable to
this psalm as it is an ancient hymn. Qn the contrary, it is quite

possible that such early psalms have moulded and reflected the early

concepts of God and nature in the A.N.E. and in Israel.
The Psalm as a whole imparts the two important ways of acquir¬

ing the loiowledge of G0d, the way of nature and the way of Torali. But
both demand an attitude of meditation caiu contemplation, deeply rooted
in faith. V/eiser writes, 'The comprehensiveness of the poet's belief
in God thus enables him to grasp the true meaning and significance of
those phenomena to which anxious and prejudiced minds turn a blind eye.

This harmonious, uniform vision, achieved by a comprehension of Nature
based on faith, poetic insight and deep thought, imparts to the psalm

1. Frankf0rt.IAAM. p.363.
2. Delitzsch. op.cit. p.192.

3. cf.V/eiser. op.cit. p.198.
4. Gressiran.H.'The Development Gf Hebrew Psalmody' in The Psalmists,

ed. by Simpson.B.C. p.17.

5. Kraus. 1salnen.l. p.135.



1
a significance which reaches far "beyond the scope of the Old Testament.'
The message of these poems leads the individual to a realisation of God as the

Creator who demands obedience and love through the revealed word, the Torah.

3. Ps.20. This is considered as one of the early psalms probably dating
2

from the 10th century B.C. The literary style of the psalm resembles
that of the Canaanite literature and therefore, it has been suggested
that the psalm is a Yaliwistie adaptation of an older Canaanite hymn to
the storin-god, Ba'al. Dahood writes, 'virtually ever;/ word in the psalm

4
can now be duplicated in older Canaanite texts'. The following text

may be quoted as an illustration.

Ba(al gives) forth his holy voice,
Baal discharges the ut(terance of his li)ps.
His h(oly) voice (convulses) the earth, ... the mountains quake,
A-tremhle are ...

East and west, earth's high places reel.
Baal's enemies take to the woods,

Iladd's enemies to the sides of the mountain. (iJg.II; AB.vii.29-36)'*
However, the arguments of the scholars are not convincing in this matter.

Similarity of literary style and even thought-forms are not adequate proofs
to establish the psalm's origin as a Canaanito hymn. The literary works of
the St.Thomas Christians of S.India offer a plausible parallel. Engulfed in
the midst of a vast Hindu majority, these Christians developed a literary

style which looks like Hindu literary style. A modern poetic version of
the Bible has been composed on the pattern of the famous Hindu epic llamayana.
This does not mean that the Christian epic is an adaptation of a Hindu

religious theme. The Christian use of the divine name also has been taken
from the names of the Hindu pantheon. But the Christian usage of the divine
name has its distinctive Christian meaning. This is an analogy applicable
to the writers of the O.T. too. Sharing the literary style need not

persuade us to believe that they shared the religious faith as well.

1. Weiser. The Psalms, p.200.
2. Albright. Arcliaeolo'iy and the Religion of Israel, p.129.
3. Johnson.A.H. Sacral I"inf~shin in Ancient Israel, p.5'* and note 2, in 2nd

ed.1967, p.62; Hermann.V/.'Die Gottersdhne',ZHGG xii.3jl960, pp.224f, re¬
ferred to by Cooke.G. in "The Sons of (the) Gou(s) ' ,ZAV.r lxxvi,1964,pp.22f.

4. Dahood. op.cit. p.l73> Albright.'The Psalm of Habakkuk', in Studies in
O.T. Theology, ed.by TI.II.Howley,1950,p.6; F.M.Cross Jr.'Note on a Canaanite
Psalm in the O.T.'; HAS02,117»1950,pp.19-21; Gaster.T.H. Thespis. p.74-77>
2nd ed. pp.443f.

5. ANET. p.135.
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V/eiser has well-said, when ho wrote, 'In spite of the formal Ugaritic par¬

allels we must not simplify matters by classifying the song as a Canaan-
ite Psalm".' ^

The psalm in its present form is a hymn praising the power, glory
and majesty of God in the natural phenomena. The reference to

in the LXX title of this psalm supports the view that is was used
in the Second Temple, on the last day of the Feast of the Tabernacles.
It is possible that the LXX may be quoting an early tradition. According
to Weiser, the psalm 'is a hymnic response to the appearance and revel-

2
ation of God as the climax of the festival cult'." The Talmudic Tractate

Sopherim (xviii.3) assigns the psalm to the Feast of Pentecost.*' It also
4

belongs to the Sabbath liturgy. But according to Mowinckel, the psalm is
5

assigned to the annual Enthronement festival. In the light of these var¬

ious views, we may ascribe the Sitz in Leben of this psalm to the annual
autumn festival. The content of the psalm - the kingship and the rule of
Yahweh over the powers of nature - is suitable to the occasion of the

festival.

Bow we may examine the content of the psalm. It has three
main divisions.

1. w. 1-2. The heavenly beings are invoked to acknowledge tiie glory of
God.

2. w. 3-9. The majesty and power of the voice of Yahweh in Nature.

3.vw. 10-11. Yahweh, as eternal king, blesses the people with strength
and peace.

w. 1-2. These opening verses assume a heavenly scene. The heavenly beings
who are in the assembly of God are called upon to ascribe glory and stren¬

gth to the Lord. Various interpretations have been put forward concerning
the meaning of the expression 'bene elixn'.^ An exhaustive study of the
various views is not piossible in this context. However, the important

points may be discussed.
The LAX lias misunderstood the expression and renders it to

mean 'young rains'. And that too, is given in an additional line

1. V/eiser. op.cit. p.26l and note 1.
2. V/eiser.ibid.
3. Thackerav. The LAX and Jewish V/orship. p.56;Taylor.W,Jt. 'The Psalms'in

IB, p.155. "
4. Anderson.G-../. 'The Isalms' in I CB. para. 367a.
5. kowinckel. Is.St.ii. pp.3-4,47ff.
6. Kirkpatrick. op.cit.p.148 and hV. Margin reads 'sons of God'; On the

analogy of (i Chr.4.17(18;; 'bene bitya', kelitzsch interprets it as
'the sons of the house of Yah'; Aobinson.il.V/. 'The Council of Yahweh'
CT3 xlix, 1943,pp. 1*31-37, Ins-irntion and -cvclaticn in the O.T. 1946.
pp.l67f; Cooke.G.'The Sons of (t .0) God(s)' AAV lxxvi,lg64, pp.22-47.
Gaster.T.i . 'Is.29* in Cgh,xxxvii,1946-47> P«57«
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widen is not in the MT. G.E.Wright makes a careful study of this ex¬

pression1* Four prominent views are given.
2

i. Bene elim are judges of Israel"
3

ii. " " are patron angels of the nations.
4

iii. " " are Kasmonean kings.

iv. " " are foreign godlo •

5

According to Peters, the "bene elin are 'Die Glieder des Gottesvolkes'A
7

Albright, on the other hand, interprets it as 'stars of heavens'.
g

In Ugarit, the members of the divine council are designated as bn 'elm.
The terminology, bene elim is understood by Jolmson as referring to

9
'kin-group'.

In the light of these different interpretations, it is clear
that the Psalmist, here, accepts the existence of beings other than
God in the heavenly court of Yahweh.^ (cf.lss.82.1,89.6; Job.1.6,2.1)
But on no account they deserve the worship of man. Yahweh alone, is

exclusively exalted. According to Wright, 'the ascription is simply
borrowed from a pagan context and used of Yahweh, any definite com-

11
parative notion having fallen into the background'. Monotheism,
in Israel, is developed not from a philosophical speculation of the
one and the many, but from an understanding of the power of God, ex¬

pressed in mighty acts; not from the concept of an embodied power in
Nature, but as the personal Numen of the people, their refuge and shel¬
ter.12

The first verse also presents us another picture, the scene

of a royal court, where the ministers are called upon to pay homage
to the glory and power of their king. (is.96.7) The members of the

royal court are the first, who should acknowledge the jiower and majestj^
of the king. They should also ascribe glory to His name, as He reveals

1. Wright.G.E. O.T.Against Its Environment. pp.30ff.
2. cf.Delitzsch.F, Hie l'salmen.3rd eci, pp.66f; Cohen.A.The Psalms, pp. 270f.
3. Welch.A.C. The Isalter, 1926. pp.41f; von Had. Cfenesis. p.110.
4. Duhin. op.cit.2nd ed. pp.31?f> Buttenwieser.The Psalms, p.769.
5. Gunkel. Ausgev-iilte "i salmen. pp,129f; Schmidt."Hie isaimen. pp.l5off;

Oesterley.y/.O.E.The : salms. Vol.11, pp.3731 f;Leslie.B.The Psalms. pp,120f;
6. 1 eters.N.Das l-uch tier i salivon, p.62; Arens.bie -isalmen im Gottescienst

des Alien i;nies. p.190.
7. Albright.From the Stone Age to Christianity, p.226, (cf.Job.38.7

Ps.148.2f7]
8. Driver.G.Ti. CM., p.95.
9. Johnson.A. it. The Cne and tee Many in the Israelite Concep'tion of God.

Py.22ff; J edersen. Israel - lis .Life Jultnj e , :i-11. pp.531.
10. cf.Cooke.G. op.cit. p.45.
11. Wright.G.E. op.cit. p.34 and note 49.
12. cf.hchn.J.L'ie Giblische und Babvlonische Gottesidee. p.273.
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Himself in the world of nature" and fall upon their facesunp-xmru
The AV translates as 'in the beauty of holiness'

while IIV margin and HSV read 'in holy array'. The LXX translation is
, > , < < » "
jv aytos, &,vT@v -in his holy court. 'But it is unlikely that
either 'holy gar: ents' or 'the holy place' is meant in this passage',

says Barnes. According to him, the gods of the heathen are called
O

to prostrate before the Lord in respect of His majesty and holiness."
In the light of 'hclrt' which comes as a synonym to 'him' - vision

(Keret.l.iii.5l), a new translation has been suggested. We nay, then,
4

render it 'when He appears in holiness'. This translation seeps to

represent the original meaning.
In the 1rnrnic introduction the poet aff irms "Iji "3 , "the

radiant splendour of the Lord and \mP which makes the Lord 'the wholly
Other'. The poetic vision of theophany introduces to the cultic com¬

munity the celestial abode of Yahweh, their king. The rest of the

poem continues the main theme inaugurated by the opening ascription.
w.3-9. The thoughts, here, move in the same direction as in the open¬

ing verses of ascription, but they contrast strongly. The scene is
shifted to the realm of nature. The exhibition of the glory and power

of Yahweh in thunder" ( ) and its devastating effects in nature,
are the topics of description. The emphasis on the miraculous and
the destructive aspect of Yahweh's relationship with the world, accord¬

ing to von Had, is a general tendency of the older hymns.^ The attri¬
butes of God of which the heavenly beings are called upon to extol,
are now visible and audible in trie terrestrial realm.

In this psalm, the voice of the Lord occurs seven times.
We cannot rule out a possible influence of mythical concepts in the

1. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.l4S.
2. Barnes, op.cit. p.144.
3. Cross. 1?.I-.', ibid; Bonner.L.'Ugaritismen in der Lsalxrienforsciiung'

ZAW 79,1967. pp.324ff.
4. Weiser. op.cit. p.259; Rraus. op.cit. p.233; Anderson.G.W.'The Psalms'

in ICG, para.367a; Pahood translates 'when the Holy one appears',
seems dubious in this context, op.cit. p.176.

5. MP means 'voice or thunder', (cf. Job.23.26,33.2"; Lx.9.23,20.13).
It means 'hark' when used as an exclamation or at the beginning of a
clause, cf.313.3; also Gen.4.10; Is.13.4,40.5,52.8. Cut the second
meaning is not suitable in this context.

6. von Had. CTT.Vol.I. p.360.
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use ol the voice of the Lord 'seven' tii.es." However, it is evident that
the poet is usin-; it in a Yahwistic context. Undoubtedly, the power of
Yahveil over the natural realm is emphasised in these verses. A plausible
apologetic motif, especially in the Canaanite background, is not impossible
in this psaln. Ea'al had been the acknowledged storm-god in Canaan. Hut
the Psalmist, in unambiguous terms affirms that 'it is not the voice of

Ba'al, but the voice of Yahweh whose thunderous cries of self-expression
2

in nature evoke universal response'."' The manifestation of Ba'al in nat¬
ure is not independently made, but always accompanied by minor deities -

mist, showers and other phenomena.^ But Yahweh is independent and not a

prisoner of the powers of nature. The Canaanite poets would not have aff¬
irmed the distinction between Ba'ai and the natural phenomena, as the
Psalmist maintains the ot: erness of Yahweh from the powers of nature in
this psalm. The following poem illustrates Ba'al's involvement in nature.

Ba'al failed for seven years,

The Rider on the clouds for eight (years,
Leaving the land) without dew, without showers
Without upsurging of the two oceans,

Without the sound of the voice. (Aq.I.i.42—46)1
Here, Ba'al is virtually identified with the 'land naturally watered by the

5rain'. Therefore, his absence brings calamity on the land. But in Israel,
the failure of rain is due to the displeasure of Yahweii (2 Hi.8.1;Amos.4.7»

etc), and not due to His death, an impossible concept to be harboured by
the religion of Israel.0 The use of the sacred name seven times, quite

possibly meant to affirm the Israelite faith that Yahweh is able to control
the realm of nature even in those seven years of Ba'al's absence when the
natives live in despondency and anxiety. Here, the Psalmist makes no mis-
tdae in declaring Yahweh's sovereign right and rule over the land of Canaan.

(cf.Hos.2.8-9,21ff)

1. 'Seven' is a sacred number signifying perfection, cf.Cassuto.Corm.entary on
Genesis. p.lG;cf.Gen.41.26f,2Ki.8.1-3. The Akkadian ilani, the totality of
divinity, constitutes seven gods, cf.Helm.J.op.cit.pp.'H/gf. According to
Akkadians, the palace of the Nether world had seven gates, ANET.pp.107f«
The use of the number se.en is prominent in Ugarit, eg.Siialyat of the seven
heads, Ba'al disappears for seven years, etc. AhET,p.138,col.2. According
to the Hindu faith there are seven layers in the celestial region. Also
ERE vol.9, pp.406,417 (19-17) •

2. Kabel.N.C. Yahweh Versas Ba'al. p.86.
3. Habel.N.C. op.cit. p.74.
4. ..ITT, p.125,. ed. by D.W.Thomas.
p. waster.T.H. op.cit. pp,122f; Lriver.G.R. Canaanite myths and Legends, p.20.
6. cf.Gray.J. 'Kingship of God in Irophets avid Psalms' VT,xi,196l, p.27;

Anderson.G.7. 'The iteligion of Israel' in iCB, para.132k.



The poet continues to speak of the effects of the voice of God on

the mountain-ranges and in the wilderness. (w.6,8) It is possible that
the poet is not reporting his impressions of a thunder-storm directly ex¬

perienced. here, his imagination recapitulates the effects of the storm
on the whole country. 'The devout Israelite's view of datura was profound¬

ly religious. lie did not contemplate its wonder and beauty and variety
1

for their own sake' says Kirkpatrick. Characteristically enough, the

poet sees the glory of God in the storm phenomenon.
2

In the natural order, the poet hears the voice 01 the Lord 'upon

many waters'."' (v.p) According to Gunnel, the poet begins the scene with
4

the thunder-storm gathering over the ocean. But in the context, the wat¬
ers could represent the dense masses of storm cloud in which the waters

5
ai-e accumulated.' The thunder occurs in the clouds. The waters also rep¬

resent, in a mythical sense, the elements of chaotic forces, the primeval
waters.^ In the cultic context, we should regard the waters as represent¬

ing the forces that challenge the authority of Yahweh. He thunders against
7them. Here, 'glory' is to he taken as a synonym to 'power'. Since the

g
powers are mighty, God thunders with strength anu power.0 The power of
His voice breaks the mighty cedars of Lebanon, (cf.Is.2.13-14) The high

ranges of Lebanon and Scedon"1 quake at the voice of the Lord. (cf.Amos.1.2;
Is.114.4) The thunder is accompanied with lightning, (v.7) It devastates
the desert. The features in w.7-8, Weiser regards, 'probably originate
in God's revelation on Mount Sinai where the voice of God made itself

heard by the people in thunder accompanied by smoke, fire and earth-quake

(Ex.19)1^ The fear of the thunder of God causes havoc in the animal
11

world. It makes the hinds to calve prematurely.

1. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.147.
2. Mowinckel reads as meaning 'against', Ps.3t.ii. pp.47f.
3. May.il.G. 'Some Cosmic Connotations of Mavim itabbim, "Many Waters" '

JBL lxxiv,1955> pp.9-21.
4. cf.Gunkel. Lie Psalmen. p.125.

5. cf.Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.149.
6. Mowinckel. ibid.

7. Mowinckel. op.cit. p.47 and note 6.
8. 1 TH are parallels meaning 'power', cf.Ls.St.ii. p,13o and note 2.
9. Sirion is the Phoenician name of Mermen and the Minorites call it Senir,

Gordon.Myuritic Text hook, 51»vi 19,21; Text in tr rsliter. :ti on etc.
P • 1 11— 9 clio O Ci ( m U I J | g j Jul 1\' CP • VJT t -it • lui'ii. • lip « >oil •

10. Weiser. op.cic. p.264.
11. RSV reads,'The voice of the Lord makes the oaks to whirl', is a repetition

of the idea found in v.5; Therefore,'the voice of the Lord makes the hind
to calve and causes the birth of kids in haste' is preferable. cf.MEB.
Anderson.Or.W. op.cit. in x CM, para.367a.
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In the realm of nature, the poet experiences a theophany.
The glory, power and majesty of God are revealed in the thunder-storm.
The emphasis of the psalm is not merely/ the natural phenomena themselves,
but the impact of the power of God on the mighty powers of nature, the
waters, the mountains, the tall treees, the animals and the desert.
In the cultic context, the psalm emphasises the power and authority of

2
Yahweh against the powers of chaos, the mighty waters and the desert.

According to the Priestly and Yahwistic traditions, the powers of waters
and desert (cf.Gen.l and 2) had to be brought under control by the sup¬

reme creative might of fahweh. These two, in the Hebrew thought, al¬

ways challenge the order of nature, the creation of God. In the cul¬
tic experience, the community affirms and declares Yahweh's power and

authority over these forces. According to the Psalmist, God's maj¬

esty and power are not merely confined to the heavenly region. He
establishes His power and authority throughout the cosmos.

w.9c-ll. In v.9c, we hear the cultic response of the community to
what they have realised in the theophany. The cultic response

is an Amen to the revelation of God in nature. The last scene is again
in the heavens. 'The Lord sits enthroned over the flood'. A great

3deal has been written on the meaning of I abbn1 in this context. The
word does not occur in the G.T. outside the context of the deluge.

(Gen.Chs.6-10) In the light of the Assyrian verb Nabalu, the word is
4

taken to mean the destructive storm. Mowmckel and Gunkel interpret
it as chaos in the cosmic realm which has challenged the authority of

5Yahweh. In the realm of nature it should be regarded as the water-

carrying clouds.1 (cf.v.p)

1. Eaton assumes a fusion of two aspects of the divine work, viz. the act
of creation or the triumph over chaos and the renewal of this life-
enabling triumph in w.5-9. The Psalms, p.90.

2. cf.Pedersen. op.cit. Vol.I-II, pp.453ff«
3. Begrich.J. makes an exhaustive study on the meaning of the word Habbul

in Gesammelte Studien znr: A.T. 1964, pp.39-54 under the title abbul-
Ejne Exegetiscn-lexicalische Studie', (originally published in Zoitschril't
fur Semitistik nnd verwandte Gebiete, vi,1928, pp.135—153«)

4. Skinner. Genesis. p.154, also see von Had. Genesis(ST) p.124.
5. Mowinckel. Ps.St,ii. p.48, and note 1, Gunkel. Pie Psalmen. p.123.
6. This conclusion has been reached independently of Begrich's work.

Begrich regards the terra flabbul as 'terminus tecimicus fur Himmelische
Vasserschlaucblagen', op.cit. p.53; cf.Kirkpatrick on v.3, op.cit. p.149.
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Now God has assumed power over the 'many waters' and the 'flood'.

Therefore, the community can expect rain and fertility in the land.

They are confident because God has power over the H ibbul.
In the light of the preposition 5 j some scholars interpret

±
the enthronement of Yahweh over the flood as sitting for judenent.'
In this contect it is not necessary to discuss whether Yahweh is judge
because He is king or He is king because He is judge. He is both ruler

O

and judge/" The enthronement of Yahweh over the Nabbul is a reminder
to the cultic community, of the covenant promise which the Lord has

rz

made with Noah. (Gen.8.22) The kingship of Yahweh brings order and

stability in nature. The poet readies the climax in v.11. With con¬

fidence he declares that the Lord gives strength and prosperity to His

people. This is true because the Lord is tiie king and judge of the
universe.

The kingship of Yahweh is associated with the authority over

the powers of chaos. When Yahweh lias victory over chaos, He brings
order into existence, that is, His creation. This is also true in the
enthronement psalms, where Yahweh is celebrated as king because lie es¬

tablishes the world. ' (Pss.93.1-2,95.3-^) His kingship) is acknowledged
is

in the experience of the cult. In the cult Ile^acclaimed as king over
the cherubim. (99.l) The royal attributes of Yahweh, t "T D > j_y

Till' nre recounted closely in relation to the act of cre¬
ation. (96.6-7) In Ps.29 too the power and glory of Yahweh are em¬

phasised in the context of Lis authority over nature and powers of chaos.

Therefore, we may conclude that the poet affirms, although not explicitly,
the faith of Israel in God who is king and creator.

The kingship of Yahweh in heaven, on earth and upon the powers
4

of chaos, is the fundamental thought of this psalm. The mighty pow¬

er of Yahweh, the king, is sufficient to subjugate the powers of chaos
which appear in the forms of 'many waters, desert, and flood'. In
the world of nature, this cultic vision imparts an assurance of stab¬

ility, order and prosperity to the cultic cormrunity. This is their
confidence as they face the uncertain future.

1. Hupfeld. Lie 1 salmon.Vol.I♦ 3rd ed. pi430; Delitzsch. Lie isalmen,
5th ed. pp.249ff.

2. cf.Gray.J.'Kingship of God in Lrophets and Isalms',VT,xi,1961,
pp.3ff, see ivi-i> on ~j$> Dand .

3. Thackeray, op.cit. p.57.
4. Johnson.A.II. Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel. 2nd ed. p.64.
5. cf .Watts.J. D.W. 'Yahweh Hal ale I salms ' in TZ, 21,1965. p.345.
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4. 1-SQ3.

This is a hymn of praise celebrating the greatness of Yahweh
as Lord of nature and history. It has 22 verses and is followed by
an acrostic poem, Is.34. As we consider its proximity to the acros¬

tic poem and its arrangement into 22 verses, we get the impression thai
this psalm too, was originally intended to be an acrostic poem.

(cf.ls.38; Lan.5)^
The plural imperatives in the hymnic introduction imply the

presence of a congregation. According to Gunkel, the first three

verses, perhaps, represent the three groups of the temple choir - the

laity who sang the vocal part, the Levites who played the lyre and the

harp, and the Priests who blew the trumpet. So he regards this as a

hymn of the choir.~ (cf.Pss.150.3ff>115.9ff,118.Iff) fly 13J1 in wor-
3

ship is the greeting to the divine king who comes to rule. The occ¬

asion of the psalm is the annual autumn festival. The contents are

quite appropriate for that occasion. But we Ccinnot rule out an

actual historical situation in which this psalm was originally written.
'The Psalms do not only presuppose cultic renewal, they reflect actual
historical situations as well' says Birlceland.^ In this case it is
difficult to pinpoint the actural historic situation. however, we

may say that the psalm was originally composed to commemorate a great
act of deliverance.^

Now we shall turn to the text. The psalm may be divided
as follows:-

i. w. 1-3. A Hymnic introduction praising God.
ii. 4-9 The Creative word of God.

iii. 10-19 The providence of God in history,
iv. 20-22 The waiting community.

The relevant passage for our consideration is found in w.4-9.
w.4-9. This section may be subdivided into three.

i. w.4-3. The nature of the word.

The poet introduces five cardinal attributes of G0d -

1. cf.Gunkel. Die 1'salmen. p.139
2. Gunkel. op.cit. p.140, Sinleitung. p.66.
3. Segal.M.H. The Pentateuch. p.l60.
4. cf.V/eiser. op.cit. p.289i Anderson.G.Y.'The Psalms' in ICG, para.367e.
5. Birkeland. Ifvildoers in the Boole of Psalms p.94.
6. cf.Weiser. op.cit. p.289.
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uprightness, faithfulness, righteousness, justice and love, - in rela¬
tion to the word. 'The word of the Lord is upright;

and all His work is done in faithfulness, (v.4)

Here, the upright word is used as a parallel to God's work in faithful¬
ness. In this context, one may notice the relation between the works

1 •
of God and the moral concepts. The word should be understood
as the acts of God in nature and history. (cf .w.6ff ,10ff) Since His
word is upright, His work is reliable. In the realm of history God
loves righteousness and justice which are 'the ordinance of the coven-

2
ant'. 'In Hebrew ethics these are the foundations of a stable order

3
of society'. The jioet sees the whole world as full of divine love.
(cf.Is.6.3) Therefore, he invites the cultic community to praise
the Lord.

ii. w.6-7. The effect of the word.
Verse 6 is the first reference to creation by word in the

Psalms. (cf.146.5-6; Job.26.13; Gen.l.5ff) This concert is also
4

found in the religions of the ancient Near nast. But the distinctive
G.T. character of the divine word is clear in this context. According
to the Egyptian and the Mesopotamian concept, 'the creative power did
not go beyond an involvement of the divine word in Nature, an involve-

5
ment which for the most part was tied to magic'. Here, tne word is
the agent of God and it does not get involved in the order of creation.
It acts as an obedient servant at the command of God and essentially

belongs to ilim. Jacob says, 'hie Welt ist nicht aus ihia, sondern
durcli ihtn' /J The concept of emanation and immanent ism are avoided by
the Psalmist. The poet emphasises the power of God and the effortless¬
ness of the act of creation by introducing the concept of creation by
word.

In v.6, the 'word' comes as a synonym to the 'breath of his
mouth'. So in the thought of the poet, the word is equivalent to the
creative energy, the nil* Verse 6 may be regarded as a parallel to

7
the expression 'and God said' in Gen.l.3ff. The word of uod is

1. 'Mature and morality are associated as correlatives' Cn deli,"ion - A
Study of Theological Method in Schleiernaeuer and I von, by Johnson. W.A
P • •

2. V/eiser. op.cit. p.291.

3. Cohen. The I sains. p.95.
4. above Ch.2.4.b.ii.

5. Weiser. op.cit. p.292 and note 1.
6. Jacob.3. Las Erste Buch der Torc.li Genesis, p.36.

7. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.l66



powerful. The heavens and their host (Gen.2.l) were made by it;
the sea and its waters were controlled by it. It is significant to
note that the LXX uses the word j 6 J/oi /Hto translate
The LXX acknowledges the mighty power of the word of God over the pow¬

ers of the heavens.

Verse 7 continues the idea of the divine power. God gathers
i _

the waters as in a goat-skin."1" The comparison to Led probably refers
to the appearance of the sea from the shore and may have derived from

2 3
Ex.13.8. Delitzsch interprets v.7 as an act of God to give rain.''
The victory over chaos is identical with the production of rain and

4 , ,

springs. (cf.Job.38.37) 2y the commanding power of God the primeval
waters were put in the storehouse of God (Job.38.8-10,22,37; is.135.7»

45.3; Jer.10.13,51.16; Bt.28.12) where He keeps rain, hail, snow, wind,

sea, etc. In the light of the evidence from L'garit, the preposition
5

111 v.7 should be understood to mean 'from'. So we may render v.7b as

'He who releases (produces) the deep from the reservoirs'. Here, the

poet explains the mystery of the deep and the rain. The Lord controls
the deep and gives the rain. He brings the water chaos under subject-
ton and makes use of it for the benefit of His creation. This vision

of God's authority in the cosmic realm gives the cultic community con¬

fidence, and assurance in the renewal of nature.^
iii. w.S-9. The "erson behind the word.

In these verses the poet emphasises the Lord who utters the
word. Neither the 'word' nor the 'breath' has any power in itself.
It belongs to God. He is the speedier and the doer. And by His com¬

mand the creation came into existence, (cf.v.9) He has overcome the

powers of chaos and gives rain to the people. (cf.v.7) Therefore, the

community has no need to be afraid. The poet calls the earth and its
inhabitants to fear the Lord and to acJaiowledge Him as the true God
who deserves the worship of all mankind, (cf.v.8)

1. cf.NHB. Dahood renders it as 'jar' op.cit. p.£01, R3V 'bottle' also
cf.BH margin.

2. Cohen, op.cit. p.96; Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.167.
3. Belitzscn. op.cit. ps268.
4. cf.Johs Pedersen. Israel. I-II. p.473.
5. cf .Patton. J.H. Canaanite larallels in the 'look of I sains, p. 22. ■

6. Therefore, the community is persuaded to sing a new song; to the Lord.
(v.3)
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In this psalm, both nature and history are brought under the
providential care of God who is the creator and ruler. 'the title of
this psalm, according to the Jerusalem Bible, is 'the providence of
God'. In the light of v.14, the Rabbis have formulated the doctrine
of providence, Ilasiigachah. Since God is the creator, he is also res¬

ponsible for the maintenance of the world.''" Though lie is transcendent,
He is not a retiring deity as El of Canaan. Neither is lie involved
in nor dependent on the physical world for llis existence. The cultic

community pays homage to Him as creator and king.

Fs.104.

This is one of the most descriptive hymns of creation which
are found in the Psalter. The picture of the entire cosmos is drawn
with imaginative language and expression. 'We are astonished to seek
within the compass of a poem of such small dimension, the universe, the

9
heavens and the earth, thus drawn with a few grand strokes'," says

Alexander von Humbolt. The theological vision of the poet is profound,
the range of the knowledge of nature is astonishing and the faith of
the writer is uncompromising. lie is far in the background of the poem.

Our knowledge of the author is very little. In the light of w.l and
35 we might think that the poem was written with a grateful heart.
The occasion is not known.

However, some have associated the psalm with the spring fes¬
tival on account of its magnificent picture of the manifestation of the

3Lord. But the internal evidence is lacking to assign the psalm to
the Passover festival. On the other hand, the kingship of the Lord
and His act of creation are favourite themes of the annual autumnal

festival. Those two themes are dominant in this psalm. Therefore,
that annual feast may be regarded as the setting-in-life of this psalm.

The next question is about the poet's dependence on the fam¬
ous nymn to Aton and on the 1 account of creation. Scholars have

compared the Ps.104 with the hymn to Aton and have come to different
conclusions. Some scholars believe that the poet is dependent on the

4 q
Egyptian hymn. Others reject that view. Here, we cannot go into

1. cf.Titius.B.A. Natur una Gott. p.111.
2. Quoted by Cohen, op.cit. p.337.
3. cf.Arens. lie Psalmen im Gottesdienst des Alien Bundes. pp.178,182.
4. Jirku.A. The 'World of the Bible, pp.lbff; Gestereley. op.cit.Vol.II.p.440.

<1

5. Gunkel. Augewahlte S saInsert. p.lg6; cf.Weiser. op.cit. p.666.



the details of their conclusions, hut can only state our view about it.
It is almost impossible to be influenced by a poem which was declared
heretical by later generations and sought to obliterate it, especially
after several hundred years. ~ In the Egyptian hyinn, the sun is the
creator while in Ps.104, it is only a physical phenomenon under the
controj of Yahweh. 'Religions may employ the same ideas and yet differ

2
profoundly from one another in their essential nature'. Similar¬
ities are due to the common theme which the poets of the ancient N.E.
have employed in their description. But that does not mean mutual

dependence. Therefore, we do not subscribe to the view that the

Psalmist is influenced by the Akhnaton's hymn tc the sun-god."'
Attempts have been made to prove the dependence of the psalm

4
to Gen.l. Mere again, we should remember that the similarities alone
will not establish dependence. There is no doirbt that the Psalmist
is familiar with the creation fai th of Israel. But 'the freedom with

which he treats this creation tradition shows his originality and pout-
5

ic genius'." Since the poem is regarded by most scholars as an early

one,^ there is all the possibility for the Priestly writer to be influ¬
enced by the Psalmist. Therefore, the view that the poet dex^ends on

v
Gen.l. is not acceptable.'

In the light of its contents we may divide, the psalm as

follows:-

i. w. 1-4. The majestic appearance of God, the creator,
ii. w. 5-9. The creation of the earth and the mastery over

Chaos.

iii. w. 10-13. The streams and the rain - jprovisions for animals
and birds,

iv. w.14-18. The creation of vegetables and trees - food
for man and animals,

v. w.19-23. The creation of the celestial bodies,

vi. w.24-30. The wisdom of God, the sea rind its creatures,

vii. w.31-35. The new vision of the j>oet, his joy.

1. cf .V/illiams.P. J. 'Ilymn to Aton' in DGTT, p.149.
2. Vriezen.The Tleligion of Anciont Israel. pp.23,31» also cf.Cohen ibid.
3. Humbert.P.'La relation de Genese I et du Psaume 104 avec la liturgie du

Nouvel-An Israelite', Gpuscles d'un Lebra'isant. Universite de Neuchatel,
1958,pp.60-82 (not accessible to me, but is mentioned by Anderson.B.V/.
oji.cit. pp.91fj)

4. McCullough.S.'The Psalms' in IB, p.550.
5. McCullough.S. ibid.
6. ICraus. op.cit.p.709,Buttenwieser.op.cit,p.l6l;Terrien.S.'Creation,cultur

and Faith in the ISalter' in Theological Education,Vol.2,No.4,19^6,p.123
quoted by Anderson.B.V/, op.cit. p.91.

7. contra.Fullerton.K.'The Feeling for Form in Ps.104',JBL,xl,1921, pp.43£



i. w.1-4. The majestic annearance of God.

The psalm begins with a vision of the glory of God with all
His majesty and honour. Just as with the king, Israel also commences

with the regal splendour of God. (cf.93«l»96.6,145.5; Job.37.22,40.10)
To the Psalmist God is personal. In the meditation of the poet, God
appears to him very great. It is in the light of poet's observation
of creation that he sees God as 'very great'. The words with which
the poet describes the majesty of God aY«. pregnant with meaning.
Mowinckel says, 'Alle diese V/orter bezeiclmon nun nicht den modernen ab-

?!

strakten Begriff Ehre, sondern etwas Iionkretes, Uandgriefbares, namlich
f!

die Uberirdische Lichtsubstanz, die Yahwa umgibt und so zu sagen den
2

Stoff bildet, aus dem er besteht'. According to Oesterdey, the con¬

cept of light as opposed to darkness, is possibly due to Zoroastrian
3influence. But this view is hardly true since the poet brings dark¬

ness also under the authority of Yahweh. (cf.v.20) Light has no spec¬

ial sanctity in the thought of the Psalmist, (cf.18.12) Light is men¬

tioned simply as the first of his observation of the natural phenomena,

(cf.Gen.l.3)
In w.2ff, the poet uses participial construction to explain,

the acts of God. The present participle indicates the activity of God
as a present reality. It also implies the continuous creative act of
God. The first four verses mention the creation of the heavens, the

waters, the clouds and the winds. Commenting on v.3 Ginsberg says,

'it is not Yahweh's chambers which are built in the upper waters, but
the upper waters which are stored in Yahweh's chambers'. 1 That will

agree with the idea in v.13. Here, the poet is expressing the view of
heaven and the other celestial phenomena, as he knew it in his contem¬

porary setting. Some of those heavenly phenomena wereministers to the

deity while light was His garment. This is a typical Oriental concept
of God. The basic idea behind the words 8toj , Zeus, Deva; is brightness

1. Gunkel. Aus-ewahlte Is. p. 147.
2. Mowinckel. Is.St.li. p.158 and note 2.

3. Oestereley. op.cit. p.440.
4. Ginsberg reads v.3 'who lays the beams in the heavens, his chambers',

see.'Some Emendations in rsalius ' ,IiUCA, xxiii/i ,1950-51 • p.102.



Varana, the Vedic god was believed to have covered himself with the
1

starry heavens as with a robe. The concept of the Deity riding on
2

the wings of the wind or on the clouds was also common in the Orient."-
The poet was a child of his age and he used the thought patterns of the

age as befitting to the Hebrew concept of God.

11. w.5-9. The creation of the earth.

The description of the creation of the earth has been given
in these verses. The poetic sOfle and presentation agree with other
psalms which describe the creation of the earth, (cf.93.1,96.10,24.2 and

Job.30.Tff; Prov.8.28) The I account in Gen.l.6ff differs in this res¬

pect. In v.5, we expect a participle as in the previous verses to ex¬

plain the act of creation.J God establishes the earth on its foundations.
4

At the beginning the earth was covered with waters as with a garment
and the mountains were not visible, (v.6 ) But at the command of God,

5the waters fled and the mountains and the valleys were made visible.
God set a bound for the sea so that it may not again cover the dry land,

(cf.Job.3S.10f; Frov.8.29; Gen.1.9)
The poet was well aware of the mythical concept of creation

which was widely current in his time. Here, he makes use of them to
illustrate his 01m concept of how Yahweh has brought order into exist¬
ence. The turbulent waters were brought under control by the word of
God. (cf.Ps.33.6,9,148.5-6) The power and authority of God is the dom¬
inant theme here. According to the poet, God who is able to make the

powerful phenomena of nature His servants, is also able to control and
overcome the mighty waters. The water chaos is no more a frightful

deity but a mere natural object which obeys the command of God. The

poet continues to explain how the elements of chaos, viz. the waters,
are used for the benefit of animals and mankind.

1. Rig Veda.viii.4l; cf♦Radhakrishaan♦Indian Phi1osophy. p.77.
2. cf.Gunkel. Fsalmen. p.448; Kittel. Die Isaim n. p.375.
3. c f.BH margin.

4.}jV"0 2)(v.6) The Ixx reads it to mean 'its covering'. Since the masc. suffi?
does hot agree with neither chaos nor earth, some versions change the suf¬
fix to feminine. cf.BII margin. But this does not make much difference in
translation. NEB translates 'the deep overspread it', a better rendering.

5. In v.8, the subject of the verb should be the 'waters' and the idea
continues from v.7,NEB rightly renders it; cf.i'raus. op.cit. p.708 and
note 'g'; Gunkel. op.cit. p.454 and note on v.8, also AV,ilSV takes 't::e
mountains as the subject of the verb. Therefore, there is some ambiguity
in the RSV rendering, cf.also Tho I salms - A New Translation, ■ Collins,
Fontana Books; Sutcliffe.E.H. 'A Note on is.104.8' in VT.Bd.2,1952,
pp,177f.
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iii. w. 10-15. The streams and the rain.

This provision of water for the earth has no parallel in Gen.l,
hnt in Gen.7.11 two sources of water are l-ecognised. But in J account

we find a similar thought. (Gen.2.6)"^ In the setting of a desert,
could mean an oasis, or a wady. God lets us the springs to gush forth
in the wadys and the waters flow between the mountains, (cf.v.8; Ps.74.15)
The wi Id animals quench their thirst and the birds make theii~ nest be-
side the waters, (w.11-12) The wild asses are specially mentioned
because they are afraid of inhabited regions and they depend entirely

4
on natural resources. Driver suggests that they are Zebras. This
is doubtful since we have no other evidence in the O.T. to substantiate

the claim.

The earth and the mountains wait for rain. God sends rain

from His hydro-chambers, (cf.Gen.7.11>8.2; Dt.11.11;Ts.65.10,68.9>105.32,
135.7j12i7.8) The poet reflects a primitive concept of rain. This
is a proof of the antiquity of the psalm. After rain the earth gets
satisfied. The expression 'the fruit of thy work' (v.13) is to be
taken as a figurative meaning, rain, and the verse does not require any

5emendation.

Here, those who think that the poet owes to Aton's hymn quote
for comparison the following stanzas,

All beasts are content with their pasturage;
Ti-ees and plants are flourishing,
The "bii'ds which fly from their nests;
Their wings are (stretched out) in praise to thy Ka.
All beasts spring upon (their) feet,
Whatever flies and alights,

They live when thou hast risen (for) them.^

1. cf.Gen.2.6 in LXX,S and V.

2. the LXX adds i.njjbcura at the end of v.10 which makes the text meaningful.
3. The LXX and Syriac read 'among the rocks' instead of 'among the branches',

is a possible rendering. NAB reads 'among the leaves'.
4. Driver.G.It.'Notes and Studies, Is.104.11' JTS.44,1943»p.l9 and note 8.

5. Weiser translates%""i0t)ithe gift of, Kraus and Gun: el read 'voia ixass deiner
Kammern', Ginsberg, 'from the drippings of, op.cit.HGCA,xxiii/i, 1950-51>
p.102, 'thy provision' - a broad term is used by NEB. cf.BII. p.41.

6. AN:it'. pp. 369-371
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Here, the Egyptian poet describes the state of things when the sun

shines. The sun god is not interested in the affairs of the creatures.

On the contrary, the God of the Psalmist is directly and indirectly
concexuxed about the wellbeing of the creation. It is he who causes

the springs to gush out and the rains to fall down upon the earth.

Although similarity in style is found between these two poems, there
is no affinity in thought forms. The comparison does not establish
the poet's dependence on the Aton's hymn.

iv. w. 14-18. The creation of the vegetables and ti'ees.

The simplest of the plant species, the grass and the vegetables
1

are grown by the Lord. They are food for man and animals. (cf.Gen.
1.11-12) We find similar expression in the Cairo hymn to Amun. It
reads:-

'who madest pastures for all cattle and the fruit trees for

man'.

Here, the poet reflects the primitive life of man when he lived on

vegetarian food, (cf.Gen.1.30,3.18) The agricultural background is

envisaged, (w.14-15) The wine and oil are symbols of fertility. 'The
divine order gives more than mere necessities, it spills over into bene-

3ficence' says Welch.
The trees of the Lord, the tall natural tines of Lebanon, are

contrasted with the trees planted by man,*1 (v.l6) The natural growth
in the forest of Lebanon is due to the blessing of the Lord. Man has
done nothing to preserve them. Therefore, it belongs to the Lord.
He gives rain to preserve their growth. The observation of the poet
is vivid and picturesque. It includes the wild life, the little

5
sparrows, the stork, the wild goats, the badgers, the cedars, the firs
and the rocks. The poet's description includes the humbler and the
loftier of the plant-world, the grass and the cedars; of the bird species,
the sparrow's and tiie stoi'k which is noted for its love towards the young

ones. Here, the poet is concerned to uphold the love of God for all
His creatures irrespective of their stature.

in v.14 is rendered by Weiser as 'seed' with which man produces food
from the land.

2. Peet.T.E.A Comparative Study of Egypt, Palestine and Mesopotamia, pp.81-82.
3. Welch.A.C. The isaltcr - Lour Essays, p.23.
4. cf.Cohen, op.cit. p.33?jEXX reading rd /qjAu seems to have different

reading possiblySparks.H.F.li. reads 'the trees of Sirion' (lit.3.9;
ps.29.6) in .-'A Textual Note on Is. 104.16' JTS.48,194?. pp.57*. This is
unnecessary.

5« CVJlHiu v.l7b, according to the LXX means 'in their tops', cf.ivhB and
Weiser. It is not unlikely that the poet here 'has observed more trees in
the context. So the rendering 'fir trees' is a reasonable translation.
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v. w. 10-23. The creation of the celestial hoclies.

The poet, now, takes us to the heavenly region which, to the
ancient Orientals, was a realm of mystery, awe and wonder. The sun,

the moon, the stars and the darlcness were divine beings to the contem¬

poraries of the poet. But he brings all of them under the direct
hand of God, the creator. The moon is created by God and it shines
when the sun sets. The creation of the sun is not mentioned and that

does not mean that it was not created by Gou. ,v,19b is a parallel to
v.20b. When it is dark the animals of the forest ci-eep forth. So
also when the moon shines, the sun hurries for its setting. The poet
is describing the course of the day. It happens every day. God is
the actor behind all the natural phenomena. Nothing can say no to the
active will of the creator-God. To avoid the ambiguity of translation,

Aquila and Symmacbus read t-y vo f> t s~t. ( y "G , (v.19b) and make it definite
"* *

±
that it is the Lord who causes the sun to know its setting. Even with¬
out the support from the versions, we can say that it is almost impos¬
sible to leave the sun alone as something not created by God in a con¬

text like this. The general trend of thought in the psalm does not

permit us to have such a conclusion.
The poet is clear about the origin of darkness and night,

(v.20) The Priestly writer conveniently avoids the question. (cf.Gen.
1.3-5) But the Psalmist is explicit about its creation. (cf.Pss.74.16)
Darkness is not disliked by God. It belongs to His creation, (cf.lss.
18.12,19.3; Is.45.7) Both day and night have their part to play in
the order of creation. Man and animals do their part for their live-

lyhood. Gunkel assumes that the peaceful condition between the carn-
2

iverous animals and man, is presupposed in this context." Here, man

is not a unique creatiire and he does not get any special treatment from
God. (cf.w. 14,21-23)

vi. w.24-30. The Wisdom of God, the sea and its creatures.

In v. 24, the poet takes a retrospective lock and exclaims,

Lord, how manifold are thy works! (cf.Is.40.6)
In wisdom hast thou made them all;

the earth is full of thy creatures, (cf.Prov.3.19-20,8.22f)

1. cf.BH margin.
2. Gunkel. Ausgewahlte 'i salmen. p. 155.



The poet reaches the height of his observation. He cannot believe his
own eyes. The creatures are many, innumerable and diverse, in the world
oT nature. The poet cannot explain how they came into existence.
He knows that they are created by the wisdom of God. (cf.Job.12.lp)
God alone knows the secret of creation. Han's search for the myster¬
ies of the universe is in vain if it is not accompanied by divine revel¬
ation. There is a wisdom motif in the psalm. Man has been brought
before the manifold works of the Lord. He realises the immensity of
the works of the Lord. Only by the revelation of the divine wisdom,
he is able to see a total picture of the visible realm of nature, The

revelation of the divine wisdom further leads man to a true knowledge
of God who is the sustainer of the physical world. The poet, makes
the affirmation 'in wisdom hast thou made them all'. Job says, 'I
know that th.oxi canst do all these things'. (Job.42.2) Man's under¬

standing is shattered to pieces before the wisdom of God which is re¬

vealed in nature.

The hymn to Aton may be compared in this context. It reads:-
How manifold it is what thou hast made

Thejr are hidden from the face (of man)
0 sole god, like whom there is no other I^

The Egyptian poet also reaches the climax of his observation of the works
of the sun-god. Man cannot really fathom its depth. True indeed.
But the wisdom of the Egyptian poet does not lead him beyond the disk
of the sun. The poet's understanding of nature does not take him to
the real God who is the creator of even the sun. In the Aton's hymn,

says Eichrodt, 'the transcendence of the divine creative will, its ess¬

ential difference from all intra-mundane powers, is obscured; and there
is therefore no possibility of Man's arriving at a spiritual fellow¬
s', ip with this divine sustainer of the world in a relationship of moral

responsibility and decision, and the ethical contrast which bursts from
the singer at the end of Ps.104 (v.35) remains beyond its ken'.'"

On the other hand, the poet of Ps.104 extends his thought

beyond the bounds of the visible world and declares the creation as the

works of a personal God with whom one can have intimate communion.
He addresses Him '0 Lord mv God'. According to Terrien, the Hebrew

poet came down fr m his thoughts of God upon the world, rather than

1. ANE'T. ibid.

2. Eichrodt. Theoloy of- the O.T. Vol.ii. p.156.



rose from the world \xp to his thoughts of God.'* Between the Akhnaton'

hymn and Ps.104, differences are more numerous tiian the similarities.
In w.25ff» the poet shows us more wonders of God's creation

He says, 'Yonder is the sea, great and wide,
which teems with things innumerable,

living things both small and great, (v.25)
There go the ships,
and Leviathan which thou didst form to sport in it. (v.26)

The sea, in the words of the poet, is great and wide with innumerable

living creatures, both small and great. Observing great and small
2

tilings of nature was the custom of the poet. Here, he sees the sea

as a vast space of waters with sailing ships'* and huge marine animals.
4

Leviathan should be understood as crocodile as in Job.41. The text

requires no emendation because the meaning is clear. The mythical
5

language may be used for the glorification of the creator. However,
there is no need for a mythical explanation of Leviathan in this con¬

text. The poet describes the sea and its creatures as objectively
as possible. The sea and its living creatures are brought under the
care of God. (cf.v.27f) Even the hymn to Aton does not make any

allusion to mythical belief in a similar context.
The ships are sailing north and south as well,
For every way is oj>en at thy appearance.

The fish in the river dart before thy face;

Thy rays are in the midst of the great green sea.^
Therefore, alluding mythical motif to this verse is unnecessary and
out of place.

All the living things of the sea look to the Lord for their
sustenance. Jxist as the lion, the king of the beats, looks to the
Lord for its food, Leviathan, the huge creature of the sea waits be¬
fore the Lord for its nourishment, (cf.v.21,27) Leviathan is the

king of the sea-creatures, (cf.Job.41.34(26) These creatures are

1. Terrien.3. The Psalms and their Meaning for Todav. n.64., also cf.
— i . .1 i i ... , ..i.i i. i i .Li til . .mmm. ■ .. . .M i '

Abraham.i1.I. Levacv of Israel, p.18.
2. see above the comments of w.14-18.

3. Weiser reads (v.26) 'sea monsters' instead of 'ships', op.cit.p.665.
4. cf. McCullough.S. op.cit. jvp.397>556.
5. cf. Vanke. Hie Zionstheologie der Eorachiten. p.69.
6. ANET. ibid.
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well fed by God. (cf.Prov.12.11,13.2) God gives them everything in

plenty and not the bare necessities, (ef.v.15)
God controls the life-breath of the living beings. They live

because God is concerned about them. When He turns His face away from

them, they are dismayed. The existence of the living beings depends
on the good will of God. In this case, both men and animals share
the same fate. '/lien the breath ( nil ) is taken away, the creatures
return to the dust. When the breath is sent forth, life begins to

appear on the face of the land. 'This is a magnificent and deeply

religious interpretation of the coming into being and passing away

of everything in nature', says Weiser.^ Death is not a tragic end
of existence in this psalm. It is a process of transformation and
God has its rein in His Hand. Since God is continuously active in
the realm of nature, one need not be anxious about the dependability
of the order of nature. Hencwal of nature is done by the will of God.
The future of man, the living beings and the natural order, is there¬

fore, safe in the hands of a personal God who is the creator and pre¬

server of what Tie lias brought into existence.

vii. w.31-33- A new vision of the Lord and the joy of the poet.

At the close of the jioet's description of nature, he prays

that the glory of God that is imprinted in His acts of creation may

continue for ever and God may continue to take pleasure in His works.
This is a spontaneous outburst of prayer after having a glorious
vision of God and His visible work, the created order. But the poet
does not forget to remind us that God has another aspect of His char¬

acter, viz. the terrible and numinous nature of His being. He is
not a mere absentee from His work but occasionally, when He makes His
manifestation in His awesome nature, the earth trembles and the moun¬

tains smoke, (cf. Ex.19.IS,20.18)
Since the poet has established a personal relation with the

creator-God and has taken by the glory and majesty of God in creation,
he dedicates his life for the praise of the Lord. 'Die SchlHH'ung ist
als ein einziges grosses wunder angeschaut, das Gottes Herrlichkeit
im Bwigkeit sichtbar macht, dessen er sich freut und das er nach
seinern Willen durchwaltet. Der Kensch aber, in dessen Auge sie

2
erscheint, soli Gott, preisen und ikm singen sein Leben lang', says

Procksch. What is said by Procksch may be the true experience of

1. Weiser. op.cit. p.670.
2. Procksch. Das Hekenntnis ini A.T. p.18.
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the poet. But in the world that belongs to God, the poet does not suf¬
fer godlessness. lie wishes for the extinction of sinners and wickedness
from Gotl's world, (cf.v.35; Ps.lG1.8)

According to the psalm, nature is an active sphere of a loving
and caring God. It is not the realm of capricious deities, but it is an

orderly sphere in which the phenomena of nature co-operate with one an¬

other for the wider purpose of its creator. But von had says, 'Zwefcllos
kannte Israel den Begriff dor Katur nicht; es sprach auch nicht von der
Welt als einem Kosmos, also von einora in sicii ruhenden und bestimnrten
Gesetzen unterworfenen Crdnungsgefiige. Welt war ihm zun&chst viel mehr
ein Geschehen als ein Sein, und gewiss viel meh|» ein pcrsofilickes vider-

±
fahrnis als ein neutraler Gegenstand seines Erkenntniswillens1. But this
does not mean that the C.T. had no understanding of an orderly world.

Ps.104 is a clear example for that concept. To the poet, order of nature

depends on his belief in a God who brought order into existence. It is
true that the C.T. did not have a modern understanding of nature with de¬
finite and fixed laws. But the Psalmist recognised laws in the natural
order. Since his view of nature is religious, he has attributed the laws
to the word of God. (Ps.147.18,148.6; Job.28.25-26; cf.104.5,10,14,19,20,

28,29) Therefore, he cannot have a neutral view of the world of phenomena.

The nature-religions deified the powers of nature; the philos¬

ophers contemplated the unity of nature with the indistinguishable, in¬
effable being that is the ground of all existence; the secular humanist

o

delineated nature as a neutral ground with fixed rules and laws;"" but the
Psalmist saw nature as governed by the word of God and the sphere in which
God's love and care to the creation is revealed to His servants. It is

the loving care of God for the creatures that sustains nature as a cosmos.

1. von Bad. Bic V/irklichkeit Gottes: h'irklichkeit heute. 1953. p.97
quoted by Kraus. op.cit. p. 15.

2. The view that nature is governed by fixed rules and laws, is now questioned
by modern scientists. There is no rigidity or uniformity as such in the
order of nature. 'So far as the phenomena are concerned, the uniformity
of nature disappears....If we still wish to think of the happenings in
the phenomenal world as governed b casual law, we must suppose that
these happenings are determined in some substratum of the world which
lies beyond the world of phenomena, and so also beyond our access'.
Jeans James. Physics and i'hi.lo sophy. p. 143•
Sometimes the universe is understood in a personal way. 'Everywhere in
nature, I touch God, as it were, with ray hands', said Kepler. 'God, work¬
ing in the world, was to him (KeplerJ a reality as forceful and present
as to the Psalmist', says Kooyahag. See. tiooyakas.H, natural Bar .and
Divine Miracle. p.225.
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Now we may sun up the main ideas of the psalm as follows
i. The poet believes that a ^'od, who is personal, is at work with

the order of creation,

ii. According to the poet, the order of nature is alive and responsive
in the realm of creation,

iii. The poet's view of nature is completely religious. He does not
see nature free from the jurisdiction of a living God.

iv. Mythical and natural powers which the ancient Near hast "believed
as deities, were demythologised by the poet and declared them as

mere objects of nature, controlled by the authority of God, the
creator.

v. I-an is no unique creature, He stands together with the other
creatures before his Creator,

vi. The meaning and mystery of creation is hidden in the wisdom of God.
vii. A disbar- cny exists, not between man and nature but between man

and his creator.

viii. According to the poet, the act of creation is a continuous pro¬

cess in the order of nature. The preservation of nature is the
continuous act of creation,

is. Since a caring God is active in the realm of nature, there is no

cause for anxiety; man and the animal world can be confident
about the future course of the world orier.

x. This note of confidence is a unique contribution of the poet
to his understanding of God and nature.

Ps.lOg.

This is a hymn which surveys the religious history of Israel.
It has been regarded as a thanksgiving hymn. (v.l) The purpose of
the poet is not to give a verbatim report of the past. He is very

selective in choosing his materials. He pin-points certain events
which will remind the people of the wonderful works of the Lord and
His judgments in the past. 'The materials thus presented serves to
illustrate the Isalmist's philosophy of history, viz. that in these

great events of Israel's past a guiding Hand has been at work', says
O

HcCullough." Like the oets of rss.7C.lC6,107 and 136 the author
of this psalm too, has been inspired by the national history of his

people.

1. Oestereley. The - sains, p.145.
2. McCullough, on.cit. p.35S.



In 1 Chro.l6.8-22, we find that Ps.105.1-15, along with Ps.96
and 107.'±7f, is sung as a festal hymn at the time of the installation
of the Ark in Jerusalem, Perhaps, that reflects an early tradition
of the use of this psalm. Pss.96.7cff,99.6f make reference to the use

of lieils.»,eschi chte in the worship of the temple. The content of this

psalm is appropriate for a covenant renewal service, (cf.w.8-11,45)
It is quite likely, therefore, that the paalm may have been used for
such a cultic worship.

On the basis of its contents the psalm may be divided as fol-
i

lows:-

w.1-6 An exhortation to worship the Lord, recalling His wonderful
deeds.

w.7-15. The Covenant with the Patriarchs,

w. 16-24. The story of Jacob in Egypt,
w.25-36. The plague and oppression in Egypt,

w.37-45. Exodus, wandering and settlement in Canaan, the Covenant res¬

ponsibility of Israel, (v.45)

Since we have already discussed the significance of the plague
and the Exodus tradition in the third chapter of the thesis, we do not
undertake a detailed study of the topic in this context. However, we

make certain general observations from the point of view of the Isalmist.
The purpose of the psalm, as we have seen, is to remind the

people of the wonderful deeds of the Lord and His judgments, (cf.v.5,45)
The last verse has been regarded as a reference to the didactic motive

2
of the psalm.

According to the poet, the history of Israel constitutes
events which we may call natural and historical. These events have been

regarded as signs which point out to God's power and authority over the
realms of nature and history. 'All the miraculous events are traced
back to God as the subject of action, while the men who had a share in
them either recede into the background or sink in complete insignificance'
says Veiser. (cf.w. 26-36,39-41,44) Both nature and history have
been seen and interpreted from a theological point of view. A secular

understanding of nature and history was foreign and abhorent to the

1. See above, Ch.3»l,i.

2. cf.Eissfeldt.O. Introduction to the C.I, p.125-

3. Vveiser. The Psalms, p.675.
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Psalmist. In this psalm, the poet represents the true Hebrew view of
nature and history.

Ps.113.

The psalm is a hymn of praise. It comes as the first of a

group of Hallel psalms which is usually known as the Egyptian Hallel.
Thus it is distinguished from the Great liallels Pss.120-136 and the other
Hallels Pss.146-150. In the LXX, the last verse of this psalm is used .

as the title of Ps.114.

Traditionally these psalms (113-113) have been used for the
Peast of Dedication, New Moon and tue Day of Atonement. At the Pass¬

over, Pss.113-114 are used "before the meal and fss.115-118, after the

meal, (cf.Mt.26.26,30)
According to the form and content, we may divide the psalm

as follows:-

w.1-4. A call to praise, - the name and glory of God.

w.5-9. Reasons for the praise of God - His sublime nature and com¬

passion.

In this psalm, w.4-6 are particularly relevant for onr pur¬

pose. Here, the poet's understanding of God and His relation to nat¬
ure is described. First of all, the being of God is seen as a trans¬
cendent reality. His glory is above nations and the celestial regions,

]
that is, according to the poet, God is beyond history and nature.

(cf .99.2,3.2,57.5,1^8.13 etc) ""Tillin v.4 is the sovereignity of God.^
He is enthroned in heaven, (v.5) 'His being coincides neither with

3
nature nor with the history of the nations'. In this context, the
Lord is not even confined to the history of Israel. The poet has a

universal vision about the sovereignity of God. Therefore, His name
4 / ^is worthy to be praised always and everywhere. (cf.v.3; Mai.1.11)

The Lord is incomparable, (v.5) a note frequently found in
Second Isaiah and some of the j sains. (is.40.18,25,44.7,^6.5s also cf.

Pss.115.3f,135-5ff) The transcendence of God does not make Him a

1. cf.Weiser. op.cit. p.706.
2. Weiser. op.cit. p.704.
3. Weiser. op.cit. p.706.
4. The concept of the universality of the deity was common in the ancient

N.E. The idea is found in connection with the praise of the king who
was the incarnate god. 'Siehe, der Konig, mein Ilerr, hat gesetzt seinen
Namen am anfang der Sonne und am lintergang der Sonne', Eill.288.5~7s
vid.Jirku.A.'Kanaanaische Psalmen etc', JBL 52,1933s p. 119 s AHET; EAI,
No.288, p.4BS; also Gunkel. Psalnen. p.492.
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remote deity. lie is concerned about His heavens and the earth, (v.6)
With providential care He looks upon His work, (cf.33.13-14) In v.6,
a pluralistic concept of heavens is implied, a notion prevalent in the
ancient Orient. God sits enthroned above all the heavens. Therefore,

His glory is visible to all mankind, (cf.8.2,19.2,96.7-0,108.5 etc)
He is the one God, above all and for all.

The incomparable, transcendent God is the King and Saviour.*
The poet sings His work of compassion in w.7ff. In this psalm, we

get a beautiful picture of the universal King whose glory and name are

chanted by His faithful. Mankind and the work of creation are safe
under His constant providential care.

Ps.114.

According to the tradition, this is a Passover hymn sung on

the 8th day of the festival. But it is not certain whether the hymn
was originally composed for that occasion. In the light of w.2,7»
the Covenant festival has been suggested as the Sitz in Leben of the

2
psalm. The theme of the psalm is the election and the exodus trad¬
ition. Similar historical themes are discussed in Pss.7S,105j106, and

136. Here, the language of the poet seems to have been influenced by
the mythical picture of the concept of creation, and especially by the
act of the creator in quelling the forces of chaos.

The content of the psalm may be divided as follows
w.1-2. A reference to the Exodus and Election.

w.3-6 The reaction of nature at the time of Exodus and Entry into
Canaan.

w.7-8. The poetic declaration of the epiphany of the Lord.

In this psalm, the main concern of the r^oet is the reaction
of the powers of nature at the time of the redemptive act of God.
The first two verses introduce the context of the events that are tak¬

ing place in w.j-4. We are not told why the sea and the Jordan flee
and the mountains and the hills skip, until v.7. It is implied in the

psalm that the commotion takes place in the realm of nature because of
the coming of the Lord. He comes forth as a mighty man on His way

to His sanctuary in Judah. (cf.Ex.15.3ff) The sea looks at Him and
flees. We cannot here avoid a hidden allusion to the mythical figure

1. cf. Anderson.G.W. op.cit. in iCD, para.383a.
2. cf. Weiser. The Psalms, p.709.

3. cf. Anderson.G.W. op.cit. pin lC'1, para.383b.
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of ike primeval chaos who was conquered by the creator, (cf.Is.27.1;
Ps.74.13,89.10) Verse 4. is an allusion to the theophany of the Lord
at Sinai. (Ex.19.18f,20.1Sf) The Lord comes to enter into the land
of Canaan. Jordan, an element of the chaotic water, turns back.

(Josh.3.7-13)
According to the poet, the Exodus event has been a revelation

of the might of God against the powers of chaos. The poet is not stress¬

ing the aspect of salvation in this psalm. His theme is the mighty
power of God which He manifested in natcire at the time of Exodus, (cf.
106.8) The Exodus from Egypt has been interpreted as an act of cre¬

ation, that is, an act in which the powers of chaos have been overcome

by the might of God. The natural phenomena tremble before Him. Be¬
cause lie is fierce and terrible, the poet calls 'all' the earth^ to
tremble before the God of Jacob. God's j'o^er has been realised

through His wonderful deeds in the realm of nature, (cf.v.8)
In this psalm, the reality of G0d is declared, not through

events which we may call historical, but through natural events which
can be understood only by means of religious faith. To the poet, the
Exodus is not primarily an historical event but an event which has

great significance to the faith of Israel. It is the manifestation
of a living and powerful God before whom all other powers tremble and
fear.

Ps.133.

In the light of the opening and closing verses of this psalm,
it has been regarded as a liturgical hymn meant for antiphonal singing.

According to Weiser, 'the hymn reflects the essential features of the
festival cult: the revelation of the name of Yahweh (w.l,3»13) and
of the transcendent majesty of His nature as manifested in creation

(w. 5-7), in the election of Israel (v.4), in history (w.8-12), in
r>

God's goodness (v.3) and in His judgment (v.14)'." The allusion to
the clouds, lightnings and rain perhaps ensues from the connection with
the annual autumnal festival. All these suggest that tae psalm may

gr

have been composed for the use of the autumnal festival.

1. cf,BII margin.
2. Weiser. op.cit. pi.789.

3. cf.Weiser. op.cit. pp.789fJ Taylor.W.R.'The Psalms' in IB, p.694.
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Allusions to other parts of the O.T. and other psalms clearly
1

indicate that the psalm is not an original composition. The thoughts
of the psalm have been collected and put together for the c\:ltic purpose.

The main parts of the psalm are the following.
w.1-4. A call to praise the name of the Lord,

w.5-7. The reasons for praise - He is creator and ruler over the

phenomena of nature,
w.8-12. God's might in the history of Israel,

w.13-14. The manifested name of the Lord and His judgment,

w.15-18. The polemic against the idols,

w.19-21. A final call to bless the Lord.

In this psalm, we are particularly concerned with w.5-7.
Followed by the election of Israel, the poet introcmces the greatness
of God as the second reason to praise His name. In v.5, the poet gives

2
a kind of 'Bekenntnis' says Gunkel. The verb y "7 ""shows the certainty
of the affirmation which the poet makes in this verse. He brings for¬
ward three facts of which he has certainty.

i. Our Lord is above all gods.

This affirmation is frequently found in the psalms and in
second Isaiah, (cf.l's.115.3ff,95.3,96.4-5,97.7; Is.44.8ff,46.5ff,48.5,
40.18ff) The poet clarifies his stand in w,15ff.

ii. The Lord has perfect freedom to act in the realm of creation.

This freedom of action is the distinctive character of Yahweh

and the reason of superiority over the idols of the world. It is pos¬

sible that the poet includes the act of election, creation, and pres¬

ervation (w.4,8-12,6 and 7) in the freedom of Yahweh.
iii. God is the river of rain.

To the cultic community, the renewal of nature and the fer¬

tility of the land have been the problems of major concern. But the

poet gives them assurance, that it is Yahweh who gives them rain, wind
and lightnings. Yahweh's authority over the forces of fertility is

emphatically affirmed.

The divine actions in the realm of nature and history mani¬
fest the name of the Lord. This is the means of divine rule over iiis

people, (cf.v.14) 't'he poet of the psalm, acknowledges Yahweh as the

1. cf.Gunkel. ou.cit. p.57'T• (cf.v.1=113.1,2=134.1,4 with Dt.7.6,v.7=
Jer. 10.13,54 .lb,w. 10-12=156.17-22,w. 15-17=115.4-8)

2. Gunkel. op.cit. p.575.
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God of creation and history. The reference to other godi", according to
Driver, has lost its definite connotation and form. They are used merely
as a figure of speech, (cf.115.4-8,135»13ff»96.5,97.7) Since the poet has
not accepted the effective reality of other gods and declared Yalrweh as the

highest among theza,ve cannot support the view that the faith of the Psalmist
?

was not strictly monotheistic. " The C.T. and the Psalmist consistently up¬

held the belief in one God. (cf.Dt.6.4: Josli.24.14f; Ps.50.1,100.5, 1J<6.4,
86.10,148.3) Ps.135 is a clear evidence of the faith cf the Psalmist in
one God whose reality has been revealed through actions in nature and his¬

tory, and especially the history of the people of Israel.
Ps.143.

This is the only psalm which bears the title and it extols
the kingship of God, and His providential care for His creatures. An acr¬

ostic poem perhaps composed in the post-exilic period, has been used for
the liturgical worship of the temple. It is recited three times a day in
the Synagogue worship.v

The contents of the psalm may be divided as follows
w. 1-3. The praise of God, the King,
vv. 4-7. The mighty acts of God,
w. 8-9. The gracious being of God,
w. 10-13. The works of the Lord praise Him,
w. 14-21. The providential care of God.

Here, we will examine w.4-7. The mighty works of the Lord is
the theme of the section. The poet is not specific about the deeds of the
Lord. However, the verbs employed in vv.4-7, yj ] "I O b
= mn and the attributes which describe the wonderful deeds of the Lord,
resemble to Is.19.2-4.-nil,-pro, 7ir\, remind us the
divine acts in the realm of nature. (cf.29.1-4,8.2-3,19.2,96.3-4,104.1.etcj
In Fs.19.2ff, it is the phenomena of nature that communicate the glory of
God's work one to another. Here, it is the people, who communicate the

mighty acts of the Lord. (v.4) The poet also participates in the medit¬
ation of the wondrous works of God. (cf.104.34,145.5>6,21) The works of
the Lord described in w.4ff, reve l the and f)^/of God. is
equivalent to Lis name (135.13)» which is the visible nature of God on

earth. 71 f* "~l y stands for the victorious deeds of the Lord, which nature
also reveals by its shear existence, (cf.50.6,97.6) Thus the

1. cf.Driver.G.R.'The Psalms in the Light of Babylonian Research', in The
Psalmists, ed. by Simpson.B.C. p.lL-2; illoughby. The Study of the Aihle
Today and Tomorrow. p.139;

2. Kowinckel. iI ■.1. p.99.
3. cf.Iiirkpr.trick. op.cit. p.313.
4.cf.BIl. in v.3, the LXX reading of is preferable.
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people realise the essential nature of hod (cf.w.8-9) and they call

upon the works of the Lord to praise Ilis goodness.

According to the poet, the reality of hod is confirmed through
the wonderful works of the Lord in the realm of creation. This is the

sign of His sovereignity and the rule of His kingdom in the/iidst of man.

(w. 10-13)

Fss.146,147.146.

Psalms 146-130 are generally known as 'Halleluiah' psalms.

They share certain common characteristics. All of them are hymns with
a strong note of trust in the Lord. These psalms have been used in
the Synagogue worship. Lss.146-149 have 'Eaggai and Zechariah' as

their title in the LXX. 'Whether this title * represents some tradition,
or was simply a conjecture from the use of these psalms in the service
of the Second Temple, is quite uncertain', says Kirkpatrick."'"
However, we can confidently assume that these psalms were used in the
cultic worship of the temple.

Ps.146.

The psalm may be divided as follows:-
w.1-2. A call to praise the Lord,

w.3-4. A warning not to put trust in the transient man,

w.5—10. Yahweh, the object of trust, is the creator, helper and king.
The poet makes a contrast between Yahweh and man. He comes

to the conclusion that man cannot save other men because man is but a

breath and his plans perish on the day in which he returns to the dust.

(cf.v.3-4,90.3-6,103.15-16 and Job.10.9>14.1-2) An awareness of the

reality of Yahweli leads the poet to this concliision. 'This is by no

means the resxilt of the inferiority complex of a man who is at the end
2

of his tether', says Weiser. On the contrary this is due to a vis¬
ion of the Lord which begins from w.6ff. The poet sees Him as the
creator and sustainer of the world. He alone is trustworthy because
to Him all power belongs. In w.6ff, the acts of Hod in creation and

preservation are described by present participles. Creation is a

present reality. This is an evidence to show that in the G.T. and in

the Psalms, the concept of creation is not explained as the beginning
of all physical thin s at the beginning of time. The creation-faitli
is not answering a question that seeks information about the origin of
natural phenomena. It does not answer When and How the creation began.
The belief in creation is intimately connected with the actual state

1. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.818.
2. Weiser. The Psalms, p.831.



of affairs in the life of man and in the realm of nature. The
1

creation-faith answers a question that affects the whole of existence.
The act of creation is a continuous action. han and the world of

nature are involved in it in their everyday life. They participate
in it.

It is this faith of the poet that persuades him to declare
the eternal kingship of the Lord over the realm of creation, (cf.v.10)
It is this faith that inspires him to make the call to all men to put
their trust in God. Giving allegiance to God, the Sing, is the sure

way to help His kingdom and he happy in one's life, (cf.v.5)

Ps.147.

This is another hymn for the divine service. So the cult
o

of the O.T. community lias been taken as its Sitz i.m Leben.^ The psalm
has a simple construction.

There are three main divisions which all begin with a praise
to Yahweh.

w.1-6. Praise to Yahweh for His mighty works in history and nature.

w.7-11. Praise Ilim for Lis benevolent providence,
w.12-20. Praise Him for peace and prosperity in the land.

Like Ps.l46.6ff, here too, the poet delineates the acts of
the Lord as a present continuous action. The Lord is active 'now' in

history and nature. Perhaps, v.2 refers to the rebuilding of Jerusalem
after the people have returned from the exile. The greatness of the
Lord is affirmed by His authority over the stars in heaven, (v.4)
Numbering the stars and giving them name, show Yahweh's unsearchable

3
knowledge and sovereign authority over the astral deities of Babylon.
This verse may have been introduced here to reveal the power of God who

brought the people out of exile. Even if the verse has no polemic pur¬

pose in this connection, the verse proclaims the unsearchable knowledge
of God. (is.40.26) As the Lord of hosts, Yahweh calls the stars by
name and fix their number. The stars are regarded as His soldiers.

(cf.Jg.5.20) So the Lord is pictured in this context as a king who
calls out his army. The greatness of the Lord is revealed by His power

in nature and in history.

1. cf.Weiser. op.cit. p.832.
2. cf.Kraus. Psalnen. II. p.955.

3. cf.Oestereley. The I sains. Vol.2, p.580.



The poet continues to bring more evidence to prove the might
of God. He is the giver of rain and the consequent fertility of the

Land. (w.8-9,cf.also 65.10,155.7»104.3-4»13) This is a great mess¬

age to the cultic community for they wait for the rain and all their

prosperity depends on its availability. Yahweh takes personal concern

for feeding the wild animals and birds. Both gi'eat and small look to
Him for their sustenance, (cf.104.27-28,145.16,146.7 etc) Yahweh, the

King does not depend on the army or the horse for His strength. He
takes delight not in the power of a king but in those who take delight
in His love, (v.ll)

In the third section of the psalm, the poet sings about the
effectiveness of the ordinance of the king in the realm of nature and

history. The distinctive feature in the psalm, according to Leslie,
'is the I-salmist's sensitive, vivid, and imaginative view of nature'.

1
So he calls it 'a hymn of God's revelation in nature'. The power

of the Lord manifested in the realm of nature gives an impressive acc¬

ount of the poftt's detailed knowledge of the phenomena of nature•
'This power is never still, its seeming caprices, its inscrutable

orderings in the vagai-ies of snow, hail, hoarfrost, ice and wind are

evidences of a divine spii-it (word) that never ceases to oj>erate in
9

the world'. The God who governs the affairs of history is the same

God who controls the phenomena of nature. His word is the operative

agent in both realms.
This psalm gives us a new dimension of the relation between

God and the natural order. It is found in the Psalmist's profound

understanding of the inner unity of the working of the cosmos and the
moral law within man. The word of the spirit (cf .w.18-19) of God is
the bond of that unity. This inner unity is very well stressed and

sung by the Psalmist with constant freshness of treatment.' This
inner unit}' of the word has a three-fold operation.
i. It is by this word thaifthe order came into existence.(Gen.1.1-3,

Pss.33.6,9,143.5)
ii. It is by this word that the order is constantly maintained.
iii. It is by this word that the moral i-ealm of man is governed.

n

According to Bohl, the O.T. makes no distinction between the creation
4

and preservation of the world. This is because, in both, the same

1. Leslie, op.cit. p.147.
2. Taylor.V.H. op.cit.pp.752ff> in IB.
3. cf.S^clirodt. TCT.Vol.I. p.415. „

4. cf.Bolil.P. ' ,S'YH-als Terminus der eltschopfiuig im alttestamentlichen
Sprachegebrauch' in Kittol Festschrift, A.T,Gtuoicn, 1913» p.45.



principle is operating. Nature and man have one common source of power

with which they are sustained, controlled and governed, viz. the creative
word of God. The so-called natural law without, the moral law within

come from the same source. The Shalom of the ifiysical world and the
world of history, depend on Yahweh's continuous act through Kis word*
He deserves praise because nature and history are maintained by His will,
the active spirit or word of God.

Ps. 148.

In this hymn of praise all nature and all men are summoned
to worship Yahweh. The reasons for praise are the creation and the
restoration of His people, (w.5-6,14) The Psalm nay be divided as

follows:-

w.1-6. A summons to the heavenly hosts to praise Yahweh,

w.7-14. A summons to the earthly tilings to praise Yahweh.
In this psalm, we have a grea-t vision of the cultic worship.

Not only the congregation participates in the worship, but also, the

heavenly beings, the celestial bodies, and all the phenomena of the
waters and the earth. This broad concept of worship is a remarkable
feature of this psalm.

'The Lord is conceived of as a transcendent being, dwelling

apart from His creation'."' So the jioet begins by calling the heavenly

beings - the angels and the hosts - to praise Yahweh. He sits enthroned
p

in their midst and they are the first to acknowledge Him and offer praise."
In w.3-4, the poet calls them by name, sun, moon, stars, highest heavens,
and heavenly waters. The Oriental concept of several heavens, is reflec¬
ted in v.4. (ef.Is.113.4; 2 Cor.12.2,4; Heb.4.14,7.26) All of them
owe their existence to God, (w.5-6) and therefore, they are obliged to

» x »

praise the Lord, their Laker. In v.5, the LXX adds olotoj

t.yi.Vy&y (33.9).
The creative might of God is emphasised in v.6. God sets

the various phenomena in their proper places. lie gave them rules that

they may follow their particular courses without collision. In v.6b,
the liSV rendering is ambiguous. 'He fixed their bounds which cannot
be passed'. The MT may be translated literally as 'He gave a decree

and it shall not pass'. Three interpretations are possible from the MT.

1. Taylor.V/.H. op.cit. in 12, p.753.
2. cf.Pss.29.1-2,89.7,82.1.
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i. It may mean that the law given by the Lord shall not pass away,

ii. It may mean that the Lord gave a law and He shall not change it,
that is, He will abide faithful to the decree which is given to
the natural phenomena.

iii. If the verbnail'is read in the plural as suggested in the BH

margin, it may then mean, that the law which is given by the Lor
cannot be trespressed by the phenomena of nature.

In the context, we may understand, the law as the unchangeable decrees
of the Lord. They are unchangeable becai^se the giver of the law is
faithful and reliable. He will see that His decrees are carried out

implicitly. Here, the Isalmist sees the order of the natural realm
as fixed and regulated because the Lord has given His decree so that

every phenomenon may follow its own course and thus maintain the order
of the natural realm. The cosmic realm owes its existence to the Lord.

The Psalmist shares the thought of Ps. 14-7. IS.
In w.7-10, the poet calls the earthly things to join the

praise of God. The sea and the deei> are included in the earthly

things. This shows that the poet, here, transcends the mythical con¬

cepts about the sea and its monsters. XP'VD-H according to Itobertson
±

Smith, are 'riersonifications of water sprouts'. Belitzsch regards
f)

them as 'prominent creatures of the open sea'." Ill ^ D in plural
is definitely no indication of a mythical heing. So we might regard
v.7b as representing the huge water creatiires and the great seas. Acc¬

ording to Duiirn, the reference to 'the heights' in v.l and 'deeps' in

v.7, give a comprehensive picture of the whole cosmos and the extent
of the dominion of Yahweh. (cf.95.4,139.8) The poet calls fire,

4
hail, snow, frost, stormy wind, mountains, hills, fruit-trees, cedars,

beasts, cattle, creeping things and flying birds to praise the name of
the Lord. Fss.147 and 148 might have originated from the same author.
Both show keen interest in the same kind of natural phenomena,

(cf.147.4,8,9,14-18 and 148.1-4,7-10)
Nature, in the psalm, is not merely an arena where the glory

of God is revealed. It is the responsible partner with mankind in the

1. Smith.R. Reli'-ion of the Semites. 2nd ed. p.176.
2. Belitzsch. op.cit. p.826.
3. Duhm. op.cit. p.300.
4. 'frost' might mean 'rain or mist' like the Arabic gltr, cf.Kissane.

The Psalms, p.632. NBB reads 'ice'.
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great adoration of Yahweh, the Creator. Both man and nature finds
1

unity before the glorification of God who brought them into existence.
To this cultic community, His name alone is to be exalted, whose glory

spreads above the heavens and the earth, (v.13)

b. The Enthronement I-salns.

Guiikel includes Iss.93»97>99 and 47 in the so-called Enthrone-
2

nient psalms. Mowinckel, in his first list, adds lss.96,98 and 100
to this group." Although the structure of is.95 is different , it is

4
also added by 1 owinckel. The kingship of Yahweh, His triumph over

the enemies and His judgment, are the main themes of these psalms.
Three methods of interpretations have been suggested.

5i. The Historical."

This interpretation tries to understand the psalms in the

light of a specific historical situation, perhaps, the conclusion ox

a victorious battle or the restoration of the temple after the exile,
or even the return from the exile.

ii. The Eschatolo 'ica'l.^
The eschatoiogical interpretation finds in these psalms a

picture of the coning kingdom of God, when Yahweh will overcome His
enemies and establish His judgment u on the earth. This method, 'is,
in fact, a revival of the earlier exegesis of the Church, always in

7
pursuit of "messianic" "prophecies" ', says Mowinckel. Nevertheless,
we cannot rule out tin possibility for an eschatological interpretation
of these psalms. The cultic realisation of the eternal kingship of

t

Y'ahweli transcends the past, present and future. The efficacy of His

kingship cannot be limited to a period of one year cycle, as in the

Nature-Religions. The vision gives the community an assurance of
Yahweh's final victory over the powers of chaos at tiie end of time.
The cultic vision gives them a hope of a new world order of justice
and peace. Ve cannot isolate this eschatological hope from these

psalms. According to Johnson, 'their orientation is eschatological
from the first.

1• cf.Reiser op.cit. p.837*
2. Gunkel. Ginlcitrng.. pp.32,94f.
3. Mowinckel. Ps.St.ii. p.3.
4. Mowinckel. PI7.1. pp,106ff.
5. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. pp.239,563.
6. Gunkel. Minleitung.. pp.345ff.
7. Mowinckel. ITS.II. pp.224 and note vii.
8. cf.Johnson.A.IL Sacral Iiri"ship in Ancient Israel. 2nd ed. pp.6lff

and note 1.
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iii. 'Die Cultic.

According to this interpretation, these psalms are part of
the liturgy of the New Year festival, 'in which Yahweh's creative and

redemptive work was celebrated, his triumph over the power of chaos,
his subjugation of the nations and their rulers, who were the enemies
of the people, and his renewal of the covenant bond between himself

1
and Israel'.

We will accept the third method for the interpretation of
these psalms. Regarding the n„ctual Sitz iw Leben of these psalms
Weiser and Mowincliel emphasise two different lines. According to
the former, these are the hymns for the annual Covenant Festival.
The enthronement of Yahweh constitutes only a part of this festival,
which was celebrated in autumn at the New Year and lasted for sever-

2
al days. Mowinckel, on the other hand, holds the view that these

hymns are sung at a special enthronement festival, in which tne uni¬
versal kingship of Yahweh was celebrated and indeed enacted in a cult

3drama. It is highly improbable that Israel enacted a cult drama
4

on the Babylonian pattern. The views of Mowinckel go beyond the G.T.
evidence. Barnes writes, none of the:e 'Psalms really needs the

hypothesis of an Accession Feast to explain it, nor does any fact

conveyed to us in the Historical Books of the O.T. support the hypo-
5thesis'. Therefore, we should take the annual autumnal Feast as

the setting-in-lifc of these psalms which have taken their origin
from the strong tradition of Israelite faith. Weiser says, 'The

hope of the kingdom of God, the coming of which is linked up with the
Enthronement of Yahweh, and the emphatic linking of creation and es-

chatology within tie ilea of the eternal reign of God, have sprung up

from Old Testament soil and are the ripe fruit of its belief in God'.
The general pattern of these psalms may be summed up as

follows:-^
а. A hyauiic introduction to rejoice and pay homage to the divine king:

1. Anderson.G.W. op.cit. in PCS, para.360b.
2. cf.Weiser. op.cit. p.C>17.
3. Mowinckel. ls.St.ii, II'-/.f. pp.lObff and also cf.IiGG~.l. (1927)
4. above ch,4,2. on Cultic Interpretation of the Psalms.

5. Barnes.W.E. The Isalms. Vol.1, p.lxxvi; Snaith regards these as Sab
hath psalms, Studies in the Isalter, p. 93, Jewish New Year festival
pp.Slff. According to Eerdmans, they are used by the Chasidim hymns
'The Chasidim' in OTS.1.1942, pp.221ff.

б. Weiser. op.cit. p.6l8.
7. cf.Gunkc1.Einlciturv ■..p.115; Mowinckel. 1 IN.1. pp.lSpff; Watts.J.M.W

'Yahweh Malak isalms' in TZ, 21,1965, pp.341f.
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The invitation is extended to all the earth, nations and peoples.

(cf.96.1,97.1,99.1)
b. A short reference to the acts of God, ilis mighty saving deeds and

the acts of creation, His fight against the powers of chaos.

(93.3f), ana the enemies (98.1-2), His righteous acts and judgments.

(99.4)
c. Description about the state of things after Yahweh has established

His kingship. he is now 'terrible' (47.3)> 'holy' (99.3)> 'maj¬
estic' (93.4) 'glorious and powerful' (96.7). his enemies are

afraid but Ilis people rejoice.
With the above introduction we shall begin the examination

of the individual enthronement psalms which are directly relevant to
our particular investigation.

Ps.93.

The psalm has three main divisions,
i. w.l-2. The opening acclamation, the Lord reigns, the world is

established.

ii. w.3-4. The might of Yahweh over the floods,
iii. w. 3. The final affirmation - the decrees of the Lord are sure.

i. w.1-2. This hymnic introduction begins with the cultic acclamation
'the Lord reigns'. The acclamation is the spontaneous response of
the community when they experience the epiphany of the Lord. They
see Him robed with majestj/ and girded with strength. (cf.Ps.104.1c,2a)
Here, the verse -\bo rn«v has been mainly interpreted in two ways.
First, 'The Lord reigns' (cf.AV and IhSV) and the second, 'The Lord has
become king'.* (93.1>97-1>47.9>96.10) The second rendering has cre¬

ated much discussion. Kowinckel, by this translation, means that
'Yahweh has now become king; hence the new song of joy and praise to

o

be sung'."" But many objections have been made against this interpre-
tation." Some of the valid reasons as to why we cannot accept the
translation 'Yahweh has become king' may be given below.

a. It gives the impression that the Lord hitherto has not been
the king.

b. This rendering is mainly based on an analogy from the nat¬

ure-religions of the ancient N.E. where the blessing of
the nature-deity was valid only for a one year cycle.

1. Mowinckel. FIW. 1. p.I.07.
2. Mowinckel. ibid.
3. Here we do not intend to discuss the arguments, pros and cans, but only

present some of-the valid reasons to which satisfactory answers have not
been given. For details see above ca.4.2;Howinckc1.. 1 . .II. pp.222 and
^.1 ITT . ' 4.. 4 ,v 4^ ^ 4 ■! T ~ 1 ..,1 ~ J ^ Ad no It.
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Therefore, at every New Year festival he had to he made

kin^ °1 the land so that his blessing might continue for
the year. But Yahveh has never been a nature-deity.

c. The interpretation casts doubts on the eternal kingship
of Yahweh. (cf.93.2)

d. Yahweh has never been a retiring deity as El so that he

might be made king annually. 'Yahve herrscht jetzt
it j

aktive als Konig' is not a satisfactory cxr>lanation.
It suggests that He has not been active for sometime in
the past.

e. The translation 'The Lord reigns', has the emphasis of
the actual deeds of the king which lie does when the people

9
acclaim llini as the king. This emphasis of Mowinckel"
is included in that translation. The verb "iSO does show

3
the activity proper to a king.

Here, the kingship of Yahweh is acclaimed in connection with the estab-
4

lisliment of the world. It is the Lord who regulated the world and

brought it to an order, (v.l) The lcngship of the Lord guarantees the
regular course of the order of the natural world. Here, the mythical

picture of the founding of the world on waters is implied. (cf.96.10;
1 Chr.l6.30; Ps.104.5) The lord is king from of aid. The word

suggests that the Lord has become king when He laid the foundation of
5the world. He is the mighty God from tne beginning.

ii. w.3-4. The might and authoritv of Yahweh over the floods is the

theme of this section. The floods represent the primeval waters and
its many currents.^ In the historical realm, these forces of chaos
are the enemies of Israel. They challenge the authority of the Lord

7
both in the cosmic and historical spheres of His activity. But by
liis victory, th® Lord is able to regulate and establish the order of

!' "
— — r

1. Kapelrud. 'Noclivals Jahwa Malak' ,VT,xiii, No.2,19o3» pp.230f.
2. Kowinckel. LIW. 1. p. 115

•3. cf .Michel.1). 'Studien zu den sogenannten Thronhesteigungspsalmen' VT
vi,1956, pp.40-68.

4. "p^Jlis to be read cf .75.4 , 9640 B1I margin.
5. The Targum adds " 'lh'" at the end of v.2; A word like jEl is suitable

in the context, cf .NEB., cf.BII margin.
6. cf.Ps.24.2;Jona.2.4; Similar use of the word "ID 3 is found in the Ug.

texts; cf.Lriver.G.R.CHL. pp.fclf; Bahood. Lsalrs 51-100. p.339.

7. cf.May.H.G. op.cit. JBL,74,1955. p.12.
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creation. This is a great confidence and consolation for the cultic

community. Now they can rely on the regularity of nature and he
assured of a stable society.

iii* v*'The psalm ends, like Ps.29» on a note ofassurance with

regard to the future, based, this time U£>on the thought that Yahweh,
who is eternal in being, has the power to fulfil the "testimonies" or

"^promises" to which he is committed under the terms of his covenant
1

with Israel', says Johnson. It is this new assurance of Yahweh's

kingship that strengthens the community as the Tteople of God. l ore-

over, He gives His eternal presence in the sanctuary amidst the people.

Ps.93.

The first 7 verses (l-7b) reflect the characteristics of a

hymn while verses 7c-ll contain a prophetic warning. In structure
the psalm is very similar to fs.81. Gunkel classifies it under a

'prophetic liturgy'.^ Kowinckel finds no reason to exclude it from
the enthronement psalms. Since the content of the psalm is suitable
to the occasion of the annual covenant festival, we may regard the
autumnal festival as the Sitz in Leben of this psalm.

The first part of the hymn is the invitation to come and wor¬

ship the Lord, (w.1-2) The poet is a member of the community.
These verses indicate the presence of the congregation with the singer
of this psalm.

In the second part, w.3-7b three main reasom are given as

to why the community should praise Yahweh.
i. For the Lord is a great God andking above all gods,
ii. For lie is the creator of the depth and the height, the sea and

the drj' land;
iii. For He is the God of Israel, (cf.79.13,100.3)

The introit implies the presence of the Lord. In the body
of the psalm, the community sings the nature of the God who reveals
Himself to the peoiile. Firstly He is a great God and a great king
above all gods."5 HI may be understood, in this context, as a general

1. Johnson, op.cit. p.67
2. Gunkel. op.cit. p.417; Kraus. op.cit. p.660.
3. cf.lss.29.1,82.1,



terra for God, (cf.19.2,29.3) Tlie poet here doe.^not refer to the El
of Canaan. To him, Yahweh is the true deity. He has no other cri-

1
teria except the Lord to determine the nature of the deity.

Secondly, the poet declares his faith in a creator God. To
2 3God belongs the depths of the earth and the heights of the mountains.

These are the two extremities. Hut they, too, belong to God. These
are regions of mystery and abode of beings that might endanger the
life of the people. Since, they come under the jurisdiction of the

sovereign Lord, the community is safe. The poet continues and says

that the sea and the earth are created by God. Thus, from the

soaring summits of the mountains to the unexplored, mysterious regions
of the sea (cf.Ps.159.8-9; Amos.9.2; Fs.148.1.7) ~ everything is

brought under the supreme authority of Yahweh who is the creator and

king. Nothing is left out or hidden from the sovereign power of the
Lord.

Thirdly, the community realises that the king and creator
of the world is the same God who created Israel. Here, the poet un¬

ites the concept of creation with the heilsgeschichte of Israel. His

kingship is acknowledged over the physical realm and over the community
of Israel.

In spite of this unique realisation of the cultic community,
there were men who failed to have this cultic vision of God. Verses

7c following, is a prophetic warning to such apostates. The cultic

worship is no guarantee to have a true vision of the Lord for all

people. The true worship presui>poses the faith of the people in God
as king and creator.

Ps.96.

This is a cultic liturgy celebrating the kingship of Yahweh.

(v.10) In 1 Chr.l6.23ff, the psalm is associated with the installa¬
tion of the Ark of the covenant, along with parts of iss.105 and 106.
The LXX gives the occasion of the psalm as 'when the house was being
built after the captivity'. It also assigns the psalm to David, and

therefore, we cannot rely on the LXX, to determine the setting-in-life

1. cf.Gunkel. AussewahIte isalnen. 4th ed. p.l6.
2. De v/etie renders as 'Las Innereste der Erde' Die I salmen. p.484.

L-elitzsch, 'Ber Jriie Grunde' op.cit. p.6lG and the LXX takes it to mean
'the end of the earth',cf.KHB. The heb. word is uncertain, 'the unexplored
regions of the earth' is a possible translation, cf.Hpnin I3LB.

3. ItV margin reads 'the strength of the mountains', this is better than the
folds of the hills', cf.NLH, in this context.
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of the psalm. The content and the features of the psalm are appro¬

priate to the autumnal festival.
We may divide the psalm into three sections on the basis of

its contents.

i. w.1-6. A call to all the earth to sing a new song to the Lord,
to declare .is deeds of salvation, Lis glory and wonders,

For, lie is a great creator above all gods and is majes¬
tic in appearance,

ii. w.7-9 A universal call to acknowledge the glory of God and
to pay homage to Him with presents,

iii. w.10-13.An acclamation of the kingship of Yahweh and His coming
as the Judge.

i.w.1-6. The characteristic universalisra of these psalms is found
in the opening verses. That is not to be regarded as a dicisive
mark of the dependence of the psalm on Second Isaiah. The concept
of universalism is a corollary to the belief in God as king and cre¬

ator. In v.2, the call to proclaim the salvation of the Lord, ex¬

presses the missionary concern of the poet, (cf.145.4,19.3) The

glory of the Lord is seen through the marvellous saving deeds.

They include His act of creation, which is the distinctive greatness
of Yahweh over against the gods of the mitions. (ef.95.3) To the

poet, the gods of the nations are dA-4«. They are, in the words
2

of Delitzsch, 'Nichtse, und Taygenichtse, Wesenlos und Kutzlos*.
Since the poet does not reckon them as real, there is no cpiestion a-

bout bis absolute belief in one universal God. The Lord appears to
the cultic community with all His majesty, power and glory'' (cf.v.6)
and deserves the praise and worship of the whole world.

w.7-9. Here, a summons is given to the world to acknowledge
and pay homage to the Lord. (cf.w.7,9j The poet is calling them

4
to fall upon their faces as the Lord apjears in the santuary. He
is the wholly Other and before whose presence man has to fear and
tremble,

1. Kraus regards these psalms as defendant on Second Isaiah, op.cit.
pp.665,675. Contra.Albright.FSAC, 2nd ed. pp.213ff.

/

2. Delitzsch. op.cit. p.615; According to the LXX, they are 6 <*1.
and for Symmachus 'Existenzlos', cf.ls.40.loff.

3. In v.6b,'joy in his place' is found in 1 Chro.16.27, instead of
'bea\ity in his sanctuary' .

4. See above the exegesis of rs.29.2.
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iii. w. 10-1 3. The cultic acclamation, 'The Lord reigns', cones as

the climax of the psalm. Here, the LT in v.10 is obscure and diffi¬
cult. Its parallel in 1 Chro.1.6.31 is slightly different from this

verse, especially in its order. V.lOc is omitted in 1 Chro.16.31.
But it strengthens the idea of v. 13, and therefore need not be ommitted.

Although the text is difficult, its meaning is clear. The kingship
of the Lord is connected with the establishment of the physical
world as in is.93.1.

Here, the poet calls the natural phenomena to rejoice at the

coming of the Lord as judge. The sea is only a natural phenomenon
in the context and participates in the jubilations, (v.ll) It is un¬

necessary to make it a mythical creature. Verses 11-12 imply the
renewal of nature as the lord comes, (cf.65.10ff,97-71'f)

Gunkel gives an eschatological interpretation to tlxc coming
2

of the Lord. But to the cultic community, the coming of the Lord
is the immediate result of His manifestation in the cult. The Lord

comes' as judge. And as judge He is saviour and king. The emphasis
in this psalm, is not on the judgment of God, but His righteous govern¬

ment of the world.

Ps.97.

This is one of the enthronement hymns sharing the same Sitz
im Leben with the other Enthronement psalms. The psalm falls into
two parts w.1-6 deal with'the epiphany of the Lord and w.7-12 with
the effect of the manifestation on the life of the worshippers of
idols and the cultic community.

The psalm opens with the cultic acclamation of the king.

(cf.93.l) Since the Lord is the reigning king, the poet asks the
earth and the coast lands to rejoice. 'The rejoicing of the whole
world demonstrates the worldwide significance of the glad tidings of

4
the beginning of the kingdom of God'.

1. Rowland reads in v.ll 'let the sea shake' instead of 'let the sea roar'.
This interpretation isolates the sea from among the other natural phe¬
nomena and it is not suitable in the context, vid.'Inner Syriac Cor¬
ruptions in the Book of I'saims ', JTS.42,1941, pp.65ff.

2. Gunkel. Einleitunu.. pp.115-116.
3. The repetition of 'for lie comes' in v.13 seems unnecessary cf.KEB,

cf.BII margin, 1 Cnro.l6.33? Ls.93.9.
4. Weiser. op.cit. p.632.
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Verses 2-5 describe tlie epiphany of the Lord in a language
reminiscent of Pss.18.Sff,50.3ff,77«18f; IIab.3.10f; Lx.19.l6f. etc.

The Lord appears in the natural phenomena, the clouds, the thick

darkness, fire and lightning, (w.2-4) The mighty mountains melt
before the Lord, and the earth trembles. According to Cestereley,
these apocalyptic pictures, clearly indicates its eschatological char¬
acter.^" But they are not apocalyptic pictures pointing to the dis¬
tant future. On the other hand, they point to the theophanic expieri-
ence of the cult. This description is regarded as secondary by

2
Westerinann. lie does not give any reason for his point of view.
It seems that he does not take seriously the cultic aspect of the

psalm. Here, Yahveh appears as the Lord of nature. The natural

phenomena are His attendants. lie is veiled in the powers of nature.
His reality is visible only through His actions in nature and in

righteous government. Righteousness and justice are the foundations
of His throne."^ (v.2) Thus, according to the poet, God's power reveal¬
ed through nature and His kingdom based on |? -J <y and 9W 9 are the two
sure signs of His presence in the world.

In v.6, the poet uses and31 AD in parallel terms. The
divine is revealed in the creation of the heavens. In this psalm,
we have no direct reference to the act of creation and therefore, this

verse should be understood as such, (cf.95.4-5,96.5,10,93.1) The
4

setting up of the heavens is the victory of God over the powers of chaos.
This is the work of glory which is testified by the visible world,

(cf.19.2,50.6,29.1-6, and 9-lC) But the worthless idols of the nat¬
ions cannot boast over this glory because they are unable to create
the physical world. Therefore, they and their worshippers shall
be put to shame, (ef.v.7)

Verses 8-12 describe the reaction of the community to the
manifestation of God in the cult. They rejoice and they love the

5Lord. In their everyday life, they eschew evil. Finally, they

1. Oestereley. The isalms. Vol.11, p.424.
2. Westerinann. The Praise of God in the Psalms, p. 149.
3. In Egypt, they were the two base-stands of the royal throne, Brunner.

'Gerechtigkeit als Fundament des Thrones' VT.VIII,Ho.4, 1958.jp.426ff.
pTd and 12sty>3are regarded almost as visible phenomenon along with the
other natural phenomena.

4. cf. the comment of Mowinckel on is.50.6 where he relates with the
idea of creation. i's.Gt.ii. p.336.

5. "una in v.10 may he translated 'those who love' (the Lord) cf.BII margin.
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are asked to confess the cultic reality of His holy presence.

The revelation of God in nature, His righteous rule and His

victory ovei* chaos, are the main themes of the psalm. They reveal
the glory of God to the cultic community as well as to the world.
The righteous respond to this revelation and live a saintly life he-
fore His holy presence.

Ps.93.

This is another hymn celebrating the kingship of Yahveh.
Like Iss.96 and 97, this has been associated with the return of the

Exile from Babylon. Its dejJendance on Deutero-Isaiah has also been

suggested. Some scholars have interpreted the psalms in an eschato-
2

logical sense," Although we do not rule out the possibility of an

eschatological interpretation we maintain that the content of the psalm
is most suitable for a cultic interpretation. The Sitz in Leben of
the psalm is to be taken as the annual autumnal festival.

The hymn is divided into three parts:-
i. w.1-3. In the hymnic introduction, the marvellous works of

arc

the Lord^recollected,
ii. w.4-6. A call to all the earth to acknowledge Yahweh as King,
iii. w.7-9. A call to nature to pay homage to the King at ilis

c oming.
In the first section, it is the marvellous saving deeds of

the Lord that capture the imagination of the poet. They are the ex¬

pression of Ilis power (cf.v.lb) and a means of revelation of His right-
T

eousness. (cf.v.2) The covenant love"' and faithfulness of God have
been revealed through these actions. The whole world have seen the
victorious deeds of the Lord because they have been done in the realm
of history.

What the community has recollected in the first three verses,

is the sign of the active reign of God on earth. Therefore, the poet
makes a call to all the world to sing the praises of Yahweh, the King.
This is the theme of the second part, (w.4-6)

1. cf.Kraus. op.cit. p.677.
2. Cesterley. op.cit. p.426, Gunkel. op.cit.427.
3. The DCS: adds to lib n In v.3, implying the covenant love

to Israel, NEB translatesfbD as 'constancy'.
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The poet widens the horizon of the cultic community. In the
third part of the psalm, he includes the natural phenomena too, among

those who rejoice at the coming of the Lord, the king. The rule of
God will have its effect in the realm of history and nature - in the

former, a righteous government and in the latter, a renewal of life.

Therefore, men and natural phenomena respond at His coming as the judge.

They sing in jubilation, (cf.Is.69.35,68.33,96.llf,103.22; Is.42.10f,
44.23,49.13,65.14)

According to the Psalmist, the natural phenomena serve not

only as a vehicle to communicate the glory of God but also acclaim the

kingship of the Lord along with the cultic community. They are el¬
evated to the position of a responding people. Man and nature enjoy
the mile of God. Their joint worship represents the adoration of the
entire cosmos. This vision of the Psalmist enhances the glory of God,
the sovereign of the universe.

Ps.99.

This psalm shows the characteristics of the other enthrone¬
ment psalms. But it has a particular note of emphasis on the past

history of Israel, (cf.vv.6ff) Since the psalm celebrates the king¬

ship of God and recollects Lis execution of justice, it is appropriate
to the annual autumnal festival. The psalm should be interpreted in
the light of that festival.

The content of the psalm may be divided into three:-
i. w.1-3. The universal reign of God, Lis greatness in Zion.
ii. w.4-5. The righteous rule of the mighty king,
iii. w.6-9. The grace of God and His judgment in the past history

of Israel.

In this psalm, we are mainly concerned with the first 5 verses.

The cultic community declares the reign of God. lie sits enthroned

upon the cherubim, (v.l) According to Schmidt, this is a picture of
God sitting above the clouds in the heavens."'" (cf.Is.18.11,68.5,34,
104.3) Cherubim are symbolically thought to be the supporters of

9
the throne of Yahweh." Since there were representations of cherubim

1. cf.Schmidt.II. Die Thrcnfahrt Jahves am Fest der Jahroswende im
alien Israel, p.9.

2. Anderson.G.W. 'The Psalms' in PCD, para.376a.
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in the Solomon's temple, we should regard the first verse in tlnV con¬

text, as the cultic vision of the enthronement of Yahweh in the temple.
Yahweh alone is the reigning king*and therefore, the poet summons the

peoples and the earth to tremble. They should revere him a.s the true
ruler of the universe, (cf.is.2.10-11;

The poet also emphasises the might and holiness of God.

(w.3-4) The suggestion of Johnson to read VbH in v»4 with/Vltl \It 17P
2

in v.3 gives a better meaning to the text. The noliness of ^rod
is particularly given prominence. (cf.v.3,5>9) The king is not like
a human ruler, but He is the 'Wholly Other', free from the tangible
realm of nature. At the same time, Fie is a lover of justice and right¬
eousness. (v.-'t) He has given His ordinance to the people of Israel
that they might keep it. He spoke to His servants through the pil¬
lar of cloud, (v.7) Again, in this verse His otherness and veiled
character is implied. This psalm, thus, extols the presence of the

righteous king in the midst of the community and simultaneously main
tains the otherness of the Lord as a terrible and mighty God.

c. The Son-\s of Zion.

Jerusalem lias a unique place in the cultic life of Israel.
In some of the psalms we find a dee}} yearning of the pilgrims for the

city of Jerusalem, especially because of its cultic association.
These psalms are designated as the Songs of Zion. (48,84,8? etc)
The psalms under this group are believed to have been used by the pil¬

grims either on the way to Jerusalem or in the cultic festivals in
the temple. In Gunkel's classification they are grouped under the

Hymns. Like the hymns they do not have the introductory formula of
3

praise. However, they show the main characteristics of the hymns.
In these songs the concept of God and nature is not very

prominent as in the hymns. Some of the few references which have
relevance to our theme, may be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Ps.48.

This psalm is 'a hymn celebrating the beauty and impreynabil-
4

ity of Zion, as well as the kingship of God who reside in Zion'.

1. Gelston rightly emphasises that when Hindis used before the verb
"|i> $ the expression affirms the sole authority of Yahweh. 'Note on

Yliwh mlk' in VT, 10,1966, pp.507ff, also Kohler.L. 'Jahwali inalak, in
VT,iii,1955j pp.188.

2. Johnson. Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel. 2nd ed. p.70 and note 3«

3. cf.Taylor.•/.!£. op.cit. in IB, p.249.
4. Dahood.M. op.cit. Vol.1, p.289.
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Three possible interpretations have been suggested.
i. Historical Interpretation.-

Those who follow this line of interpretation assume a spec¬

ific historical situation as the setting -in-life of the psalm,

possibly the deliverance from the Assyrians in 701 B.C. Since no

definite historical reference is found in the p;aim, the supporters
of historical interpretation have not got many followers.

p
ii. Eschatological Interpretation. -

This interpretation is based on the view that the psalm has

prophetic elements and contain eschatoiogical content. According to

Veiser, 'an exclusively eschatoiogical interpretation can be justified

only if the tenses are disregarded which point to events that have

immediately preceded the psalm'.
k

iii. Cultic Interpretation. -

According to this interj-retation, the psalm has been regard¬
ed as originated from a specific cultic situation. The content of
the psalm is quite appropriate to the annual autumnal festival. ThereT

fore, that has been suggested as the se11ing-in-1ife of this psalm.
The last seems to be the most reliable interpretation.

In this psalm, v.S is relevant for onr theme. It reads:-

By the east wind thou didst shatter
the ships of Tarshish.

The versions give two possible transitions of EPTp /~n~UL • The
5

LXX,S and T understand the words to mean 'with a mighty wind'. ^ome
Mss take it to mean 'as the east wind'.^ Both these renderings are

suitable to the context.

In the O.T., the east wind has been used as a symbol of judg¬
ment. (cf.Job.27.21; Jer.ld.l7> Is.27.8) In this context, the mighty

king of Zion uses the wind to destroy the powers of His enemies.
This is not somethin new to the cultic community. In the past
tradition of Israel, on several occasions, the mighty wind of God had
been used against the powers of chaos. Now the enemies of Israel,
who ux-e also the foes of God, have gathered together against the peo¬

ple and the abode of God in Zion. They are a threat to the cultic

community. They are the powers of chaos in the realm of history;

1. cf.Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p;,£62ff.
2. cf.Gunkel. fiinleitnn ;.♦ pp.Slff.
3. Weiser. op.cit. p.381.
4. cf A owinckel. 1-s.St.ii. pp.biff.
5. cf.BU margin.
6. cf.B'.I margin.
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they are the forces of death. As in the past, the Lord sends His

might, the wind, against the foes. (cf.Gen.1.2,8.1; Ex.14.21; also

Ls.78.26,147.18,104.3-4)
The cultic community rejoices at the power and the might of

God. He is able to leau them against the powers of death. The com-

munity envisages the overthrow of the oppresser whose end is certain
because the lord is mighty in Zion. This vision of the might of God

against the powers of chaos continually sustained the community in the
face of danger in the cosmic and historical realm. It is this

might of God that maintains the realm of creation from falling into
the powers of chaos.

Is. 76.
The psalm has close affinities with Pss.46 and 48. The same

Sitz im Leben is applicable to this psalm too. The historical,

esehatological and cultic methods of interpretations have been ougges-
2

ted. In a cultic context the eschatological view points are found.

Therefore, the eschatological interpretation is not altogether out of

place. But the historical situations are not specific in this psalm.

They are amalgamated in a general way to the salvation-history of
Israel. Therefore, we follow the cultic interpretation in this psalm.
The specific occasion of the psalm is, most probably, the autumnal
festival because the content of the hymn is suitable for that occasion.

Here, v.9 has a significant understanding about the nature
of the God of judgment. The theme of the psalm is the majestic and

mighty God in Zion. But Zion is only His earthly abode. He rules
from the heavens.

From the heavens thou hast caused to hear judgment;
The earth was afraid and was still, (v.9, own translation)

The poet assumes the voice of a thundering God in this context. (46.7;
Is.30.30; 1 Sam.2.10) The Lord utters Lis voice against His advers¬
aries on behalf of the oppressed of the earth, (cf.v.10) Here again,
the poet affirms the might of God against the powers of enemies.

1. cf.Johnson. Sacral Fin-ship in Ancient Israel, 2nd eel. pp.89ff; oellicoe.S
'A note onJJl0"3y ' ,JTS,49,1955» p.53> both of them bring the importance

in vJLj.

2. cf. the notes on Ps.48.
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In vv.3- 5> lie compares Yahweh's might to a strong lion, that 'shines

majestically from tiie mountain of prey', (v.5) In this psalm the

poet upholds tiie transcendence, imminence and might of God, the ruler
of the universe.

Ps.84.

According to V/eiser, 'the psalm is a song which seems to have
been composed on the occasion of a pilgrimage to the temple of Jerus-

2
alem'. The psalm has affinities with the songs of Zion and may have

5
been used for the annual cultic festival in the temple." The poet

expresses longing for the 'courts of the Lord'. (w.3,ll) The Lord
is recognised as the King.

It is in v.7 that we find some allusions to the natural phen¬

omena. It reads,

As they go through the valley of Baca

they make it a place of springs;
the early rain also covers it with pools, (v.7) (itSVj

This verse is a crux for the commentators. The MT is obscure and

corrupt. Continuing the thought of v.6, we may render the MT as follows
4

Those who pass through the valley of Baca
make it a spring;

5
Year the early rain covers it with blessing.

Gunkel's translation is almost a paraphrase. It may be rendered as,

They pass through the valley of Baca,

drinking from the spring;
Yahweh makes the exhausted to drink

with laughter from the pools.^
Among these various renderings the HSV seems to be the better one.

1. In the light of in v.3 andin v*5 we may retain the MT and
render 'mountains of prey'. Yahweh is compared to a lion, cf.Guxikel.
op.cit. p.331. 'men that lust for plunder stand aghast' (NEB) This
translation does not do justice to the MT.

2. Weiser. op.cit. p.565.
3. cf.Anderson.G.W. op.cit. para.376e.
4. Baca - 'thirsty valley'(NEB)
5. 'Blessing' the ItSV by changing the vowel of the 3ieb. word reads 'pools'.

The LICK has misunderstood the text. It reads it to mean 'The lawgiver
shall give blessing'.

6. cf.Gunke'l. op.cit. p.368.
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The vale of Baca does not mean the valley of weeping.^ It
has been suggested that the vale is an arid region where, perhaps, the

2 , s.

balsam bush grew. (cf.2 Sam.5.23ff) The pilgrims to Jerusalem pass

through this valley. As they pass through the usually dry region,

they find something unusual happened. The early rain made the valley

green and fertile. The springs and pools have been full of water.
This is a miracle, the unusual. 'The impossible and the improbable

3
is here made possible and real'. The pilgrims used to pray for
rain at the festival. .But now, their prayer has already been granted

by their faith. God, who is the king and ruler of the land knows the

requirement of His people. Their desired end is met in untoward cir¬
cumstances and in unexpected times. Here, the poet affirms the con¬

cern of the Lord for His people and for His laiid.

Ps.121.

In the light of the superscription, Pss.120-134 have been

regarded as pilgrim songs. But there is no specific reference to
the festival or sanctuary within the content of this psalm. The gen¬

eral background of the psalm points to a setting out side the temple.
In w.2 and 6, we have references to the Psalmist's concept

of God and His authority over nature. He says,

My help comes from the Lord,
who made heaven and earth,

and in v.6.

The sim shall not smite you by day,
nor the moon by night.

Faith in the creator—God has been the stronghold of the Psalmist and
the oultic community in Jerusalem, (cf.113.15,124.8,134.3>lT6.6)
The old Jebusite cultic centre, Jerusalem, knew El, as the creator-God.

(cf .Gen.14.19,22) We cannot rule out the possibility of the influence
of the Jebusite emphasis on the creation-faith of Israel. Jerusalem
cult has been the crucible for the fusion of the creation faith and

if.
the salvation history of Israel. In this psalm, the poet emphasises
the traditional faith of his people.

1. cf.LXX,RV and V,

2. vid.Gunkel. op.cit. p.371, for details!comments of the interpretation
of this verse.

3. Weiser. op.cit. p.567.
4. cf.Anderson.B. W. Creation Versus Chaos, p.68.



It is that faith which gives the pilgrim protection from the
attacks of the dangerous natural phenomena. The people of the Orient
believed that the sun and the moon would attack men if sufficient pre¬

caution is nottaken. The 'sunstroke' and the 'moonstroke' (e.g. epi-
1

lepsy and feversj were regarded as such attacks. The worshippers
of the nature-religions tried to propitiate nature-deities to ward off
such dangers. But the Psalmist has no feax" because God is the creator
and controller of the natural phenomena. He is able *to save His

people from all sorts of dangers, (cf.91.5~6)
In the psalm, the creation-faith of the poet has a practical

relevance. It is not declared to ansver the curiosity of the intell¬
ect about the origin of the physical xmiverse. The faith has its
existential relevance. It is concerned about the day to day existence
of man. To the Psalmist, creation is preservation, that is, keeping
the universe from falling into the hand of the powers of chaos. Whether
in the realm of history or nature, it is the function of God to maintain
the existence of the universe by constantly resisting the powers that
threaten His creation.

d. Psalms of Thanksgiving.

5. Ps.65.
The psalm is a thanksgiving hymn of the community. Gunkel

divides the psalm into two, tabling the first (w.2-9) as a thanksgiving
of the community and the second (w. 10-14) as a separate hymn for the

2
winter rain. This is not necessary. The hymn can be understood as

a unit. Daliood makes a drastic revision of this psalm. In w.2-6a,
he sees a prayer for admittance to God's heavenly abode after death,
w.6b-8 - God's victory over the primeval chaos and in w.9-14 - a prayer

for rain,'* The content and language of the MT do not warrant such a

view and therefore it is not acceptable. But he is right in his view
/- * 4

of w.ob-8. Kimchi calls it a psalm of revelation.
5

The psalm has been associated with the annual autumn festival.

1. cf.Taylor.i/.H. op.cit. in IB. pp.646ff.
2. Gunkel. Die Psalmen. p.272.

3. Bahood.M. Psalms. 51-100. p.109.
4. Easterson.S.I. 'Commentary of Kimchi 011 Pss.42-72', !IUCA,X, 1935* PP«309f.
5. Leslie. The Psalms. p.lGS.
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Kowinckel takes it as an enthronement psalm in a wider context.

In the psalm we find the community comes to the temple with their vows.

(v.2) These vows are taken by the community in times of danger and

drought. They have an obligation to pay the vows when they are bles-
2

sed with prosperity. Verses lOff are a description of the divine

blessing upon the fields and the flocks. Therefore, we may conclude
that the psalm is written as a thanksgiving hymn for such an occasion.
The references to the rain (w.lOff), the corn in the fields and the

green verdure of pastures anu meadows, describe the luxurious vegitation
of the sprin season. The poet is quite likely chanting the blessings
of the month of Abib 'green ears 1 .in which ihe cullic community makes

4
their presentation of the first fruits at the festival of hassover,

(cf.Lev.23.10-14) This seems to be the most likely settin -in-life
of the psalm.

The contents of the psalm may he divided as follows
i. w.2-5. The community gathers in the temple with a grateful

heart.

ii. w.6-9. The Lord is Saviour and Creator,

iii. w.10-14. The Lord has hlessed the land.

The hymnic intorduction of the psalm describes how the com¬

munity has gathered in the presence of the Lord in Zion with a heart
full of praise and thankfulness and with their offerings in their
hands. They express their joy to he in the sanctuary of the Lord who

forgives their rebellions.

w.6-9. The verses 6-14 describe the poet's view of God and His re¬

lation to ti\e natural world.

The community recollects the nature of God whontliey have come

to worship. They see Jlim as the saviour and creator. First of all,
the poet describes God's redemptive act in history. In v.6, the
Psalmist makes a reference to the Exodus event. The translation of

5
im/S~)13as '"thou art terrible' makes the Lord a ferocious deity.

1. 1 iowinckeI. I s .St. ii. p. 5 •

2. cf .V/ellhausen. Lie 1 salmon, p.190.
3. Scott .R.B.Y. ".'.'eights, Measures, Honey and Time-1 in ICli. para._)/x.

4. cf.Hirkpatrick. op.cit. p.560; cf.Anderson.G.W.'The Psalms' in PCD.
para. 3?2f.

5. vid.Weiser. op.cit. p.460.



The emphasis of that word is not on the Lord hut on His awesome
1 2

deeds. The deeds do not mean the act of creation in this verse.

It is doubtful whether it can be regarded as an answer to the prayer

of the people for rain."5 Here, the poet is reminding the congregation
of God's mighty act in the past, which lie has wrought on behalf of His
people. His jurisdiction extends to the ends of the earth and to

4
'the distant islands'. The universalism which is dominant in this

verse, is rooted in the monotheistic faith of the poet. (cf.Dt.10.14-21;
2 Sara.7.23; Ps.45.5,106.22)

w.7-9. The poet describes the power of the Lord not only in the act
of salvation in history, but also in the creation of the mighty mountains

(Ps.18.8,46.3) and in subjugating the upsurge of the seas, (cf.Jer.5.22)
The mythical notion of creation is implied in these verses. The
mythical language in the psalms is to be understood as a literary de¬
vice used by the poets to capture the imagination of the ordinary

people. The ancient Israelites Have not made a sharp distinction be¬
tween the concept of myth and history. The ideas which seem to us my¬

thical, were very often ideas dealing with history. But both these
found their place in the cult.

In these verses, the concept of salvation and creation are

discussed on the same realm as the mighty work of God. In this res¬

pect, the poet shares the views of Second Isaiah. The act of sal¬
vation is essentially on act of creation, triumphing over the powers

of chaos. In the realm of history, when the enemies are defeated,
God continues His acts of salvation and creation. The acts of God

are the signs for the peoples of the world and for the cultic community,

(cf .v.9) According to Notscher, the signs are the wonders of creation
or the catastrophe which happens in history.^ Actually, both are

His works. The signs arouse the response of fear and joy - fear,
on account of the terrible deeds against the powers of chaos in the

It

1. Notscher. Hie fsalmen p.1395 Gunkel. op.cit. p.272.
2. Leslie, op.cit. p.109.

3. Kissane. The j salr.s, p.278.
4. cf.BH.

»f

5. Gunkel. Schopfung und Chaos. pp.97ff.
II

6. Notscher. ibid.



realm of nature and history, and joy, because the Lord has overcome

forces of chaos and brought order into existence. Some have inter¬

preted -"MW as monsters, the helpers of Hahab,"'" In th light of
v. 6b, the 'dwellers of the ends of the earth' need not be regarded as

2
mythical powers. Verse 8c~ and 9a together represent the enemies of
Israel who fear the might of Yahweh. The meaning of v.9b is obscure.
It can be taken as an expression to mean 'east and west'. Die poet

expects rejoicings from east to west because the Lord has revealed His

power in the realm of nature and history. The Psalmist expresses a

universal hope that every one will acknowledge Yahweh as the sovereign
Lord. (cf.v.6b) In the cultic context, v.9b could mean the morning
and evening worship in the temple where the community rejoices in the

might of Yahweh.

w.10-14. The cultic community has already been made aware of the sav¬

ing and creating character of Yahweh whom they have come to worship in
the temple. Now they are taken to tlxe actual realm of nature where
the Lord has visited with Ilis blessings, (w.10-14) This is not a

prayer for rain as Dahood believes, but an actual experience of the

community. The reality of God is now made visible to the agricultural

community through the abundance of rain and fertility of the land.

(cf.67.6) It is not Ea'al, but Yahweh is the true Lord of the land.

Here, the poet shares the faith of Hosea. (2.8ff) God, like a farmer
makes the preparation for the cultivation of the land. (v.11; Is.28.26ffj
First lie gives rain, (v.10) 'The river of God is full of water'.
Cohen interprets this as to mean the descent of rain from a heavenly

4 5
source. Kissane renders it as 'heavenly stream or divine channel'.

(Job.38.25; Ps.46.5) This is in agreement with the general Oriental
belief in a heavenly stream.^ However, in the context we should
understand it 'the rivers of the land'. The rivers, the trees, the
mountains etc, are natural phenomena. They belong to God. Therefore,

1. Mowinckel . Ps.St.ii. p.139; Leslie, op.cit, 110.
2. Taylor.W.H. suggests to omit v.8c 'The Psalms' in IB, p.341, also BH.
3. c£.Anderson.G.'v. op.cit. para.372f.
4. Cohen. The Isains, p.203; Anderson.G.W. ibid.
5. Kissane. 'Die Psalms. pp.276,278.
6. Nile is a heavenly river, cf.ANLT. pp.369-371; According to Hindu myth

the river Ganges has its origin from the heaven.
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they are called as the 'river of God, tree of the Lord, the mount of
the Lord' etc. (cf,Ls.104.16,36.7) Moreover, in v.10a, God has al¬

ready given rain to the land. V.lOb gives us the picture of the re¬

sult of that rain, viz. the rivers of the land are full of water.

The Lord comes to the land in His chariot, is, perhaps
a poetical allusion to the rain clouds. (cf.v.ll; Is.IS.11,68.5»18 etc)
Here, too, we find that the poet is sharing the language of his con¬

temporaries. The presence of the Lord brings blessings upon the land,

(cf .2 Sara.6.11-12) The allusion to the chariot need not be taken as

a special cultic act during the thanksgiving service. The reference
to the chariot emphasises the reality of God's presence. The poet,
with his vivid imagination, describes how the natural phenomena react
at the presence of the Lord.

The pastures of the wilderness drip,
the hills gird themselves with joy,

2the meadows clothe themselves with flocks,

the valleys deck themselves with grain,

they shout and sing together for joy. (w.13-14)

According to the poet, God forgives the sins of the community
and crowns the year with blessings, (cf.w.4,12; Ps. 103.3-4) He visits
the people and the land. He is the God of history and nature. He
is the hope of all mankind and their fear. The cultic community and
the natural phenomena rejoice at the revelation of His presence.

(w.9b,14)
The creative and saving deeds of the Lord are not merely un¬

derstood as the events of the past. To the cultic community, both be¬
comes a living experience, vital and real in the present. The exper¬

ience is not realised in a cultic drama, but the cult is the response

to the experience. In this psalm, the cultic community esperiences
the creative and saving act of God through the renewal of nature.

Ps.103.

As far as the form of the psalm is concerned, it is blended
with the characteristics of a hymn and an individual thanksgiving.
The first five verses have an individual note. From w.6ff, the poet

1. NEB omits the reference to chariot and gives an entirely new translation.
It reads 'And the palm-trees drip with sweet juice.'

2. The redering means 'the rams of the flock are clothed with wool'.



identifies himself with the community and uses general terms signi¬

fying the experience of the wider community. Perhaps this charac¬
teristics of the psalm, later helped its way into the cult.

There is no evidence within the psalm to affirm that it
was composed for liturgical purpose. It is quite possible that the

psalm was first written from the experience of a jjrivate individual.
He might have been healed from a serious illness and saved from the

verge of death, (cf.w.3-4) The poet's expression of thanks comes

out as one of the most beautiful hymns in the whole of the Psalter.
There are four main parts for this psalm.

w.1-3. Thanksgiving of the individual worshiper,

w.6-13. The fatherly goodness of the Lord to the people of Israel,
w. 14-13. Kan's transience is contrasted with the eternal love of

God,
w. 19-22. The vision of the heavenly King.

The lasttwo sections are important for our examination.
God's majesty and love is contrasted with the transience of man. The

thought in w.14-16, ecnoes the concept of man in tho book of Job.

(Job.7.1-10,10.9,14.1 -2) Han is not the master of the universe as

in Ps.8.6ff or in Gen.1.28. He is like the grass that today is and
on the morrow vanishes. (v,13f,cf.89.4S,90.3-6,104.29) Here, the poet

expresses one of the earliest Israelite views about man. (Gen.2.7)
This view is not an outlet of self-pity. 'It is a striking fact',

says Anderson, 'that though in some of the laments the thought of man's

ephemeral existence deepens the sense of affliction, here it seems to

emphasise the Psalmist's joyful confidence in the enduring goodness
1

of God'. The poet is confident that when God knows the frailty of

man, the everlastingn°T God is there to strengthen him. For the
Lord is righteous and will be fziithful to the covenant obligation to

His people

(cf .w.3-4)

2
His people. In this regard, the poet gives his personal testimony.

In w.19-22, the poet sees a vision of the Lord who is sit¬

ting upon His throne in the heavens surrounded by the heavenly hosts.'

(cf.93.2,11.4, also Is.6.1-5) The heavenly sphere of His domain is

1. Anderson.G.W.'The Psalms' in ICB, para 380c.
2. ci'.von Had. '"Righteousness" and "Life" in the Cultic Language of the

Psalms', in 3"HOE, p.249.

3. For the concept of the heavenly hosts, see above, the exegesis on
Ps.29.1.



'sublime, unchanging and eternal'. The poet of Ps.29 also has a

similar vision at the close of a terrestrial commotion. (29.10) Like
Michaiah, the poet has a vision of the heavenly court, (l Lings. 22.19f)
It is quite likely that the poet belongs to the cultic officials of
the temple.

So far as the weak man is concerned, the final vision is a

glorious one. lie stands in the company of the divine beings along
with the 'works of the Lord'. Although he is transient, his position
is with the whole cosmic company of the worshippers of God. Kan and
the phenomenal world pay homage to the divine King whose dominion
stretches over all His creation. The King is loving and righteous,
therefore the mankind,the 'works of His hands' and the celestial

beings, are safe in the kingdom of God.

Ps.l36.
This is a liturgical hymn of thanksgiving. In the Jewish

tradition the psalm became known as the 'Great Hallel'; the ejiithet

•great' deriving from the twenty six repetitions of the response about
2

the goodness of God'. The psalm gives the impression that it is an

elaboration of the great theme, the~Ton°f God. In the structure and
content the psalm is very similar to Ps.135. (cf.135.8-12,136.10-22)
The psalm shows acquaintance to other parts of the O.T. (cf.v.2f with
Dt.10.17; v.12 with Dt.4.34; w.7-9 with Gen.1.16) But this need
not he attributed to borrowing, rather it reveals the Psalmist's close
association with the common traditions of Israel.

Various suggestions have been made with regard to the sett Log¬
in-life of this psalm. 'Looked at from the view point of appropriate¬
ness for Hebrew worship, it would he fitting for the great seasonal

3
festivals', says Leslie.' But the Jewish custom assigns the psalm

4
for the Passover festival. Oestereley suggests the New Year festival

5
as the Sitz im Leben of this psalm. But it is really difficult to

1. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.604.
2. Taylor.W.K. op.cit. in I_B. p.699; also Is. 113 above.
3. Leslie, op.cit. p.199.
4. cf.Oestereley. The Psalms. Vol.2, p.542.
5. Oestereley. ibid.; In the light of v.25, Veiser suggests the harvest

festival as its Sitz in i eben. op.cit. p.793.
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be specific about the cultic occasion of Ps.130. What Gunkel says,

'Der uSitz im Leben" fur das Danklied Israels ist eine kultische Be-

gehung im Ueiligtum',^ is the only possible statement which we can

make about the settiny-in-Iife of this psalm.
We may suromarise the content as follows:-

w.1-3. A call to give thanks to the Lord,

w.4-9. to Yaliweh, the God of creation,

w.10-22. to Yahwek, the Lord of history,
w.23-25. He is the saviour of Israel and sustainer of all.

The great theme of the psalm is God Himself whose goodness and love
endures for ever. Because He is the God of gods and the Lord of lords,
the Psalmist makes the call to acknowledge Him and confess Him as the

2
supreme God of all.

Verses 4-9 and 25-26 are particularly relevant for our purpose.

w.4-9. Here, the Psalmist gives the second reason as to why one should
confess Yanweh as the supreme God. According to him the Lord is the
creator of heaven and earth, (cf.124.8) The Lord alone is able to do

groat wonders, (v.4) The term, JH#f)01 designates the entire work of
creation, (cf.72.18; Job.37.l-i) If also stands for the acts of judg¬
ment and redemption, (cf.Ex.3.20; Jg.6.13; Jer.21.2 etc) V.4 is an

obvious reference to the Psalmist's faith in Yahweh as the sole creator

of the universe, (cf.115.15>135«5; Is.44.6-8,45.21) In the description
of the creation of the earth and in the use of the participial construc¬

tion, the Psalmist differs from the Priestly account of creation in
Gen.l. Cn the other hand, similar ideas are found in other psalms.

(cf.24.2,93.1,104.5) This is an indication that the Psalmist had his
own way of interpreting the creation faith of Israel. lie says that
the Lord has created the heavens with n373.J\. (cf.lC4.24; Prov.3.19,
8.27; Jer.10.12,51.15) The works of the Lord display the intelligence
of a master mind. H ] 1A J1 suggests not only the depth of knowledge
with which the visible order was brought into existence, but also His

far-sighted plans for the order of creation.

1. Gunkel. Einleitnng. ♦. p.315.
2. mmw.l-3) may be rendered as 'testify or confess'. It means more

than mere 'give thanks', cf.Westermann. The Praise of God, in the Pss.
p. 32 and note 18; Grimrae.H. 'Per Begriff von Oebraisclien Ho da a und
Tck'hh '. in SAW 58, 1940-1941, pp.234-240; cf.Weiser. op.cit.; ji. 55»791 >

also rm in BOB.



In the description of creation, prominence has teen given

to the celestial bodies, a feature we find in the wisdom literature
1

of the ancient N.E. The distant heavenly phenomena were wonders for
the ancient people. The poet brings them also under the creative hand
of God. Ke is above all the wonders, because Yahweh Himself is the

doer of miracles. The powerful celestial phenomena, the sun and the

moon, have been given special assignments. Thus, the Psalmist sets
God above all phenomena. They owe their existence to Him.

In w.10-22, God's work continues in the realm of history,

particularly in the history of Israel. God's concern for all flesh
is the theme in w.25-26. The term, 'God of heaven', is regarded by
some as a late expression. (cf.£ Chr.56.23; Ezra.1.2; Keh.1.4,5,2.4,20)
But it is not altogether absent in the early tradition of Israel,

(cf.Gen.21.3,7(d)) In the context of w.4-9 where God. has been de¬
clared as the creator of all the heavenly bodies, the epithet is quite

appropriate in this psalm.
The poet makes no distinction between the work of God in

nature and in history. ''.that is created and what occurs have not yet
been separated from one another; the special realm "nature" does not

2
yet exist', says Westermann." We should also add that the special
realm 'history' too, then, is waiting to he emerged. In this psalm,
the emphasis is not on nature or history, hut on God . What we call
'nature and history' have been created by the continuous act of God.
We can^not say that God is active in them, but they actively exist
because God is continuously acting. It is the divine act that con¬

stitutes nature and history.
The goodness and love have been regarded as the essential

character of the living God. The continuation of nature and history

depends on Yahweh's eternal goodness and love. The whole outlook of
the poet in this psalm is concentrated on these essential qualities
of the active God. The poet's concept of nature and history is based
on his concept of God. So far as the existence of the world of

phenomena are concerned, the Psalmist gives us an optimistic outlook
because it depends on the active work of God whose goodness and love
exist eternally.

1. cf. von Had.'dob xxxviii and Ancient Egyptian Wisdom' in TUGS, pp.281:
c f.Fss.8.4,19.2-7,104.2-4.

2. V/estermann. op.cit. p.127.
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3. The Royal Psalm.

According to Gunkel, these psalms are to he
■understood in relation to the pre-exilic Israelite monarchy and its

place and function in the cult. The occasion of these psalms varies.
It may he a king's ascent to the throne (Pss.2,110), or royal wedding

(45), or a military campaign or its victory or a function in which
a royal member participates as a leader of the worship in the temple."*"
(cf. 2 Sam.6.5,15; 1 Kings.8; Pss.132,78.68-72)

In this group Pss.18,72 and 144 are relevant for our part¬

icular enquiry. An exegetical study of these psalms will he under¬
taken helow.

Ps.18.

This is also found in 2 Sam.22, with some textual vari¬
ations. Scholars generally regard that Ps.18 is one of the oldest

2
psalms in the Psalter. But agreement has not heen reached with

regard to the form and unity of the psalm. Belitzsch interprets
the psalm along with Ps.19. According to him, this is God's revel¬
ation in history which is followed hy God's revelation in nature and

3Torah in Ps.19. Some others take the psalm as a combination of two

originally independent poems; w.1-31, a psalm of thanksgiving and
4

w.32-51, a royal song. In the light of its content, it is unnec¬

essary to bifurcate the psalm. Both parts maintain the chain of unity.
The theme of deliverance and thanksgiving are resounded throughout,

(cf.w.4,6,7,17»18,44f,49,50) It has heen considered as a royal

thanksgiving psalm.
Two lines of interpretations have been followed.

a) Some hold that the psalm celebrates an actual historical deliverance
in which mythical language has been employed to describe the experi-

5
ence 01 the king.

b) Others maintain that the psalm celebrates the conflict and suffer¬

ings of the king in the annual ritual drama of the New Year festival.

1. cf.Gunkel. F.inleitun ■... i:>p.l40ff.
2. ef.Weiser. op.cit. pp.185f; Cross and Freedman.'A Iloyal Song of Thanks¬

giving', JBL 72,1953, pp.l5ff.
3. Belitzsch. op.cit. pp,190ff.
4. cf.Taylor.v/.S. op.cit. in IB, p.92; Kraus. op.cit. p.140 regards both

parts as 'thanksgiving', while Schmidt calls the first part 'a lament¬
ation' and the second part a 'hymn of the king', on Ps.18 in Die Fsalmen.

5. Kirkpntrick. op.cit, pp.S6f; Howinckel.PS.St.i. p.125; Gunkel. op.cit.
p.67; Kraus. op.cit. p. 141.

6. cf.Johnson.Sacrnl Kingshin in Ancient Israel, pp.116ff (2nd ed.) The in¬
terpretation based 6n""A7K.B.' "king-ideology'"is not applicable to this psalm,
especially in the light of the O.T. understanding of kingship.
See above, Ch.4.2.ii.
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Both the interpretations emphasise the cultic use of the

psalm. Although the specific historical situation is uncertain, we

cannot rule out its significance for the interpretation of the psalm,

jjarticularly in the light of w.32ff. Gunkel says, 'Der Psalm ist
!!

das Lied eiri.es Konig aus Davids Stamme, gesunpen an einem Siegesdank-
r " 1

fest, wie es is.20.6 angekundigt wird'. In the royal thanksgiving
service the king and the community are addressed hy the cultic kerygma.
It is through the language of theophany that the cultic community is

brought to a realisation of the saving power of Yahveh. The signi¬
ficance of the cultic myth has to be understood and interpreted in the
cultic context. In the cult Yahweh appears as a present help, and
not as one who saved the king in the past.

The present reality of Yahweh in the cult as a saviour has
to be borne in mind as we interpret the psalm.

On the basis of its contents, the psalm may be divided as fol¬
lows

w. 2-4. The Psalmist praises God, his saviour,

5-7. The distress of the worshipper,
8-16. Yahweh comes to rescue Ilis servant - a theophany,

17-20. Be delivers the sufferer,

21-31. The Psalmist declares his righteousness and his dependence
on Yahweh,

32-46. He extols the help of Yahweh in overcoming his enemies,

47-51. The concluding praise to Yahveh.

The theophany of Yahweh (w.8-l6) has particular significance to our
2

thesis. Here, the theophany occurs in response to the cry of the
sufferer. The Lord hears the call of the Psalmist in His F*1ace.

boTlin this context, should he understood as the heavenly palace of
the Lord. Verses 10 and 17 suggest that the Lord is coming down from
His heavenly palace. The descent of the Lord to the earth is described
to the minute details. This gives a powerful impression on the whole

worshipping community. The language is similar to the other tiieo-

phanic passages in the O.T. (cf.Ex.19.l6ff; nab.3.3-15; Is.30.27f;

Jg.5.4f; Pss.50.2,68.8ff etc)

1. Gunkel. ibid,

2. see Additional Note on •Tkeophany'.
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w.6-10. In these verses, the effects on the natural phenomena at the

coming of the Lord, are described. They are 'compared to the pheno¬
mena accompanying a volcanic eruption, cruaking of the earth, smoke,

deadly flames and fiery volcanic stones'."^ I-.any features in the

description resemble the Sinai theophony, (ibc.19.l6ff) According
to the Psalmist, these phenomena reveal the presence of the Lord,

(cf.Is.104.32; Is.6.4; IIah.3-10; Amos.9.5; Gg.5.4-5) Here, the Lord
comes for judgment on behalf of His servant. He is fierce in appear¬

ance. Therefore, the earth and the mountains shake before Him.
But He is not visible to the human eye. It is fatal for man to see

Him in His glory, (cf.Ex.33.20; But nature is sensitive and realises
God's jrresenee quicker than man. So far as man is concerned, God is
revealed through His active power. 'Als der revelatus bleibt er der

2
absconditns', says Kraus. Darkness and thick darkness cover Lis

face from man. (cf.w.10,12)
w.11-13. Here, the imagery changes. The phenomena of a thuderstorm
are given in these verses. Fierce winds, dark, vapour-carrying clouds,

lightnings and hailstones, are usual accompaniments of a thunderstorm.
Amidst these, the r>oet sees Yakweh riding on a cherub,^ upon the wings
of a wind, a familiar imagery of the coming of the high gods in the

4 ' ,

A.N.E. We have similar pictures in the O.T. too. (cf .1 ss .08.5>3;t >

104.3-4) In the cultic context, the imagery of a thunderstorm is not

merely just an archaic expression. The worshipping community stand
before the symbolic representations of the throne of Yahweli in the
Ark which is set in between the cherubim. The cherubim represent
the chariot of the Lord. Their wings cover the God who was believeed
to be enthroned in the Ark. (cf.Ex.25.22; 1 Clir.28.lS; Ez.l and 2)
In the light of these, the theophanic descriptions of the Psalmist,
make the presence of the Lord more meaningful to the cultic community.
w. 14-16. In these verses the Lord participates in the battle on

behalf of the man in distress. Ilere, the Psalmist is reminded of
the past experience of the community. (cf.Jg.5.20; 1 Sam.7.10; Ex.14.24;
Hab.3.9,11; Ps.77.17f) An allusion to the mythical belief of

1. Taylor.W.R. op.cit. in 13, p.95.
2. Kraus. op.cit. p.144.
3. Cherub, since the word comes as a parallel to the Vind', it should

be regarded as a personification of wind. Schmidt regards cherub,
in this context, as clouds. Schmidt.H. Die T'lrcufahrt Yahvcs.. p.17.

4. see above, ch.2,3.b. Ba'al and note 2 on p. 55".



overthrowing the powers of chaos, is implied in v,l6. (cf.I-s,104.7>
Ex.15.8; Ps.106.9; Kah.1.4) Through these vivid imageries, the
Psalmist brings before the cultic corammity the reality of Yahweh with
all His power. Yahweh's power that quelled the might of water chaos,
the power that rebuked the Red sea and revealed at Sinai, is still

available to the king and his people. With these powers the Lord comes

from on high and draws the king from 'many waters'. (v.17)
Some of the salient thoughts of this psalm which is rele¬

vant for our main theme may be summarised below.
i. The saving power of Yahweh has been revealed in this psalm, not

through a verbal dictum but through visible and powerful signs of the

phenomena of nature. The salvation-history of the people bears wit¬
ness to these powerful signs of Yahweh.
ii. Nature is more than a spectator in the redemptive work of God,
it is a fellow-worker.

iii. Yahweh's power revealed in overcoming the powers of chaos, is
still available and active for the sake of the king and his people.
His victory over 'many waters' has been brought into close relation
with the I leilsgcschichte of Israel and is delineated in the cultic

experience as a living power in which people can take shelter.
His power extends over the powers of Sheol and death (v.6) and is
active in the realm of histoiy.
iv. According to the Psalmist, the paradox of the 'hiddenness' and
'revelation' of God, are conveyed through the medium of nature. It
is the faith of the worshipper that makes him sensitive to the power

of God which is active in the phenomenal world. And that faith is
the medium of true revelation of God.

Ps.72.

This psalm, as is evident from its content, is a prayer for
divine blessing on the king. In the light of its superscription
and w.1,8,10,15 it is believed that the psalm refers to Solomon.
But this is not a reliable assumption. The verses are general
statements and the title could be a later addition. Therefore, we

cannot assign the psalm to a particular king of Israel.

1. A figurative, signifying the d.istress of the king. The phrase is
taken from the mythical belief of the water chaos that challenged
the creator. In the psalms, it has been used for all kinds 01 troubles
cf.Lay.II.G. op.cit. in JBL 74, 1955$ pp.9ff.
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The occasion of the psalm also is uncertain. The psalm is

appropriate to the coronation of a king or the annual royal day or
1

any other such functions. According to Oestereley, this has never

been in use of the worship of the Synagogue or intended for liturgical
2

worship.^ This may have been composed by a court-poet to welcome
the new king or to sing on an annual royal function or festival in
which the king participated. In characteristic Oriental style, the
Psalmist idealises the king and prays for the royal person and the

3
people.

Messianic interpretation has been given to this psalm both

by Jewish and Christian exegetes. Messianic elements cannot be ruled
out in this psalm.. But it should be taken as a prayer for one of the

reigning monarchs of Israel. The hyperbolic language truly represents
the characteristic Oriental style. It d<5cs not specifically describe
the ideal Messiah.

An outline of the content is given below:-

w. 1-7. A prayer, that the king may rule righteously and his fear

may fall upon the wicked.
w.8-14. A prayer for the king's world-wide dominion based on justice

and merej'.

w.15-1?. A prayer, that the king may have long life and fame,
w.18-20. A benediction, possibly a conclusion to book.ii.of the

Psalter.

In this psalm, w.3>5-S and 16-17 make reference to the nat¬
ural phenomena. These verses have to be understood from their par¬

ticular contexts.

v.3« This verse does not specifically mean the natural prosperity
4

of the land. The mountains and hills represent the land of Israel.
The righteous rule of the king will bring peace upon theland. Although

5
Shalom means 'all-round well-being and harmony', in this context,

'peace' is a better rendering. (AV,IiV)

1. cf.Kraus. op.cit. p.495«
2. Oestereley. The Psalms. Vol.2. p.537.

3. cf.tlie Egyptian hymns at the accession of Mer-nc-~i tan and ilainsesflV, in
ANET, p.3?'S; also the prologue to the Code of Hammurabi - where the
king's rule brings the welfare to the people, justice and protection
fox- thejoppressed and weak, and affluence and plenty in the land. AMET,
p. 3.64.

4. Kirknatrick. op.cit, p.419.

5. Anderson, op.cit. para.373g«
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w. 1,1. Lay he live while the sun endures,
and as long as the moon, throughout all generation] (v.5)

This is an emended text based on the LXX. Since the same idea is

repeated in v.15 'Long may he live', the emendation seems to he un¬

necessary. In this context, Dahood's rendering seems to be appro¬

priate. Tie reads 'Lay he revere you as long as the sun...'. The
sun and tlie moon are signs that lasts for a long time. The poet
wishes that the king should revere God for a long time as long as

the sun and the moon exists. The verse does not mean the eternal
1

life of the king. The hyperbolic language expresses the greatest
desire of the poet that the king should be faithful and loyal to God
who appointed him to the office.

Similar language has been used in v.7 showing the desire of
the Psalmist that righteousness and peaoe should continue for an in¬
definite period during the king's reign. The success of a king's reign
is measured by the prosperity and peace which his rule brings upon the
land. The rule of the king is judged by means of analogical lang¬

uage taken from nature. L'eiser says, 'The significance of the king's
duties and of the far-reaching hopes which the people cherish for
their ruler is to be judged by that eternal divine order of salvation
which arises on the foundation of God's eternal order of Kature and

cannot be separated from it'." (v.5,7?17; cf.Gen.8.22)
w.6,l6. In v.6, the reign of the king is compared to the rain that
waters the earth, (cf.2 Sam.23.4) The Psalmist prays to God to bless
the land with abundance of grain. Therefore, there is no suggestion

here, that the king is the giver of fertility on the land. V.l6 is

very difficult. meaning 'handful or abundance', is a doubtful

rendering.1 For 1 1, 'wave' (itSV), 'shake' (AV) and 'rustle''' have
been suggested. Cn the whole, the liSV rendering gives a better mean¬

ing that* the others. The Psalmist prays in earnestness that even

the mountains should have abundance of corn which is the daily bread
of the poor. During the reign of the king the poor man's bowl should

1. contra. Lowinckel. Ps.St.il. p.302.
2. Weiser. op.cit. p.503.

3. contra. Kapelrud.'King and Fertility' in Interpretaticnes... pp.llpf and
especially p.ll6.

4. cf.BDB on i~)O0.
5. Kirkpatrick.op.cit. p.423.
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be filled. In this psalm, the expectation of the people which

tliey would like to have fulfilled during the reign of the new king,
is beautifully drawn.
v.8. A world-wide dominion is expected. But the Psalmist's vi¬

sion does not exceed beyond the ancient N.E. The traditional bound¬

ary of Israel is reaffirmed in this wish, (cf.Ex.23.31) Therefore,
it is unnecessary to allude mythical notion in the reference to
'sen and the liiver'.

The Israelite king is the adopted son of Bod (is.2.7) and
is His vicegerent. lie is the channel of divine blessing."' Under
this theocratic rule nature and nation co-operate to make the vice¬

gerent's reign prosperous. People expect peace and prosperity from
God. So they pray for the king that he may wisely govern them.

By virtue of his office the king has no ability to bring fertility and

peace upon the land. He is subjected to God who is the true giver
of peace and plenty in the land.

Fs.144.
2

This is a cultic liturgy of royal thanksgiving. Many
scholars have questioned the unity of the psalm seeing the individ-

3ual and communal characteristics in the paslm, But this does not
establish that the psalm was originally two independent poems. Ps.103
also has the same characteristics. Nevertheless, that is regarded
as one psalm. The individual and communal character of the psalm
shows the author's acquaintance with the liturgical language. The

4
same reason may be attributed to its similarity with other psalms.

The occasion of the psalm is uncertain. It could be a
5

royal festival. The content is quite appropriate to be sung at
the beginning of a military campaign.

There are two main divisions:-

i. A royal thanksgiving and pirayer, w.1-11.
ii. An expectation of blessing from the Lord, w.12-15.

Verses 5-7 and 12-15 are important for our consideration.

w.3-7. In w. 3-4, the king acknowledges the frailty of human nature.
Man is like a breath, a passing shadow, (v.4; cf.8.5>39.5-6,103.14-16;
Job.7.16,14.2 etc) Here, the king confesses before God that he too,

1. cf,Mowinckel. op.cit. pp.299"ff.
2. cf.V/eiser. op.cit. pi.823.
3. Leslie, on.cit. pp.279;T50; Taylor.W.11. op.cit. in IB, p.73'±«
4. cf .Anderson, op.cit. piara.338b.
5. Weiser. ibid.
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being a man, depends on God for strength, (cf.v.l) This humble

approach of the king is in the prelude to his prayer for help.
Verses 5-7 is the king's prayer for God's intervention on

his behalf, (cf.18.10,15,17j104.32) A theophanic language has been
used in this context. The king relies on the power of God manifested

through the natural phenomena at Exodus and in Sinai, (cf.also Jg.5.20,

Hab.3.3-15') The familiar expression 'many waters' has been used to

represent the dire distress of the king. It is quite likely that
the Psalmist here, remembers Yahweh's might over the primeval waters.
He believes that the same might is still available for him and his

people.
\

w.12-15. These verses are integral part of the psalm. The Aramaic
2

expressions do not make the paaim late in its composition. Here,
the cultic community express their desire that they should have x^ros-

perity and plenty in their land. This wish can be regarded as a

prayer of the community along with their king. (cf'.Ps.72.3-4,6-7,12-14,
16) The LXX and some other versions read v.l2f along with v.11 and

v.15 is taken as describing the contrast between the temporal happiness
of the aliens and the permanent happiness of the people of Israel.
13ut this can he regarded as a conjectural alteration, and not as the true

reading' says Kirkpatrick."5 The RSV translation gives the best poss¬

ible meaning.
The psalm does not allude to king as the source of blessing

011 the land and the people. 'The Israelite king, ... remains even

in his sacral capacity a member of the community which he repiresents
4

and personifies before Yahweh in the cult'. The king is a weak hu¬
man being like his subjects standing before God for strength and help.

(cf.w.3-4) This idea of kingship is peculiar to the O.T. as a whole
and this is the fundamental difference between the royal psalmof the
O.T. and the position held by the king in the royal ritual of the
ancient N.East. The king and his subjects stand before the Lord in
the cult and ask for blessings upon the people, the land and the king,
Ilis annointed.

1. Weiser. op.cit. p.825.
2. Gunkel. Die Jsalnen. p.60o.
3. Kirkpatrick. oji.cit. p.£11.
4. Weiser. op.cit. p.63.
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4. The Psalms of Lament.

A large number of the psalms fall under this literary

type. There are individual and communal laments. The occasion
of the former may he private afflictions or sickness or attack from

personal enemies. In such laments, the individual first narrates
the nature of the suffering and then calls for divine help and del¬
iverance. The occasion of the communal lament can he national cal¬

amities or perils, famine or drought, impending attack from foreign
1

nations or a defeat in war. On such occasions the community declares
a national fast for penitence and prayer. The communal laments are

sung on those occasions. These laments state the plight of the nation
which is followed by a prayer for Yahweli's help, usually with some re¬

ference to Yahweh's past goodness or revelation of might, (eg.Is.44,
74,79,80)

Not many psalms of this genre hear witness to the concert of
God and Nature in the iSalter. We will examine only Pss.74 and 90
in this connection.

Is. 74.

This has been regarded as a communal lament over some nation¬
al catastrophe which in the light of w.3ff and 8 may he regarded as

the fall of the city. As a result of this national "blow, the people
are in despair. They do not have even the prophets to givo them mes¬

sages of consolation. In such a situation the Psalmist, representing
his people, raises the cry of help unto the Lord. The first verse
itself shows the characteristic si n of a lament. (cf.Lam .1.1,2.1,

4.1)
The content of the psalm may ho divided as follows:-

w. 1-3. A plea for help,
w. 4-11. A description of the tragedy, with a cry for divine help,
w. 12-17. A hymnic description of Yahweh's triumph over the powers

of chaos,

w. 18-23. A renewed plea for help.
Verses 12-17 are relevant for our consideration, The theme,

2
here, is a characteristic feature in laments." In a hopeless sit¬

uation, the poet is not without hope. He is reminded of the mighty

power of Yaiiweh which He has revealed in the past. 'God's mighty

1. cf.Gunke1. .linlcitnng... p. 118.
2. cf.Anderson.G.W. op.cit. para.374b.
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works of redemption and creation attest his power to interpose for the
■J^ f

deliverance of His people '. (cf ,l;s.' .77• llff.)
Therefore, with confidence the poet recalls how the Lord has

overcome the powers of chaos at the time of creation and at exodus.

(w.l2ff) In overcoming the powers of chaos, the poet acknowledges
Him as the King who has established His authority tnptl, that is,

2 , \
from the foundation of the earth. (cf,frov.8.23; hie.5.1; Is.45.21)
In w.13-14, the poet uses the familiar mythical language current in
his time. The Psalmist freely uses the creation myths of the ancient
N.E. as a means of communicating YaLweh's power over the powers of
chaos. But in t.iis context, the Psalmist uses the mythical langu¬

age with a double motive, viz. to describe Yahweh's power revealed in

overcoming the primeval chaos and in the realm of history. In other
I,

words, the myths have been Iiistoricised. 'Working JlllWin the
midst of the earth' (v.12b) suggests the saving acts of God in the

5realm of history' and especially it has a reference to tiie Exodus.

(cf.Sx.8.22; Ps.77.14) The dragons and Leviathan could very well

mean, in a figurative sense, Egypt and its power, (cf.Is.27.1,51.9;
Ezek.29.3) The Lord has crushed the power of chaos in the realm of

history and given their (Egyptians') bodies to 'the shark of the sea'.
The opening of springs in the desert and the drying up of ever-flowing
strea; s have also been included in the acts of JUyi\^. These are

Yahweh's victorious deeds against the powers of chaos. The desert
and waters are enemies of cosmos. Victoiy over them is a necessity
to preserve the cosmos intact, (cf.Gen.2.6; Ex.17.6,14.21; Josh.3.13;
Pss.78.16,20,105.41, also cf.Is.50.2,51.10/ Here, the concept of
salvation and preservation are identical. In preserving Israel,
YaliweV\ deleats the powers of chaos that threaten her life.

1. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.446.
2. Dahood's rendering 'Destroy, 0 God, the kings from the East' (v.12a) is

impossible as it stands in tiie KT. He has no support from the versions,
op.cit. VoJ.2. p.198.

3. In Babylonian terms, Tiamat, Pin n and their brood, ANET. pp.6l-68;
in Ugarit, Yan, I.otan and Shalvat, fdtET, pp. 129f, 137>158.

4. Wiiser. op.cit. pp.6Cf.
5. cf.McCullough.S. op.cit. p.396.
6. df.3H



In w.16-17, the Psalmist ingeniously invoke the power

which trod possesses to create day and niglt, luminaries and sun,

summer and winter. God can create tilings which seem to us apparently

opposites. He creates the luminaries for the night which also he-

longs to God. ~ lie fixes the boundaries of the earth so that the po¬

wers of chaos may not engulf it again. (104.9,148.6; Job.38.10-ll)
The intention of the Psalmist is clear in this context. Israel, the
creation of God, is passing through a time of crisis. The powers of
chaos is against her. But the poet believes that God is able to
illuminate her darkness by His creative power. The powers of chaos
cannot have the ultimate sway because God is active against them
even in the realm of history. It is this faith that saves the people
of the O.T. from tragic outlook on life and helps them to overcome

2
dualism and daemonism. Here, the poet shares the faith of the
author of Ps.89(vv.5-18) and Second Isaiah. Both of them cling to
the power of Yahweh to keep the cosmos in existence from falling
into chaos. This is a great hope for the people in suffering.
Yahweh's creative power is still available for His people.

Ps.90.

The structure and content of the psalm show the features of
a lament and therefore, we may classify it under a community lament."'
The occasion of the psalm is difficult to ascertain. We have no

evidence in the text. But the vague language and the general nature
of affliction suggest that the psalm may have been composed not for
the use of a specific fast day during a period of distress or famine,

4
but for an annual penitential day. The author is a man of mature

experience, at the close of his life reflects on human experience with
a retrospective mind. His refection resembles the thought of the
wise men of Israel.

There are two main divisions. Verses 1-12 is a contrast

1. Here, the Psalmist is courageoixs (cf.Is.45.7) while P hesitates to
attribute the creation of night to Yahweh.cf .Gen. 1.">-4.

2. cf.Vriezen.T.C. An Cutlinc of O.T. Theology, p.186.
3. cf.V/eiser. op.cit. p.595; Anderson.G.W. op.cit. para.378a.
4. cf.Leslie. The Psalms, p.250; cf .Schmidt .11. Die Isalinen. p.170.



"between the eternal God and the transient man, and w. 13-17 is a

prayer for God's grace and help.
w.2-6. In these verses the poet expresses his confidence in an

eternal God. He realises how short-lived is man when he considers

the everlasting character of God. The Psalmist's creation-faith is

expressed in v.2. According to him, God has brought forth the visible
world. The mountains, the earth and the world, represent the created
order. God, who existed prior to the visible world, is the confidence

1
of the poet. In a sense, God is the true home of the Psalmist.

But w.3-6 make the contrast. According to the Psalmist,
man is a paradox. Although his refuge is in God, he essentially be-

2
longs to the earth. He is like a dream, like grass which is renewed
in the morning and in the evening fades and witiiers. (cf ,103#l'±-l6;
Gen.3.16) This view concerning man seems to he a gloomy one. But
we should realise that the Psalmist comes to this conclusion not by

taking a stock of man's achievements, hut by examining man in the

presence of the eternal God. The author of Ps.8 also has a similar

picture of God and man. But he adds to it the condescending grace

of God. Here, the poet prays that God may return- to man that he may

he upheld, (cf.w. 13ff) in his wealaiess.

llei'e, 'the poet contrasts the precarionsness of individual
and national existence with God's eternal dominion, and concludes that
the essence of Wisdom lies in recognising the transience of human
life'.-5 Not only that, the poet also subjects the phenomena.1 world
and mankind under the eternal care of God. Han and nature alike de¬

pend on God for their existence.

5. The '.visdom Psalms.

According to Gunkel, these psalms fall under the minor types.
Human life is the main theme of these psalms. At the beginning, the

4
wisdom in Israel had a nobjfe setting-in-life. But we cannot deter¬

mine the particular Sitz in Lebcn of the wisdom psalms. In fact,

1. cf.HcCullough.S. op.cit. p.487.
2. v.5a is obscure and difficult. Still the N'T can be accepted without

emendation, (cf.Leslie, op.cit. p. 2511Anderson.G.'.v. ibid) Here, njltfis
a figurative for 'death'. (cf.Job.ll.ll,12;Ps.76.6;Jcr.51.39>57) cf.BDB
Literally we may render v.5a 'thou dost sweep them - a sleep', that is
thou dost sweep them by death. The verbO"! J means 'pour forth in floods
or flood away'. This is a sign of death and destruction. The idea ex¬
pressed in v. pa agrees well with w.3 and pff.

3. Bahood. op.cit. Vol.2, p.322.
4. cf.Gunkel. Hinleitung.. p.332.



we have no evidence from the text to find out the original Sitz im Leben.

Very few psalms of this type discuss the problem of nature
and God. In Pss.1,37 and 49, there are some references to the subject

1
under investigation. None of these psalms are cultic. Perhaps,

2
some of them may never have been used in the cult.

Ps.l.

In this psalm, there is a strong pedagogical interest centred
in the law. Because of this emphasis, Leslie holds the view that it

may have been used, at least in later Judaism for the Festival of Weeks
3

which celebrated the giving of the law at mount Sinai. But the psalm
does not show any indication of a cultic origin or cultic use.

The position of the psalm without a superscription at the

beginning, gives the impression that it has been added to the Psalter
as a general introduction, 'summing up the faith in God's righteousness

4
and the idea of piety to which it bears witness'.

The psalm developes its theme in three stages,
w. 1-2 The two ways are contrasted,

w.3-4. The poet's view ox the nature and value of the righteous and
the wicked is given in two figurative expressions,

w.5-6. God^s judgment on the two ways.

w.3-4. It is in these verses that we find some reference to the

natural phenomena. They have been used to illustrate the nature of
the righteous and the wicked. Similar pictures drawn from nature,
are found in Jer.17.6-S. (a.;so cf.Is.52.8,92.12; Job.29.19; Bzek.19.

10-11; Sir.39-13) ITere, the God-fearing is like a tree transplanted''
by the streams of water. The tree may be regarded as the symbol of
wisdom. (cf.Lrov.3. 18) The stream may have an allusion to the life-

giving waters of the laradise. (cf.Gen.2.9,10; also Jer.2.13; Bzek.

47.7; ilev.22.2) In a figurative sense, the righteous is constantly
nourished by the waters which is the source ox wisdom and lifo.
In using the nature-imagery, the poet is following the pattern of the
wisdom writers of the ancient N.E. In the teaching of Amenemope wc

read:-

The truly silent man, he withdraweth himself apart,

. cf .Mowinekel. 'Isalxas and Wisdom' in VT3, 111,1955, p.213.

. cf.Quell. G. Das kultis-.c irobier der j. salnien, pp,143ff.

. cf.Leslie, op.cit. p.452.

. Anderson.G.W. op.cit. para."6la.

. cf. Sniyr .
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lie is like a tree growing in a plot.
It growth green ancl doubleth its yield;
It is before its lord.

Its fruit is sweet; its shade is pleasant.
1

Its end is reached in the grove.

The wicked man is likened to the chaff that is driven away by the
wind. This is a common figurative, found in the description of judg
ment. (v.4) The thought, here, is not so much on the destruction of
the wicked, bat on their instability. Like the righteous wno is

planted by the streams, the wicked has neither deep roots, not they
are nourished by the water.

Here, the Isalmist's understanding of nature has been used
for didactic purposes. In these verses, the poet has found the nat¬
ural phenomena as the best means to communicate the message of Hebrew
wisdom. In a sense, the poet is making a secular use of the natural

phenomena.

I's. 57 •

It is significant to note that this psalm has an acrostic
form and a dominent wisdom motive. The problem of retribution which
is also found in Is.73; Hah.2 a::d the hook of Job, is the main theme

of the psalm. The poet is a man of wider experience and his exhor¬
tations are valuable for the edification of men. (cf.w.27-28)

The main divisions of the psalm are the following:-
w. 1-11. An exhortation to trust in the Lord;
w.12-20. Tlio transient prosperity of the wicked;
w.21-31. The blessing of the righteous;

w.32-40. The contrasted outcome of the wicked and the righteous.
Like the poet in Is.l, here, too the nature of the wicked

is compared to natural phenomena. The analogies are drawn from the

plant-species, (cf.w.3,20,35) The grass and the glory of the pas¬

tures are symbols of transience, (cf.90.5jl03.15j Is.40.6-8; Job.14.2
The wicked may flourish for a while, but they will not last. Like
the poets of Egypt, the Psalmist also makes use of the imageries
which are abundant in nature. About the wicked, Amenomope says:-

1. DCXT. p.178; translated by lluxuley.J.L.
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As for the hot-headed man in a temple,

ITe is like a tree growing in an enclosed space.

A moment completeth its loss of foilage.
1

Its end is reached in the makherma.

The arrogance of the wicked may grow like a cedar or a

•green tree in a native soil' (SV). This picture from nature is
very frequent in the O.T. (cf.92.7; Job.20.6-7; Is.2.13; -^zek.31.10)
The poet believes that the presperity of the wicked, however great it

may be, will be cut off; for he rebels against God. This conviction
of the poet is based on his belief in a God who sees and judges all

tilings from his own righteous standpoint.

Ps.T9.

Since this is a wisdom psalm, it has affinities with lss.37
and 73. It has also parallel thoughts in Job, Proverbs and Eccles-
iastes. The Psalmist's audience includes 'all peoples' and his mes¬

sage has a universal application, (w.2-3) The purpose of the poet
O

is to instruct men about the fundamental issues of life.

We find two ma.in divisions in the psalm,
w. 2-13. A general call to listen to his words, presentation of

the problem,ends with a note on man's death,
w.14-21. The poet contrasts his lot with the fortunes of the wicked

who are led to Sheol like sheep, ends with a similar note
as in v.13.

w.13.13.21. In the previous two psalms illustrations have been
taken from the plant-world. Here, the poet takes the analogy from
the animal-world. 'Man cannot abide in his pomp', he says, 'lie is
like the beasts that perish'. (w.l3,2l) According to him, death
is the only certainty and is the great leveller. Neither riches nor

fame, wisdom nor folly can snatch man from the grip of death. Han
is led to Sheol like sheep, (v.15) Verse 15 is obscure and probably

corrupt in the NT. However, the HSV presents the general sense of
the verse.

Sheol, the underworld is personified as a shepherd that leads

1. /Oil. p.173, translated by ilumley.J.K.
2. cf.Taylor.¥.11. op.cit. p.25^.



the sheep to its appointed end. An Oriental myth is alluded to
1

in this verse. Here, the Psalmist strikes a new note. Confidence
has been expressed that God would deliver his life from the hands of
Sheol. (cf.73.24) V/e are not 3ui-e whether while composing this

poem, the poet was aware of the translation of Enoch and Elijah.

(Gen.5.24; 2 Kings.2.ll) According to the poet, the authority of
God extends even to Sheol, the abode of the dead, (cf.w. 10,15,16,139.S)

In those wisdom psalms, we may note the following points.
i. The poet's understanding of nature does not bring God into

it. Neither His majesty nor His authority over the pheno¬
menal world is emphasised. Since the poet is mainly con¬

cerned about the problems of human life, he uses nature,
which is around man, as an open book of illustration to

get across the issues of mail's life to his audience.

ii. The Psalmist has a secular view of nature and the observa¬

tion of it is guided by wisdom motive.
iii. The transient nature of man, whether righteous or wicked,

reverberates in these psalms. Nan who is rebellious against

God, perishes like an animal. But the God-fearing has

hope even from the grip of Sheol.
iv. The powers of death is under subjection to God. The under¬

world which is the abode of death, is part of the universe

according to the Psalmist.

6. Nixed Poems.

There are a number of psalms which cannot be strictly class¬
ified under one literary type. Characteristics of two or more liter¬
ary genre are found in them. In this group, we have found ahout
nine psalms which arc relevant for our particular investigation. An
examination of these psalms is our task in this section.

1. According to Hindu mythology, Yama, the god of death, cones and
leads the soul to his kingdom at the time of the individual's death.
Both the Babylonians and Egyptians believed in the power of the
ruler of the Nether world. cf.ANET. p.52. But the Egyptians hoped
for life after death. cf.AKET. p.32.
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Ps.24.

The liturgical character of this psalm is so obvious that no

one can deny its cultic use. But the problem is to determine the
exact Sitz in Leben. According to the LXX superscription of the psalm,
this was used on the first day of the week. The dedication of the

temple is the appropriate occasion of the psalm, according to 1'irkpat-
rick. 'The psalm is presumably part of the liturgy of tlie autumnal
festival whose climax is the appearance of Yahweh as the King', ob-

2
serves V/eiser." The Enthronement festival has been suggested by
Nowinckel.J Later Jewish sources associate the psalm with the fes-

4 i \tival of tlie New Year. The allusion of Yahweh as creator (w.1-2)
and the celebration of Him as King.. (w.7ff) favour the view that the
psalm is a part of the liturgy of the autumnal festival. It may

have been used as an antiphonal song for the procession in connection
5with the festival.'

The psalm has three main parts:-
w.1-2. A hymn declaring Yahweh as the creator and controller of

the universe.

w.3-6. A liturgy of the gate, delineating the conditions of app¬

roach to the presence of Yahweh.

w.7-10. An antiphonal song celebrating the epiphany ol' the King of

glory.

w.1-2. These two verses are most relevant for our theme under

consideration. Here, the Psalmist makes an unambiguous claim, a dec¬
laration that the earth and its fulness belong to the Lord. The
second part of v.l expands what the term 'fulness' means. It inclu¬
des the earth and its inhabitants. The LXX is more specific in this
context. is rendered as k<c ct ko^vTi)"* which

1. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.127.
2. Weiser. op.cit. p.232.

3. Kowinckel. Fs.St.ii. pp.3ff, FIN, vol.1. pp.lOGf
4. Fiebig.F. ed.Kosh Ea-schana (Criessen,A. Topelmann.1914) P.52, quoted

by Taylor.V/.H. op.cit. p. 131.

5. cf.Johnson. Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel, 2nd ed. p.72.
6. Koch.E. The Growth of the Bih. Tradition, p.30.

7. cf.Syriac Version alio.
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leaves out no living creatures of the earth. God created the earth

not as a chaos hut an ordered realm to be productive and inhabited.

(cf.Is.4p.18; Gen.128) Yahweh is its owner.

In v. 2, the poet gives the reason as to why he has made the
claim in v.l. lie says,

For He has founded it upon the seas,
1

and established it upon the rivers.
The 'seas and rivers' have been used in parallel terras. They allude
to the subterranean waters upon which the earth is established.
This mythical view is frequently found in the Psalter. (104.5f,93.1,
I36.6, also Job.38.4; Prov.8.29) Here the word tflH lias an emphatic

meaning. Yahweh alone is the creator and 110 other. We see 'in the

0.1. more than one*an attempt has been made to argue the legitimacy
- 2

of the power of uod by means of a deduction from his creation'.

(l Sam.2.8; Ps.74.l6ff ,89.11'ff ,95«4f) , That reasoning is here used

effectively as an introduction from which the rest of the psalm pro¬

ceeds. It is significant to note that the emphasis, here, is not
on the deeds of Yahweh in history but in the cosmic realm. This is
a characteristic feature of the so-called enthronement psalms. (cf.93.1>
95.5,96.10) The lordship of Yahweh over the world is grounded on His
creative act by which He lies brought order into existence.

Since Yahweh alone is the creator and owner of the world,

lie alone deserves the allegiance of the world. The cultic community
celebrates Eim as the King of glory. (w.7ff) To the cultic com¬

munity, the creator-God is the King of glory. Paying homage to the

King of glory demands a certain standard of moral integrity from the
inhabitants of the world, (cf.w.3-6) The vision of Isaiah (6.1-S)
has striking parallels with this psalm, (cf.Is.24.1 with Is.6.3,
24.3-6 with Is.6.5-7,24.7-10 with Is.6.1,3,5)

In this psalm, the concept of God as the creator is intim¬

ately related, to the moral nature of God. Here, the idea of the king¬

ship of Yahweh proceeds from the faith in Yahweh as the creator and
controller of the world. To the cultic community, lie is not just a

remote deity, but an active reality who comes in the cult as 'the Lord

1. nnniis rendered as 'ocean currents' by Johnson, op.cit. p.73«
cf.Jona.2.4; Is.44.27. The term is also found in the Dgaritic text,
cf.Driver.G.R. CI'lL. pp.Slff.

2. V/eiser. op.cit. p.233.
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strong and raiglity, the Lord, mighty in battle', the King of glory.
The cnltic presence of the Victor is the strength and confidence of
the community.

Fs.46.

The psalm resembles a hymn so far as its general spirit and

purpose are concerned. But it does not conform to the structure of
a hymn. Gurkel classifies it as a song of Zion with eschatological
element."'' The psalm has also the features of a psalm of confidence,

(cf.91)
This psalm has been interpreted from three different stand¬

points .

i. The Historical.

Those who give a historical interpretation believe that the

psalm has a specific historical setting. The more favoured view of
the historical situation is the deliverance of the city from the

2
Assyrian invasion in 701 B.C. According to Dubm, the situation is
the historical disturbances in the 3i"d centicry B.C.'' The so-called
allusions to the historical events ai-e very vague in the psalm that
it is almost difficult to identify them with any particular event.

Moreover, such vague expressions are found in the psalms which cele¬
brate the kingship of Yahweh. (cf.93.1-3>47.2f,48.pf)

^he Escli-.tolo'-jcal.

In the light of w.9ff» some scholars have found an eschato
logical prophecy in the psalm. There may be eschatological elements
hut we cannot interpret the psalm purely in terms of eschatology.
The refrain, 'the Loi-d of Iiosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our

refuge', is a strong reminder of the present experience of the com¬

munity.
iii. The Cultic.

The exegetes who adhere to this method interpret the psalm
4

from its cultic setting-in-life. The autumnal festival, the New
Year festival' and the Enthronement festival have been suggested as

1. Gunkel. Einloitun".. p.329.
2. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.2;53.
3. Duhir,. Die P:-aimer., p. 133.
4. V/eiser. op.cit. p.366; Anders on.G.W. op.cit. para.. 3698.
5. Schmidt.H. Die Psalmcn. p.88.
6. Mowinckel. Is.St,ii. p.4.



its Sitz in Leben. Since these festivals are not clearly drawn in
the G.T., we cannot be specific about their features. This is a draw¬
back to determine the exact occasion of this psalm. However, in all

probability we may take the autumnal festival as the settin.---in-lj.fe.
We find three divisions in the psalm.

w.2-4. God is the refuge and strength of Israel in the face of nat¬
ural calamities,

w.5-8. God is a refuge when the rovers of chaos in the realm of

historj' rise against the people,

w.9-12. God is the exalted One of the world.

In this psalm, we are mainly concerned about the first two
sections.

w.2-4. The second verse is the keynote of the psalm, Yahweh has
been declared as the confidence of the people. The community that
lives in tension, pressed in between life and death, order and disor¬

der, wants to affirm their faith again and again. At the annual
cult the community realise how the Lord has been their defence and

stronghold in the past. They express their hope that the same God
would continue to be their refuge and strength in the years to come.

It is this faith that sustains the community against the odds of life
and gives them courage to face the future.

In these three verses the confession of the poet rises 'above
the raging of Nature at the formation and dissolution of the world',

1
observes V/eiser. In fact, they do not refer to the formation and
dissolution of the world. V/hat is said in these verses arc hypothet¬
ical probabilities. They emphasise Yahweh's power to defend His
people if natural catastrophe occur. They 'deal with the assurance

of Yahweh's help in virtue of His power over the great cosmic sea...
2

which apparently represents the primeval forces of darkness'.
Since Yahweh is the Victor over the chaos, lie is able to protect His

people from adversitiesi He establishes a fortress on their behalf
and defends them. (cf .8.3>29.11,63.34-36) At the end of the first
section the refrain is not given, although it is appropriate.

(w.8,12)3
w. 9-8. Dahood reads ~1 (13(^.5) together with v.4, perhaps

1. V/eiser. op.cit. p.367.
2. Johnson, op.cit. 2nd ed. p.92.
3. cf.BTI margin.
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assuming that the river in this context is an element of chaos.

Sere we find the danger of reading too much extraneous mythical
influence into the C-.T. The O.T. does not always regard the element
of water as a cosmic enemy. In the J tradition, spring and rivers
are elements of blessing. (Gen.2.6.10f) Therefore, here, the text
need not be altered. The river, here, is a sign of divine presence

(cf • .OiZek.47.IffJ or alessing. (1s.j>j>.21.5 rs.6p.10, a j. s o Is.S.6) In
contrast to the waters of death and destruction (v.4) there is a

river of life and security, God Himself. This is a perennial source
of life to the cultic community against the perils of death.

Sere, we should note that 'it is in the person of the "Most

High", worshipped with all eloquent symbolism of the sun, that Yahweh

triumphs over the forces of darkness, the gloomy underworld of "death",
and the kings (or nations) of the earth vno threaten the life of His

2
chosen people'."* In v.7, by the careful use of the verbs as in

w.3-4, the poet delineates the active work of the powers of chaos
in the realm of history. But they do not last long because the

thundering voice of God stills them, (cf.29.3-10,18.14) The enemies
are routed and the people are safe.

It is this continuous triumph of Yahweh over the powers of
chaos that leads the poet to the vision of peace and security. (w.Si'f)
It is Yahweh's victorj' in the realm of cosmos and history gives him
the conviction that Yahweh alone is the true God ( HJ "* H 5 % "*01%)
of the world, (cf.v.ll)

Ps.68.

Since the psalm lias no counterpart in the Psalter, it is
difficult to classify it under one particular type. There is no un¬

animous view concerning the style, structure, Sit?: im Leben and the
date of the psalm. The arguments about these problems are many and

they are not directly relevant to our pupose. However, some important
views will be considered.

Albright regards the psalm as an ancient catalogue of inci-

pits and his study led him to discover about thirty such incipits in
the psalm."5 Perhaps following this view, Taylor calls the psalm

1. Dahood. Psalms. 1.. p.277.
2. Johnson, op.cit. pp.93ff.

3. Albright.' A Catalogue of Early Hebrew Lyric Poems',KUCA.vol.xxiiiA
1950-51. pp.Iff.
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'Libretto of Songs for the Sanctuary'. The psalm has several
2

features similar to the Ugaritic, Babylonian and Egyptian poems.

But this should not lead us to conclude that the psalm lacks unity
of thought or depends on earlier short poems. 'The alleged lack of

unity or sequence is probably to be explained by the fact that the

psalm is the accompaniment of a solemn festival precession and ritual
: action to various aspects of which its several parts were related',

3
writes Anderson. These so-called incipits are neatly woven together
as a garland so that it may be an ornament of honour to Yahweh,
whose assumption as King in Zion is celebrated as the main tfcfime of
the psalm.

Regarding the actual settinq-in-life of the psalm, many
4

views have been expressed. Those who give a cultic interpretation
5

of the psalm, see in it the celebration of the kingship of Yahweh.

Among the divergent views, the most convincing seems to be the one

which takes the psalm as a processional hymn on the occasion of the
annual autumnal feast, (cf.w.25-26)

The leading motif of the psalm is developed in five parts.
Introduction - the announcement of the coining of the Lord,
His character,
The triumphant march of Yahweh from Sinai through the wild¬
erness ,

The entry of tiie Lord into Zion as King,
The effects of the rule of Yahweh from Zion,

A call to the nations to pay homage to the Lord, the uni¬
versal King.
In our study of this psalm, we will give special attention

to w.8-11, 16-19 and 33-36 where the poet, expresses his views on God
and His relation to the natural world.

i. w.8-11.

Verses 8-9 almost resemble Jg.5.4-5 which portrays Yahweh

1. Taylor.V/.R. op.cit. p.353.
2. Gunkel .Die Psa linen. p.284; Johnson. OTi.cit. p.77; hrestermann.PGP,op.93ff •
3. Anderson.G.W. op.cit. para.373c.
4. Sffhmidt.II. regards tiie psalm as a Lew Year hymn, op.cit. pp.l67'f;

Notscher regards it as a processional song. Die Lsalmen. p.143;
Kowinckel, in Per AchtunOesechzigste Psalm, pp.31ff argues the Enthrone¬
ment festival as its settln-i.n-li.ie. Gunkel interprets the psalm in
an eschatological sense. Lie isalren, p.284.

5. Kowinckel. Lib.1 pp.152,170; Johnson, op.cit. p.77»

w. 2-4.

w. 5-15.

w.16-19.
w.20-32.

w. 33-36.
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as God who reveals Himself in earth-quake and storm. The Psalmist
has the basic pattern of the theophany at Sinai. Yahweh's manifes¬
tation has been presented to the cultic community, in the language of
Sinaic theophany. The community realise His coming as a present

reality."'' They see the reaction of the natural phenomena before the
2

presence of the Lord, the Cne from Sinai."' The coming of the Lord
is accompanied by the blessing in the realm of nature, namely, abundant
rain. (v. 10) Lovinckel writes, 'Neben und vor das lleil der Erneurung
der Natur und der Vitalitat tritt die Geschichtliche Ileilstat Gottes'."'
The renewal of nature is believed to be an essential part of the sal¬
vation experience of the people.

A literal rendering of v.10a may be given as 'a rain of free¬
will offering thou dost wave'. This expression has been interpreted
as a liturgical reminder of the feast in which the juriest makes the

wave-offering, ( D 013J1 ). Here, the Lord Himself acts as a priest
4

by giving the rain as a free-will offering. By this natural bless¬

ing, the Lord renews His heritage, the land and its people at a time
of weariness and perhaps drought. Various emendations have been sug-

3
gested for v.10b." Although the text is difficult, the general sense

is clear in the BSV rendering. The renewal of nature and the sub¬

sequent prosperity are the signs of the 'goodness' of the Lord, (v.ll)^
The coming of the Lord has its repercussions in the realm

of history. The Lord scatters the enemies of Israel, (cf.v.15,22;
also Jg.5.19f) Verse 15 has two possible interpretations. It may

suggest tiie time or the manner in which the Lord routed His enemies.

1. cf.Weiser. op.cit. p.482.
2. flj, need not be delited as some suggest, cf.BH margin. It could

be translated as 'the Cne from Sinai' or 'He of Sinai', cf.Lahood.
op.cit. p.151; Jolmson. op.cit. p.79 find note 4; Schofielci.J.N. 'Judges'
in PCS, para.264f, 'the lord of Sinai', (NEB).

3. Kowinckel. Per Achtundesecbzigste Psalm. p»33»
4. cf.Thackeray. The Sentua-rint and Jewish horshin. p.59.
5. 'Thou lias raised her up', Lowinckel. op.cit. p.34; 'Thou hast created

her', Albright, op.cit. in LUCA xxiii/j 1950-51. pp.If.
6. 'Goodness' stands for 'rain' according to Ba'nood. This seems to be a

too rigid and narrow interpretation, op.cit.p.140, also see Vol.1.pp.25ff
7. Ivry's rendering, 'As snow dries up in Zalm.on' docs not agree with the

whole spirit of the verse, vid.'Notes on I"s.6S',J3L 71,1952, pp.lblff.
The Jerusalem Bible interprets the verse in a figurative sense, see
Johnson, op.cit. p.80, where the verse is rendered as a simile; also
lY. j--; »



Perhaps we nay take it as having both these aspects. There might
have been a severe snow-storm at the time of the battle which forced

the enemy to withdraw or admit defeat. The poet regards it as an

intervention of Yahweh with His power over the natural phenomena,

(cf.Josh.10.11; Ex.9.23; Jg.5.20-21)

ii. w.16-19• The Triumphant Kntrv of Yahweh in to Zion.

In the poetic imagination, the mountains have been attributed
with quasi-consciousness. Verses 16-17 resound almost like rss.ll4.3ffj

77.l6f. Here, the Psalmist echoes the ancient view that the gods had
their abode in the peaks of the mountains. Yahweh shifts His resi¬
dence from Sinai to Zion. He comes as a mighty warrior, (w.18-19)
The text of v.18 is obscure. Albright translates:-

The chariots of Yahweh were two (?) thousand
Two myriads the bowmen of my Lord,

A

When they brought the Holy (Ark) from Sinai.
This rendering has obliterated the sense of the cultic vision of the

coming of the Lord. The army of the Lord is to be understood in terms
of the hosts of heaven (2 Kings.6.16; Is.66.15; Dt.33.2) rather than

2
•bowmen' or'archers'." The RSV is not very satisfactory in this verse.

The translation given by Johnson, gives a better sense than other

renderings. It reads:-
The chariots of God are thousands upon thousands;

g
The Lord is amid them, He of Sinai is in the sanctuary."

The Rider en the clouds who makes the winds Eis messengers, fire and
flame His ministers (cf ,w.5,34,104.3-4), now appears before the cul¬
tic community with all His retinue. When the mighty God. takes His
abode in the midst of man, He does not relinquish neither His majesty
nor His power. The presence of this mighty God in the midst of the

cult-community is their source of strength and courage.

The presence of the Lord in their midst gives the community
freedom from the fear of death (v.2i) Here, some scholars see an

4
allusion to the victory of Ba'al over Kot. Others find allusion to

1. Albright.'Notes on Is.68 and 134' in Interr-retaticnes. . .p.4.
2. cf.Lahood. isalms. •11-1.00, p.131.

3. Johnson, op.cit. p.82.
4. Mowinckel. 1U.1,152; Jolinson. ibid; also cf.Ps.48.15.



1
Satyr or goat monster in the word-]_y in v.22. C'ne cannot avoid

T ' *

mythical allusions in these verses, out it should not interfere with
the interpretation of the psalm. The myth has a historical signifi¬
cance in this context. is to be understood with Cohen, as re-

T " 2
ferring to the soldiers of the enemy who keep long hairs under a vow.

It may represent the captains or the soldiers of the foreign nations
who plot against the people of God. (cf.13t.32.42; Num.6.5j) And
'death' in this connection is the destruction or humiliation at the

hands of the enemies. But Yahveh has universal authority and Ke is
able to route the enemy in the heights and in the depths, (v.23;
Amos.9.2-3; Fs.139.8) Both mythical and historical enemies are with¬
in the limit of Mis jurisdiction and therefore, the community can

dwell in safety.

iii. w.33-36.
The concept of universalism is continued. The kingdoms

of the earth are called to pay homage to the Lord because He is the

sovereign Lord. The expressionTfIp~'li3V/ "'O'U'iis not very clear. It

may suggest the 'primeval or the eternal heavens',^ or perhaps the

'highest heaven'. But the Lord is the One who rides in these heavens,
lie is its eternal ruler. From there He sends forth His mighty voice,
which is the voice of command and judgment, (cf.104.7>46.7,29.3~9)
He is nighty in the heavenly realm and fearfiil in His sancturary.

(cf.w.35-36) Therefore, He deserves the homage of all people.
Since He is majestic and powerful, ile is able to give strength and

power to His p>eople. (cf.rss.8.3>29.11,46.2)
The main thoughts of the psalm concerning the theme under

consideration may he summed up as follows
i. The cultic community acknowledges the reality of God as revealed

through the natural phenomena.
ii. The giving of rain and the consecixient prosperity of the land

have been regarded as a sign of the manifestation of the Lord.

1. Albright, op.cit. in LUCA. \rol.xxiii,1950-31, P«27; • owinckel regards
as a reference to Sdom Seir of Jg.5.4, Per Achtun-' socliziste

Psalm, p.49.
2. Cohen.A. The 1 sains, p.213, also cf.Jg.5.2; Cohen.A. Joshua and Judges,

p.193; Gray.J. (edj Joshua, Judges and luuth. pp.275ff
3. cf.Hahood. op.cit. p.132; Weiser. p.490.



iii. The power of God is revealed in the realms of nature and his¬

tory, in the storm, rain, heavens, the battle field and in the

sanctuary. (w.5,10,12f,25>3;±»36) In these spheres of activ¬

ity He is a terror to the powers of chaos, and death.

(w. 15,21-22)
iv. It is the powerful authority of Yahweh revealed in the realm

of nature and history, that inspires the Psalmist to proclaim
the universal claim of the Lord.

Ps.77.

So far as the form of the psalm is concerned, two literary

types are found in it, an individual lament and a hymn. Gunkel

classifies it as a mixed type.
We may divide the psalm into three divisions,

w. 2-11. A lament over the present distress which is contrasted
with the blessings of the past,

w.12-16. He recalls the wonderful deeds of the Lord in the past,

w.17-21. A description of theophany.

Verses 12-21 have the literary characteristics of a hymn.
It has been suggested that the combining of the two sections of the

1
psalm must have taken place for a specific situation. But this need
not be the case. Both parts of the psalm could have come from the
experience of the poet. At first, he laments over the present agony

and soon he changes his thoughts to the wonderful works of the Lord .

This is a common feature which we find in other psalms of lament, (cf.
102,18.2-20) In the second part of the psalm (w.l2-2l), the poet
is invoking the power of Yahweh which has been revealed in the past
on behalf of God's people. Meditation on the power of God strengthen
him with the hope of speedy deliverance from his agony. Of course,
the situation or the nature of the suffering cannot be determined
in the light of this psalm. We are also not certain whether the

2
poet represents an individual or the people."" The psalia is appro¬

priate for a national day of lamentation when the theme of this psalm
can bring hope and confidence in the cultic community.

1. cf.Kraus. Psa linen. 1. p. 550.

2. Anderson.G.W.'The Psalms', in PCT, para 375b, Ilowinckel considers
it as a national psalm. iT./.jg p.227.



For our purpose we will take w.12-21 where the Psalmist

expresses his views on God and His relation to the order of nature.

i. w. 12-16.

In affliction the poet; turns his thoughts to the mighty

power of God where he can take shelter. He meditates over the won¬

derful deeds of the Lord which He had done on behalf of His jjeople.

Here, the language and thought-forms resembles the song of Koses in
Ex.15, (cf.the use of H^in v.12 and Ex.15.2, cf.v. 14-15 and Ex.15.ll)
The deeds are the signs ^ (w. 12,16) which make Yahweh the unique God
of redemption. In v.IT, the poet underlines the unique nature of

_ 2
Yahweh in the use of the word Wi V . ~ The otherness of God has been

revealed through the works of redemption. It was a revealation of
His power, (v.15b; Fs.106.8; Ex.IT.18) The terms, mighty deeds, won¬

ders, might, arm' (w. 12-16) have been used, in a sense, to heighten
the greatness of the Lord and His power of redemption. According
to the poet, there is no other God like Yahweh.^ The ttse of 5 /> 71
clearly indicates the Psalmist's acceptance of Yahweh alone as the
true God.

ii. w. 17-21.

In the second part of the meditation, the poet sees the re¬

action of the powers of nature before the Lord. Some of these nat¬

ure-powers represent the powers of chaos and others apj>ear as attend¬
ants of the God of redemption. The waters and the deep are the rem¬

nants of the cosmic sea. Seeing God r : they tremble with fear.

(llT.3f) On the other hand, the cl ouds, the thunder, the lightnings,
the whirlwind and the earth-quake are the accompaniments of a theo-

phany.^ (Ps.18.8ff; Hah.3; Ex.19.l6f etc) In the vision of the poet,
the Lord comes as the leader of the community and a great commotion
takes place in the realm of nature. (cf.Is.T0.10f,T2.13)

According to Weiser, this should be understood as the cul-
tic experience of the community. The poet is not just narrating a

1. For the meaning of the word h>3 Q cf.Robinson.H.W. Inspiration and
Revelation in the G.T. p.37.

2. AV renders it 'the sanctuary', but 'Holy' is preferable and it cor¬
responds to ilTX in v. 1Tb.

3. In the light of Ex.i5.ll we should expect H"*f)3% refers to Yahweh
alone. KT lacks the suffix 'cur' with 'God' in v.IT.

T. see additional note on Theophany.
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past event out the realitj/ of God's manifestation takes place in the
cultic theophany. It is throiigh the realisation of God's power

that the sufferer gets hope and confidence in distress. The last

part of the psalm brings before the worshipper the realisation of
Yahweh's power.

Although the power of Yahweh is a reality in the realm of
nature and history, there is a kind of mystery associated with His
revelation in nature. The God of Israel has never been identified

with any powers of nature. He has not been given or associated
with any particular form. Nevertheless, He was real in the exper¬

ience of His people. In this psalm, the Exodus event has been

regarded as an open manifestation of the power of God. Yet in v.20
we read 'thy footprints were unseen'. This is an indication that the

reality of God can be explained only through analogical language.

Nothing can exactly equate Him or reveal Him adequately, because
He is the God who is extraordinary and incomprehensible. nv/y i>* n nnK

• • •• "T *r -

Si 9 does, not only mean that lie is a doer of miracles, but He
v v

Himself is'Si©. (Jg.13.18)
P&89.

The psalm is regarded as one of the early psalms in the
Psalter. It has been subjected to much critical examination on

account of its particular form and literary character. Under
critical examination two main literary forms have been discovered
in this psalm, a hymn and a lament. This can be seen from an

analysis of the content. We may divide the psalm as follows
w.2-5 . A Ilymnic introduction,

w.6-19 . A Hymn in praise of Yahweh, the victor over chaos, the
creator and owner of Nature and the King of Israel,

w.20-38 . A narration of the covenant made with the dynasty of
David,

w.39-51 • A bitter lament over the affliction of the Davidic king
and a prayer to remember the sufferings of the king and
his people.
In the light cf its content, some scholars maintain that

the psalm is a combination of two or three originally independent
2

poems. When we take into consideration the literary features of

1. cf. Weiser. op.cit. p.533.
2. Gesterelejm op.cit. pp.396f, for a list of scholars who hold this

view, see Johnson. Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel. 2nd. ed.
p.25 and note 1.
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She psalms of lamentation, we will find that this view is untenable.
In such psalms the sufferer, whether the individual or the community,
invokes the power of God who is able to help him in the time of aff¬
liction. Usually this invocation will have the characteristics of a

hymn, (cf,74.13ff»102.12f) The transition of style and mood is due to
the particular s e11 in.g-in-1 i fe of the psalm.. The psalm reflects the

changing moods and hopes of the sufferer. In thought and conception
O

the psalm is a unity, as it probably was in liturgical usage."'
The next problem is the question of interpretation. There

are two main approaches, viz. the historical and cultic interpretations.
We shall take the second line of interpretation first.

3 4The Scandinavian School, particularly Sngnell, Pcdersen,
5 6Bentzen , AhlstrBm and others regard that the psalm has no historical

reference and is to be interpreted as a cultic liturgy. Bentzen goes

to the extreme and says, ''That here 106k like the remnants of an

"historical" situation of distress could he a strongly "historified" des-
7

cription of the ritual combat from the creation drama'. The suffering
of the Icing has been regarded as the ritual suffering of the king in

8
the cult as in the Babylonian New Year festival. Since we have already

o
discussed elsewhere in this thesis about the feasibility of interpret¬

ing the Psalms in the light of the King-ideology of the ancient Near

East, we do not propose to have another discussion in this context.
Now we would just say that adequate evidence is still lacking to prove

the ritual suffering of the Israelite king in the cult. So we may

not accept the cultic interpretation of this psalm as these scholars hold.
There are others who see a specific historical situation.

1. Anderson.G.op.cit. para.37^b,3SOh.
2. Anderson. G. it. op.cit. para.577e.

5. Engnell.I. Studies in Divine Kin- shir in the .N.B. pp.146f
4. Pedersen.J. Die KkT-Lerente: hrvtrs 71, 1541, pp.63ff» cited by

Kraus.J. op..cit. p.617.
5. Bentzen.A. King and i-ossiah. pp.29£f.
6. AlilstrBm. Ps.39. Dine Liturgie nus Bom Bitual des leidenden EBnigs.

7. Bentzen.A. op.cit. p.50.
8. cf.Johnson, op.cit. pp.lOpf, 2nd ed. pp.H2f.
9. cf.Ch.4,2.ii.
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as the background of this psalm and inter rot it accordingly.*
2

Several historical situations have been suggested." However, in the

light of its content, it is hardly possible to establish the verity
of any of these claims. The psalm does not exhibit any concrete
features to support one particular historical event."5 Although we

are not able to locate the psalm to a specific historical situation,
we may be right if we associate it with a historical event, possibly
in this context, a military set back. It is quite possible that the

psalm has been composed by a court poet on such an occasion and later
it has been used in the cxilt on a national day of lamentation.
Mowinckel has rightly pointed out that this psalm should he treated

4
as a psalm of national lament. In spirit and thought, the psalm
has some similarity with Ps.18. In the cult, the king as the leader
of the community may have led the worship. Therefore, the use of 'I'

5
in this psalm seems to have a collective meaning. It has both the
individual and collective aspects. Since this is a national lament,
the humiliation of the king is regarded as the humiliation of the people.
Some scholars are of the opinion that the psalm was originally used
in the annual autumnal festival.^ Unless we support the view that
the humiliation of the king refers to the ritual suffering of the
Israelite king in the cult, it is difficult to see the relevance of
this psalm of lamentation in the annual autumnal festival.

Here, we are concerned with the hymnic section of the psalm,

especially from w.6-19. This part may be subdivided as follows:-
w. 6-9. The uniqueness of God,
w. 10-11. His victorj' over chaos,

w.12-13. His act of creation of nature and His lordship over it,

w.14-19. This most powerful and righteous God is the King of Israel.

In the introduction of the hymn (w.2-5) the Psalmist praises the true
covenant love of God which He has shown to David, His annointed. (cf.2Sam.

1. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.531f.
2. Anderson.G.U. op.cit. para.37?e.

3. V/eiser. The Psalns. p.591.
4. Mowinckel. I's.St. i. p.97*

5. Mowinckel. II'■!. 1. pp.22?f>G35f •
6. Weiser. op.cit. p.391.
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The Psalmist thought that God would maintain His covenant love

'firm as the ancient earth' and establish His faithfulness 'as the
2

heavens'." But the hope and faith are shattered to pieces. The

present condition of the community does not confirm that the Lord is
still maintaining IIis*fOfl(cf.v.50). But the community has no other hope

except to call upon Yahveh and plead with Him to remember His covenant
love to David, His servant.

w.6-9. His uniqueness.

Therefore, in these and the following verses, the poet is

invoicing the majesty, greatness, power and love of God, so that the

community may be assured of Yahweh's real nature and be comforted in
this time of national crisis.

First of all, Yahweh's greatness in the midst of the hea¬

venly assembly is sung by the poet. This is no picture of the plur¬

ality of gods. The oneness of God, according to the faith of Israel,
has never been conceived as a mathematical unit. lie has been

acknowledged as 'the Lord of Hosts' (v.9), a fellowship of divinity.
The assembly of the divine beings 'represent all the collective wisdom
and power of the heavens'.^ It is the heavens that first acknowledge
the 9of God. It does not mean 'promise' in this context. 'The

5word conveys the idea of what is mysterions, supernatural, divine'.
It signifies the total otherness or separateness of Yahweh. So we

render the word as 'uniqueness' of the Lord.^ (cf.Jg.13.18; Ps.77.15)

1. For translation of TOO^-l^cf .BII margin. The text is difficult.
ESV and NEB omit it. The LXX, 0,translate with 2nd pers.sing.suff.
'I acknowledge', Johnson, op.cit. p.107; Anderson. op.cit.377©; '1 said'
(AV); In t.lie whole context of tne psalm, we want to retain the text and
render 'for I thought'; cf.BDB for-)£#and also Gen.20.11,26.9jNum.24.11;
Ru.4.4;l Sam.20.26;2 San.5.6,12.22;2 Ki.5.11; Jg.15.2.

2. cf.NEB.

3. Itobinson.H.W. Inspiration and P.evelation in the P.T. pp.l67f and esp.
p.l69;also see the comments on Is.29.1, and Cross.P.M.'The Council of
Yahweh in Second Isaiah', JNES,xii,1953> P«274; Vriezen.T.C. The
Religion of Ancient Israel, p.36.

4. cf.Dahood. op.cit. p.308. He renders it as 'promise' on the analogy of
Lev.22.21,27.2;Nmn.l5.3»8. But in all these cases the word occurs
along with "IT 3 and specifically means 'special votive offering',cf.BDB
on ; Here the word is not specific as in the above mentioned
contexts.

3. Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.533.
6. cf.Robinson.H.V. op.cit. pp.3?ff.
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The Lord is not only unique in His essential nature hut also trust¬

worthy. The witness is made first by Ilis close associates, the hea¬

venly assembly. Verses 7ff emphatically repeat the idea of v.6.
The question in v.7 implies that the Lord alone is unique and incom¬

parable. (cf.Ex.15.11) These verses reflect certain concepts of
Deutero Isaiah, (cf.Is.40.18f,25"f,44.6-7,46.5) Here, the Psalmist

brings before the community the tearfulness, greatness, awesomeness,

might, and integrity of the Lord, (w.8-9)

w. 10-11. His Victory over chaos.

Through the use of mythical language the poet describes how
the Lord had overcome the arrogance of chaos in the past, (cf.7-1.13f)
The myth has both cosmic and historical significance. As cosmic myth,
it alludes to the straggle between Larduk and Tiamat in the Ennma elish,
or the fight between Ba'al and forces of chaos.''" In the historical

realm, Rahab stands for the traditional enemy of Israel, viz. Egypt,

(cf.Job.9.13,26.12; Ps.37.4; Is.30.7) Again in these verses, the
intention of the poet is to underline the power of God that is still
available for His people so that they could take shelter in time of
national calamity.

w. 12-13. TTis nower which is revealed in creation.

All the visible phenomena of nature belong to the Lord.

According to the Psalmist, the lordship of Yahweh over the physical
realm is due to His claim as the creator, (cf.24.1.) The extremities

2
of the land, the north and the south are created by the Lord,

(cf.95.5,148.4,7) The mountain peaks, Herman and Tabor rejoice in
His name because they can claim Yahweh as their creator. The joy of
the natural phenomena before the Lord is a frequent thought found in
the Psalms, (cf.69.35,96.11,98.7,148)

w. 14-19. The righteous and mi-hty God is the Kinr of Israel.

The thought of the power of God is continued. The hand of
the Loi'd is mighty and is lifted high as if to strike in an action.

1. Johnson, op.cit. p.108 and note 4, ANAT. pp.6lff,137,138.
2. In v.13 the text is obscure. The LXX reads k<xi 0«<Xots-*-Af forySPl,

assuming a different textual reading. The IP.U reads 'Ananus', a pure
conjecture in this context-. We prefer to retain the RSV rendering,
because that agrees with . 1 oreover, names of four mountains in
one verse seem to he a very unlikely occurence.



This comes as a climax of the liturgy of glorification. Then the poet
describes the essential nature of Yahweh's rule, (v.15) Divergent
views have been expressed on tSie interpretation of this verse. Accord¬

ing to Widengren, p-yCf is a reference to an old Canaanite deity,* a
very improbable conjecture in the light of the Hebrew understanding
of God. If Sedeli is a deity, we have to discover deities for the
other parallel words occuring in this verse. and U)9\f 0 have

2
been hypostatised by Ahistrom. It cannot be understoed as a 'power-

charged sphere beneficial to man' either."5 These conjectures and in¬

terpretations are based on the ideas prevalent in the ancient Near
East. Here, one should interpret the verse in the total revelation
of God in the Old Testament. Righteousness, justice, true love and
faithfulness are the essential bases of the divine government.

(cf.Irov.l6.12,20.28; Ps.97.2) The words have been used in a figur-
4

ative sense to depict the reality of Yahweh's nearness in the midst
of the cultic community. The throne of Yahweli is an expression of

r; 5
the nearness" and authority of Yahweh. In the cultic vise of this

psalm, the hymn of glorification gives the community, confidence
in the essential nature of Yahweh. When lie arises to judge the cause

of His people, these essential nature of God will he realised in the
realm of history. (cf.S5.llff) The chanting of the psalm continues
before the presence of God and therfore the hope of the community is
not altogether lost even in the tragic situations when the annointed
of the Lord feels that he is on the verge of death, (cf.w.43-19)

Ps.102.

Traditionally the psalm has been used as one of the seven

penitential psalms. (6,32,38,51,102,130,143) But the psalm from

within, shows hardly any signs of a penitential psalm. The elements

1. cf.Widengren.Geo. The Accadian and Hebrew Psalns of Lamentation as
Religious Documents. p.71.

f!

2. Ahistrom. op.cit. p.78.
3. Koch.II. 'Sue? im A.T., Line Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung'. pp.35

an unpublished dissertation, Heidelberg University,1953, cited by
Ruble.II.T. in 'A Study of the Hoot Sdk in the Psalter', an unpublished
dissertation submitted to the University of Edinburgh,1964, p.65.

4. cf.Ruble.R.T, op.cit. p.67.
5. Eichrodt. ?heolo"v 01" the C.T. Vol.1. p.llC; Jacob.E. Thcolorp of the

C.T. pp.256-257.
6. DeVaux. Ancient Israel etc. p,106.
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of lament, hymn and prophecy, are found in the psalm. The poetic

style is not consistent. It seems that in the process of transmission,
the poem has suffered textual disorder. The elements of different

literary genre arouse suspicion among the scholars with regard to the

unity of the psalm. But in the light of what we have already said
2

about the formal character of similar psalms, we may affirm the unity
of Ps.102.

The superscription gives a fairly adequate account of the
nature of the psalm. This is an individual lament. Vie have no evi¬
dence to determine the original Sitz in Leoen of the psalm. It seems

that the author had undergone or is undergoing some kind of physical

agony, most probably sickness. It is quite likely that the psalm was

originally composed by an individual from his personal experience and
later it was adopted by the cultic community to he used by the indiv¬
iduals and the community, on occasions of suffering and disaster.
In the liturgical context, the '11 should he understood as the repre-

4
sentative of the community, the leader of the worship. In the cult,
the psalm is throbbing with the deep agony and anguish of the community.
The concept of a deep sense of corporate personality also has to he
borne in mind as we interpret this psalm.

This psalm may be divided into three sections,

yv. 2-12. The miserable plight of the sufferer,
w. 13-23. A hymn celebrating the eternal kingship of the Lord, and

a prayer for the deliverance and restitution of Israel,
w.24-29. The sufferer commits himself to the care of the eternal

creator of the world.

Now we may examine w.13, 26-28 which are relevant for our particular
concern.

The Psalmist is passing through the valley of sorrow, and
from its darkest places he could see the rays of hope and confidence.
In v.13, he declares two of his convictions, viz. that the Lord is the
eternal king and Uis DJ shall he known to all generations. The K3V

1. Gestereley. op.cit. p.433; KcCullough.S. op.cit. p.339.
2. cf.Is.77,89 above, also Lowincke1.IT./.1. p.219; h'eiser. op.cit. p.653.
3. cf.kowinckel. PIN.Vol.II. p.9.
4. cf. Mowinckel. PI..1.
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rendering of as 'norm' and the NED as 'fane' do not sufficiently
convey the actual meaning of the word. Tlie poet is concerned about
the eternal rule of God and its tangible reality in the midst of the

coExaunity. The poet is not satisfied with the mere prestige or fame
that the Lord is the king, but he wants to have the nearness and pres¬

ence of the king with him and the community. , in this context
±

almost means the 'presence' of the Lord. The kingdom of God is the
visible revelation of the reality of G0d pn the midst of the people.
With this faith and conviction, the poet continues to plead with the
Lord for the deliverance of Jerusalem. (w.JAf)

In w.26-28, the poet declares how the Lord had created the
earth and the heaven in the past. (Pss. 24.2,104.5,19.2) The visible
phenomena of nature bears witness to the creative power of Yahweh.
But the emphasis is not on the physical world. Even they (v.27 >1 ^ Hj
may perish and change (note the verb fjS n) , hut God, its creator will
remain reliable and unchangeable as ever before. Here, we notice a

different emphasis which had not been stressed in the ancient Near

East, namely the dissolution of the physical world. (cf.Ps.46.2;
Is.51.6) The world of matter is not eternal. They are transient
like man. (cf.w.4ff,24ff) There is nothing eternal except the Lord.

2
They are the real security of the health of the community."" It is

quite likely that the Psalmist is, here, using a hyperbolic language
to express the certainty of Yahweh's eternal presence, (cf.46.l-p)
The ending of the psalm rings a note of supreme confidence. Whatever

might happen in the realm of nature, nothing would affect the eternal

power and reliability of Yahweh, the Ruler and Creator of the world.
He is a sure rock of refuge in times of suffering.

Fb.106.

This has been regarded as one of the companion psalms to Pss.
78 and 105. But despite the similarities in structure these psalms

vary considerably in their motives. The significant point of view
3

of this psalm is 'Yahwes Euld und Israels Schuld', observes Kraus.

1. cf.Ex.3.13; Vr'eiser. on Ps. 145.7, op.cit. p.827; For the detailed
meaning of the word, see DeBoer. Gedenken unci Gedachtnis in der Welt
ties Allen Testaments, p.63; Chiles.3.S. Memory and Tradition, p.71.

2. cf.Duhm. op.cit. p.239.

3. Kraus. op.cit. p.727.
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Here, the Psalmist's interpretation of history is very similar to the
Deuteronomist's points of view especially as revealed in the Book of

Judges. Peters assumes that there is a didactic motif in this psalm.*
But it is not very ohvious.

It is difficult to determine the original sett in'.c-in-life
of the psalm. The content of the psalm is appropriate for a coven¬

ant renewal ceremony, which might have taken place in the annual autumn
o

festival." Here, history provides the material for a confession of
sins and a prayer for the restoration on the part of the congregation."5

4
The psalm may be classified as a lament of the congregation. The

literary elements of a hymn and a lament which we find in this psalm
need not disrupt the unity of it, because such mixed literary form is
a characteristic feature of the psalms of lamentation.

The psalm may he divided as follows:-
A call to acknowledge Yahweh's unfailing goodness and love,
Isalmist's personal request to spare him to see the restor¬
ation of the people,
A confession of sin reciting the failures of the past his¬

tory of Israel,
Failures in the land of Canaan,
A concluding doxology to the 4th Book of the Psalter.

The concept of God and nature which is described in this
5

section has already been discussed in connection with Ps.105.27ff.

Therefore, here we may not make a detailed study of the text. How¬

ever, certain points will be raised.
The acts of God have been regarded as ,m,sS®3 > the unique

signs of Yahweh's love revealed in the realm of nature, particularly
in the context of the Exodus, (cf.v.7>73.11,32; III.4; Keh.9.17)
These events are not miracles in the ordinary sense of the word, but

extraordinary signs that take place in the realm of nature or history.
It is pointless to argue that they are mere historical or natural
events. The terms 'history and nature' are mere words of abstraction
which had no place in the thought of ancient Israel. 'All these
notions - Nature, sicloiess, death, history and so on - are merely

1. Peters.N. has Buc fler Psalmen. p.255.
2. cf.Yeiser. op.cit. p.679; Anderson.G.op.cit. para.381b.
3. cf. Movinckel. IJY.II. p.112.
4. cf. Leslie, op.cit. p.l64.
5. also cf.rso.7S,77.13f.

w. 1-5.

w. 6-53.

w. 34-46.
v.47.

w.7-12.
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vast ciphers' so far as the ancient Israel is concerned. They

separate man from the presence of God. It was through concrete and

tangible events that they realised the reality of God. The visible

physical phenomena mediated to the people of Israel such concrete
evidence for the acts of God. According to the Psalmist, the host

High was the author of i<s i> 9 0 in nature. He was regarded as the

majestic creator of the universe, (cf.v.jb; Gen.14.18-22) The Jerus-
alem cultic community knew Him as the creator God.

According to the Psalmist, the great exodus event was a

unique witness to the power of the Lord. It was wrought for the
sake of His name, (cf.v.8; Ex.14.IS; Ps.77.15) Here, the power had
been revealed in the physical realm so that everybody could see it.
The witness of history serves to demonstrate the saving power to the

succeeding generations.
In w.9-12, the poet does no mistake in distinguishing the

powers of nature and the enemies of Israel, (cf.w.9,10) But the

verb")yj( alludes to the rrythical concept of the chaotic forces.

(cf.104.7) Nevertheless, 'the waters' in v.11 have been used to

destroy the enemies of the people. Apparently this shows that the
'waters' were not regarded as enemies in this context. Therefore,

V.9 should he regarded as a figurative expression. Moreover,j-yj$T1 H

in plural occurs as a parallel to the 'Hed Sea'.
The revelation of God's power manifested at the Exodus, has

become the corner-stone of the faith and history of Israel, (cf.v.12;
Ex.14.3l) In a sense, the salvation-history takes shape from the
revelation of divine power which manifested in the realm of nature
at Exodus.

Ps.107.

This psalm consists of a communal thanksgiving and a hymn.
The mixed literary form of the psalm led some scholars to question its

1. von Had.'Some Aspects of the O.T. V/orld-View' in ITiOE. p. 154.
2. In the light of Ps.78.17*56, we prefer to read "jpSyin this context.

HSV and NEB omit the word. The verb requires an object. Bleyon also
corresponds to the person who is implied by the 2nd sing, suffix in v

3. Since Jerusalem was a Jebusite centre worshipping El Eleyon, the cre¬
ator-god of the Canaanites, we cannot deny a possible influence from
the Canaanites on the cultic community with regard to their faith
in Yahweh as the creator of the world.
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unity.* In the light of the liturgical background of the psalm, we

need not doubt about the unity of Ps.107. The first part (w. 1-12)
is a well-arranged poem of thanksgiving in which different groups of

worshippers have been called to thank G0d for what they have been bene
fited by Him. The second part, a hymn (w. Jj-'ii), is a common test¬

imony of the community to the providential care of ^od in the realm
r>

of nature and history.
The occasion of the psalm seems to be a great annual thanks¬

giving day, probably one of the important festival days when jiilgrims
from all over the world throng to Jerusalem to pay their vows and
sacrifices. V/e have no internal evidence to prove any one of the
festivals as the cultic occasion of this psalm.

The psalm has two main divisions. The content of the psalm
is given below.
i. w. 1-32. A call to thank the Lord for what He had done in the

past,

a)w. 1-3. The poet calls the redeemed,

b)w. 4-9. The poet calls those who wandered in the desert, per¬

haps the caravan traders,

c)w.10-16. The poet calls those who sat in darkness and gloom,

probably the exiles,

d)w.17-22. The poet cai]s the sick,

e)w.23-32. The poet calls the business men who undertake perilous

voyages in the sea.

ii. w.33-41. A hyrnic description of what God had done in the realm
nature and history,

w.42-43. Declare the didactic motif of the psalm.

In this psalm, we may examine w.24-29 and 33-38.

w,24-29. Description of a storm in the Sea.

This is a classical example of the Psalmist's observation
of nature. The description of the storm is beautifully delineated.

Here, we see the faith of the Psalmist. The storm-wind rose at the

command of God. The waves mounted on high. The men at the sea

tossed to and fro, up and down. They lost heart before the mounting

1. Gestereley. op.cit. p.472.
2» cf.Veiser. op.cit. p.685.
3. Weiscr. ibid.



waves and the raging sea. Exit they did not lose faith in the Lord
of the stone. At their cry, the Lord stilled the sea. (cf.Jo.2.)

What is described above is the JT>Pi 9 0 of the Lord,

(v.24) Nature and its powers are not in the hands of a capricious

deity, but under the control of a benevolent and loving God. (cf.v.gl)
The Psalmist and the men at the sea certainly have acknowledged and
believed Yahweh's power over the natural phenomena. Since He is their

creator, He lias power and authority over them. (cf.104.4-9)

w.55-58. God's reaction to moral relapse.

According to the Psalmist, natural catastrophe occurs as

a result of man's failure to respond to the moral demands of God.

(cf.w.33-34) The righteous and loving God cares for the hungry and

needy. For their sake, He changes the desert 'into standing pools,
and parched land into springs of water', (v.35) 'he gives the hungry

Q tf

a home' (v.36)"" 'Yahve hat uneingeschrankte kacht uber das Lultur-
t? n n:

land und uber die Wuste', says Kraus. The prophetic faith is re¬

flected in this psalm, (cf.Is.41.17ff,43.1?f,35>32.l5ff)
The psalm testifies to the power and authority of ^od over

the phenomena of nature. God is righteous and loving and therefore,
the acts of redemption and providence are believed to be the signs of
His love. Lis reaction to the moral failure of man comes out in the

form of natural catastrophe while His affection and concern for the

poor and the hungry manifest itself through the renewal of nature
and the prosperity of the land. Here, we find a wisdom motive, the
doctrine of retribution. (cfV42-43)
Ps.115.

There is no single type in the Psalter under which we can

classify this psalm. It consists of the literary elements of lament,

antiphonal song and hymn. Gunkel has classified it as a psalm of
lament. Since the psalms of lament have varied literary features,
(cf.89,102 etc), Gunkel is right in classifying the psalm under the

4
lament. Of coarse, this is a liturgy of mixed type. In the LXX
and the Vulgate this psalm is joined with Ps.114.

1. See above the exegesis on rs.lG6.7-12.
o >TTiTn

3. Kraus. op.cit. p.740.
4. KcCullough.S. op.cit. p.60o; Kraus. op.cit. p.785.
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The exact occasion of the psalm is not certain. According
to Kovinckel, the occasion of the psalm is a day of penance,^" perhaps

o
one of the great pilgrimage festivals." In the light of w.lOf we

can he certain of the cultic nse of the psalm. The text itself is
not of much help to determine the original Git:-: I1: ^eben. The first
two verses suggest that the community was undergoing some kind of
national humiliation.

The following are the main parts of the psalm,
w. 1-2. An introduction with a lament.

w. 3-2. A hymn, the heavenly God is contrasted with the impotent

idols,

w. 9-11. Israel's trust, Yahweh,
w. 12-19. A prayer and benediction,
w.16-18. A concluding hymn of praise.

w. 3,15-16.
These are the relevant verses for our consideration. Here,

we find that the community in a state ox despair and despondency in¬
vokes the name of the Lord, (cf.v.l) It is for the sake of His name,

His true love and for His faithfulness, that the Lord should act now

when the cocmiunity is humiliated and derided all around. The nations
deride and ask, where is your mighty God? The answer of the Psalmist

gives some insight into his concept of God. He says,

Our God is in high heaven;
He does whatever pleases Ilin.

The psalm emphasises two cardinal views of the Hebrew faith. Firstly,
he affirms the transcendence of God. He does not belong to the earth
which is only His creation. No physical phenomena could contain Him.
He is far above and beyond. He remains as the totally Cther.

Secondly, the absolute freedom of the Lord to do whatever

pleases Ilin, is acknowledged. The verb 0 \g\j implies something already
done. Here, the LXX adds e<Vw* , iv rclj /<*<. yp •
If the LXX was translating from an earlier Hebrew text, the idea seems

excellent. The Lord has shown Ilis freedom of action not only in
heaven but in earth as well. His action implies the creative
deeds as well as the deeds in history.

1. Howinckel. I l.v. II ♦ p. 50.
2. V/eiser. op.cit. p.71T.
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There is an implicit polemic purpose in w.3-8. The
Psalmist's answer to the mocking of the nations ingeniously attacks
the impotence of the objects of their worship. The idols are earthly

and they are absolutely earth-bound. They have no freedom and always

depend on the freedom of their makers , the men. In these verses

the Psalmist exposes the futility of idol worship. The Psalmist, in

unequivocal terms, affirms the monotheistic faith. Neither syncret¬
ism nor henotheisin has any place in his theology. We should acknow¬

ledge him as a monotheist.* (cf.86.9,10,96.5>97.7»135.15f>136.4)

w. 19-16.

The thought cf v.3 is continued, in these verses. The Lord

belongs to the heaven because it is His own. Although the versions
2

have a different reading, " one would prefer to retain the NT. The
NEB renders v.l6 'The heavens, they are the Lord's;

The earth He has given, to all mankind.' (cf.Ps.8.7)
God does not belong to earth. But this does not exclude His author¬

ity and right over the earth. He is its owner. (2;.t.l) He has cre¬

ated it and given to man to look after and cultivate it. (cf.Gen.l.28f,
2.8,3.23) Nan is only a tenant and a gardener. He is responsible
to God the true owner of the land. It is this faith that the Lord

is the true owner of the land that enabled the people of Israel to

acknowledge the gift of Canaan as if from the hands of the Lord.

(cf.Ps.111.6,105.11)
Since Yaliweh is the true Lord, He alone is able to bless

the people on the land. So the blessing is pronounced in the name

of the God who created the heaven and earth, (cf.v.13,121.2,124.8,135.6)
The Lord gives the increase to all the generations, (cf.v.14) The
creator God is also the preserver. He remembers mankind and blesses

them. By remembering, the Lord makes Ilis presence-5 available to man¬

kind. (cf.v.12) This is a comforting message to the people in their

sufferings.

1. cf.Flint .F.B. The Pel igious Ideas of the Psalms, p. 16} NowinckeI.PIT7♦ I.
p.98; Cestereley assures that the Isalmist had no pure monotheistic
belief. This is a dubious view about the faith of the Psalmist. Since
the Psalmist had a background in which the nature-religions acknowledged
many gods, the Psalmist could not keep a water-tight mentality without
mentioning the names of the gods, mentioning their names does in no way
impinge the monotheistic faith of the isalmist. cf.Cestereley. op.cit.pj

2. fhe j-ux.v reads o Too ou 1 also S,T.

3. cf.the Exegesis on Is.102.13.
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7. Other Poer; s.
There are few psalms which have their own distinctive

characteristics. They cannot be brought under a class of literary
types because they have their own particular literary features.
Among such, Pss.30 and 78 are relevant for our investigation.

Ps.50.
1

This psalm has been regarded as a prophetic liturgy. The
spirit of the psalm is not conducive to the cultic practices of the

2
temple. ' This does not label the psalm as anti-cultic. The psalm

may have taken its origin from the cultic situation itself. The
author, probably a ciTltic prophet, with the intention of injecting more

spiritual content and life in the liturgical practices of the temple,
admonishes and rubukes the community. This is not a didactic psalm
in imitation of the wise men of Israel because it vibrates, not the

sentiments of a wisdom writer, but the spirit of a prophet.
The psalm is suitable for the renewal of the covenant. (cf.v.~)'

Perhaps we could relate the psalm more closely to the moment when
Yahweh appears before the cultic community for judgment, (cf.v.4)

The psalm exhibits a clear construction. It may be divided
as follovs:-

w. 1-6. A hymn, announcing the epiphany of the Lord,
w. 7-21. A prophetic utterance, expounding the true nature of wor¬

ship and rebuking the wicked,

w.22-23. A solemn warning and a promise.

w.1-6,10-11. In these verses we get a glimpse into the Psalmist's
view of God and nature, He begins the psalm with a theophanic descrip¬
tion which shows linguistic resemblance to the Sinaic theophany.

(cf.Ex.19.l6ff) The God of Sinai is already in Zion. (cf.1s.68.1Sff)
In Zion, He is SI, the mighty One, the Lord of Israel. Probably the
author belonged to the tradition of the faithful people who had taken
a solemn pledge to serve J] ] il 1 □ •> f) £ • (cf.v.l; Josh.22.22,
24.19) The manifestation of the Lord, according to the poet, is still
with the paraphernalia of nature-phenomena. lie appears with devouring

1. Gunkel. Die l-'solmen. p.214.
2. von pjg tjj,e For:-Critical Problem of the Ilexateuch', PII05, p.23.
3. cf.IIowinckel. PIW.II. p.22.
4. contra. Hirkpatrick. op.cit. p.276.
5. cf.Anderson.G.W. op.cit. para.370c; Weiser. op.cit. p.393.



fire arid mighty tempest, which make the community aware of the unapp-

roaciiableness, invisibility and power of the God of Jerusalem. (cf.Ht.
33.2;1 Ki.19.llff; Fs.18.Sf,97.3f) The Lord summons the earth and
the heavens to be His witnesses, (w.1,4; lit.-!.26,32.1; Is.1.2; Hic.l.
6.Iff)

'The cosmic setting gives everything a universal and eschato
1

logical emphasis', says Weiser. But we cannot be certain whether
the psaln gives an eschatological emphasis. According to Mowinckel,

2
here, the verb 'judge' means only 'admonish and rubuke'. The pro¬

phetic message of the psalm is more relevant to the present life of
the community than to their distant future.

The natural phenomena, in the psalm, have been regarded as

a witness against man. They are on God's side. The heaven testifie
to the righteousness of God. (v.6,97.6) It also hears witness to His

glory. (19.2)

w.10-11. Here, the poet declares that all the living creatures he-

long to God, the beast of the forest, the cattle on the hills, the
birds of the air,'* and the teeming life of the fields. Since He is
the owner, lie lacks nothing and does not require anything from man.

What is required of man is due honour and right relationship with God,
his Creator and Judge, (cf.w. 15,23, also Lie.6.8)

According to the psalm, the Lord is all-sufficient because
He is the creator and ruler of the physical realm. He reveals Him¬
self to man in order that iran might acknowledge Iliui as the true God,

(cf.w.1,7), pay Him homage and establish communion with Him.

Ps.78.

This is a historical psalm. The Psalmist cites the past

experiences of 3>is people in order to give instruction in the way of
true religion. The superscription of the psalm alludes to the diC-

4
actic motive of the poet. The poot is selective in his approach to

history and not slavishly dependant on the Pentateuchal traditions.

1. Weiser. op.cit. p.793.
2. Mowinckel. 1'IW.II. p.71.

3. H3V, here (v.ll), follows the LXX,S and T, which seems better than
the MT and 1-733 which read 'the mountains'.

4. For the meaning of Uaskil', cf.Kirkpatrick. op.cit. p.xix, also
Pss.32.3,47.8.



A synopsis of the Heilsyeschielite is given in the form of a hymn,

drawing salutary lessons from the past. In a sense, the past his¬

tory of the people acts as a teacher of moral instruction. The au¬

thor 01 the psalm, probably, is a priest who is authorised to impart
Torah.^ (cf.v.l; Lai.2.6-7)

The occasion of the psalm has been regarded as the covenant
renewal ceremony. The Manual of Biscijiline of the Qumran community
throws some light on the use of the IleilsgeschicLie in the liturgy'

. ■ .111. .Ill I —'V

2
of the renewal of the covenant. Therefore, we may confirm the view
that the psalm has originally been used in a covenant renewal ceremony.

The following main parts are found in the psalm,
w. 1-8. Ail introduction with the features of wisdom writing, (cf.49.lf
vv. 9-31. The rebellion of the people in spite of the goodness of

of the Lord,

w.32-39. The continuous waywardness of th*people,
w.40-59. A retrospection of the Exodus event,

w.56-66. The failure of Israel in Canaan,

w.67-72. The rejection of Ephraim and the election of Judah,
Jerusalem and David.

The poet makes a rapid survey of the past history of Israel
arid he chooses events which would communicate to the generations, the

saving deeds of the Lord and help them to set their hope in God and

keep His commandments, (cf.w.4,7) History reminds the community,
God's goodness and man's failure to respond to His love in the past.
The poet comes very close to the Deuternomic view of history.

Verses 12-16,19-20,23-27,39,4"~-52 illustrate the Psalmist's

view of God and nature. But, since we have already examined sim-
3ilar psalms and ideas elsewhere in this thesis, we do not intend to

elaborate our discussion in this context. However, we make for/ obs¬

ervations.

The poet is particular in citing the extraordinary events
that took place in connection with the Exodus and the wandering in
the wilderness. It is significant to note that the words ft b 0 »

and have been used to denote a different kind of miracle

other than the plagues in Egypt. (cf.w.4,11,12) God's extraordinary

1. cf.Veiser. op.cit. p.539.
2. cf.Burrows.M. The lead Sea Scrolls. pp.371Tf.
3. see above, Ch.3«I«i» also exegesis of Pss.105,106.
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acts in relation to nature are the signs of His love for the people.

They are the manifestation of his power as well as the exhibition of
His inner being. The cloud and the fiery light (v.14) represent
the continuous presence of the Lord with the rebellious people.

w.23-27. Feeding with I-Ianna and the quails.

God is not only the redeemer but also the preserver. He

gives provisions to nan at unexpected tires through unbelievable means

Although these provisions come from nature, the writers of the O.T.
attribute it to the direct acts of God. (cf.w.23-26,1 Ki.17.4-16)
The sky, the east wind, and the south wind co-operate with God to brin

provisions for His people. 'I.anna has been associated with a kind
of drop-like formation from the exude of a tree-insect on the Sinai

Peninsula. The nomaas call it 'Mann or l:ann as-sama'.^ Quails
were a kind of migrating birds which come in spring and autumn seasons

These gifts of nature, according to the Psalmist, are the provisions
from God. But the men of ingratitude rebel against God 'while the
food was still in their mouths', (v.30) So they were punished

(v.33)j hut the love and compassion of the Lord prevailed over His

righteous anger. What is man that he should he punished] Man is
'but flesh, a wind that passes and comes not again'. (v.39) The
Psalmist realises the transience and weakness of man because man is

always viewed in the great light of divine majesty and power.

This psalm strikes a significant note concerning the acts
of God. According to him, the substance of the of Israel
is mm mi njl which are the signs and wonders which the Lord had
done as the manifestation of His might, (cf.v.4) This is what one

generation must make known to the coining generations, (cf.145.4-7)
The psalm, thus, underlines the crux of the whole praises of Israel.

God, whose reality is made luiown through the visible and tangible
acts in the realm of nature and history, is the sum and substance
of the 'Praises of Israel'.

This psalm declares the authority and power of God in nat¬
ure through the recital of the Heilsgcschichte. "For Israel there
is only the God who is experienced in history, from whom all work¬

ing of miracles stems, and who places his working of miracles at the

1. cf .Net i.M. ■ 'xorius. p.132; Cassuto. .Jxodus - A Commentary. pp,195f.



service of His actions in history', says Notii. These words of Martin
Noth stem from an over-emphasis given to the abstract concept of his-

2
tor;' which was, in all probability, not real to the ancient Israel.
'The Old Testament draws no such distinction between Nature and. his-

3
tory'. They are one single area of reality under the direct con¬

trol of u*od. Therefore, it is true to say that for Israel there is

only the God who is experienced both in history and nature. The
concern of Israel was neither history nor nature, but God and His

praises.

1. Noth.M. op.cit. p.72.
2. von Had. 'Some Aspects of the Old Testament World-View', KIC3, p.l^T.

3. von Had. op.cit., in PHOE, p.l55«
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C >.[ AFTER SIX.

C 0 N C L U S I 0 N S.

Now it is our task to sun up the general conclusions
which result from the investigation of the various relevant psalms.

Here, we will follow the order which we have pursued in the exegetical

study.
In our examination of the various psalms, we have found

that there are twenty six hymns of praise which hear witness to the

concept of God and Nature in the Psalms. They include the Hymns,
the Enthronement Isalms, the Songs of Zion, and the Psalms of Thanks¬

giving. (8,19A,29,33,104,105,113,114,135,145,146,147,I48j93,95,96,97,
98,99;48,76,84,121;65,103,136)

First of all, certain features which we have observed with

regard to the special approach and background of these hymns of praise

may he stated.

Firstly, the conspicuous character of these psalms is the
adoration of God whose majesty is seen through His deeds. We may nat¬

urally ask where did God reveal His mighty acts? Neither the concepts
of nature nor of history as we understand them today, were in the voc¬

abulary of the Psalmists. Therefore, we cannot give a right answer

to the question which we have raised. Nevertheless, applying our

own terminology we may say that the authors of these psalms were not

seriouslj'- concerned about the deeds of God in history especially the

salvation-history of Israel. Out of the 26 psalms we have examined,

barely eight psalms give direct or indirect evidence to the concept
of salvation-history in connection with the concept of God's relation
to nature. (cf.Pss.33,105,114,135,147,148,65,136) This indicates that

eighteen of the twenty six hymns of praise which bear witness to the
Psalmist's idea of God and Nature, describe it without any reference
to the HeiIswescliichte. The poets transcend the bounds of clime and
culture. Here, man meets his creator. The only way, if any one

wants to relate the salvation-history in these psalms, is to claim
that the poets belonged to the community which had the salvation-his¬

tory. We doubt very much whether the poets themselves would venture
to make such a claim.

Secondly, the concept of God and Nature in these psalms

chiefly- originates from a community whose life was primarily based on
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an agricultural economy. The geographical disposition and the met-

eriological condition of the land reflect in these psalms. However,
the faith of the authors in a God who controls the order of nature

and provides the needs of man, is the mould in which the poets form¬
ulate their concepts about God and Nature.

Thirdly, we should say that these authors who had a past¬
oral or agricultural "background would naturally tend to depict God
in terms of terminologies from nature rather than history. Although
we do not deny that the Israelites had attained a sense of history
earlier than her neighbours, we should affirm that her still earlier

understanding of God developed through her faith and observation of
events in nature, such as defeat of the enemies « by natural catas¬
trophes (Ps.68.15,105.27-36,136.15-16, etc) or by the blessing of a

long-awaited rain (l47.S,175.7>65.10f} or giving the fodder for the

sheep and the cattle, and food for nan. (cf.33.19,104.14f,145.15>146.7,
147.9,14, etc) The concept of tire, too, was formulated on the basis
of their agricultural life. The Gezcr Calendar which may be dated
to circa. 925 B.C. eloquently testifies the truth of what we have
said. According to that Calendar,

Two months are harvest, two months are planting,
Two months are later planting, one month is hoeing up flax,
One month is harvest of barley, one month is harvest and

measuring (of fruit)
Ihro months are vine tending,

1
One month is summer fruit.

An over-emphasis on the salvation-history should not obliterate the
fact that Israel had known her God and His working in the realm of

Nature, before she had developed a sense of history.

The Concent of God and Nature in the Hymns of ]raise.

So far as our thesis is concerned, the Hymns of praise have
a great contribution. The results of cur study may be stated below.
1. God, and not nature, is tie primary concern of these psalms.

Nature appears, as if, to bear witness to the glory of God. Occ¬

asionally, the poet personifies the natural phenomena. But this
is nothing more than a mere literary device of the poet. The

1. Kraus.H.J. Worship in Israel, p.38 and ANdl. p.320.



phenomena of nature have never been personalised as "beings that
deserve man's worship. Sun, moon, stars, mountains, rivers and
other phenomena of nature which the people of the ancient Near
East worshipped, were de-personalised and depicted merely as

material objects in creation. ■'■hey belong to God who is their
creator and ruler.

Since these psalms are theocentric, we do not see the equiv¬
alent of the modern secular concept of nature in them. This is
an impossible view to be expected frons the authors of these psalms.
To explain the views on God and Nature, the poets have made use

of the mythical language which was current in their age. Sow-

ever, this does not mean that the Psalmists acknowledged the ideas
associated with the mythical language. Their strong faith in
Yahweh would not have given them room to entertain a belief in

beings or gods other than Yahweh. Everything was subjected to
the supreme power of Yahweh. He was their only criterion to

judge all other powers. Neither dualism nor disharmony between
man and nature, had any place in the theology of the vriters of
the hyxuns. The only disharmony which they were aware of, was the

disharmony between man and his Creator.
The faith in God that is embeded in these psalms, enables

the authors to see the glory of God in nature. The natural

phenomena do not reveal God but they serve as means of revelation.
The faith in God is an a priori condition to hear the word of

God that is communicated through nature, without words, without

speech and without voice. (l9.4) Nevertheless, it is an inces¬
sant and universal witness accessible to all.

These hymns affirm thatGod is the creator of the physical
world. To explain their creation-faith, they do not adhere to
one particular mode of expression. They have their own individ¬
ual styles and expressions. For example, the heavens are 'the
work of thy fingers' or 'He made the heavens' or 'stretched out
the heavens liJie a tent', (cf.8.4,96.5,104.2} God set 'the
earth on its foundations' (104.5), 'the world is established'

(93.1,96.10; 'he established them for ever and ever; he fixed their
bounds which cannot be passed' (148.6), 'lie spoke and they were

created' (33.9,148.5, cf.136.4-9). These psalms show the prim¬
itive concept of the three-decked-world. It is obvious that the
authors of these psalms did not depend on a particular tradition
of Israelite faith in creation. Neither J or P can make any

exclusive calim 011 these writers. The Isalraists seem to



represent the popular belief in the creation-faith.
The act of creation is understood not merely as a divine

act in the indefinite past, but as a present continuous act of
God. The natural order-depends on God at every moment of its
existence. He sustains and preserves all. The created natural

phenomena also participate in the act of preservation. The

springs 'give drink to every beast of the field' (l04.ll),
'the high mountains are for the wild goats, the rocks are a

refuge for the badgers', the moon marks the seasons and the sun

knows its course. (lO'i. 13-19,19.6ff)
To the Isalmists there is no 'natural law' independent of

God. The universe is governed by the word of God. (l47.15f)
The creative word is at work in the course of nature. He has

given the natural phenomena decrees that cannot be violated.

(148.6) He has set bounds for the sea that it may not en¬

gulf the dry land. (104.9) There is order and regularity in
nature because God is at work and. the natural phenomena implic¬

itly obey the decrees of G0u given to them. God's continuous
watch over the phenomenal world keep it from falling into chaos.
If God hides His face, the creatures dismay. (104.29f) If He
is angry, the earth trembles and the mountains shake. It is
God's faithfulness and love (136,33.4-5) that sustain the
world.

The kingship of God is intimately connected with the concept
1

of creation. Creation is bringing order into existence, that

is, establishing the physical world, (cf.104.2f,148.6,8.4) The

kingship of Yahweh is established when the Lord laid the found¬
ation of the earth. (93.1-2,96.10) Since then, He governs the

universe. Healising this, the Psalmists explicitly use royal
attributes such as "T "1 H > J ~7 F1 » —f "J Yahweh esp-ecially
in association with His relation to the natural order. (8.2,6,19.2
29.2,104.1,145.5). The royal privileges and functions \jDQ\pQ ,

and 71 p ~Tare also applied to Him in this context. (33*5) If
these psalns are compositions of pre-exilic Israel, there is no

doubt that the kingship of Yahweh was acknowledged in Israel in

1. cf.Johnson.A.R. Sacr."„l Ilir.gshiu in Ancient Israel. 2nd ed.p.142
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connection with the belief in creation. Therefore, the view that

the kingship of Yahweh was not associated with the "belief in cre¬

ation before the exilic period, seems to be a dubious proposition."
In the Enthronement psalms Yahweh is celebrated as king because
Ke is responsible for the order of nature. He judges and rules,

2
both functions exercised by a king.

7. The universal sovereignity of God which is acknowledged in
these psalms springs mainly from the belief in Yahweh as the only
God. The heavens and the earth testify to the universal glory
and righteousness of God. (8.2,19.2,97.6,113.4,104)

8. These psalms do not share the mythical belief that the

physical world was brought into existence by defeating the powers

of the cosmic sea. There is no mention of a mythical fight in
connection with the creation of the physical world, (cf.104.51,
8.4,33.6,9»93.1,95.5>96.5»143.5-6) But these psalms do refer to
the powers of the sea and the rivers. They are nothing but a

figurative expression for the powers that threaten the cosmos

which the Lord has already established, (cf.93.31*104.7) The
sea and the rivers are not always depicted as the powers of chaos.

They are the work cf His hands. (l04.25f»95.4-5>8.9»148.7) The
sea also exults at the celebration of the kingship of Yahweh.

(96.11,98.7)
9. These hymns uphold the moral nature of the creator God.

The I b n , 0 Q 3 and n r>T v have been stressed as the es¬

sential character of God. (33-5»136) Since the creator is a

personal being and has moral qualities, the works of His hands
are reliable. Although He is transcendent, He is not aloof,
from mankind. He is the praise of Israel and the object of
their worship. He gives His presence in the cult. He rules
the world from the heavens and from Zion. (48.1-5,76.1-2,33.15)
lie meets the agricultural needs of the people. (84.6)

10. Some of these hymns associate the authority of Yahweh over

the powers of nature with the salvation-history of Israel. (33>
105,114,135,147,148,65,136) In them, the natural phenomena -
the sea, the mountains, the hills, the rivers, the springs, the
desert and such - respond to the saving act of Q.id at the cre¬

ation of Israel. (l05.2?ff,65.5ff,114,135.Sf) These natural

H

1.contra.Gissfeldt.C. Hloine iichri 1 ten.'3dp.191, 'Yahwe als Konig'
ZAW,46,1925, pp.81-105.

2. cf.Gray.J. 'Kingship of God in Ircpliets and Psalms', VT,XI, 196.1., p.
Watts.J.D.W. 'Yahweh ka.lak Psalms', TZ.21, 1965, p.345.
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phenomena have various reactions before the presence of their
creator and king.

In these psalms, the creative deeds of the Lord are describ¬
ed as 'wonders or signs' along with the saving acts of hod.
(l3'6.4f,lC5.27i'f) To the authors, the world of nature acted as

a sign-post to the reality of a saving God whose faithfulness
and love have "been revealed through the salvation-history of
Israel.

11. Undoubtedly, these psalms echo the montheistic faith of
Israel. (96.5,97.7,135".15-18) God's absolute freedom (135.6,11:3.3)
and His wisdom have been revealed through the natural order.

(104.24,136.5)
12. Man is no unique creature in the order of creation.

His food comes from the earth and lie goes back to the earth be^
cause he is but dust. (104.14,23,103.14) lie is like grass that

perishes on the morrow. (l03.15f>8.5) His glory lies in the
divine grace (0.7,103.17) by vhich he has been made the ruler of
the realm of creation. In obedience ana worship, he finds ful¬
filment of his life. (29.9,19.14,104.34,145.5,21)

13. The Psalmists reach the climax when , in their great vision,

they include the phenomena of nature as a part of the worshipping

community. (96.1,11,98.7,103.20-22,145.10,21,148.) An inner unit^r
between man and nature has been recognised by these psalms. That

is, the unity in obedience to the word of God; nature to the de¬
crees set by God (l47.l5f)l4G.6,104.9) and man to the revealed word
of God, the Torch. (147.19,19.Sf) The vision of worship in these

psalms has a cosmic dimension, in which the hosts of heaven and
the hosts of earth continuously participate in the praise of God.

The Royal Psalms.

In this group, there are only three psalms which throw some

light on the Psalmists' concept of God and Nature. (18,72,144)
The conclusion of our investigation may be stated below.
1. Nature-theophany is a great theme in these psalms (l8.8ff,
144.5f) The purpose 01 theophany is not to confound the royal per¬
son or his retinue with the shear majesty and power of God. The
theophany is a saving response of God on behalf of His servant, the

king. He comes to rescue His servant from the attack of the powers

of chaos - 'many waters', - (l8.17) which is at work in the realm
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of history.
2. There is a paradox in the nature-theophany. God is "both

revealed and hidden in it. lie is revealed to the cultic coimun-

ity because they have 'faith' to receive the revelation. lie is
hidden to those wo have no receptacle of 'faith'. liven to the
cultic community, He is hidden as a person, hut revealed as an

active power. Therefore, the nature-theophany is to he reparoled
as a revelation of the active power of God and a revelation of His
hidden reality.

3. According to these psalms, the status of nature has been
transformed from the position of a mere onlooker to the status
of a fellow-worker in the redemptive acts of God. The powers of
nature belong to the hosts of God which obediently serve to fight

against the powers of chaos. (l8.l4-15jl44.6j Nature is not a

neutral ground. It is always on the side of God obediently

carrying out His behests to fulfil the wider purposes of its cre¬

ator.

4. Abundance of fertility and the prosperity of the land have
been regarded as signs of a successful king. The king in Israel
has been a channel of divine blessing. To the king, who main¬
tains righteousness and justice in the land on behalf ox God, the
true King, nature gives her full yield, (cf.72.1-4,6-7,12-14,16)
By virtue of his office, the king has no power to bring renewal
of the land. He is a mere man who is like a breath and his days
are like a passing shadow. (144.4) He remains even in his sac¬

ral capacity a member of the cultic community. He never 'takes
the place of a god-king who vicariously suffers and "typifies" in
a sacral act the cultic myth of the dying and rising god'
This is the great distinction between the king-ideology of the
ancient N.2. and the part of the king in the cultic life of Israel.
He stands in need of God's help. (iS.7) His people pray for him
that God may send plenty and prosperity in his time. (72^144.12ff)

The Psalms of lamentation.

Pss.74 and 90 are relevant for our particular theme. The
main emphases are the following.



1. In these psalms, the people in distress cry to the God of

great power, (cf.74.12f,90.16) It is in the creative and redem¬

ptive act of God that they decern the might of God. (74.12-15,
16-17) These psalms speak about the creation of what apparently
seem to us opposites - day and night, summer and winter. But
He has created the luminaries for the night. He fined the bounds
of the earth. The sun also is His creation. In a sense, light
and car3mess, cosmos and chaos belong to Yahweh. He controls
them. (is.45.7) Therefore, the poet believes that God is able
to lighten the darkness of their suffering.

2. In these psalms, God's victory over the powers of chaos
has been brought into the realm of salvation-history. The event
of Exodus was a victory over the cosmic sea, the dragons, Leviathan
and the rivers. (74.1"-15) The lively imageries of the 'histor-
icised' myth convince, the people of Yaliweh's living power in

history.

3. In contrast to the power and eternity of God, the Psalms
describe the frailty and transience of man. (90.3-6,144.3-4,39.5-6,
105.14f etc) This view of man does not arise from a pessimistic
outlook on life, rather it does represent the true understanding
of the nature of man before the presence of God. Both man and
nature owe their existence to God. God alone existed before

everything. (90.2) One who realises the truth of the transient
nature of man and his dependence on God, is the man of wisdom.

(90.12) find such will take God as the true shelter. (90.l)

The Wisdom Psalms.

We have examined three psalms in this category (l,37»49)
which have some bearing on our theme. What they witness to God
and His relation to the natural world are stated below.

1. The writers of these psalms are not interested in depicting-
nature bearing witness to God or to His glory. They are not con¬

cerned about the salvation-history of Israel. The main concern

of these psalms is man and his righteous life. The natural

phenomena have been used metaphorically to illustrate the say¬

ings of the writers, (cf.l.3-4,37.2,20,35) We may he right, if
we conclude that these poems have a sort of secular understanding
of nature.
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2, The ephemeral character of human life is recognised.
Death is the great leveller of all injustice and godlessness. The

godlessman is compared to a perishing animal. He is led to Sheol,
the land of no-return. Nothing can get his release from the grip
of death. Hut u'od will ransom the soul of the God-fearing man

from Sheol. (49.16)
3. The Sheol, the appointed place for the dead (49.10,15-16)

is under the jurisdiction of God. (cf.139.8) here, death is not
so gruesome to the Psalmists. It is only a transfer of the soul
from the terrestrial realm, to Sheol, another region of the cosmic
order. But the righteous wants to continue in communion with God
which is possible only in the land of the living.

Mixed Poems.

Under this title we have examined nine psalms. (24,46,68,
77>89,102,106,107,115) As we draw the conclusion of our study of
these psalms, we also include Pss.50 and 78, the two special psalms
which have separately been'dealt with under the heading 'Other Poems'.
1. God's ownership of the physical world is claimed My His right

as the creator. (24.1-2,50.10-11,7^.16-17,89.12) Man is only the
tiller of the ground and the tenant of God. Me has given the
earth to the children of man. (115.16) The Lord is the sovereign
and judge of the world. (24.7ff>50.6} lie has absolute freedom
to do whatever pleases Him. (115.3,135.6) The Lord's freedom over

the world lias been proved in the history of Israel by the gift of
Canaan. (78.54-55,105.11,44)

The Lord is righteous and demands a moral relationship from
man. (24.3f;Ps .15,89.15f) Failure to the moral demands of God
leads to catastrophe in the realm of nature.

2. The name of the Lord as i> X » \v!>y» HhV trnix 4* has
been frequently used in these psalms in connection with Yahweh's
power and authority over the physical world. (46.5; 50.1,14;&.20,
21;77.11,14,15; 78.7,8,17,13,19,34,35,41,56;89.8,27;106,7d (?),14,
21;107.ll) In the light of the Canaanite background of the Psalms,
these special names of God should be regarded with particular sig¬
nificance. By these names the Psalmist must have intended a

polemic against the nature religions of the land. The confession

01 fP i) 51 brings the entire l and under the dominion 01

Yaliweh. The Psalmist feels the presence of the Lord in rain and
the consequent fertility of the land. (68.9)



No rigid attitude has been maintained by the Fsalirdst with

regard to the 'waters' in the Psalms. Occasionally in a figurative
sense the waters represent the mythical water chaos, but most fre¬

quently they represent the physical element. (46. 4,5;74.13f ,77«17f >

106.11,107.23f) The waters are a soaircc of blessing and represent
the presence of uod. (46.5,65.10,6S.9f)

The physical phenomena have been used as a means of revel¬
ation. The Exodus event with all its associated nature-miracles

revealed the power of God. (77.15,106.8) But paradoxically enough
'the footprints of the Lord' were unseen. (77.20) Despite the
revelation of God through events in nature, the Isalmist always
maintained the invisible and hidden character of Yahweh. He is

unique and incomprehensible, Q tlWy il D/S (77«13>cf. Jg.
13.18-1?).

The worshippers of the Lord invokes the power of Yahweh in
times of crisis and agony. They trust in Him as the Victor over

the powers of chaos and as the Creator of the physical world.
The realm of nature may perish and change (46.2ff,102,26), but the
Lord will remain eternally faithful.

The substance of the JllSil/lis the $ 1 J and

J] 1S D 3 which have been revealed in nature and history. To
keep the tradition of the praises of Yahweh and to transmit them
to T>osterity, are the bounderj duty of ever}'' faithful Israelite.

(78.4)
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S IT K N A Ti Y.

1. It is neither Nature nor History, but the Praises of Yahweli
are the supreme concern of the Psalmists. The praises of Yahveh
are concerned with the acts of God in the physical world. The
acts of God have been regarded as the signs of His majestic real¬

ity and active presence in the realm of man. Since the Isalms

were mainly originated from an agrarian background, the Psalmists
were first captivated by the visible and tangible acts of God in
the physical realm. The concept of history came later as a hand¬

maid, a via media, to translate these acts for the generations
that cane after.

2. The realm of Nature comrrunieates the knowledge of God to
the Psalmists who have had. the knowledge of God in personal exper¬
ience. Nature reveals His power and authority, but not His per¬

son. He is invisible and hidden behind the phenomena of Nature.
He is truly known only in personal relation.

3. According to the Psalmists, the physical world is an order,

governed by the divine law, the word of God in Nature. God is
its Creator, Owner and Ruler. Not only that He brought them
into existence, but He continuously maintains its order by con¬

stant creation. His vigil saves the natural order from falling
into chaos. The natural phenomena participate in the continuous

creation, in God's judgment and join in the cosmic worship of God.
4. Kan is no unique creature according to the Psalms. Whatever

uniqueness he hasjfthe vicegerent of G0{i depends on his obedience
to the Suzerain, God Himself. Even the king of Israel has no

uniqueness by virtue of his office in the presence of God. He
is but a man always seeking strength and wisdom from God, the real

King of Israel.
%

5. The power of Yahweh over the forces of chaos and His might
revealed through the preservation of Nature, has been the sure rock
and refuge for man in times of affliction and agony. The Psal¬
mists knew the ethical and moral character of God through His ac¬

tions. Therefore, trusting in the true love and faithfulness
of God, the people drew near to Him to realise His redeeming

power as He manifested Himself in the cult.



The Psalmists believed in the origin and the end of the

physical world. It is not eternal. The Natural order owes God
to its origin, preservation and final end. The Psalms occasion¬

ally, employ the language of myth to explain the understanding of
God and Nature. But the Psalmists' concepts of God and Nature

should be seen and tested in the light of their deep faith in
Yahweh.

The sovereignity of God comprehends the entire realm of
Nature and man, even death and the abode of the dead. The Psal¬

mists believed in One, Universal, and Personal God. The refer¬
ence to the divine beings in heaven and to the rods on earth., has
been made for the sole purpose of magnifying the glory and night
of Yahweh. The Psalmists frequently made universal call to all
the nations and all phenomena of Nature to acknowledge Yahweh as

God and Ping.



ADDITIONAL NOTES.

1. The Cult in Israel.

What is meant by cult? According to Mowinckel, the
'cult or ritual may be defined as the socially established or reg¬

ulated holy acts and words in which the encounter and the communion
of the deity with the congregation is established, developed and

brought to its ultimate goal'."'" The cult is one of the main aspects
of religion. 'It has been said that religion appears in three main

aspects, as cult, as myth and as ethos. Or, in other terms, as
2

worship, as doctrine, and as behaviour (morals)'. In the cult
3

people wait before the -presence of God as if to serve Him.
The object of cultic worship is God. In the everyday life of the

community He, the distant, inaccessible One, comes near and 'let His
face shine upon' the community; the deus absconditus becomes the
deus l-evelatus. 1

In the Israelite cult there is a significant place for
the 'narrative representation' of the mighty acts of God which He

5
has done in the past. 'The memory of Yahweh's earlier dealings
with His people is carefully employed as an aid to present faith
and faithfulness'.^ This is presented in the so-called 'festal

7
myth'. In the Israelite cult, the substance of the 'festal myth'
is brought into the realm of history. Although mythical language
is employed in the recital of the 'festal myth' the emphasis is not
on the mythical beliefs but on its 'historicised' meaning. This
is a distinctive nark of the Israelite cult from the cults of the

nature-religions. The elementary needs of life and harmony with
the powers of Nature are the motives of the cult of the Nature-

religions, while faithfulness to the covenant and shalom are the

objects of the Israelite cult. The cultic community in Israel

1. Mowinckel. IT?/. 1. p. 15.
2. ibid, also Mowinckel. Religion und Kultus, p.121, and p.13.

(henceforth cited as R1IJ.

3. Mowinckel. HH. pp.1Of.
4. Gyllenberg.il. 'Kultus und Offenbarung', Internretationes... p.76.
5. cf. Ps. 145-7 (NEB), see below the discussion on ");>$.
6. Johnson. Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel, 2nd ed. p.141.
7. A very unsatisfactory term given by the scholars for the cultic

recital of the saving deeds of the Lord,. For details see 'The
Meaning of "Mythology" in Relation to the G.T.' Barr.J. in VT.ix,
1959; Schmidt.W.II. 'Hythos iia A.T. ' Ev.Th.27,1967, pp.237*5
Ilermisson.H.J. Sprache und Hitus in altisraelitischen Mult.



expect life, salvation, blessing, eternal life, and prudence from
the cult.

There is another aspect in the Israelite worship, viz. the
cultic 'realisation' of the epiphany of the Lord. The cultic ex-

3
perience of the presence of God is no way a secondary matter in the
Israelite cult. The recital of the saving deeds of the Lord and the
realisation of His presence are both equally significant. Accord¬

ing to Gyllenberg, the cult is 'der Halimen Ger Gotterlebens, des Gott-
" 4

begegnens, der Selbstnitteilung des Gottlichen'. The community gathers
together before the presence of ( Lev.1.3), the Lord
with praises, thanksgiving, confessions and petitions. The Israel¬
ite cult is not merely an ethnic element of their religion as some

3
maintain it, because the anphictyonic tribes were constituted not
on an ethnic basis, but on a covenant bond of faith in Yahweh. The
cult may be regarded as a spontaneous response of the saved-community
to the saving grace of the Lord.

The Israelite cult is to be understood differently from the
cult of her neighbours. No convincing evidence has been put forward

g
to establish the view that there is a ritual drama in the cult which

is effective in itself, as. a sort of onus oneratrm. The cultic ac¬

tions are spontaneous response before the presence of the Lord. In
this connection, we should give some thought to the much-discussed

theme, viz, the cultic realisation of the presence of the Lord. A

great many views have been expressed without sufficiently realising
the cultic exprerience of Israel. Many of the views have bean form-
ulated and presented in the light of the cultic practices of the an¬

cient Near Hast. Here, we propose to have a brief discussion on one

of important cultic terms, viz. Eekher (noun), and its x'oot (zkr).

1. This term suggests a Christian influence on Kowinckel's idea on
Israelite worship. Deliverance from 'death' need not mean 'eternal
life' in the Psalms.

2. Kowinckel. HK. p.123.

3. contra.festerm,arm 'Vergegenwartigung der Geschichte in den Lsalmen',
in GSAT. p.314.

4. Gyllenberg. op.cit. p.76.
5. contra.v.7e 1 lhausen. Israelitische unci Judisclio Geschichte. 9th eG,

1958, p.17. " ~
2

6. cf.Johnson, op.cit. p.133, Howincke1.FT/. pp.l69f, 'Drama' in HGiP*
(192?)

7. See the important works on ZKR, Schottroff.V/,,Gedenken' im Alten
Orient mid im Alten Testament. -Lie V/urzel zakar in seniiisclien
Sprachkreis., Guilds.L.o. . enory and Tradition., BeBoer.P.A.H.
Gedenken tmd Geclachtnis in der felt des Alten Testaments.



According to Schottroff, the root zkr occurs about sixty four
1

times in the Psalms. Since the Psalms have been associated with

the cult of Israel, this important cultic term occurs in it more than

any other books of the O.T. Although the term has been used in dif¬
ferent ways, here, we intend to take up only its cultic meaning and

significance.
The root zkr, in the ancient Accadian language may mean

'to speak out, to call, to make mention'. J3y the \ise of zkr, the

subject, a person or tiling which is called or mentioned becomes ac¬

tively present. The side of the thing to which it is called becomes
more important, (cf.Josh.23.7; Jer.20.9)

There are mainly three ways in which the term is used in the
cult.

i. Pan as the subject of the verb. (Pss.42.7,63.7;2 Sam.14.11;

Jer.51.50 etc)
I11 such contexts, zlcjr means, especially in the Hiph. forms,

'to name the name' of God, that is, to call upon His name. Naming
the name, in the cult, is an important occasion.1 It is similar to
the custom of announcing the name of a king when he enters into the
audience hall.

ii. God as the subject of the verb. (cf.Pss.115.12,9.12; Gen.8.1,

19.29; 1 Sam.1.11,19, etc).
When God is the subject of the verb, His act of zkr simultan-

5
eously follows with acts of concern.

iii. Zekher comes as a definite parallel to the name of Yahweh or

Yahweh Himself. (cf.Pss.30.97.12,102.13,135.13 etc)
Some acholars internret Zekher in this context as 'the pro-

"6
claimed name' (der ausgesprochene Name; of the Lord. The D\y is
'der "we ssens immanentew name of Yahweh.' (lis.3.15) and D i is the

• • *<

1. Schottroff. op.cit. p.109.
2. cf. Schottroff. op.cit. p.34; BeBoer. op.cit. pp.6pf.
3. cf. Pedersen. Israel.I-11, pp.lOof, DeBoer. ibid.
4. cf.Grether.G. Kane unci ort Gcttes in Alton Testa?ant, p. 19.
5. cf.Schottroff. op.cit. pp.lS6f,201.
6. cf.Schottroff op.cit. p.296; ChiIds.B.3. op.cit. pp.72f.

ft

7. cf.Jacob.B. 'Beitrage zu ciner ilinleitung in die rsalmen II:
V'AN 17, (1337) p.70.



'announced name' in the cult. In the light of Ex.3.15> these two

terms represent the unique tetragrannaton f)1 i"P who led Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. Wherever people call upon ( (is.62.6,
26.13,49.1,etc) m IT and IIis name, the Lord makes His presence

available. In the cult that which is 'remembered' 'becomes an

active reality in the life of the believer'."'' God's remembering
has an ontological effect. 'God's remembering always implies His

2
movement toward the object of His memory'. So in the cult God
becomes £m actuality. The 'announced name '3Dj is Yahweh's cultic

V

reality. Schottroff says, 'Dieser Name karm Hypostase fiir Jahwe
3

sein und zum Wechselbegriff fiir J aawe werden'.
Thus we find that there is a unique presence of the Lord

in the cult. The presence is all the more felt when the 'festal

myth' is recited. The "jp$"is more than the 1 and
of Israel. The saving and creative deeds of Yahweh (cf. Ps.78.4,

145.5-7) which are sung in the cult remind the community that Yahweh

power to do the same is still available, because the Doer of these
is in their midst. In a sense, the past events become a present

experience. Creation and salvation are no more a memory of the

past, nor salvation an experience of the future. The in the
cult 'enables each generation in Israel to reinterpret the formative
events of her history as the living God of the covenant challenged
her to new obedience'.^ According to the Hebrew faith, 'in every

generation one must look upon himself as if he personally had come

forth from Egypt, in keeping with the Biblical command', (3t.6.20f)
"And thou shalt tell thy son in that day, saying, it is because of
that which the Lord did to me when I went forth from Egypt..." And
us He brought out thence that lie might lead us to, and give us the

7land which He swore to our Fathers'. So the cuitic realisation

1. Hinggren.II. The Faith of the Psalmists, p. 19.
2. Childs.B.S. op.cit. p.34.
3. Schottroff. op.cit. p.299.
4. cf.Johnson, op.cit. 2nd ed. p.135.

5. cf.Childs.B.S. op.cit. p.71.
6. Porteous.N.V/. 'Actualisation and the Prophetic Criticism of the

Cult', in Tradition and Situation, ed. by Wtirthwein.E. and Kaiser
p.103.

7. Ilaggadah of Passover: p.51 ed. by David and Tainar de Sola Pool,
cited by Anderson.■JJ.W. ox>.cit. p.105.
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is not a 'repetition or a re-witness or a '/iederbelebungof past
event, but a new and present experience of the community. 'God's
- 2
^ ^remembering is a continuation of the selfsai;;e purpose'.' His

memory is not a re-creation of the past, but it is saving and creat¬

ing reality in the present, 'Now'. The role of Israel's memory, in
the cult, is not to re-live the past, but to emphasise obedience in
the present and the days fo come."'

This understanding of the Israelite cult has a great signif¬
icance in the interpretation of the Psalms.

2. Theophany.

The O.T., while emphasising the transcendence of God also

gives importance to the condescension of God to the realm of man's

history. The theophany does signify this condescending of God with
>k

the accompaniments of natural powers to the realm of man. The
0.T. does not aee the epiphany of God in Nature as such but it is

recognised when God specifically manifests His power for the sake
of Ilis people. Here, we see the essential difference between the

concept of theophany in the nature-religions and the religion of the
C.T. The former does not make any distinction between the power of
Nature and the deities, while the latter never identifies God with

any particular powers of Nature. 'The very variety of events with
which He can be brought into connection is the sufficient proof that

5He is identified with none'." In the account of theophany in 1 Ki.

19.11-13. Yahweh is not found in the powers of Nature but the pro¬

phet heard Ilim in a 'still small voice'. Here, we see the refusal
of the O.T. to identify Yahweh with Nature-powers.

An analytical study of the following source materials will
reveal to us the part played by the natural phenomena in theophany.

(Ex.19.16-20; Dt.33.2f; Jg.5.4f; Pss.18.8f,50.2,68.8f,77.17-19,97.3;
Is.50.27f; Kic.l.3f; Nah.l.3f; Hab.3.3ff) There are two main groups

2
1. see. Nowinckel.I J.V/.l. p.19, 'Drama' in RGG , Bentsen. 'Cultic Use

of the Story of the Ark',JBL 67,19^8, pp.371.
2. Childs.E.S. op.cit. p.'i2.
3. cf.Childs.B.S. op.cit. p.51.
'i.cf.von Itad.QTT.l. p.366.
5. Welch.A.C. The Religion of Israel Under the Kin ,dom. pp.11-12.
6. cf.Eichrodt. TOT.II. p.19.



of natural phenomena in these theophanic accounts.

i). Weather Phenomena.

Storm, Ps.50.3;Nah.l.3h.

Clouds, Es.l9.l6;Ps.l8.12;Ex.34.5;Na.l.3h.
Thunder, Ex.19.16; Fs.18.14,77.13.

Lightning, Ex.19.16; Pss.18.15,77.13-19,97-4; Hah.3.9,11.

Brightness, ilab.3.4.

Light, Ps.104.2.

Rain, Ps.68.9,10; Jg.5.4; Ps.77-18.

Hail, Ps.18.13-14.

Wind, Ps.18.11,104.3-4.

Breath, Is.30.28; Ps.77-19.

ii). Volcanic Phenomena.

Earth-quake, Jg.5.4; Ps.18.8,68.9,77-19,97-4.
2

Mountain-quake, Ex.19.18; Jg.5«5» Pss.IS.8,97-5; Mic.1.4; Kali.1.5;
Hah.3.6.

Smoke, Ex.19.18; Ps.18.9; Is.6.4,30.27.
Darkness, Ps.18.10,12.

Fire, Ex.19.18; Dt.33.2; Fs.18.9,50.3,97.3; Is.30.27-

Glowing coals, Ps.18.9,13-14.
A third group is found in connection with the theophany

of the Lord, viz. Pestilence and Plague. (llab.3.5) The reference
in llabakkuk may be regarded as a strong reminiscence of the Egyptian

plague by which the Lord had revealed His power and authority in the
realm of nature. In Ex.19.l6, we have a reference to the sound of
the trumpet. The sound of the trumpet need not be taken as an

3echo from the cultic use of this passage at a later date. It
could mean the rumbling sound of the earth tremor which the writer
was trying to communicate by a familiar word.

The presence of two different physical phenomena leads
some scholars to think that the weather phenomena reflect the agri¬
cultural background of the community and the volcanic phenomena, the

4
nomadic life. According to them, the two traditions have fused
into the theophanic descriptions of the C.T. The early versions

1. cf. Phythian-Adams.W.J. The Call of Israel. Part III. pp.l40f.
2. The LXX reads in Ex.19.18 'the people' instead of the 'mountains'.
3. contra. Schmidt.17.H. AGSIJ. p.41.
4. Schmidt.17.H. ibid.
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may have had only the phenomena from the nomadic background while in
the course of transmission of Sinai traditions, the agricultural

phenomena, quite likely, were added to the early oral traditons and
thus we have a fusion of both in the later versions.

Since Yahweh is frequently associated with the storm, some
1

scholars believed that He was originally a storm-God. In the light
of the various natural phenomena which accompany the manifestation
of the Lord, this view cannot he taken seriously. If we do, then,
we have to believe that He was originally a volcanic deity or a fire

deity and so on and so forth. The storm may have been associated
with Yahweh as the best possible physical phenomenon through which
the power and invisibility of Yahweh could well he presented to His
believers. The concept ox the power of the deity was a highly
l'evered belief among the ancient Semites.

The purpose of theophany was notmerely to reveal the power

of God but to affirm that the Lord was a God of covenant who wants

to continue His covenant relation with nan. The Sinai theophany
ends with the making of the covenant. These two aspects viz. the

o

power and the communion of God," were the main motives of the theo-

phanic descriptions. The motive of the communion or the covenant

expresses itself in the form of redemptive action by God. (Ls.18.8ff;
Hah.3; Jg.5.4f)

The account of theophany never gives the slightest sug¬

gestion that Yahweh was a nature-deity. He was never described as

a fertility deity manifesting Himself in storm or thunder or rain.
When He manifests Himself with the powers of Nature as His retinue,
there will be great commotion in the realm of Nature, (ci.Amos.1.2;
Ps.l8.l4,29.3ff,50.2f,114.3ff etc) We do not find the language of

theophany when God blesses the land or instructs the farmer. (Ps.
65.10f; Is.28.231")

The theophany is not a simple thunderstorm or earth-quake
or volcanic eruption. The occurrence of these provided the stage
for a theophany, hut they themselves are not the epiphany of the Lord.

1.cf.Stadc. Biblische Theolo :ie dies Alten Testaments. pp.l7,94ff;
also, Anderson.B. .'. regards that Yahweh takes the symbolism of
the storm-God, especially in Ps.18.1311, cf. op.cit. p.97*

2. The power and communion of the Deity were common theological beliefs
shared by the Semites. cf.Vriezen. 'The Study of the C.T. and the
History of Heligion', Congress Volume, VTS.xvii,19^9j p.4.



The faith in God's power and authority in Nature, prepares the mind
to receive an epiphany of the Lord in Nature. An atheist or an ag¬

nostic can hardly have a theophany. The purpose of theopliany, like
every other wonder, is not to awaken one's amazement but to evoke and

1
confirm faith,

In the light of its structure, the theophanic accounts may

be classified into three main groups.

i) The Sinai Thoonhanv. (3x.19.l6f ;20.13;3£i.5> Dt.5.^>23 etc)
According to Hebrew tradition, this is the earliest refer¬

ence to a theophany in Nature. God descends from heaven with the

accompaniments of natural powers. The people witness the glory and

majesty of God in these natural phenomena. The later theophanic
descriptions are based on the vision at Sinai.

ii) The theonhany which looks back to Sinai. (jg.5.4f; Ps.6o.18;
Hab.3.3f)

These accounts of theophany looks back to Sinai. God comes

from Sinai or Seir or feman, - all suggesting the direction of the
first theophany in the wilderness. In these descriptions the Sinai
account is a past event. The purpose of these thecpiianic hymns is
to evoke the presence and power of God by recalling similar natural

phenomena which accompanied God at Sinai. The occasion is usually
a national crisis. The Lord of Sinai comes and succours His devotees.

iii) The Thcowhanw fro:' Zion. (Ps.lG.7»5C.2, also cf.Is.6.1-6)
These theophanic descriptions imply Yanweli's manifestation

in the cult. Here, too, the language is modelled on the description
of the Sinaic account. Sut the happening of the theophany is a

present reality.
We find in the theophanic accounts a progress of thought

from Sinai to Zion. This is particularly true in Is.68 where allu¬
sions to the three aforesaid groups are found, (of.group i_ - Ps.68.8ff
ii - w.lSf, iii - w.24ff,36) We might ask, was it true that all
these natural phenomena have accompanied the Lord in the cult? The
phenomena were not actually present in the cult hut their symbols
and replicas were in the temple, eg.smoke, fire, wind (cherubim,
Ps.18.ll), coals of fire (is.6.6), the sound of the trumpet, molten

O

sea, (l Ki.7.23-26). In a sense, the temple itself was a microcosm

1. Rust.E.G. Nature and Han in P>iblical Thought. p.9'±.
2. To get the details of symbolic representations in the temple, see,

Ex.25.10f ,40.181'f ,lKi.8.o-13.
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of the macrocosm, an earthly replica of the heavenly temple. Jeru¬
salem was the omnaalos of the world like Babylon or the Pririeval Hill
in Egypt.'* (cf.Ps.4S.3>99.1-2) In the light of these symbolic

representations in the temple, the reference to the natural phenomena
becomes meaningful to the community.

God meets His people in the cult, (cf.Ex.20.24,25.22) The

theophany is not a literary creation of the poetic imagination as
2

some people do believe. Theopliany is an actualisation of an hist-
3orical tradition in the cult. The theophanic experience, of course,

is narrated with literary skill. The theophanic descriptions truly
reflect and represent the feeling and experience of the numinous in
the cult. Those who regard the theophanic descriptions as merely
the product of poetic imagination deny the power and presence of the
Lord in the cult. (cf.Ex.20.24)

The prophets \ise the theophanic language to describe the

eschatological judgment of Yahweh. (ls.30.27ff; J1.2.10ff; Is.31-4)
In Second Isaiah we read the coming of the Lord as the head of the
restored community. (40.lOf,42.13)

In a strict sense, theophany is not a medium of the revel-
4

ation of God. lie never appears in Nature. What is visible in
Nature is His power and glory, (cf.Ex.24.15-13,16.10,33*19-23) To
the worshippers, God shines forth through these media. (cf.Bt.33*2;
Ps.50.2, also 80.2,94.1) They will have either a vision or an

audition from the natural phenomena. In the cuitic manifestation
5

too, the worshippers have similar experience.
' i'he Psalms draw its traits from various sources: the

theophany of Sinai; great cosmic disturbances; hurricanes and fear¬
ful storms, such as arise in the rocky deserts of Sinai and Palestine;

perhaps, more or less indirectly, the great cosnogonic poems of

Babylon'. There is no doubt that the Psalms use a wide variety

1. cf. Yoegelin. Order and History, p.44.
2. cf. McKenzie,J.L. Myths and idealities, p.104.

3. cf. Weiser. 'Die Larstellung der Theophanie in den Psalmen vmd
irn Festlcult', Festschrift fhr hertholet, p. 516.

4. cf. Schmidt.W.II. op.cit. p. 149•
5. It is significant to note that Hinduism, a major religion of

the Orient uses the term Darshan (to have a vision) to denote
the idea of worship.
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of picturesque language in the description of the theophany which

only confirm the skill of the writers to employ the available lit¬

erary medium to translate the experience of the cultic community.

3. The Glory of the Lord.

First of all let us see the root meaning of the stative verb

"HfJ. D • According to BI)B, 72^ means to be 'heavy, weighty, burden¬
some or to be honoured. The noun has the following meanings
in the C.T.

1133 = abbundance, honour and glory. But the word has differnent
connotations in different contexts. For example,

i) Abundance or riches in Gen.31.1; Is.10.3j6l.6,66.11,12; Fs.49.17,10,
etc.

ii) Honour, splendour or glory of external conditions and circumstances.

a) Of men - Gen.45.13; Job.19.9,29.20 etc.

b) Of things - Bsth.5.11; ISam.2.8; Ps.84.12 etc.

c) Of God - especially glory in cultic appearances - Fx.33.18,29.43*
in ideal manifestations of the Lord - Iss.S3.3j29.3j72.19; Keh.9.5
etc. The Lord is glory - Ps.£4.7-10,102.17 etc.

iii) Honour, dignity - Num.24.11; Ps.112.9.

iv) Honour, reputation - 2 Chr.26.lS; Ec.10.1; Frov.21.21, etc.

v) My honour, that is nobility - Gen.49.6; Pss.7«6,l6.9j30.13 etc.

vi) Honour, reverence, glory - of men - Mai.1,6; 1 Chr.17.lS; 2 Chr.
32.33, etc, of God - Is.42.7,48.11, etc.

vii) Glory as the object of honour - Fss.3.4,106.20; Jer.2.11 etc."'
According to von Had, 'l-'abod is by and large that asset which

makes peoples or individuals, and even objects, impressive, and usually
this'*understood as something that can be perceived or expressed'
When it is applied to God, Kabod is still regarded as a visible element.
The Priestly writings and the Book of Szekiel bear witness to this

emphasis of the glory of God. In cases like Lev.9.24; Num.16.22,17.10,
20.6, the Priestly writer speaks about the fiery presence of the Lord
that consumes the wicked and the rebellious. It consumes the offering
and creates awe and fear among His servants. But the J writer is not

1. cf.BDB, here all the references from the BLB are not given. 1 artic¬
ular. emphasis has been given to the Psalms' references.

2. von Had. CTT. Vol.1", p.239.
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as dramatic as the P author. J too, recognises the majesty and awe

in the presence of the Lord. (cf.Iix.34.5-S) In the Book of Szekiel,
the word occurs about nineteen times with different shades of meaning,
such as to be heavy or honoured etc. In Ezek.28.22,39,21, we see

that by the revelation of Yahweh's power and judgment God manifests
His glory. But the chief emphasis of the Book of Ezekiel is found
in his introductory vision and call in Ch.l. After a brilliant des¬

cription of the theophany, he says, 'Like a rainbow in the clouds on a

rainy day was the sight of that encircling radiance; it was like the

appearance of the glory of the Lord'. ( ) Like P, Ezekiel
also sees something visible and radiant. For both P and Szekiel,

T Ml D , is not an attribute of God but it points to 'die personalo
" 3

Gegenwarugkeit Jahwes in seiner Lichtherrlichkeit' says Zimmerli.

m.v in) is a* terminals tgchnicus fur die erscheinende Licbtherr-
2

1 iclike i t' Yahwe s ', *"
Not only in the tbeophanic accounts these words occur but al¬

so in connection with Yahweh's deeds in the realm of nature and history.
God's glory is revealed in liis power and activity."5 (Num.14.22)
Anderson says, 'The light which suffuses the creation is God's glory

(Kabod), the refulgent radiance which shields His being.'1 It is part
of His being. Nan cannot stand before this 'fiery, intensely radiant

light'" that emits from the presence of the Lord. When Moses con¬

fronted God, his face also shone by the radiance of the glory of God.

(cf.fix.34.29ff) .He used a veil. The reason is not given, perhaps it
was to protect the people from too-close a contact with the glorious
face of Loses. It has its aspect of 'separateness' and is too danger¬
ous for unholy people. (cf.l Sara.6.19-20; 2 Sam.6.?)

God's glory was an assurance of protection ana guidance to
the j>eoplc of Israel in the desert. His glory accompanied then in
the pillar of fire and the pillar of clouds. (Ex.14.19,24) ' With the
first solemn appearance of the glory of Yaliweh over the tabernacle the
ancient promises to the Patriarchs that Yaliweh would he Israel's God-

(Gen.17.7) were fulfilled'." When the temple was built, the glory of

1. Zimmerli.V/. Biblisc'er l onmentar A.T., l.zechiol.1. p.58.
2. Ziinnierli.V/, oi>.cit. p.57.

3. cf.Federsen. Israel, lil-iv. p.6l6.
4. Anderson.13.Creation Versus Chaos, p.90.
5. von Had. op.cit. p.14b.
6. von Had. op.cit. p.241.



the Lord rjoved with the Ark of the Lord to the temple, (ci'.l Ki.8.
10-11; 2 Chr.5.13-14) Yahweh's strength and glory were associated with
His Ark. (cf.Is.78.61} It contained the ineffable name and all the

other epithets of Yahveh.^ In the tabernacle and in the temple, the

glory was seen in the decent of the cloud. The cloud presented the
2

presence and the transcendence of the Lord. God's glory in the tem¬

ple does not in any way diminish Lis glory in the world.J (cf.Is.6.3,4)
'The tent of meeting' has been rendered by the LXX as

Ttb f-1 o( p TV f too - the tent of revelation or manifestation. (px.33.7)
In later Judaism Shelcin-v- represented the glory of God with man.

The word Labod occurs about 194 times in the G.T. and in

which about 77 times it has a secular meaning. It occurs about 50
times in the Psalms.

Cur study has bought forth the following results. It is

significant to note that 1'abod occurs more frequently in the Hymns than
in the other literary forms. We find its occurence in the Hymns about
26 times. The glory of God in the Hymns has certain particular
characteristics.

i. Glory, as majesty and honour, belongs to God alone, 8.2,19.2,

24.7-10,66.2,96.8,102.16-17,108.6,145.5.
ii. Glory is revealed in the cultic worship. 29.1,2,9,24.7-10,96.7,

102,16-17.
iii. Glory is the work of the Lord in creation and history. 29.5,96.5,

97.6,104.31,113.4,145.11-12.
iv. Glory is revealed in theophany. 29.3,97.6,102.17.
v. Glory is acknowledged by men and natural phenomena. 19.2,29.1,

2,96.7-8. ■

vi. Glory is given to man by God. 8.6,149.5
The other occurrences of ICabod are found in the following

order.

Laments. (3.4,4.3,7.6,26.8,57.6,9,12,63.3,85.10,115.1)
Wisdom Psalms. (49.17,18,73.24,112.9)
Iloyal Pss. (21.6,72.19 )

1. Jewish Encyclopaedia, vol.II. p.lOgb.
2. cf.Cougar.Y. The ^ vstor- of the Temple, p.10.
3. cf.Hust. nature and Han in Jiblical Thought. p.93; Loore.G.P.

Judaism.II. p.420.
4. cf.Havies.W.D.•Contemporary Jewish Heligion', in ICE, para.6l5a

also Snaith.N.H. 'Leviticus', in PC3, para.205e.
5. cf .Amirthom.S. The i r scree of God in t'-a 'si . p.215, a disser¬

tation submitted to the University of Hamburg in 1968.
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iss. of Confidence, (l6.9j92.8j
Pss. of Thanksgiving. (30.13}13S.5)
Songs of Zion. (64.12)
Historical iss. (l0o.20)

The main characteristics of glory in the rsaims are tae

following.

a) Glory belongs to God, 26.8,57.6,12,72.19,73.24,106.20,115.1.
h) Glory belongs to man, 4.5,7.6,21.6,49.17,18. (as riches)
c) Glory represents the soul of man, 5.4,16.9,50.13,57.9,108.2
tl) Glory is tue honour of man, 21.6,62.8,112.9.
e) Glory is revealed in the ways of the Lord, 138.5,

" " " " in the temple, 26.8,63.3,
11 " " " in the land, 85.10.

f) Glory is imparted to man along with grace, 84.12.
g) Glory is synonymous with Hod (8.2,21. 6) Hadar (8 .6), 0s_ or Geburah

(29.1,2,145.11-12) and his Niphlaoth (145.5)

4. The Occurrence of Natural Phenomena in the Psalms - 2m Analysis.

The interest of the 1 salmists in xhe phenomena of Nature is
not motivated by any speculative goal but is strictly objective and theo¬

logical .

Here, we propose to have a detailed analysis of all the occurr¬

ences of natural phenomena in the fsalter. Our study will be under
iout* main headings:

i) The Phenomena of the earth,

ii) The ihenomena of the heavens,

iii) The Phenomena of the waters,

iv) The Concept of the Underworld.

i) '^-'he Phenomena of the Uarth.

The word % is translated by three different Hagiish words
1

in the H3V, viz. earth, land and ground. The word occurs about 175
times in the lsalter. (2.2,8,10;7.6;8.2,lC;10.18;12.7;l6.3;17.H;18.8;
19.5,21.11;22.28,50;24.1;25.15;33.5,8,14;34.17;37.9,11,22,29,54;41.3;
44.4r, 26; 45.17 5 T6.3,7,9,11 j47.3,8, 1C;48.3,11; 50.1,4; 57 • 6,12; 58.3,12; 59.14;
60.4;61.3;63.10565.6,9 (JITj/p ) 10;66.1,4;67.3,5,7,8;6G.9,33;6; .35;

1. Here the veive order is from the NT and the translation of words is
as found in the 11SV. The NUB omits the translation of the Heb. words

occasionally but brings out the meaning, eg.72.lob,79*2,101.6,8. In
12.7, it translates 'j "I % as 'gold' from a probable reading.
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71.20;72.6,8,16,19;73.9,25;74.12,17,20;75.4,5;76.9,10,i3;77.19;
78.69;79.2;80.9;82.5.3;83,19;85.2,10,12;88.15;39.12,£8,40,^5;90.2;
95.4;96.1,9*11>13;97.1»4,5»9;98.54,9;99.1;100.1;101.6,8;102.16,20,26;
103.11;104.5,9,13,14,24,52,35;105.7,11,16,23,27,52,55,56,44;106.17,24,
27;107.3,34,35;103.6;109.15;110.6;112.2;113.5;114.7;115.15,16;115.9;
119.19,64,37,90,119;121.2;124.8;134.3;135.6,7*12;136.6,21;138.4;139.15;
140.12;141.7;143.3*6;146.6;147.6,8,15;148.7,11,11,15;)
The World. (Sap) 3.9;18.l6;19.5;24.1;33.8;49.1 ( tS p ); 50.12;

•• »• *'
|<^

77.19;39.12;50.2;93.1;96.10,15;97.4;98.7*9. = 16 times.
The lend and the - round. ( il 0 "T 8 ) 49.11;83.11;304.30;105.35;137.4;
146.4.

The land and the field. ( V? ) 8.8;50.11;78.12,43;80.13;96.12;103.15;
104.11;107.11;132.6. = 10 times.

Dry land. 66.6;95.5.
The wilderness or the desert, v.~?22."TtJ, ")"J*3"* 117"* * H "»<* ) 29.8,8;55.S;
63.2565.13;68.8;74.14 (?); 75.7;78.15,19,40,52;95.8;102,7;105.41;

106.9,14^,^0; 107.4,4,33,35,35; 136.16. = 25 times.
The Mountains and the Mills. trm, J11^2Z) 2.6;3.5;11.1;15.1;
18.8;24.3;30.S;36.7;42.7;43.3;46.3,4;48.2;3,12;50.10,11;65.7,13;6o.l6,
16,16,16,17,17;72.3,l6;74.2,75.7;76.5;78.54,68;80.11;8315; 87.1;90.2;

95.4;97.5;98.8;99.9;104.6,8,10,13,18,,32;114.4,6;121.1;125.1,2;135.3;
144.5;147.S;148.9. = 55 times.
The Valleys. ( p ) 60.S;o5.14;o4.7;104.8 ( J) 1 i/ P D. ) 108.8.
The meadows and pastures. ( CP ~1 , PlJ ) 23.2;37.20;65.13,14;72.6;
74.20;79.7j83.13. = 8 times.

The Rock. ( 21^, \/S? ) 18.3,52,47; 19 • 15; 27 • 5; 28.1; 51 • 3 > 4; 40.3;
42.10;61.3;62.3,7,8;71.3;75.26;78.15,16,20,35;81.17;89.27;92.16;
94.22;95•1;104.18;105.41;114.8;137•9;141.6;144.1. = 31 times.
Stones. ( D13a^)91.12;102.15;118.22.
Sand. ( inn ) 78.27;139.18.
Mire. (l5'u>) 18.43;40.3;69.3,15•
Dust. (~)0_y, ,SD1 ) 7.6;18.43;22.l6,30;30.10;3V-19;44.26;72.9;
78.27;90.3;102.15;103.14;104.29;113.7;119.25. = 15 times.

The Minerals.

S2ld* $0 , OP D ) 19.11;21.4;45.|0,14;72.15;105.37; .

115.4;119.72,127,127;135.15. = 11 times.
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Silver. ( CJCO) 12.7; 15.5; 66.10; 68.4,31; 105.37; 11". 4; 119.72; 135.15.
= 9 tines.

Iron. ( SVD3. ) 2.9,105.18;107.10,l6; 149.8. = 5 times.
Bronze. ( 13 ^ 13 3 ) 107.16.

The Trees and, the Plants,

Trees. ( ) 1.3;74.5;96.12;104.l6;105.33jl48.9. = 6 times.

Forest. 29.9;50.10;80.14;85.15;96.12,104.20;152.6 ( a place

name, NEB)
Cedars. 29.5,5;80.11;92.13;104.l6;l48.9; Broom tree. 120.4.

Sycamore. 78.47. Willows. 137.2.

Fig. 105.33. Vine. 78.47;80.9,14;105.33;
Olive. 52.10;128.3. 107.37;128.3.
ralm tree. 92.12. Ilyssor. 51.9.

The Grass and Vegetation.

Heeds. 68.31. Grass and Greens. ( "V^n » 3.^^ ) 37.2;72.16;90.5;
92.8;ICS.~;102.5,12;103.15;104.14;105.55;106.20;129.6;
147.8;

Grain and Corn. ( » ID.) 4.8;65.10,14;72.l6;78.24.
Wheat. 81.17;147.14.

The Living creati-.res. ) 7.6; l6.ll; 17.14; 21. 5;£3.6; 26.9;27.1,4;
or life. 30.6;31.11;34.13;36.10;42.9;49.19?56.14;63.4,5;

64.2;66.9;60.29;S8.4;103.4;104.33;128.5;133.3.
= 25 tines.

The "beasts and Catties. They include both wild and domestic. 8.8;36.7;
49.13>21;50.10;6S.31;73.22;73.48;?9.2;104.11,14,20;107.38;135.8;
147.9;148.10. = 16 times.

I.ion. ( n ■•iK, "vsd, ) 7.3;10.9;17.12;22.14,22;34.11;35.17;
57.5;58.7;91.13;104.21. = 11 times.

Boar. 80.14. Horse. 20.S;33.17;76.7;147.10.
Wild Ass. 104.11 Hule♦ 32.9.

Wild Oxen. 22.22;29.6j92.11. Eo£. 22.17,21;59.7,15;68.24.
Wild Goat. 104.18. Dulls. 22.13;50.9,13;51.21;68.31.
Jackal. 63.IO. Oxen. 8.8;69.32;106.20;144.14;
Bart. 42.2 Calf. 29.6;68.31;106.19.
Badgers. 104.13. Sheen and Flocks.( }*3, ros, nw)

8.8;44.12,23;49.15;65.14;74.1;77•21:
78.52,70; 79.13;'30.2; 95.7; 100.3;

107.41;119.1765144.13. = 16 tines.
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Goat. 50

Birds. S

Vulture.

liable.

Owl.

Raven.

Stork.

Quails.

Dove.

Sparrow.

Swallow.

, 9 ,13 ;66.15. Rains. 114.4,6. Lambs. 114.4,6.
. 9;11.1;50.11;78.27;79•2;102.8;104.12^17;124.7;148.10
102.6.

103.5.

102.6.

147.9.

104.17.

105.40.

55.7j68.14.
84.4.

84.4.

Flies. 7S.45;105.31.

Gnats. 105.51.

Loths. 39.12.

Locusts. 78.46;105.34,
109.23.

Caterpillar. 78.46.

Worn. 22.7.

Snail. 59.9

'abortive birth' (JJEB)
Fro-;. 73.45.105.30.

Vipers. 140.3.

Serpent, and Adder.

58.5J91.13.

Bees. 118.12.

2. The Phenomena of leavens.

The Jleoven. 2.4;S.2,4,9;11.4;14.2;13.10.14;19.£,7;20.7?33-6,13;36.6;

50.4,6,-53.3;57.4,6,10,12;68.9,34569.33;73-9j25;76.?;73.23,
24,26,69;79.2;80.15;85.12;89.3,6,12,30;96.5»11;97.6;102.20,
26;103.11,19;104.2,12;105.40;107.26;108.4,5>6;113.4,6;115.5>
15,16;119.89;121.2;123.1;124.£5134.3;135.6;136.5,26;139«8;
144.5;146.6;147.8;148.1,4,4,13; =73 times.

The sin- and the clouds."^ ( n Xl^/ ]]^/ ) 18.12,13; 56.6; 57.11;
68.4,35;77.18;78.14,23;89.7,38;97.2;99.7;104.3;105.39;108.5;147.8.
The Firmament. 19.2;150.1.
The Sun> 19.5;50.1;58.9;72.5,17;74.l6;84.uf;104.19,22;113.3;121.6;

136.8;148.3.
The Loon. 8.4;72.5,7;89.38;104.19;121.6;136.9;148.3;
The Stars. 8.4;136.9;147.4;148.3;
The Luminaries. 74.l6;90.8.
The hind/" ( OH } 1.4; 11.6; 18.11,16,43;32.2;53.6;34.19;35.5;48.3;

51.14,19;55.9;77.4,7,19;78.8,39;83.14;103.15;104.3,4,29,30;
106.35;107.25;135.7,17;139.7;142.4;143.4,7,10;146.4;147.18;
148.8. = ~6 times.

Tempest and hurricane. 31•6;31•12,13576.13583•16;107•25,29;148.8.
Thunder. 18.14,29.3;77.1S,19;7S.4S;81.8;96.11;9S.7;104.7.

1. Pnw is quite often used to signify both the clouds and the slry.
It means the. 'fine dust', and 'cloud'. So it stands for the sky.

2. nn is rendered 'spirit, wind^breath' in the Psalms.



Li.^htnin i. IS. 15;29-7577-19597-4;105.32; 135.7; 144.6.
Hailstone. 18.13yl4;78.4?,48;1G5.32i148.8.
Sulphur or Brimstone. 11.6.

Rain and showers. 65.10;68._9,10;72.6;84.7;105•32;135•75147.3.
Ice. 147.17• Winter. 74.17.

Snow. 51.9;6s.15;147.16;148.8. Sranmer. 32.4;74.17.
Frost. 78.47;147.l6;148.8; He fit. 19.7j32.4;
Dew. 110.3;153.3« Smoke. 18.9;37.30;68.3;102.4.
Light.1 4.?;27.1;36.10;37.6;38.11;43.3;44.4;49.20;56.14;78.14;89.16;97.H

. 104.2;112.4;119.105;136.7;139.11;148.3. = 18 times.
Fire. 11.6;18.9,13>14;21.10;29.7;39.4;46.10;50.3;66.12;68.3;74.7;78.14,

21,63;79.5;80.17;83.15;89.47;97.3;104.4;105.32,39;106.IS;118.12;
140.11;148.8. = 27 times.

5• '^he Phenomena of the Waters.

The Sea. 8.9,9;24.2;33.7;46.3;65.6,8;66.6;68.23;69.35 >72.8;74.13;77•20;

78.13,27,53;80.12;89.10,26;93.4;95.3;96.11;98.7;104.25;106.7,
9,22;10".3,23;114.3,5;135.6;139.9;146.6; = 34 times.

The Flood. ( Sinn) 29.10.
The V/aters. ( □ "> 0 ) 1.3;18.12,l6,17;22.15;23.2;29.3»3;32.6;33.7;42.2;

46.4;53.8;63.2;65.10;66.12;69.2,3,13>16; 73.10;74.13;77.17,
18,20;78.13,16,20;79.3;81.8;88.18;93.4;104.3,6;105.29,41;
106.11,32;107.23,33,33,33;109.IS;114.8,8;119.156;124.4,5;
136.6;144.7;147.18;148.4; = 52 times.

The Deeps. ( } 33.7; 36.7; 42.8;71.20; 77.17;
78.15;104.6;106.9;107.24,26;130.1;135.6;148.7; = 13 tines.

The Rivers. ( "1 fij } 24.2;46.5;66.6;72.S;74.15;78.l6,44;
80.12;89.26;93.3,3,3;93.8;105.41;107.33;137.1. = 16 times.

The Streams. ( xh © p"»0S' ) 1.3; 18.l6;42.2;46.5;65.10;119.136; 126.4
The Brooks or (wady) torrents. 18.5536*9;74.13578.20;83.10;104.10;110.7;

124.4;
The Springs. 74.13;34.7;107.33,35;114.S;
Creatures of .'ator. 74.13; 104.26; 148.7•
Fish. 3.9;105.29.

4. The Concept of the Underworld.

The r-salnist believed the abode of the dead as part of the
universe. Although the dead may not he able to communicate or praise

God, their place oi' shadowy existence belongs to the order of the uni¬
verse. God has authority over Sheol and His power extends over ft.

1. Here, light is used in a figurative and literal sense.



Different words have been used to signify the abode of the dead, viz.

1)1/^ W ; n \V aild • 6.6;9.18;l6.10;18.6;30.4;31.18;
49.15»15> 16;55.16;86.13;58.4;89.49; 1-16.3; 139.8; 141.7. s. 16 tir.es.

Cur analysis leads to the following conclusions.

i) The Book of Psalms show a very keen sense of the natural world.
The earth is the most prominent natural realm which attracted the obs¬
ervation of the Psalmist. Almost every phenomena of nature have
been mentioned in the Psalms. The religion of the Psalms was not

merely a religion of the other world. The Psalms are deeply rooted
and grounded in the land and its natural surroundings.

ii) Next to the earth, it was the waters and the sea that captivated
the attention of the Psalmist. There is no wonder that the waters

played a significant role in the thought of the Psalms. The region
of Palestine was mostly arid and dry and depended mainly on rain for
its fertility. Therefore, it is quite natural for the people to give

importance to waters, brooks, rivers and pools which sustain the life
of the land.

iii) The distant sky and the heavenly phenomena definitely helped
to mould the theological thinking of the Psalms. The Cod of the
Psalmist was the Creator of heaven and earth. lie was the Lord of

Hosts. he was transcendant God yet mindful of the needs of man. He

brought rain upon the land. He defeated the powers of the sea, the
source of all waters. So He is able to send rain. For the life and

prosperity of man and beast, the pious always looked upto God. He

says, 'My'help comes only from the Lord, Maker of heaven and earth.'.

(121.2)
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